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From the 1891 establishment of the Trustees of Public Reservations, a 
private statewide landscape preservation organization, to America’s 1941 entry into 
World War II, a citizen-led effort to safeguard and improve Massachusetts’s 
woodlands resulted in the establishment of a multiple use state forest and park 
system that combined timber production and outdoor recreation in order to restore, 
protect, and connect people to the Commonwealth’s forests. This interdisciplinary 
dissertation argues that conservationists, public officials, and foresters strove to 
revitalize Massachusetts’s natural landscape, rural economy, and cultural identity by 
promoting scientific forestry, founding publicly-owned and -managed timber 
reserves, and providing outdoor recreational opportunities. The state expanded 
these public forests’ number, size, and function during the early twentieth century 
in response to shifting cultural, economic, and political forces. By analyzing how 
changing institutional priorities, professional practices, and cultural attitudes 
 x 
shaped the landscapes of Massachusetts’s state forests and parks, this dissertation 
provides a new perspective on state level forest conservation in the early-twentieth-
century United States. 
 Chapter One examines the private organizations and public institutions that 
experimented with different methods of forest protection, in particular the 
Massachusetts Forestry Association’s campaign to promote forestry and encourage 
the legislature to appoint a state forester. Chapter Two closely appraises how the 
state foresters’ efforts to educate the public, control fires and pests, promote 
reforestation, and establish state forests were intertwined with anxieties over 
Massachusetts’s dominant Yankee cultural identity in the face of immigration, 
urbanization, and industrialization. The third chapter recounts how the reorganized 
Department of Conservation began to weave recreational features into an enlarged 
state forest system in response to shifting cultural attitudes and new pressures 
during the 1920s. Chapter Four demonstrates how the 1930s arrival of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, a federal employment relief program, accelerated the ongoing 
shift to a multiple use land management system as landscape architects coordinated 
a massive improvement of recreational facilities, some of which reinscribed 
distorted cultural narratives into the landscape. When World War II halted progress, 
Massachusetts’s roughly 175,000-acre network of state forests and parks 
constituted a sophisticated multiple use public land system of national significance 
that met a diverse society’s needs.  
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Spaghetti and meatballs taste best when eaten under towering pine trees after a 
long day spent enjoying a forest. I had the pleasure of discovering this in August 2017 
while co-leading a trip to Massachusetts’s Harold Parker State Forest with the Emerald 
Necklace Conservancy’s Green Team, a group of twenty Boston teenagers who spent the 
summer working in and learning about the city’s park system while developing 
leadership and communication skills. As a crew leader, I led and labored beside these 
teens who spent many hours in the hot summer sun removing buckthorn, beating back 
bittersweet, clearing litter, pruning roses, and tending to garden beds. By the end of the 
program, they deserved a break. The teens, my fellow co-leaders, and I packed into vans 
early one August morning and drove just thirty minutes north to Harold Parker State 
Forest to spend a day and night in the woods. After pulling off the highway and driving 
through some suburbs, we passed through a stone entryway to the campground, where we 
found our large group campsite spread out beneath tall pines. We first set up camp, which 
included not a little instruction from me in how to raise a tent, and then proceeded to have 
a busy day of well-deserved leisure and recreation. 
We walked through the woods to an expansive lake, where the teens explored a 
peninsula. They noticed some plants and trees from the Emerald Necklace, which they 
had all come to know intimately, and learned to identify several more. As we had in 
Boston, we watched out for poison ivy and ticks. While half the group was content 
lounging on the lake shore, the others joined me for a short hike through the mixed 





forest and walk past some private houses. We dodged mountain bikers who zipped by us, 
wondered at the remains of an old dam and quarry, and marveled at the long, straight 
rows of pine trees that periodically emerged in the woods. In the afternoon, a guide from 
the Appalachian Mountain Club led the Green Team on a canoe trip around the lake and 
directed the teens in a thrilling game of steal-the-rubber-ducky-from-each-other’s-boat. 
Kent, the Green Team’s director, taught the teens how to start a fire with foraged tinder 
and kindling, though he conveniently “found” a lighter. We tried doing more activities, 
but the teens preferred to sit around the gorgeous lake on the beautiful afternoon. At the 
day’s end, they ravenously consumed the spaghetti dinner I cooked and spent the evening 
roasting marshmallows and playing games around the campfire. 
Not everyone had fun. For many of the teens, even venturing out into Franklin 
Park all summer had been challenging and camping at Harold Parker State Forest pushed 
many outside their comfort zones. Bathrooms were communal and a hundred yards from 
our campsite. Though the forest had great cell reception, we urged them to not use their 
phones. Bugs were everywhere. Tree roots and stones poked through sleeping pads. Odd 
noises filled the night. A few of the teens asked me, “Why are we here?” When they 
asked that, my brain switched to American Studies scholar mode, and I wondered, why 
are we here? Why did we drive a short distance from the city to sleep on the ground and 
hang out in a forest? What even is this peculiar landscape of trees, campsites, lakes, old 
quarries, and dams? Why are there roads and houses in this state forest? What are those 
straight rows of pines? Who made this place and why? Though I put these questions aside 





these questions by exploring how and why Massachusetts came to have a state forest and 
park system.  
Part of the answer, I soon discovered, was in the very place we camped; the state 
forest’s namesake, Harold Parker, was the first head of the State Forest Commission, 
formed in 1914 to restore productivity to the state’s abandoned farms and cut-over 
forests. The state forest we enjoyed was one of earliest of these revitalizing forests. As 
my research progressed, my experience with the Green Team fueled my interest. I not 
only wanted to contextualize our visit but also hoped to understand state forests and 
parks’ broader role in the United States, what made Massachusetts’s state forest and park 
system distinct, and how it came to host such a range of landscape types and uses. While 
I witnessed a range of recreational activities, I was not aware at the time that Harold 
Parker and his fellow commissioners hoped that this and other state forests would 
produce revenue and teach others how to better manage forests. These early efforts left a 
lasting legacy. Today, Harold Parker State Forest is connected to the Department of 
Conservation and Recreation’s roughly 450,000-acre network of public lands, which is 
the ninth largest state public land system, an impressive accomplishment for the sixth 
smallest state.1 As this dissertation demonstrates, the seemingly ordinary state forest we 
 
1 Out of the 450,000 acres the Department of Conservation Recreation manages, only 311,000 acres 
consist of state forests and parks. The rest are largely urban parks, parkways, and other properties 
not considered state forests or parks. “Guide: About DCR,” www.mass.gov/guides/about-dcr; 
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation, “Landscape Designation for DCR Parks & 
Forests: Selection Criteria and Management Guidelines” (Boston, MA, Department of Conservation 





visited was in fact an extraordinary cultural landscape that embodied a complex story 
about the changing relationship between people, nature, and power. 
The composite landscape that the Green Team and I encountered at Harold Parker 
State Forest embodied the evolution of Massachusetts’s forest conservation policy. The 
combination of methodically planted pine trees, expansive artificial lakes, remnants of 
former industry, and young mixed-growth forests all located in a densely populated 
region spoke to the shifting rationales for and methods of forest protection during the first 
half of the twentieth century. Originally created to restore productivity to an intensively 
used landscape, Harold Parker State Forest became a popular recreation destination in the 
1930s. These different uses coexisted and persisted. In 2017, the teens and I found 
excitement, peace, and friendship in the woods and on the lake, while elsewhere on the 
property, state foresters harvested timber and people hunted during the appropriate 
seasons. Though seemingly at odds, these uses had coexisted since before World War II 
at Harold Parker State Forest and throughout the state’s extensive portfolio of public 
conservation lands. 
This dissertation argues that between 1891 and 1941 Massachusetts’s 
conservation agencies established a state forest and park system that supported a multiple 
use land management regime incorporating timber production, outdoor recreation, 
watershed protection, scenic preservation, and wildlife propagation. This complex and 
multifaceted management model emerged during this period to restore, protect, and 
connect people to the Commonwealth’s forests in order to revitalize Massachusetts’s 





changing forests, and growing cities alarmed elite conservationists who believed New 
England to be the nation’s cultural hearth, a status that the rising urban industrial order 
threatened. Massachusetts’s multiple use public land system arose because of robust 
citizen-led efforts to alleviate urban ills and support rural communities through a versatile 
understanding of forest protection. This study begins in 1891, when a group of 
Massachusetts citizens led by the landscape architect Charles Eliot (1859-1897) formed 
the Trustees of Public Reservations (Trustees) to preserve scenic and historic landscapes 
throughout the state and concludes in 1941, when the United States’ entrance into World 
War II stalled the development of what had become an approximately 175,000-acre state 
forest and park system. When work resumed, the patterns established between 1891 and 
1941 provided a foundation for later development, though a new set of priorities, needs, 
and cultural formations guided the postwar evolution of Massachusetts’s state forests and 
parks.  
This study contributes important new insights into the history of forest protection 
in the United States by illuminating how multiple use land management originated in 
state-level conservation lands. Massachusetts’s state forests and parks wove together 
utilitarian conservation, scenic preservation, and outdoor recreation in ways that reflected 
contemporary state-level efforts but that differed from federal public lands. National 
parks and national forests established a framework for public land management that 
separated preservation and conservation into administrative silos. National parks 
preserved scenery and provided recreation, while national forests supported timber 





Act to guide management of its millions of acres of national forests and weave 
recreational uses into timber reserves. The 1964 Wilderness Act codified stringent 
protections for sites of exceptional natural beauty or value. Twenty years earlier, though, 
Massachusetts had already established a public land system that supported a range of uses 
and valued forests according to a variety of frameworks. Of course, Massachusetts, a 
state that encompasses roughly five million acres, and the national forests, which today 
cover 187 million acres, present a profound difference in scale that dictates different 
management possibilities. At the same time, the state forest and park landscapes and 
administrative structures explored in the following pages evolved simultaneously as those 
of the National Park Service (NPS), founded in 1916, and United States Forest Service 
(USFS), founded in 1905. Moreover, Massachusetts, which established its forestry 
agencies slightly later than some neighboring states, incorporated and adapted existing 
practices and strategies. This dissertation thus clarifies the range of administrative 
practices, ideological underpinnings, and design strategies that influenced forest 
conservation in the first half of the twentieth century. 
Looking closely at the changing administrative structure and built environment of 
Massachusetts’s multiple use land management system reveals how these government 
owned and managed lands manifested the dynamic relationship between state power, 
cultural beliefs, and environmental realities. The adoption of multiple use management 
reflected the confluence of different and shifting cultural attitudes regarding the proper 
balance between people, cities, rural areas, and nature. Between 1891 and 1941 the nation 





aspects of how people lived. Conservation advocates and officials believed that 
protecting the state’s forests could preserve cultural identity, restore productivity, and 
harmonize the relationship between urban and rural areas. At first, the introduction of 
scientific forestry and the establishment of the first state timber reserves supported an 
idealized conception of Yankee cultural identity. The image of a virtuous, independent, 
and democratic yeoman farmer pervaded elite understandings of the state and region’s 
history, yet in reality Massachusetts had emerged as an ethnically heterogenous society of 
diverse cultures. Though agriculture persisted through this period, the state had become 
an industrial powerhouse that manufactured goods distributed throughout the nation. 
Boston’s population increased along with that of other cities such as Worcester, 
Springfield, and Pittsfield. This dissertation argues that elites and officials viewed forest 
conservation as a way to revive waning rural communities first through forestry and then 
through recreation, which brought tourists to struggling areas. In the 1930s, new 
recreational areas in state forests and the first state parks reflected the acceptance that 
urban residents could also directly benefit from outdoor recreation. All these actions, 
though, were embedded within ecosystems shaped by over two centuries of intensive 
human disturbance. The following presents a further story about people seeking to 
control nature to benefit humanity. As environmental historians have shown in recent 
years, nature is an active historical agent that unpredictably constrains, disrupts, and 
alters humans’ attempts at control. Therefore, this dissertation attends to the ecological 
and biological realities that affected foresters, landscape architects, and other officials 





Though this dissertation examines one portion of one state’s story, it offers 
both a touchstone by which to appraise other state public lands systems and further 
insight into the United States’ complex assortment of forest protections. Each state 
has gone about environmental conservation and founded public land systems 
differently according to distinct constellations of political, cultural, and economic 
forces. Building a richer account of Massachusetts can help future scholars 
understand how and why other conservation regimes emerged. One of the United 
States’ strengths, that is not without its perils, lies in individual states’ ability to 
experiment with different forms of governance and land management. Focusing so 
closely on a single state’s experiments with forest protection demonstrates the 
strengths and weaknesses of such an approach. Overall, this inquiry shows that 
state forests and parks are culturally defined and historically contingent. Finally, 
forest historian Ellen Stroud wrote that both forest history and forest policy are best 
when they “embrace ambiguity and divergent needs.”2 This dissertation thus 
contends with often ambiguous forces and examines the divergent needs that drove 
people to protect forests in different ways and for different reasons.  
 
Theory, Methods, and Sources 
This interdisciplinary dissertation investigates both the development of 
Massachusetts’s state forest and park landscapes and the formation of its 
 
2 Ellen Stroud, “Chapter Twenty-one: Who Cares About Forests? How Forest History Matter,” in A 





conservation policy and administration. Combining methods, perspectives, and 
analytical tools from environmental history, landscape history, and cultural 
landscape studies provides a deeper understanding of how these public landscapes 
emerged, how their role within the state changed, and how administrative 
structures and government policy manifested in the land. Ideas, landscapes, people, 
and institutions form the locus of this study, which seeks to uncover and untangle 
the various reasons that state forests and parks emerged when, where, and how 
they did. The landscapes examined in this study present both opportunities and 
difficulties. On the one hand, state forests and parks offer especially rich cultural 
landscapes that vividly embody the intersection of state power and nature. These 
state-owned lands enjoy strong legal protections that have preserved some 
elements of their built environments. On the other hand, as natural landscapes, the 
state forests and parks scrutinized herein have changed significantly since their 
establishment. Additionally, shifting governmental priorities have resulted in 
uneven funding for state conservation lands since 1941, resulting in lapses in 
maintenance and upkeep of buildings and landscapes. Thus, many of the 
campgrounds, structures, and trails created during this study’s timeframe have 
returned to the forest. Chronicling and interrogating these landscapes therefore 
requires a flexible and varied theoretical and methodological toolkit that utilizes 





 This dissertation’s focus on Massachusetts demonstrates both how the 
Commonwealth developed a significant public land system as well as how 
concentrating on circumscribed political units can generate important insights. In 
Ellen Stroud’s study of state-level conservation in the Northeastern United States, 
she argued that the region’s forests returned in the twentieth century “in different 
ways and shapes in response to conditions that vary among the states.”3 Though 
Stroud neglected to address Massachusetts’s especially significant system, she 
showed how the variety of historical land uses, preservation efforts, tax structures, 
conservation policies, and tourist attractions generated a diverse mosaic of forests. 
Studying Massachusetts expands on Stroud’s approach by demonstrating how the 
Commonwealth’s particular cultural attitudes, combination of urban and rural 
landscapes, political forces, and intellectual traditions coalesced to generate a 
multiple use public land system that related to and diverged from its peers in 
significant ways. Understanding the full range and meaning of state forests and 
parks in the United States is incomplete without a thorough appraisal of 
Massachusetts’s system of public lands. The state’s citizens and government 
pursued a particularly complex and multifaceted forest protection program that 
emphasized aesthetics, productivity, and recreation achieved through rational 
planning. This noteworthy public land system testifies to how Massachusetts’s 
residents, private organizations, educational institutions, and government have 
 
3 Ellen Stroud, Nature Next Door: Cities and Trees in the American Northeast (Seattle, WA: University 





been in the vanguard of efforts to understand, shape, and protect nature. For 
example, in 1872, Harvard University founded the Arnold Arboretum to promote 
the study and preservation of trees. In 1876, Massachusetts residents formed the 
Appalachian Mountain Club—now the oldest outdoors group in the nation. In the 
1880s and 1890s, city leaders hired Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. (1822-1903) to 
design the Emerald Necklace, a groundbreaking park system, and in 1883 Olmsted 
moved his practice from New York City to suburban Brookline. One of Olmsted’s 
protégés, Charles Eliot, was a major force in establishing the aforementioned 
Trustees in 1891 and the Metropolitan Park Commission in 1893, which preserved 
open space in communities surrounding Boston and was one of the earlier instances 
of regional planning in the United States. Harvard University’s creation of a master’s 
in landscape architecture in 1900 and the first formal program in regional planning 
in 1923 bolstered Massachusetts’s substantial and influential landscape architecture 
and planning community. The Commonwealth became a hub of scientific forestry 
research following the establishment of Harvard’s forestry program in 1902, its 
experimental forest in 1907, and Massachusetts Agricultural College’s (now 
University of Massachusetts Amherst) courses in scientific forestry and state-
sponsored tree nursery in 1904. This impressive but nevertheless incomplete list 
demonstrates that nowhere in the nation did so many people and institutions 
dedicated to learning about and safeguarding nature converge as they did in 





forests and parks provide not simply an effective and enlightening case study that 
offers new perspectives on American environmental and landscape history, but one 
essential to comprehending how people in the United States have related to land, 
nature, and power.  
 To decipher how power shaped and operated in these conservation lands, 
this dissertation utilizes historian James Scott’s concept of legibility, geographer 
Richard Schein’s understanding of landscape as discourse materialized, and 
architectural historian Abigail Van Slyck’s idea that landscapes embody institutional 
objectives. In Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human 
Condition Have Failed, James Scott described legibility as a means of rationalizing 
and standardizing social and natural systems to enable increased state control of 
people, resources, and commodities.4 Scott argued that modern states relied on 
efforts to simplify landscapes and society to establish and maintain power.5 
Beginning in the late-nineteenth century and accelerating in the twentieth century, 
Massachusetts’s state government set out to render forests more legible through 
scientific forestry, a practice that Scott presented as the epitome of state 
simplification. The Commonwealth’s foresters attempted to simplify the state’s 
confusing naturally regenerating forests in order to first measure growth and 
maximize timber production and later, as new demands and realities surfaced, to 
 
4 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have Failed 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1998). 





facilitate and structure recreational use. This changing pattern of power reflected 
Richard Schein’s notion that cultural landscapes constitute “discourse 
materialized.”6 As this dissertation shows, Massachusetts’s state forests and parks 
materially manifested a set of intersecting discourses regarding forest management, 
cultural identity, and government’s role in providing for the public good. Schein’s 
conceptual framework elucidates how cultural landscapes both reflect and shape 
ideological discourses. Finally, architectural historian Abigail Van Slyck’s 
understanding of architecture as a “process in which institutional priorities are 
translated into material form” informs this analysis.7 Though there are relatively 
few buildings in this study, Van Slyck’s approach applies to the built environment 
more generally. Timber plantations, fire lines, campgrounds, picnic tables, and 
restrooms all testified to the evolving institutional objectives and ideologies that 
gave rise to and transformed Massachusetts’s state forests and parks. Combined 
with an understanding of and respect for nature’s active role, these theoretical 
frameworks uncover the meaning behind forest protection in Massachusetts.  
 To describe, contextualize, and analyze these landscapes, this dissertation 
draws on a rich trove of archival sources. Since Massachusetts’s state forests and 
parks have changed dramatically in the past eighty years, reconstructing their 
evolution in the first half of the twentieth century requires piecing together official 
 
6 Richard Schein, “The Place of Landscape: A Conceptual Framework for Interpreting an American 
Scene,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers vol. 87, no. 1 (December 1996): 660-80 
7 Abigail Van Slyck, A Manufactured Wilderness: Summer Camps and the Shaping of American Youth, 





records. Since this dissertation contends that these public lands reflected shifting 
institutional priorities, the records of the different agencies that coordinated forest 
conservation form a major part of this work’s evidence. Annual reports, forest 
surveys, management plans, commission meeting minutes, and other sources 
document the formation and activities of the Office of State Forester (1904-1919), 
the State Forest Commission (1914-1919), and the Department of Conservation 
(1920-1953). Photographic documentation of state forests and parks along with 
newspaper accounts, published reports, maps, and site plans reveal how these 
landscapes looked and functioned during the early twentieth century. The records 
of private organizations such as the Appalachian Mountain Club, Trustees, and 
Massachusetts Forestry Association elucidate how citizen-led campaigns shaped 
state institutions. Archives, of course, represent and perpetuate power structures. 
Fully cognizant of archives’ limitations, this dissertation engages with them critically 
to uncover how state power gave rise to and influenced Massachusetts’s state 
forests and parks.  
 
State of the Literature  
 This dissertation builds on the scant scholarship on state-level conservation 
lands and approaches familiar themes with a critical interdisciplinary perspective. 
Questions regarding how and why Americans have preserved and utilized forests 





history for decades. Massachusetts’s state forests and parks, however, and state-
level conservation generally have received relatively little scholarly attention, 
especially when compared to federal-level conservation lands. In addition to filling a 
gap in the historiography, this dissertation brings together related but often 
separated disciplinary perspectives and discourses. Environmental historians have 
long examined the late-nineteenth century turn towards protecting forests through 
federal action, the Progressive Era’s rise of government conservation, and the New 
Deal’s transformation of public lands. Environmental historians, however, have 
insufficiently attended to how changing ideologies, cultural attitudes, and 
administrative structures impacted the physical landscape of state forests and 
parks. Landscape historians more recently have examined how nature and culture 
intertwined to forge New England’s regional identity and cultural landscape while 
architectural historians have investigated how the built environments of national 
parks embody power structures and shifting cultural attitudes. This dissertation is 
part of a movement to intertwine disciplinary approaches to critically examine how 
the relationship between people, power, and nature manifests in the landscape.8 In 
 
8 For the need to and benefit of combining landscape and environmental history approaches see 
Sonja Dümpelmann, “Taking Turns: Landscape and Environmental History at the Crossroads,” 
Landscape Research vol. 36, no. 6 (December 2011), pp. 625-64. For the strengths of merging 
environmental history and vernacular architecture approaches see C. Ian Stevenson, “Viewpoint: 
Introducing Environmental History into Vernacular Architecture: Considerations from New 
England’s Dams,” Buildings & Landscapes vol. 24, no. 2 (Fall 2017), pp. 1-21 and the recent special 
issue of the Vernacular Architecture Forum’s journal that charted the increasing momentum to bring 
environmental history and vernacular architecture studies into closer conversation, Buildings & 





doing so, it follows in a rich tradition of American Studies scholarship that has 
interrogated nature and power in the construction of American cultural identities.9 
The history of United States forest protection, understood broadly, has been 
at the center of North American environmental history for many years. Though the 
first generation of environmental historians created a dichotomized understanding 
of forest conservation and preservation, later works complicated this distinction, a 
tradition within which this work operates. In the seminal work, Conservation and 
the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement, 1890-1920, 
historian Samuel P. Hays argued that the quest for efficient use of natural resources, 
rather than progressive political reforms in the public interest, guided conservation 
efforts in the early twentieth century.10 On the other hand, Roderick Nash, in 
Wilderness and the American Mind, traced the transformation of American attitudes 
towards wilderness from antipathy to romantic appreciation, which in turn spurred 
people to protect certain areas from commercial use.11 Both Hays and Nash 
contributed to a dichotomized understanding of conservation and preservation in 
 
9 This dissertation draws on the flexible understanding of American studies as an “interdisciplinary 
practice that aims to understand the multiplicity of the social and cultural lives of people in—and in 
relation to—the United States,” as defined by Phillip Deloria and Alexander Olson. Phillip J. Deloria 
and Alexander I. Olson, American Studies: A User’s Guide (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 
2017), 6. This dissertation also participates in a productive American Studies tradition that questions 
how nature and environmental thought have shaped American identity and culture. See Henry Nash 
Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1950) and Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Idea in America 
(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1964).  
10 Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement, 
1890 to 1920 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1959). 
11 Roderick Frazier Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 5th ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University 





which these became competing and mutually exclusive ideologies. Scholars have 
more recently shown, however, that Hays and Nash overemphasized the rigid divide 
between these two stances. For instance, in Driven Wild: How the Fight against 
Automobiles Launched the Modern Wilderness Movement, Paul Sutter showed that 
adherence to the “gospel of efficiency” as described by Hays was not the primary 
motivation for Progressive Era foresters.12 Instead, Sutter argued that 
conservationists above all wanted to serve the public good, whether this meant 
protecting forests from use, preserving areas for recreation, or developing forest 
resources efficiently. Ben Minteer sought to restore a “third way” intellectual 
tradition that mediated between the ecocentrism of wilderness preservation and the 
anthropocentrism of utilitarian conservation.13 The evolution of Massachusetts’s 
state forests and parks supports Minteer’s finding that a more pluralistic model of 
environmental thought and practice existed that sought to incorporate both wise 
use and nature preservation.14 Other scholars have complicated Hays’ and Nash’s 
studies by attending to overlooked groups and power structures. Dorceta Taylor’s 
The Rise of the American Conservation Movement: Power, Privilege, and 
Environmental Protection reappraised the history of forest protection through the 
lens of race, class, and gender and further demonstrated how the intertwined 
 
12 Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How the Fight against Automobiles Launched the Modern Wilderness 
Movement (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2002).  
13 Ben Minteer, The Landscape of Reform: Civic Pragmatism and Environmental Thought in America 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006). 





conservation and preservation movements perpetuated a range of social 
inequalities.15  
Many environmental historians have explored the development of the 
National Park Service, the United States Forest Service, and case studies of the 
actions of each. Harold K. Steen’s The U.S. Forest Service: A History offered an 
administrative overview of the agency that oversaw the nation’s timber reserves 
while Richard West Sellars’ Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History 
explored the NPS’ growth and changing environmental management practices.16 
Both studies highlighted the issues that arose from their complex and sometime 
contradicting institutional mandates. Paul Hirt’s more recent work, A Conspiracy of 
Optimism: Management of the National Forests since World War Two investigated the 
USFS’ failure to effectively implement multiple use management in national forests 
between 1945 and 1960.17 Char Miller’s Public Lands, Public Debates: A Century of 
Controversy charted the evolving political arguments that shaped Forest Service 
 
15 Dorceta Taylor, The Rise of the American Conservation Movement: Power, Privilege, and 
Environmental Protection (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2016). See also Carolyn Finney, Black 
Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining the Relationship of African Americans to the Great Outdoors (Chapel 
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2014).  
16 Harold K. Steen, The U.S. Forest Service: A History (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 
1991); Richard West Sellars, Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History, With a New Preface 
and Epilogue, new ed. (New Haven CT: Yale University Press, 2009). For the National Monuments, see 
Hal Rothman, America’s National Monuments: The Politics of Preservation (Lawrence, KS: University 
Press of Kansas, 1989). For examples of individual national park and forest studies see Jessica 
Piekielek, “Creating a Park, Building a Border: The Establishment of Organ Pipe Cactus National 
Monument and the Solidification of the U.S.-Mexico Border,” Journal of the Southwest vol. 58, no. 1 
(Spring 2016), pp. 1-27; Angela Sirna, “Tracing a Lineage of Social Reform at Catoctin Mountain 
National Park,” The Public Historian vol. 38, no. 1 (November 2016), pp. 167-169; and Marci Spencer, 
Nantahala National Forest: A History (Charleston, SC: History Press, 2017).  
17 Paul W. Hirt, A Conspiracy of Optimism: Management of the National Forests since World War Two 





policies.18 Karl Jacoby, Mark David Spence, and Theodore Catton all explored 
conservation’s adverse effects on Native Americans and local communities.19 These 
studies charted a path toward a more critical understanding of national parks and 
forests that exposed and critiqued the power structures that supported 
environmental protection. Other works in environmental history have established a 
tradition of analyzing the rise and elaboration of the environmental management 
state in the early twentieth century and found that the government’s attempts to 
administer natural resources was essential to the rise of the modern state.20 
While research into national parks and forests is extensive, fewer studies 
have addressed the role of state forest and park systems in developing innovative 
conservation programs or shaping American attitudes towards nature. Ralph 
 
18 Char Miller, Public Lands, Public Debates: A Century of Controversy (Corvallis, OR: Oregon State 
University Press, 2012). Miller also chronicled and analyzed the prominent forester and United State 
Forest Service chief Gifford Pinchot’s life and legacy in Char Miller, Gifford Pinchot and the Making of 
Modern Environmentalism (Washington, DC: Island Press/Shearwater Books, 2001); and Seeking the 
Greatest Good: The Conservation Legacy of Gifford Pinchot (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 2013).  
19 Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American 
Conservation (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2001); Mark David Spence, Dispossessing 
the Wilderness: Indian Removal and the Making of the National Parks (New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 1999); and Theodore Catton, American Indians and National Forests (Tucson, AZ: 
University of Arizona Press, 2016). See also Louis Warren, The Hunter’s Game: Poachers and 
Conservationists in Twentieth-Century America (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1997).  
20 See Bruce Schulman, “Governing Nature, Nurturing Governance: Resource Management and the 
Development of the American State, 1900-1912,” Journal of Political History vol. 17, no. 4 (October 
2005); Sarah Phillips, This Land, This Nation: Conservation, Rural America, and the New Deal (New 
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2007); Sara Gregg, Managing Mountains: Land Use Planning, 
the New Deal, and the Creation of a Federal Landscape in Appalachia (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2010); Sarah Mittlefehldt, Tangled Roots: The Appalachian Trail and American environmental 
Policy (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2013); Karen Merrill, Public Lands and Political 
Meaning: Ranchers, the Government, and the Property between Them (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2002); and Neil Maher, Nature’s New Deal: The Civilian Conservation Corps and the 





Widner’s 1968 Forests and Forestry in the American States: A Reference Anthology 
outlined the range of forestry programs developed in individual states.21 Most 
relevant to this study, the compilation Stepping Back to Look Forward: A History of 
the Massachusetts Forest brought together several essays that chronicled the 
ecological history, economic uses of, and attempts to protect and restore 
Massachusetts’s forests.22 In particular, William H. Rivers, a longtime forester with 
the Commonwealth’s Department of Conservation and Recreation, provided a 
concise and clear overview of the development of the state’s forestry agencies, the 
growth of state forests and parks, and the development of state forest firefighting 
efforts.23 Despite its many strengths, Stepping Back to Look Forward lacked careful 
attention to landscapes and did not delve into the cultural frameworks within which 
these spaces operated and accrued meaning. In Ellen Stroud’s 2012 work Nature 
Next Door: Cities and Trees in the American Northeast, she detailed the seemingly 
paradoxical reforestation of Northeastern states during the early twentieth 
century’s heightened industrialization and urbanization.24 Stroud analyzed 
Pennsylvania, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine’s state conservation programs 
 
21 Ralph Widner, Forests and Forestry in the American States: A Reference Anthology (Missoula, MT: 
National Association of State Foresters, 1968). See also, William G. Robbins, American Forestry: A 
History of National, State, and Private Cooperation (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1985).  
22 Charles H. W. Foster, ed., Stepping Back to Look Forward: A History of the Massachusetts Forest 
(Petersham, MA: Distributed by the Harvard University Press for the Harvard Forest, 1998).  
23 In addition to William River’s chapter “Massachusetts State Forestry Programs,” other crucial 
chapters include John O’Keefe and David Foster’s “Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” 
Nancy Gordon’s “The Economic Uses of Massachusetts Forests,” and William A. King’s “The Private 
Forestry Movement in Massachusetts.”  





and showed that each state—so close culturally and geographically—created 
different forest protection programs that reflected each state’s particular matrix of 
economic, social, and environmental factors. By neglecting to include 
Massachusetts’s conservation programs in this narrative, Stroud missed an 
important part of this story. Massachusetts was one of the most urbanized and 
industrialized states in the Northeast during the period Stroud examined and it 
forged a strong and sizable forestry program that both incorporated practices of and 
deviated from its neighbors’ forestry regimes. My dissertation builds on both 
Stepping Back to Look Forward and Nature Next Door by diving deeper into the 
different forces that shaped Massachusetts’s multiple use public conservation lands. 
Additionally, local historians and former state forestry officials have penned 
histories of individual state programs that, while they might lack analytical depth, 
demonstrate an earnest interest in recounting the stories of state forests and 
parks.25  
This dissertation also follows investigations into state parks, which while 
inherently related to state forests, have received more attention from landscape 
historians. Freeman Tilden, a NPS writer who articulated the key pedagogical 
concepts of NPS rangers’ interpretation, wrote a history of state parks in 1963.26 
 
25 See, for example, William Botti and Michael D. Moore, Michigan’s State Forests: A Century of 
Stewardship (East Lansing, MI: Michigan State University Press, 2006); and Austin Hawes, History of 
Forestry in Connecticut (unpublished) 
https://portal.ct.gov/media/CAES/DOCUMENTS/Publications/Special_Bulletins/Hawes2014CTFore
stHistorypdf.pdf?la=en.  





More recently, Ney Landrum, who led Florida’s state park system, covered the 
proliferation of state parks in the United States over the course of the twentieth 
century in The State Park Movement: A Critical Review.27 Landrum analyzed the 
different paths states took towards creating public recreational lands and attended 
to the federal-state partnerships that sustained state parks. By focusing exclusively 
on recreational lands, however, Landrum missed the essential role that state timber 
reserves played in establishing public conservation lands. Additionally, Landrum 
offered insufficient analyses of individual park landscapes that might have 
illuminated how different strategies of state park formation had varying outcomes. 
Landscape historian William O’Brien, however, perceptively analyzed how state 
parks enforced segregation and perpetuated racial injustice through specific design 
practices and regulations in his 2015 work Landscapes of Exclusion: State Parks and 
Jim Crow in the American South.28 O’Brien’s work clearly depicted how dominant 
power structures materialized in state park landscapes. Other essays in landscape 
and environmental history and related disciplines have examined individual state 
parks’ role in perpetuating cultural narratives or shaping environmental 
experience.29 This dissertation thus contributes to a growing body of work that 
 
27 Ney C. Landrum, The State Park Movement in America: A Critical Review (Columbia, MO: University 
of Missouri Press, 2004).  
28 William O’Brien, Landscapes of Exclusion: State Parks and Jim Crow in the American South (Amherst, 
MA: University of Massachusetts Press in association with the Library of American Landscape 
History, 2016).  
29 See, for example, Rich Heyman, “Locating the Mississippi: Landscape, Nature, and National 
Territoriality at the Mississippi Headwaters,” American Quarterly vol. 62, no. 2 (2016), pp. 303-333; 






critically assesses the different types and meanings of state-level conservation 
lands. 
 While work on state forests and parks is limited, environmental historians 
have built a rich scholarship chronicling the history of forestry as a practice and 
profession as well as the development of the United States timber industry.30 These 
works have charted American’s changing relationship with and utilization of trees 
and forests. Henry Clepper’s Professional Forestry in the United States recounted 
how forestry arose as a profession in the United States and how foresters sought to 
inculcate rational forest management on public and private lands.31 Thomas R. Cox, 
Robert S. Maxwell, Phillip Drennon Thomas, and Joseph J. Malone’s This Well-
Wooded Land: Americans and Their Forest from Colonial Times to the Present 
presented an effective synopsis of the changing cultural attitudes towards, economic 
use and government regulation of the nation’s forests, including the ascendency of 
scientific forestry in the early twentieth century.32 A new generation of scholars 
 
Source,” in Public Nature: Scenery, History, and Park Design, Ethan Carr, Shaun Eyring, and Richard 
Guy Wilson, eds. (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2013).  
30 Additionally, a range of studies have explored how forestry served imperial and colonial interests 
across the globe. See Ravi S. Rajan, Modernizing Nature: Forestry and Imperial Eco-Development, 
1800-1950 (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2006); and Brett Bennett, Plantations and Protected 
Areas: A Global History of Forestry Management (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015).  
31 Henry Clepper, Professional Forestry in the United States (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins Press, 
1971). For a more recent appraisal of the professionalization of forestry see Brian Balogh, “Chapter 
2: Scientific Forestry and the Roots of the Modern American State: Gifford Pinchot’s Path to 
Progressive Reform,” in The Associational State: American Governance in the Twentieth Century 
(Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015).  
32 Thomas R. Cox, Robert S. Maxwell, Phillip Drennon Thomas, and Joseph J. Malone, This Well-
Wooded Land: Americans and Their Forests from Colonial Times to the Present (Lincoln, NE: University 
of Nebraska Press, 1985). See also Char Miller, ed., American Forests: Nature, Culture, and Politics 





have engaged in more complex and nuanced analyses of how forestry operated in 
local and regional contexts. William Boyd investigated how the papermaking 
industry reshaped the environment of the southern United States in the twentieth 
century in The Slain Wood: Papermaking and Its Environmental Consequences in the 
American South. Nancy Langston’s Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares: The Paradox of 
Old Growth in the Inland West showed how federal forestry efforts inadvertently led 
to catastrophic fires and other issues. Emily Brock’s Money Trees: The Douglas Fir 
and American Forestry, 1900-1944 looked at the sometimes-divisive conflicts among 
foresters, timber companies, government regulators, and wilderness advocates 
about how to value and manage the forests in the Pacific Northwest.33 This 
dissertation follows these recent works by scrutinizing how foresters operated 
within local contexts.  
 A combination of environmental, landscape, and cultural historians have 
thoroughly appraised how New England’s particular cultural, political, ecological, 
and economic matrix generated an evolving cultural landscape and regional identity. 
William Cronon’s influential 1983 work Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and 
the Ecology of New England demonstrated how English colonists reconfigured the 
 
33 William Boyd, The Slain Wood: Papermaking and Its Environmental Consequences in the American 
South (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015); Nancy Langston, Forest Dreams, Forest 
Nightmares: The Paradox of Old Growth in the Inland West (Seattle, WA: University of Washington 
Press, 1995); and Emily K. Brock, Money Trees: The Douglas Fir and American Forestry, 1900-1944 





region’s ecological order.34 Environmental historian Richard Judd recently provided 
a thorough, erudite, and insightful account of New England’s evolution in Second 
Nature: An Environmental History of New England. This dissertation draws on Judd’s 
understanding of post-frontier New England as “second nature,” a landscape that 
synthesizes human interventions and natural forces.35 Judd’s earlier study, Common 
Lands, Common People: The Origins of Conservation in Northern New England closely 
examined how farmers in nineteenth century New England forged a vernacular 
approach to natural resource conservation that informed state efforts in the 
twentieth century.36 The compilation of essays that Judd edited along with Blake 
Harrison, A Landscape History of New England, brought together works that 
illuminated the different forces that shaped the regional landscape.37 Meanwhile, 
Robert McCullough’s The Landscape of Community: A History of Communal Forests in 
New England unearthed the long history of town forests in New England, finding 
that their landscapes embodied changing cultural attitudes towards and ways of 
 
34 William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, first 
revised edition (New York, NY: Hill and Wang, 2003).  
35 Richard W. Judd, Second Nature: An Environmental History of New England (Amherst, MA: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2014). For an ecological history of the region’s forests see Lloyd 
Irland, Wildlands and Woodlots: The Story of New England’s Forests (Hanover, NH: University Press of 
New England, 1982).  
36 Richard W. Judd, Common Lands, Common People: The Origins of Conservation in Northern New 
England ( 
37 From this volume, this dissertation draws in particular on Joseph Conforti’s “Regional Identity and 
New England Landscapes,” Kent Ryden’s “The Handselled Globe: Natural Systems, Cultural Processes, 
and the Formation of the New England Landscape,” and Lloyd Irland’s “New England Forests: Two 
Centuries of a Changing Landscape.” Blake Harrison and Richard W. Judd, eds., A Landscape History of 





managing forests as well as community structure.38 Studies from the edited volume 
Remaking Boston: An Environmental History of the City and Its Surroundings yielded 
more focused insights into Massachusetts’s changing landscape and environmental 
management practices.39 Joseph Conforti’s Imagining New England: Explorations of 
Regional Identity from the Pilgrims to the Mid-Twentieth Century presented a cogent 
analysis of the changing cultural formations that gave rise to different 
understandings of New England identity.40 Kent Ryden’s Landscape With Figures: 
Nature & Culture in New England blended disciplinary traditions to investigate the 
dense and intricate linkages between the region’s environment and identity.41 This 
dissertation synthesizes these different approaches to understanding New 
England’s distinct landscape, culture, and environment to show how and why 
Massachusetts, the most populous New England state, established a public lands 
system. 
 This dissertation charts how scientific forestry, outdoor recreation, and 
scenic tourism shaped Massachusetts’s public lands. Marguerite Shaffer’s See 
 
38 Robert McCullough, The Landscape of Community: A History of Communal Forests in New England 
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1995). Brian Donahue situated contemporary efforts 
to protect, manage, and utilize forests sustainably within the state’s history of forest use in 
Reclaiming the Common: Community Farms and Forests in a New England Town (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1999).  
39 Especially pertinent essays from this volume include Brian Donahue, “Remaking Boston, Remaking 
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Metropolitan Parks Shaped Greater Boston, 1893-1945” in Remaking Boston: An Environmental 
History of the City and Its Surroundings, eds. Anthony Penna and Conrad Wright (Pittsburgh, PA: 
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America First: Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940 demonstrated how 
tourism’s popularization was connected to the nation’s increasing urbanization and 
industrialization.42 Tourism emerged as a ritual of American citizenship during this 
period, and scenic natural and historical landscapes played an essential role in this 
process. Dona Brown showed how nineteenth-century tourism helped to generate 
and perpetuate an idealized image of New England while spreading new market 
relations throughout the region.43 Cindy Aron’s Working at Play: A History of 
Vacations in the United States examined the different socio-economic factors that 
determined how and where Americans vacationed.44 Aron’s work not only 
delineated changing cultural perceptions of leisure and how vacationing gave rise to 
a wide range of landscapes, but also how vacations framed Americans’ relationship 
with nature. Terence Young more closely considered the growing popularity of 
camping, an activity that grew in popularity in Massachusetts during the 1920s and 
1930s. Young showed that Americans’ sought out scenic natural settings to escape 
the feelings of stress, weariness, and alienation that the modern world created.45 
Altogether these studies showed how during the early twentieth century outdoor 
 
42 Marguerite Shaffer, See America First: Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940 (Washington, DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001).  
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Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995).  
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University Press, 1999). 
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recreation and scenic tourism were inherently intertwined with the rise of the 
nation’s urban industrial order. Massachusetts’s state forests and parks both 
originated in and presented an escape from this new economic and social world. 
 Finally, a robust literature has emerged in architectural and landscape 
history and cultural landscape studies that investigates the built environment of 
national parks, and to a far lesser extent, state parks. Two studies offer considerable 
insight into how landscape architects, regional planners, foresters, and government 
officials planned and designed the landscapes of national parks. Linda Flint 
McClelland’s Building the National Parks: Historic Landscape Design and Construction 
demonstrated that landscape architects were essential to the development both of 
the NPS as an institution and of individual park landscapes.46 Ethan Carr further 
explored the aesthetic developments that informed NPS design practices as well as 
landscape architects’ shifting roles and practices within the agency in his work 
Wilderness by Design: Landscape Architecture & the National Park Service.47 Both 
authors demonstrated how national parks emerged out of nineteenth-century 
American urban park design as well as how NPS landscape architects forged a 
cohesive rustic style meant to fulfill the institution’s dual mission to preserve 
scenery while facilitating public access. This dissertation will expand upon 
 
46 Linda Flint McClelland, Building the National Parks: Historic Landscape Design and Construction 
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998). McClelland published an earlier version of 
this work as Presenting Nature: The History Landscape Architecture of the National Park Service, 1916-
1942 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1993).  
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McClelland and Carr’s works both topically and thematically. While both authors 
provided chapters on Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) recreational development 
in state forests and parks, they did not show how this work built upon specific 
political, social, and cultural structures present in the states themselves. By limiting 
their studies to only the CCC’s involvement in state forests and parks, Carr and 
McClelland failed to appreciate the design work that took place in Massachusetts 
prior to large-scale federal intervention. Most importantly, the creators and 
designers of Massachusetts’s state forests and parks faced different challenges than 
those working in national parks. While NPS landscape architects sought to reconcile 
scenic preservation and public recreation, designers and managers in Massachusetts 
endeavored to preserve scenery and enable access while reforesting marginal or 
cut-over lands and instituting sustainable timber harvesting. They thus faced a 
different set of design challenges than NPS landscape architects and accordingly 
came up with different design solutions.  
Scholars have since followed McClelland and Carr’s groundbreaking works 
with more targeted studies of the built environment of state and national parks, 
especially CCC-era buildings and landscapes. The NPS and National Center for 
Preservation Technology and Training published A Century of Design in the Parks: 
Preserving the Built Environment in National and State Parks, the proceedings of a 





preservation of NPS architecture and landscape design.48 Though focused on federal 
properties, this indispensable volume included analyses of several state parks. The 
compilation Public Nature: Scenery History and Park Design, edited by Ethan Carr, 
Shaun Eyring, and Richard Guy Wilson, offered a set of essays that further 
highlighted how parks expressed the differing values of their creators and 
managers. These essays further demonstrated how interdisciplinary investigations 
into parks’ built environment can uncover ideological underpinnings and power 
structures.49 Massachusetts’s state forests and parks present seemingly simple 
landscapes of forests, campgrounds, parking lots, and roads, but these apparently 
mundane features encapsulate significant ideals and beliefs about humans’ 
relationship with nature. Along these lines, Timothy Davis’ research in the 
development of NPS road systems, which culminated in his book National Park 
Roads: A Legacy in the American Landscape, showed how parkway, bridge, and road 
design embodied and shaped the NPS’ mission and values.50 This dissertation also 
shows how infrastructure like dams, bridges, roads, cabins, and campgrounds 
expressed institutional identity. Though this dissertation does not look at summer 
camps, Abigail Van Slyck’s research into the evolution of summer camp architecture 
 
48 Debbie Dietrich-Smith, David Driaspa, Kathryn Doyle, Frances Gale, and Lucy Lawliss, eds., A 
Century of Design in the Parks: Preserving the Built Environment in National and State Parks 
(Washington, DC: Friends of the National Council for Preservation Technology and Training, 2017).  
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Public Nature, 8.  
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and landscapes in the United States underscored how organized outdoor recreation 
responded to and shaped anxieties about modernity’s effects on youth.51 The 
landscapes examined herein also reveal how fear over changing social, cultural, and 
economic patterns led to new design practices. Joseph Wood’s research into New 
England town forms, The New England Village provided an important account of 
how the region’s cultural landscape and architectural forms embodied and 
communicated political, social, and environmental ideals.52 Altogether, a rich 
literature supports this dissertation’s investigation into the development of 
Massachusetts’s state forests and parks. Though scholars have not subjected these 
highly significant cultural landscapes to sustained analysis, a strong 




 This dissertation’s four chapters narrate and analyze the chronological 
development of Massachusetts’s conservation agencies and landscapes. The first 
chapter examines how a range of private organizations and public institutions 
forged important precedents for a state run conservation program between 1891 
and 1904. Beginning with the Trustees 1891 founding, a number of organizations 
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set out to protect Massachusetts’s forests for a host of reasons. While the Trustees 
valued scenic and historic landscapes, the Massachusetts Forestry Association, 
established in 1898, sought to promote the recently introduced practice of scientific 
forestry to the Commonwealth. This chapter assesses how Mount Greylock State 
Reservation, created in 1898, and the implementation of scientific forestry on the 
banks of the new Wachusett Reservoir in the first years of the twentieth century 
established key models for the state’s future conservation programs. Additionally, 
the first chapter chronicles the Massachusetts Forestry Association’s successful 
campaign to lobby the government to hire a state forester. Chapter Two closely 
appraises the operations of the Office of State Forester and the State Forest 
Commission between 1904 and 1919. The first two state foresters, Alfred Akerman 
who served from 1904 to 1906 and Franklin Rane who served from 1906 to 1919, 
sought to spread new Progressive-Era ideals and methods of scientific forest 
management in order to revitalize the state’s rural landscape and economy. Efforts 
to educate the public, control forest fires and pests, and promote reforestation were 
intertwined with anxieties over the state’s dominant Yankee cultural identity in the 
face of urbanization and industrialization. This chapter also delineates how the 
three-member State Forest Commission established the first public timber reserves, 
including Harold Parker State Forest, in order to further revive the state’s landscape 
and economy. The third chapter recounts a period of significant transition for the 





appear. In 1920, the state created a new Department of Conservation, which 
reorganized and streamlined operations. Before the Great Depression reconfigured 
economic and social conditions beginning in 1929, the new department oversaw a 
dramatic expansion in the size and number of state forests following another 
campaign by the Massachusetts Forestry Association. While timber production still 
had precedence in the department’s management of state forests, outdoor 
recreation and scenic preservation came to play a larger role in the administration 
and acquisition of state forests. The fourth and final chapter shows how the state 
came to manage a multifaceted state forest and park system. Between 1929 and 
1941, the arrival of the CCC, a New Deal federal work and conservation program, 
brought thousands of young men to Massachusetts to labor in the state forests and 
new state parks. These enrollees’ work followed newly-developed and sophisticated 
plans for recreational development that the state created in collaboration with 
private organizations. Landscape architects joined foresters in restructuring state 
forest landscapes to accommodate multiple uses and design the first state parks. 
This chapter shows how new techniques of planning and design informed the 
evolution of landscapes that facilitated both forestry and recreation. Like in years 
prior, these landscapes manifested dominant attitudes towards nature and culture, 
which often served to perpetuate historical injustices. Closely examining the built 
environment of Mohawk Trail State Forest, located in Western Massachusetts, 





the United States prepared to enter World War II. The war effort drew laborers and 
resources away from state forests and parks, while gas and tire rationing 
temporarily halted the rising rates of visitation to these landscapes. By 1941, 
though, Massachusetts’s over 175,000-acre network of state forests and parks had 
evolved into a sophisticated multiple use public land system that met a diverse 








Organizing for Protection: The Late Nineteenth-Century Institutional Roots of 
Forestry in Massachusetts 
 
 
Forest protection in Massachusetts began, in a sense, on trains. While riding a 
train home to the suburb of Winchester from their Boston offices, the journalist and 
avid hiker Allen Chamberlain and the wool merchant and Winchester tree warden 
Joseph Nowell devised the idea for the Massachusetts Forestry Association (MFA) in 
late 1897. Sitting beside each other, thirty-year-old Chamberlin and forty-year-old 
Nowell glanced out the railcar’s windows and realized that the “woods they saw 
along the right of way looked more ragged than they had only a few years before,” 
according to a fiftieth anniversary history of the organization whose seed was 
planted that day.1 This unfortunate sylvan tableau incited Nowell to suggest that 
“there ought to be a field of usefulness in this State for a forestry association.”2 After 
all, Pennsylvania and Connecticut had created statewide forestry organizations just 
a few years earlier, while the national American Forestry Association had existed 
since 1875.3 Chamberlain had been an active member of the Appalachian Mountain 
Club (AMC) for years. The quotidian yet fateful commuter train ride home motivated 
 
1 M. Richard Applegate, Massachusetts Forest and Park Association: A History, 1898-1973 (Boston, MA: 
Massachusetts Forest and Park Association, 1974), p. 3; Joseph Nowell – 1880 United States Federal 
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2 Massachusetts Forestry Association, Secretary’s Records of the Meetings of the Association prior to 
Incorporation and Executive Committee, Vol. 1, January 7, 1898-October 10, 1906, Environmental 
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Nowell and Chamberlain to write to “some forty ladies and gentlemen known to be 
interested in the subject” of forest protection.4  
 Railroads not only brought Nowell and Chamberlain together to witness the 
deterioration of the Commonwealth’s forests and trees but also precipitated 
societal, environmental, and cultural transformations that directly and indirectly 
facilitated both the destruction and renewal of Massachusetts’s and New England’s 
forests. By connecting the Northeast to the Midwest, railroads had introduced 
cheaper agricultural goods, rendering Massachusetts’s rocky farms less profitable 
while making it easier for the sons and daughters of struggling rural communities to 
leave their homes. These transportation networks brought food, cotton and other 
raw materials to the area’s manufacturers who utilized the same routes to get their 
finished goods into consumers’ hands.5 The white pine that grew on Massachusetts’s 
abandoned farms furnished wood for boxes that shipped these goods. Nowell 
himself worked as a wool broker, coordinating purchases and sales for local textile 
mills. The line that he and Chamberlain traversed on that fateful day highlighted 
Boston’s rapid urban and suburban growth. In the late nineteenth century, Boston’s 
population burgeoned as immigrants from near and far sought work in the city and 
 
4 MFA Executive Committee Minutes, 1.  
5 Environmental historian Ellen Stroud argued that “[t]rees were only able to reclaim the Northeast” 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries “once people could import much of their food 
from elsewhere.” As both Stroud’s selective study of Northeastern forest protection and this chapter 
show, forests’ return to New England came amid significant changes in the region’s economy, culture, 
and environment that led a range of reformers to advocate for forest protection and reforestation. 
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region’s manufacturing jobs. As the city grew crowded, the wealthy and middle class 
sought homes in surrounding communities. Rail networks made possible this 
suburban expansion that consumed many of the area’s remaining open spaces. 
Those with the means could find relief from this dense urban matrix. Trains brought 
wealthy Bostonians out of the congested city to vacation spots in the Berkshires and 
White Mountains, where they participated in cultural rituals of wilderness 
appreciation. Railroads, however, threatened those very mountainous landscapes by 
opening formerly remote and inaccessible forests to logging. Overall, railroads 
multiplied and intensified the demands on open space, forests, and trees during the 
final decades of the nineteenth century. 6 This pressure reshaped the physical 
landscape and led concerned citizens like Nowell and Chamberlain to press for 
reform. 
 In the final decade of the nineteenth century, several existing and new 
private organizations began to strongly advocate for forest protection in 
Massachusetts and successfully achieved greater governmental involvement in 
encouraging scientific forestry, scenic preservation, and open space protection. The 
AMC, Trustees of Public Reservations (Trustees), and the MFA’s intertwined 
members advocated for safeguarding forests from the ravages of unbridled market 
forces and demographic growth. These calls for change came amid unprecedented 
 
6 For an examination of railroads’ impact on the American built environment, see John Stilgoe, 






environmental changes coupled with uncertainty and anxiety over the future of the 
state’s cultural landscape. The vision of Massachusetts as a land of neat villages, 
pastoral farmlands, and well-tended woodlands had faded as mills and factories 
emerged along rivers corralled to power production, farmers left their homesteads, 
and young, mixed forests sprouted on abandoned fields. Meanwhile, the arrival of a 
diverse range of immigrants signaled the end of Yankee political and cultural 
supremacy in the state. Saving forests and restoring the landscape provided elite 
organizations a venue to preserve their cultural heritage in the face of change. These 
new groups, though, had different goals and ideologies regarding forests. The AMC 
and Trustees fostered a greater understanding and appreciation of the region’s 
quintessential scenic landscapes, including forests. The MFA promoted the nascent 
practice of scientific forestry to revitalize rural landscapes and economies.7 All of 
these private and public entities believed that forests and trees were essential to 
Massachusetts’s cultural identity and economic well-being. These interconnected 
organizations drew on the experience of other Northeastern states to encourage the 
 
7 Forestry had long been practiced in Europe and went by a number of names including scientific, 
practical, or utilitarian forestry as well the more technical term, silviculture. The United States Forest 
Service currently defines silviculture as the “art and science of controlling the establishment, growth, 
health and quality of forests and woodlands to meet the diverse needs and values of landowners and 
society such as wildlife habitat, timber, water resources, restoration, and recreation on a sustainable 
basis.” At the end of the nineteenth century, forestry more narrowly focused on maximizing forests’ 
economic productivity through deliberate planting, selective thinning, and the avoidance of clear 
cutting. Historian James C. Scott described how scientific forestry originated in the German states of 
Prussia and Saxony during the late seventeenth century and its practitioners conceptualized forests 
as “an economic resource to be managed efficiently and profitably.” Silviculture, U.S. Forest Service, 
https://www.fs.fed.us/forestmanagement/vegetation-management/silviculture/index.shtml; James 
C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have Failed (New 





Commonwealth’s government to create more protections for its scenic landscapes, 
open space, and woodlands. The Trustees 1891 formation, the creation of Boston’s 
Metropolitan Park Commission (MPC) in 1893, the establishment of the Mount 
Greylock State Reservation in 1898 in the Berkshires, and the implementation of 
forestry on the new shores of the Wachusett Reservoir in the early 1900s 
demonstrated how these institutional prerogatives manifested in the landscape. 
This work culminated in the passage of legislation establishing Massachusetts’s 
Office of State Forester in 1904.  
 This chapter explores how private organizations, new public institutions, and 
the landscapes shaped by both laid the theoretical and ideological foundations for 
Massachusetts’s state forest and park system. The drive to preserve natural 
landscapes combined with the desire to institute improved forest management 
practices led to greater state action. As the twentieth century began, the AMC, 
Trustees, and MFA had achieved significant successes in the realms of landscape 
preservation and advocacy. This informal network of influential advocates was 
driven by a range of motivations, from a desire to study nature and preserve 
cultural identity to a wish to keep the state’s manufacturing sector supplied with 
wood products. The landscapes that these groups shaped embodied the differing 
visions of forests’ role in the Commonwealth and the tensions that sometimes arose 
amongst these competing ideologies. This multifaceted approach to forest 





the institutional formation and built environment of Massachusetts’s state forest 
and parks. The following pages thus oscillate between examining institutional 
histories and exploring historical landscapes.  
The first section argues that the AMC and Trustees laid the groundwork for 
state control of forest resources by forming public-private corporations to purchase 
and maintain forest landscapes. These groups’ examples and members paved the 
way for the MPC, the nation’s first regional parks commission that preserved forests 
and open space in Boston’s rapidly developing suburbs. Landscape architect Charles 
Eliot, a prominent AMC member and Trustees founder, outlined how enlightened 
management could improve these forest landscapes in his 1897 report Vegetation 
and Scenery in the Metropolitan Reservations of Boston.8 This groundbreaking 
treatise demonstrated how to revitalize the cut-over, burned, and otherwise 
degraded forests in the Boston metropolitan area. Eliot showed how a careful 
analysis of a site’s topography, vegetation, and hydrology could produce plans that 
outlined a landscape’s long-term development. As will become evident in later 
chapters, this idea was fundamental to the management of state forests and parks.  
The next section examines the development of forestry, another way of 
understanding and managing Massachusetts’s forests. The state’s Board of 
 
8 Though completed in 1897, Eliot’s report was published in 1898. Charles Eliot, Vegetation and 
Scenery in the Metropolitan Reservations of Boston (Boston, MA: Lamson, Wolffe, and Company, 
1898). With the Trustees, Eliot hoped to protect open space around Boston, though the organization 






Agriculture, an advisory body consisting of members of county agricultural and 
horticultural societies, began advocating for better management of the state’s 
timber resources in the late nineteenth century as elites became increasingly 
concerned with the alarming state of Massachusetts’s forests and farms. The Board 
recommended the adoption of new techniques of forest management known as 
silviculture or scientific, utilitarian, or practical forestry. In 1897, Nowell and 
Chamberlain formed the MFA to promote the improved woodlot management, 
reforestation of idle lands, and care of urban shade trees. The next section 
demonstrates how these ideas and organizations manifested in the landscape. 
Following private efforts to save the state’s highest mountain from logging and 
quarrying, Massachusetts’s legislature formed the Mount Greylock State Reservation 
in 1898. Halfway across the state, the Massachusetts Water Board (MWB) hired 
foresters to reforest the banks of the new Wachusett Reservoir according to the 
guidelines of scientific forestry. Both of these projects indicated the state had 
become increasingly invested in providing for the public through different methods 
of forest protection. While Greylock’s slopes and Wachusett’s banks displayed 
different management philosophies they both presented tangible models of how to 
protect, nurture, and utilize the state’s forests amid a rapidly changing society and 
culture. The final section covers the MFA’s successful campaign to convince the 
Commonwealth’s government to appoint a state forester. By the first years of the 





landscapes they shaped provided a solid foundation for the new state forester to 
enact a range of reforms.  
 
The Appalachian Mountain Club and Wilderness Preservation  
 When Charles Eliot formed the Trustees in 1891, his efforts built upon 
private individuals’ previous efforts to protect and enhance the environment. Over 
the course of the nineteenth century, concerned citizens based largely in Boston 
formed organizations to promote a host of agricultural, horticultural, and 
conservation issues. The Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture began in 
1792, the Massachusetts Horticultural Society in 1829, and the Appalachian 
Mountain Club in 1876.9 This thriving ecosystem of interrelated private institutions 
in turn established the ideological frameworks, provided the political impetus, and 
initiated new forms of landscape management that paved the way for 
Massachusetts’s public land system. Celebrated as the nation’s first mountaineering 
and outdoor organizations, the AMC in particular established the centrality of 
 
9 The Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture was one of the first agricultural societies in 
the nation and world, historian Tamara Plakins Thornton found, and its membership came from the 
state’s commercial elites Members, Thornton argued, demonstrated their public virtue by supporting 
the yeoman farmer and sponsoring agricultural fairs and prizes. Likewise, the Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society consisted of members of Boston’s economic and social elite, though also 
included nurserymen and gardeners. The organization published horticultural information, 
distributed seeds, and held exhibitions of fruits, vegetables, and flowers. Thornton showed how 
members used horticulture to distance themselves from the materialistic pursuit of profit. Tamara 
Plakins Thornton, Cultivating Gentlemen: The Meaning of Country Life among the Boston Elite, 1785-





forests to New England’s cultural identity. 10 During a period of social and economic 
transition, this organization championed forests’ ability to reconnect residents with 
nature and revitalize weary urbanites.11 Some members hoped to “carry on a 
systematic exploration” of New England’s mountains, while others hoped to find 
new ways to enjoy the outdoors.12 When Chamberlain helped conceive the MFA in 
1897, he was an active member of the AMC, which had formed in 1876 to promote 
the “advancement of the interest of those who visit the mountains of New England 
and adjacent regions, whether for the purpose of scientific research or summer 
recreation.”13 The AMC’s members played an instrumental role in advancing a 
multifaceted approach to forest protection based on a diverse range of interests. The 
organization focused primarily on the White Mountains of New Hampshire, which 
became increasingly accessible to adventurous tourists in the 1870s and 1880s as 
 
10 Other hiking clubs predated the AMC but were limited in size and membership. The Alpine Club 
formed in Williamstown, MA in 1863, the White Mountain Club in Portland, ME in 1873, and the 
Rocky Mountain Club in Denver in 1873. For an account of how hiking clubs spurred conservation 
movements, see Silas Chamberlain, On the Trail: A History of American Hiking (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2015).  
11 Additionally, the organization’s largely upper-class, white, and male constituency illuminated the 
role of power elites in promoting forest protection during a period of urban and industrial growth. 
Environmental historian Dorceta Tayler described power elites, in this context, as “power brokers” 
who “orchestrated the emergence of the conservation movement and guided it to prominence.” This 
“inner circle of participants” shaped environmental policy. Dorceta Taylor, The Rise of the American 
Conservation Movement: Power, Privilege, and Environmental Protection (Durham, N.C.: Duke 
University Press, 2016), 28. While other scholarship, such as Richard Judd’s Common Lands, Common 
People: The Origins of Conservation in Northern New England, examines farmers’ role in establishing 
vernacular forms of forest stewardship, this dissertation analyzes how power elites structured 
environmental ideology and protections. Richard Judd, Common Lands, Common People: The Origins 
of Conservation in Northern New England (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997).  
12 “Introductory,” Appalachia: The Journal of the Appalachian Mountain Club, vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1876), 
1. Historian Robert E. Manning found that the AMC “marked the beginning of organized 
mountaineering in America.” Robert E. Manning, “Men and Mountains Meet: Journal of the 
Appalachian Mountain Club, 1876-1984,” Journal of Forest History, vol. 28, no. 1 (January 1994), 25.  





new railroads crept into the area. To facilitate travel within the region, AMC 
members created and disseminated maps, photographs, and guides of the White 
Mountains, while cutting new trails to summits, which many AMC members took the 
privilege of naming.14  
The club’s organizational framework and its journal Appalachia, first 
published in the AMC’s inaugural year, revealed its multifaceted approach. A 
carefully coordinated hierarchy structured the AMC’s activities. A President, Vice-
President, Secretary, and Treasurer comprised the higher officers, while five 
“councillors [sic]” headed up separate departments, which included: Natural 
History, Topography, Art, Exploration, and Improvements. Each evinced a different 
facet of the club. Natural History was concerned with researching mountain geology 
and botany. Topography focused on surveying and mapping the White Mountains. 
The Art Department promoted artistic representations of the mountains, including 
poetry, painting and photography. The Exploration Department organized 
reconnaissance trips to the White Mountains, while the Improvements Department 
coordinated the building of trails, camps, and wayfinding features.15 To further 
these activities and foster the study and appreciation of the White Mountains, the 
AMC published the journal Appalachia, which gathered and disseminated writing, 
 
14 Manning, 25.  





research, and information that was hard to come by at the time.16 The first issue’s 
range of articles illuminated how the AMC sought to foster a deeper understanding 
and appreciation of the White Mountains’ nature, history, and beauty. The selection 
of papers included a report on the “Nomenclature of the White Mountains,” which 
sought to rationalize the naming system to avoid multiples; a report by Professor 
Charles Henry Hitchcock, a geologist at Amherst College, on “The Atlantic System of 
Mountains” that described the distinctive features of the Appalachian Mountains; 
the experienced alpinist and Tufts University professor Charles E. Fay’s account of 
his ascent of the Tripyramid range in the White Mountains; and a short piece on 
“Two New Forms of Mountain Barometer.”17 While the club’s membership was 
predominantly male, it was not exclusively so, as one article by Harriet Putnam Hill 
Nowell described “A Mountain Suit for Women.”18 In addition to these articles, the 
first issue of Appalachia included several “Ascents, Excursions, and Explorations” in 
different areas of the mountains. This assemblage of sources reflected how the AMC 
supported serious scientific study, such as Prof. Hitchcock’s geological treatise, 
 
16 As Manning argued, this journal, still in publication today, provides a “unique slice of American 
outdoor recreation and wilderness history.” The club published its first issue in June 1876. Manning, 
24. 
17 “Special Papers,” Appalachia: vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1876).   
18 Mrs. W. G. Nowell, “A Mountain Suit for Women,” Appalachia: The Journal of the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1876), 181. In addition to being a founding member of the AMC, 
Harriet Putnam Hill was a moderately successful author of children’s stories whose husband, William 
G. Nowell was a minister, educator, and cousin of MFA founder Joseph Nowell. For an account of 
Harriet Putnam Hill’s life, writing, and involvement with the AMC, see Deirdre Johnson, “Writing 
‘Under the Most Trying Circumstances’: The Life and Interrupted Career of Harriet Putnam Hill 
Nowell (May Mannering, Harriet Putnam),” Digital Commons @ West Chester University (2019), 1-26. 





while promoting recreational ventures into the nearby range. Appalachia functioned 
as part guidebook and part academic journal, while the different departments 
nurtured both outdoor recreation and scientific investigations.  
Though the AMC’s purported mission focused on illuminating the White 
Mountains’ history and nature and facilitating public access, the organization 
contributed significantly to what scholars have termed the “wilderness cult” in the 
United States.19 This movement generally posited that interaction with pristine, 
uninhabited nature could counteract the deleterious psychological and physical 
effects brought on by the United States’ growing urban industrial order. Wilderness 
constituted nature unsullied by human civilization. The federal government 
recognized the significance and appeal of sites of exceptional wild beauty and set 
aside the Yosemite Valley as a public preserve in 1864 and the grand Wyoming 
landscape that became Yellowstone National Park in 1872.20 This new type of 
federal public land ensured the survival of wilderness in the modernizing nation. 
Closer to Massachusetts, AMC member Warren Upham described an encounter with 
 
19 Historian Roderick Frazier Nash defined and described the wilderness cult in his seminal work 
Wilderness and the American Mind, published in 1967. Roderick Frazier Nash, Wilderness and the 
American Mind, Fifth Edition (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2014). More recent scholarship 
has critiqued Nash and others’ formulation of and focus on wilderness. William Cronon’s 
groundbreaking essay “The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature” argued 
that wilderness was “quite profoundly a human creation” that emerged from “very particular human 
cultures at very particular moments in history.” William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness; or, 
Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” in William Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human 
Place in Nature (New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1995), 69.  
20 Yosemite was first transferred to the state of California before becoming a national park in 1890. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., prepared a report recommending that Yosemite be forever preserved 
and open to the public. He believed that the landscape’s unparalleled wild scenery “promoted human 
health and welfare,” according to scholar Anne Whiston Spirn. Anne Whiston Spirn, “Constructing 





wilderness in his account of hiking on the east branch of the Pemigewasset River in 
the White Mountains. From a summit along the route, he wrote that “we see only 
mountain and valleys and forest,” while “no appearance of any of the works of man” 
were visible, except for the houses on Mt. Washington’s summit, fifteen miles away. 
“All is silent, untrodden forest,” Upham wrote, “and all around are the lofty 
foreheads of our highest mountains.”21 This sense of being enveloped in the ancient 
forest embodied the AMC’s understanding of wilderness. The “wilderness cult” 
associated such apparently “wild” places with the American frontier, which was 
“believed responsible for many unique and desirable national characteristics” as 
historian Roderick Nash demonstrated.22 Elites lamented that the frontier’s closure 
in the late nineteenth century had robbed the current generation of the ability to 
prove their mettle in “wild” lands of the west like their forebears.23 Many elite men 
 
21 Warren Upham, “The East Branch of the Pemigewasset,” Appalachia: The Journal of the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, vol. 1, no. 1, (June 1876), 34. 
22 Dorceta Taylor found that the wilderness cult was closely linked with the “cult of true manhood,” 
which “equated masculinity with strength, power, stamina, physical endurance, self-reliance and 
fearlessness.” Wilderness also forged female identity. Women members of the AMC and other 
outdoor organization undertook wilderness excursions, Taylor wrote, to “challenge conventional 
stereotypes of womanhood, for political empowerment, to experience the romantic wilds, and renew 
their health.” Wilderness’ significant role in defining gender roles amongst the upper class in the late 
nineteenth century would influence the evolution of state forest and park recreational areas in the 
1920s and 1930s. Taylor, 80, 85. 
23 Historian Frederick Jackson Turner remarked in 1893 that the American frontier, the defining 
feature of American history, had “closed” in the 1890s, when Euroamericans completed the 
appropriation of Native American lands. The frontier, in Turner’s analysis, was the “line of the most 
rapid and effective Americanization.” Colonists’ “continuous touch with the simplicity of primitive 
society” along the frontier furnished the “forces dominating American character.” This is turn 
prompted, Roderick Nash argued, “many Americans to seek ways of retaining the influence of 
wilderness in modern civilization.” The AMC was thus a precursor of this movement, which would 
have significant repercussions for the later development of Massachusetts’s state forest and park 
recreational landscapes. Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History, with a new 






with the time and money to spare set out on costly expeditions to the western states 
and territories to demonstrate their manhood and prove their “Americanness” by 
reenacting pioneer settlement. This understanding of “frontier” and “pioneer,” 
though, at once romanticized Native Americans whose land settlers expropriated as 
noble savages while simultaneously downplaying their claims to the land, creating a 
sense that settlers were the first to see, experience, name, and control the seemingly 
“empty” wilderness. The White Mountains provided a nearby wilderness for the 
AMC members. While the area was a day’s ride from Boston, the majority of the 
rugged, rocky peaks and steep ravines had not been “explored” by Euroamericans. 
The organization’s emphasis on “discovering” and improving the White Mountains 
recapitulated the colonial narrative in New England. AMC members cast themselves 
as rugged pioneers setting out into the unknown frontier. They charted territory, 
named mountains, cut trails, and established camps. They returned to Boston 
reinvigorated and strengthened by their wilderness sojourn.  
This approach to the White Mountains manifested in targeted landscape 
interventions that would influence the management of recreational areas in forests 
for many years to come. The trails, camps, and huts that the AMC built during the 
1880s made travel through the White Mountains easier, but not too much easier. 
Parts of the region had been popular vacation destinations for years, especially 
 
This dissertation uses the term “Euroamerican” to refer to people born in the United States of 






among urban elites who sought to escape cities’ stifling heat and atmosphere.24 At 
least nine hotels stood on or near Mt. Washington by 1850 as well as several more in 
the area, which together accommodated almost five thousand visitors.25 While 
wealthy tourists had flocked to the concentrated area around Mt. Washington and 
other spots, AMC members ventured into the less-developed regions. The lofty 
summits, dense forests, and impressive waterfalls outside the developed corridors 
remained inaccessible, and the AMC sought to ease travel into and within these 
areas. In the club’s first year, the Improvements Department outlined a plan to 
establish foot trails, place wayfinding markers, build camps, and clear views. While 
these interventions did not overhaul the landscape, they began to subtly reshape the 
built environment according to new sets of ideals. The trails, for instance, were to be 
six to eight feet wide and “cleared of all underbrush and trip-roots.” Any holes along 
the path should be filled.26 The Councillor of Improvements (and relative of MFA 
founder Joseph Nowell) William G. Nowell began laying out trails according to these 
specifications up the slopes of Mt. Adams in 1876. Trail-building and maintenance 
 
24 Dona Brown examined the antebellum development of the White Mountains’ tourist industry and 
argued that promoters and railroads convinced tourists that the “proper appreciation” of the 
mountains’ scenery “was the sign of a cultivated taste, ample leisure, and elite sensibilities.” Dona 
Brown, Inventing New England: Regional Tourism in the Nineteenth Century (Washington, DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 74. Environmental historian Gregg Mitman explored how those 
who suffered from hay fever and other seasonal allergies escaped to the White Mountains for relief, if 
they had the means to do so. Gregg Mitman, Breathing Space: How Allergies Shape Our Lives and 
Landscapes (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007), 16-26. 
25 For a history of resort architecture in the White Mountains, see Bryant F. Tolles, Jr., The Grand 
Resort Hotels of the White Mountains: A Vanishing Architectural Legacy (Boston, MA: David R. Godine, 
1998).   
26 William G. Nowell, “Report of the Councillors for the Spring of 1876 – Improvements,” Appalachia: 





quickly became one of the most prominent of the AMC’s activities. Trails, though, 
needed a destination. Councillor Nowell described the need to determine “the best 
points of view not as yet easily accessible” and then blaze trails to these locations.27 
On mountaintops, Nowell recommended clearing trees or underbrush on or just 
below the summit so that hikers could enjoy the view. These simple instructions 
made the natural world harmonize with humans’ penchant for wild scenery. The 
AMC’s desire to recreate in a seeming wilderness altered that very landscape.  
In addition to trails, the AMC suggested building “permanent camps” near 
points of interest. These would “serve as centres for the working parties.” A “bark 
camp, well-constructed” would last several years, while “a log and board camp” 
would stand for many years if built well.28 An image of a camping party in one such 
camp reveals how the AMC set out “settling” the wilderness of the White Mountains 
(fig. 1.1). Taken in August 1894, this photograph depicted an AMC party resting 
during a hike up Mt. Passaconaway in the White Mountains. The seven visible men 
lounge and stand around a rude wooden shelter. A large, stripped log forms the 
vertical support while a smaller one holds up the right-hand corner. Logs form the 
sides, while some planks also protect the interior. The downed timber in the 
forefront implied that the shelter’s materials came from the surrounding forest. 
Rudimentary structures like this proliferated throughout the White Mountains as 
the AMC’s trails and guides attracted increasing numbers of “trampers.” Amid this 
 
27 Nowell, 56. 





rise in outdoor recreation, the club constructed a stone hut between Mt. Adams and 
Mt. Madison to provide emergency shelter for those caught on the trail at nightfall 
or in inclement weather.29 Though not intended for recreational use, the Madison 
Springs Hut became the first in a series of popular huts in the White Mountains. The 
simple gabled structure composed of rough-hewn stone offered a practical solution 
that harmonized with the rocky landscape. This relatively simple building 
demonstrated how the wilderness cult’s emphasis on strenuous outdoor activities 
such as alpinism had begun to materially impact the landscape of the White 
Mountains.  
While this limited review only covers a small facet of the AMC’s extensive 
activities, it demonstrates that the AMC forged key ideological stances towards 
nature, created a social network of those interested in forest protection in 
Massachusetts, and began to reshape the region’s landscapes. The club’s largely 
upper-class members emerged as some of the most ardent supporters of outdoor 
recreation and wilderness protection. By “exploring” and “improving” the 
wilderness, these white, wealthy club members reinforced the colonial 
appropriation of Native Americans’ homelands. As will become evident, the social 
ties and institutional structures the AMC forged helped spawn both the Trustees and 
MFA, organizations that further developed methods of protecting and managing 
Massachusetts’s forest land. 
 






The Trustees of Public Reservations and the Appalachian Mountain Club Act to Save 
Forests 
As the AMC opened up New Hampshire’s White Mountains, the Trustees, a 
private corporation established in 1891, pioneered the acquisition and management 
of scenic and historic landscapes for the public good. The Trustees originated from 
the older AMC, which later adopted a similar approach to forest protection. During 
the Trustees first years, members created new institutional mechanisms and 
intellectual rationales to protect land that had an outsized impact on the later 
development of Massachusetts’s state forests and parks in the twentieth century.30 
Certain landscape forms, according to the Trustees, embodied and perpetuated 
cultural identity. Serene sylvan scenes, coastal expanses, and hillside meadows 
could reconnect city dwellers with Massachusetts’s past and provide relief from 
squalid living and working conditions. While the AMC nurtured an appreciation for 
rugged wilderness, the Trustees fostered the public’s enjoyment of the 
Commonwealth’s scenes of “uncommon beauty or historical interest.”31 Accessing 
and enjoying the these more pastoral landscapes required no long train journey nor 
 
30 In his environmental history of Boston, Michael Rawson described how the Trustees had immense 
influence outside of Massachusetts. The organization inspired, for instance, New York’s Trustees of 
Scenic and Historic Places and Objects as well as the English National Trust for Places of Historic 
Interest or Natural Beauty. Michael Rawson, Eden on the Charles: The Making of Boston (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2010), 259. 
31 Charles Eliot, “Outline of a Scheme,” First Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1891 





any special mountaineering skills or equipment, and where thus open to people 
from all classes.32 A belief that enlightened, long-term stewardship of forests and 
other landscapes best served Massachusetts’s growing population underpinned the 
Trustees and, eventually, the AMC. The Trustees, though, understood landscapes as 
cultural artifacts that embodied elements of the state’s European history while also 
offering people physical and mental relief.33 
The Trustees owed its existence to the landscape architect Charles Eliot, 
whose ideas concerning the relationship between nature, people, and design 
reverberated in Massachusetts’s public lands for well over a century. Born in 1859, 
Eliot early on developed an affinity for nature and throughout his life promoted 
open spaces’ palliative influence.34 Eliot graduated from Harvard University in 1882, 
while his father Charles W. Eliot served as president of the school from 1869 to 
1909, after which he completed further scientific coursework at Harvard’s Bussey 
Institute. Frederick Law Olmsted subsequently invited him to serve as an 
 
32 The Trustees’ founder, Charles Eliot, originally conceived of the Trustees as working in the cities 
and towns around Boston. When the organization expanded its purview to the entire state, Eliot 
began focusing on the MPC’s efforts to establish a regional park system.  
33 As Michael Rawson noted, the New England landscape “held tremendous cultural meaning” for 
Boston’s Brahmins, many of whom viewed the late nineteenth century’s “relentless urban and 
suburban growth” as a “threat not only to nature but also to history.” History and nature were 
intertwined in the landscape, and the preservation of nature thus entailed stewarding historical 
memory. Rawson, 234.   
34 Keith Morgan, “Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect: An Introduction to His Life and Work,” Arnoldia, 
vol. 59, no. 2 (Summer 1999), 4. In a biography of his son penned following his 1897 death, Charles 
W. Eliot described how during two summers of the young Eliot’s college years, he and some 
classmates formed the Champlain Society to explore the landscape and nature of Mount Desert 
Island, Maine, where his family vacationed. Keith Morgan, “Introduction to the 1999 Edition: Charles 
Eliot, the Man Behind the Monograph,” in Charles W. Eliot, Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, with an 
introduction by Keith Morgan (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press in association with 





apprentice. Olmsted and his son, John Charles, eventually asked Eliot to join them in 
creating the firm of Olmsted, Olmsted, & Eliot in 1893.35 In the interim, Eliot had 
traveled extensively in Europe to study parks and gardens and had established an 
independent practice as a landscape architect after his return. Before his untimely 
death in 1897, Eliot forged an innovative design practice that carefully attended to 
the natural landscape and accounted for regional needs. While Eliot joined the AMC 
in the early 1890s following his return from his European travels and ventured out 
on excursions to remote forests, a belief that one did not have to travel to distant 
mountains to experience nature’s rejuvenating benefits informed his work.36 Eliot 
wrote of the “subtle influence” that “skies and seas, clouds and shadows, woods and 
fields, and all that mingling of the natural and human which we call landscape shed 
upon life.”37 This “influence” served as an “antidote to the poisonous struggling and 
excitement of city life.” The sight of Massachusetts’s “chosen hills” could cure those 
“brought to depression by care or trouble.”38 Eliot had a democratic and egalitarian 
approach to landscape preservation.39 Even an “occasional hour or two spent in the 
 
35 Morgan, “Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect,” 12.  
36 Eliot took a “strong interest” in the AMC’s affairs after returning from Europe, gained a position on 
the club’s governing board, and created a detailed contour map of the region around Boston for the 
club, an endeavor that surely endowed him with a thorough knowledge of the area’s open space. 
Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 320.  
37 Charles Eliot: Landscape Architect, 341. 
38 Charles Eliot: Landscape Architect, 341. 
39 Eliot’s father wrote that his son believed that “parks ought to be created and maintained in the 
moral and physical interest of the great popular majority of a democratic community.” Charles Eliot, 





country” could bring “refreshment” to weary urbanites.40 While the AMC looked afar 
for refreshment, Eliot believed it could be found close to home.  
In March 1890, Eliot publicly outlined a novel plan for ensuring that Boston’s 
growing footprint did not consume all open space, scenic landscapes, and historic 
sites. In a letter to the editor of the prominent horticultural journal Garden and 
Forest, Eliot related the “imperfect outline of a scheme” to save the “finest bits of 
natural scenery near Boston” for the enjoyment of future generations.41 The 
burgeoning city should provide public parks and playgrounds, Eliot argued, but had 
neglected this duty.42 The area’s “crowded population thirsts,” he believed, for 
something beyond just the “public garden, square, or ball field.” With the 
proliferation of rail lines and electric trolley routes, most city residents could access 
places ten miles from the state house where “several bits of scenery which possess 
uncommon beauty and more than usual refreshing power” still remained.43 Eliot 
believed that these extant larger woodlands and rocky hillsides were “characteristic 
 
40 Charles Eliot, “Waverly Oaks,” Garden and Forest, March 5, 1890, 118. 
41 Eliot, “Waverly Oaks,” 117. Published between 1888 and 1897, Garden and Forest magazine 
published a wide range of writings on horticulture, conservation, forestry, garden, landscape 
architecture and related fields. The publication, spearheaded by editors Charles Sprague Sargent and 
William A. Stiles with support from Frederick Law Olmsted and Charles Eliot, heavily influenced the 
early conservation movement and promoted the idea that increased contact with nature improved 
rural and urban life. For an account and analysis of this magazine, see Shen Hou, The City Natural: 
Garden and Forest Magazine and the Rise of American Environmentalism (Pittsburg, PA: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2013).  
42 City leaders were not entirely at fault. Massachusetts’s governance model rendered open space 
preservation difficult. The tradition of independent towns and cities combined with weak county 
governments rendered planning on a scale larger than a municipality difficult. Municipal 
governments hesitated to spend money “for the enjoyment of their neighbors,” Eliot wrote. Eliot, 
“Waverly Oaks,” 118.   
43 These new reservations also raised property values in and attracted middle-class residents to the 





of the primitive wilderness of New England.”44 This diverse range of landscapes 
included, “the solemn interior of a wood of tall pines—the tree our forefathers 
emblazoned with their flag,” a “[p]ine grove on a group of knolls in the bend of a 
small river, where it first meets the tide and salt marshes”; and a “hill-side strewn 
with boulders” that commanded a “distant view of the ocean and its far horizon.”45 
These forests, hillsides, and waterways struck Eliot as quintessential New England 
scenes. These were the views that English colonizers had witnessed when settling 
the land that became the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Just as many elites of the 
time ventured west to reenact pioneer mythology and reinforce their Euroamerican 
identity, Boston residents could encounter vestiges of the colonial landscape 
without straying far. Though urban and suburban development had disconnected 
these landscapes, viewing pieces of the whole could convey some of that lost world. 
In this way, Eliot felt that city folk needed more than simple parks and gardens but 
required experiences with more expansive landscapes that retained the 
characteristics of rural New England. 
Urban and suburban development endangered these “surviving fragments” 
of the Commonwealth’s emblematic historic and natural landscapes. Eliot took 
action to protect them. Since nearly all these remaining “bits of scenery” laid in 
private hands, they faced immense pressure and enjoyed virtually no protections. 
 
44 Eliot, “Waverly Oaks,” 118. Thus, like the AMC, the Trustees understood wilderness as a defining 
feature of cultural identity.  





Furthermore, many of these vestiges of open space spanned municipal borders, and 
thus Eliot argued that only an authority that could “disregard township limits” could 
effectively purchase and transform these parcels into public reservations.46 No such 
entity existed in the Boston area. Eliot therefore proposed the formation of “an 
incorporated association, composed of citizens of all the Boston towns, and 
empowered by the state to hold small and well distributed parcels of land free of 
taxes, just as the library holds books and the art museum pictures—for the use and 
enjoyment of the public.”47 Eliot’s analogy here revealed how he and many of his 
contemporaries understood their civic responsibilities as well as the landscapes 
under their care. Sites of exceptional beauty or history constituted cultural artifacts, 
for whose care a group of beneficent individuals should provide. These “works of 
nature” contained enough significance to warrant public access and long-term 
stewardship for perpetuity. Landscapes that evoked certain qualities and events 
constituted cultural assets. Eliot suggested that this potential organization could 
accept gifts of land “just as others buy and give to a museum fine works of art.”48 
Certain configurations of land—whether they recalled a historic event or personage 
or embodied a particular “characteristic” scene—were so important the public 
 
46 Eliot, “Waverly Oaks,” 118.   
47 Eliot, “Waverly Oaks,” 118. In Eliot’s letter seeking interested parties in the potential organization, 
he specifically cited Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts and the Massachusetts General Hospital as models 
of governance. Charles W. Eliot, Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect (Boston, MA: Houghton, Mifflin, 
and Company, 1903), 322.  





deserved access to them. During the last several years of his life, Eliot helped forge 
institutional frameworks that would define and protect these landscapes.  
Though unconventional and groundbreaking, Eliot’s outline in Garden and 
Forest found a receptive audience. He initiated his campaign with a group inclined to 
agree with him: the AMC.49 After publishing his editorial in Garden and Forest, Eliot 
contacted the publication’s editor and director of the Arnold Arboretum, Charles 
Sprague Sargent, and George C. Mann, the AMC’s president, to gauge their interest. 
Both enthusiastically backed the proposal, and in April 1890, under Eliot’s urging 
the AMC appointed a new committee that sent a letter to two thousand 
Massachusetts residents who might be “interested in the preservation of scenery 
and historical sites in Massachusetts.”50 The letter emphasized Eliot’s conviction 
that “opportunities for beholding the beauty of Nature” increased the “health and 
happiness of crowded populations.” Such opportunities were “rapidly vanishing” as 
urban growth and commercial use rendered many scenes “despoiled of their 
beauty” and in “danger of destruction.”51 To save these places, the letter proposed 
creating a “Board of Trustees” that would acquire by gift and hold tax free “parcels 
of real estate possessing natural beauty or historic interest.”52 This Board would 
 
49 Eliot served on the club’s ruling council and as the Councillor of Topography.  
50 “Report of the Standing Committee,” First Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1891 
(Boston, MA; George Ellis, Printer, 1892), 5. Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 318-319.  
51 The outline noted that private development also threated “places made interesting and valuable by 
historical or literary associations.” In Eliot’s view, historic and cultural significance resided in place 
and made certain landscapes worthy of preservation just as much as natural scenery. This would 
come to influence not only the Trustees, but also the trajectory of state public land management in 
the later twentieth century. Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 326. 





keep these new reservations open to the public and not sell them, except to towns 
or cities for public use. The AMC’s appeal not only initiated the process that would 
lead to the Trustees’ establishment, but it further demonstrated how forest 
protection in Massachusetts emerged from a tightly knit and powerful network of 
individuals. The letter, which called for an exploratory meeting, listed important 
people who supported Eliot’s vision. For instance, Henry H. Sprague, the president 
of the Massachusetts Senate, would preside over the meeting, while Eliot promised 
attendance by or letters of support from Governor John Brackett; John Boyle 
O’Reilly, editor of The Pilot, the principal newspaper of the Irish Catholic 
community; General Francis A. Walker, President of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; future Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.; historian 
Francis Parkman; the poet John Greenleaf Whittier; and Eliot’s own mentor, 
Frederick Law Olmsted.53 These names along with the AMC’s backing endowed 
Eliot’s proposal with legitimacy and authority.  
The appeal worked. On May 24, 1890, one hundred people met at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology to discuss the AMC’s proposal. At the 
meeting, Eliot made a case for establishing, by special act of the Massachusetts 
legislature, a Board of Trustees similar to those that managed art museums and the 
Massachusetts General Hospital, as well as the antiquarian and historical societies 
 






that stewarded a range of “memorable or striking spots.”54 The assembled group 
envisioned “one strong Board of Trustees” that would be empowered to hold 
property throughout the state. Following remarks from the floor and some “stirring 
speeches,” the group resolved to form a committee to pursue legislation composed 
of twenty-nine people from throughout the state, chaired by the renowned public 
health reformer Henry P. Walcott, with the powerful Boston lawyer George 
Wigglesworth serving as treasurer and Eliot acting as secretary. The committee 
included not only General Walker and Olmsted, but also Charles Sprague Sargent 
and socialist journalist and parks supporter Sylvester Baxter.55 Like the AMC, this 
new committee included women, such as parks advocate Sarah H. Crocker and 
educational reformer Marion Talbot.56 Together, this group drafted legislation 
during a series of meetings held in the AMC’s Beacon Hill headquarters and brought 
it before the legislature on March 10, 1891. Eliot and others had been drumming up 
support, and the hearing enjoyed a substantial public attendance. The bill passed 
both houses without opposition, and on May 21, 1891, Chapter 352, Acts 1891 
became law. This act incorporated the Trustees of Public Reservations “for the 
purpose of acquiring, holding, arranging, maintaining, and opening to the public, 
 
54 Eliot mentioned the Essex Institute, a literary and historical society in the North Shore, and the 
Worcester Natural History Society as examples. Eliot, “Outline of a Scheme,” 8.   
55 Baxter supported the vision of a socialist future as Edward Bellamy illustrated in his novel Looking 
Backward. Rawson, 261-262.   
56 Marion Talbot was an accomplished educational leader who taught at Wellesley College and the 
University of Chicago. Ellen Fitzpatrick, “For the ‘Women of the University’: Marion Talbot, 1858-
1948,” in Geraldine Clifford, ed., Lone Voyagers: Academic Women in Coeducational Universities, 1870-
1937 (New York, NY: Feminist Press at the City University of New York., 1989), 87-90. Sarah Crocker 





under suitable regulations, beautiful and historical places and tracts of land within 
this Commonwealth.”57 Eliot’s vision of landscape preservation and protection had 
become a reality. 
While legislation endowed the Trustees with authority, their real work began 
with landscapes. Within the Trustees’ first year, offers came in. Mrs. Fanny H. Tudor 
presented the Trustees with a twenty-acre tract located in southeastern Stoneham, a 
town northwest of Boston.58 Tudor stipulated that the track bear the name “Virginia 
Woods,” in memory of her daughter. Eliot described the landscape as a “diversified 
tract of woodland, divided by a hollow containing a brook” (fig. 1.2).59 The site 
contained “many fine specimens of hemlocks, pines, oaks, and other trees” and had 
the potential to serve as a “delightful retreat” for the numerous visitors who would 
soon have easier access following the construction of the Stoneham railroad.60 
Forests only constituted one type of scenic and historic landscape Eliot had 
identified the need to preserve. Within the Boston area, however, wooded 
 
57 For the new organization’s seal, members chose a pine tree which “once adorned the flag and 
coinage of Massachusetts.” Those listed were Frederick L. Ames, Phillip A. Chase, Christopher Clarke, 
Charles R. Codman, Elisha S. Converse, George F. Hoar, John J. Russell, Leverett Saltonstall, Charles S. 
Sargent, Nathaniel S. Shaler, George Sheldon, William S. Shurtleff, George H. Tucker, Francis A. 
Walker, and George Wigglesworth. “Report of the Standing Committee,” First Annual Report of the 
Trustees of Public Reservations, 1891 
58 Fanny Tudor’s contribution spoke to women’s importance to the Trustees. As Michael Rawson 
found, women’s financial contributions accounted for twenty five percent of the donations made to 
Trustees in its first year. Nevertheless, women held only three spots of the Trustees large organizing 
committee and no leadership positions. Still, female members were crucial to both the AMC and 
Trustees’ success and nurtured grassroots environmental campaigns in Massachusetts and 
throughout the nation. Rawson, 258-259.  
59 “Report of the Standing Committee,” First Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 
1891, 12-13. 
60 “Report of the Standing Committee,” First Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 





landscapes were especially vulnerable in a society that consumed vast quantities of 
wood for domestic and commercial uses. Another donor presented the Trustees 
with one of the “finest groves” near Boston to serve as a memorial to a young man, 
but this offer fell through.61 The first report listed several sites of “special beauty or 
charm” that warranted protection, including the Charles River’s banks at the 
Newton Upper Falls, the dramatic Purgatory Chasm in Sutton, the ravines of Bash 
Bish Falls in Mount Washington, as well as places with “literary, romantic, or 
historical associations,” such as the Indian Cave in Medfield, the Craddock House in 
Medford, and the Wayside in Sudbury. Though Eliot’s initial concern had been for 
the rapidly dwindling open spaces in the Boston area, the Trustees quickly 
expanded their activities to the entire state. To proactively identify sites that most 
needed protection, such as mountain tops and seaside beaches, the Trustees formed 
a committee to investigate and report on sites that could potentially serve as public 
reservations, the current laws concerning acquisition and maintenance of public 
spaces, and the various agencies that managed public parks.62 By the end of the 
century, the Trustees acquired six properties encompassing 431 acres.63 These 
included the ten acre former homestead of Thomas Hutchinson, Massachusetts’s last 
 
61 “Report of the Standing Committee,” First Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 
1891.  
62 The report of coastal towns found that out of forty-six shore towns, only Newburyport, 
Manchester, Salem, Lynn, Quincy, Weymouth, Plymouth, and Fall River had sufficient parks or 
commons. Another report by J. B. Harrison examined Provincetown’s Province Lands, which had 
been the Commonwealth’s property since the colonial times. Report of the Standing Committee,” First 
Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1891, 54, 63.   
63 Ninth Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1899 (Boston, MA: George Ellis, Printer, 





Colonial Governor, in Milton and a 260-acre tract containing Monument Mountain, a 
prominent and storied summit in Great Barrington and Stockbridge.64 The Trustees 
thus looked to establish a state-wide network of scenic and historic landscapes that 
preserved essential facets of the Commonwealth’s cultural and natural history.65 
 Shortly after the Trustee’s incorporation, the AMC adopted a similar tactic to 
further its work promoting access to and protection of the White Mountains. By the 
early 1890s, the group had constructed miles of trails and numerous campsites.66 
Other forces, however, affected the White Mountain’s landscape. Though alpinists 
and tourists had valued the region’s wild beauty since before the Civil War, the 
White Mountains’ forests, minerals, and waters had long sustained a range of 
extractive and industrial activities. Forests supplied a thriving timber and potash 
industry, while the mountains served as the headwaters for some of the United 
States’ largest water powered industrial manufacturers in Manchester, New 
Hampshire and Lowell, Massachusetts. By the late nineteenth century tourism had 
emerged as a primary driver of the local economy, with the AMC a major 
contributor. These two uses increasingly clashed. Timber operations threatened to 
harvest the very forests that the AMC prized as vestiges of the New England 
wilderness. The earliest mention of land protection by the club came in 1886, when 
Appalachia noted that it was likely that the club “will someday own mountains for 
 
64 Ninth Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1899, 19.   
65 Today, the Trustees, the organization’s current moniker, oversees more than one hundred 
reservations that protect over 27,000 acres. thetrustees.org/what-we-do. 





the purpose of protecting Nature and enabling man to enjoy her beauties and 
grandeur.”67 In the early 1890s, club members debated how to approach the issue, 
and eventually decided “not only to discuss but to act.” Taking what members felt 
was the “most important step in its organization since 1876,” the AMC voted to 
“qualify itself to receive, hold, and administer real estate” in 1893, just two years 
following the Trustees’ incorporation.68 The next year, the Massachusetts legislature 
authorized the AMC to “obtain, by purchase, gift, or otherwise, forest and mountain 
lands, and places of scenic and historic interest, and to hold, develop and administer 
them.”69 The AMC could now own and manage the lands for which it had sought for 
years to cultivate an appreciation. An organization once dedicated to recreation and 
scientific study was now in the business of land management, and a new Trustees of 
Real Estate formed within the AMC to seek out and acquire vulnerable landscapes.70  
These new powers quickly proved useful. In 1895, lawyer and Chairman of 
the Trustees of Real Estate, Harvey N. Shepard, reported the AMC’s purchase of a 
strip of land along Snyder Brook in Randolph, NH, which included an AMC-built path 
leading to Mt. Madison and the Madison Springs Hut the club had constructed seven 
 
67 Manning, 28 
68 Rosewell B. Lawrence, “Report of the Recording Secretary,” Appalachia: The Journal of the 
Appalachian Mountain Club, vol. 7, no. 1 (February 1893), 247-248. 
69 The law stipulated the club “shall receive no income or profit appropriated otherwise than for 
maintenance” and exempted the land from taxation. Manning, 29.  
70 The first Trustees of Real Estate included Harvey N. Shepard, J. Rayner Edmands, and Charles E. 
Fay, all of whom served as club president at one point. These men were all present at the MFA’s 
preliminary meetings, and Harvey Shepard became one of the first commissioners on the State Forest 
Commission, formed in 1914 and discussed in detail in the following chapter. “Report of the Trustees 






years earlier.71 Shepard described that he and his fellow trustees had acquired this 
particular parcel because the owner, Laban W. Watson, suddenly notified the club 
that he had begun cutting timber along the route. Without the AMC’s “immediate 
action,” the “beauty of the surroundings of the Madison Path would be largely, if not 
altogether destroyed,” Shepard claimed.72 The AMC subsequently acquired the deed 
for a parcel six hundred feet wide and a half mile long. Though small, the parcel 
included two cascades and “other places of attractive scenery.” The club installed 
notices around the property to preserve the “natural beauties of the place” and 
protect the trees against “fire and axe.”73 During the year, Shepard reported that 
many club members and other “lovers of the White Mountains” had utilized the 
newly safeguarded trail. Though this constituted a small acquisition, Shepard 
celebrated this “auspicious beginning” of “work which we trust will reach much 
larger dimensions in the near future.”74 Over the next several years, the AMC 
purchased and received as gifts numerous parcels in New Hampshire, Maine, and 
Massachusetts.75 The AMC’s creation of the Trustees of Real Estate and purchase of 
 
71 Harvey Shepard, “Report of the Trustees of Real Estate,” Appalachia: The Journal of the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, vol. 8, no. 1 (January 1896), 88. 
72 Harvey Shepard, “Report of the Trustees of Real Estate,” 88.  
73 Harvey Shepard, “Report of the Trustees of Real Estate.”  
74 Already the Trustees of Real Estate had begun negotiating with a lumber company to secure 
another strip of land further up the mountain that was slated for harvesting. Shepard further noted 
that he had been seeking to purchase parts of Tripyramid Mountain but had run into difficulties 
locating the title. Shepard was “anxious” to receive more suggestions “for the preservation of 
beautiful places and of the forests,” but asked that the contributors please include the location and 
name of owner. Harvey Shepard, “Report of the Trustees of Real Estate.”  
75 By 1897, the AMC had acquired eighteen properties in New Hampshire, Maine, and Massachusetts 






forest lands marked an important waypoint on the road to state forests and parks. 
While Shepard orchestrated the acquisition of the Snyder Brook lot to preserve 
scenery, a critique of current timber harvesting practices and the market’s impact 
on the forests was implicit in the action. Laban Watson’s intention to cut the trees 
along the path to Mt. Madison conflicted with the AMC’s vision of an untrodden, 
ancient woodland. The club took control of the property to impose its vision on the 
landscape. In this sense, these preserved forests along the Snyder Brook became 
didactic landscapes under the AMC’s control that communicated cultural values.76 
 
The Metropolitan Park Commission and Charles Eliot’s Plan for Management 
 As the AMC and Trustees refined their mission and sought new properties, 
members of both pursued stronger methods to expand access to and protection of 
open space in Boston’s immediate environs, Eliot’s original intention. Not long after 
 
chapters purchased lands in Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey for camps and small 
reservations. More recently, the AMC’s Maine Woods Initiative protected 70,000 acres of forests 
through easements and purchases. Additionally, AMC members, including MFA founder Allen 
Chamberlain, played pivotal roles in establishing the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire 
Forests, which acquired numerous reservations in the state’s famed mountains and spearheaded the 
campaign to create the White Mountain National Forest in 1911. Marc Chalufour, “In Land We Trust: 
A History of AMC Land Protection,” AMC Outdoors, October 22, 2014, 
https://www.outdoors.org/articles/amc-outdoors/in-land-we-trust,  Richard Ober, “Society for the 
Protection of New Hampshire Forests,” in The Encyclopedia of New England, eds. Burt Feintuch and 
David Watters (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 613.  
76 The Trustees and AMC’s efforts to protect open space reflect the influence of Eliot’s European 
travels and the connections he forged there, as Keith Morgan has argued. One of Eliot’s 
acquaintances, the liberal MP and avid hiker James Bryce, had helped pass open space legislation and 
the Scottish Mountains bill that protected iconic scenery. Thus, the AMC and Trustees constituted 
part of transatlantic discourse regarding the relationship between the government, nature, and 






the ink had dried on the Trustees’ enabling legislation, Charles Eliot, Sylvester 
Baxter, and their allies began building on the Trustees’ success and sought to 
establish a governmental commission that more explicitly controlled unrestrained 
urban growth and provided relief for city residents. Hailed as the first regional park 
commission, the resulting Metropolitan Park Commission and its public 
reservations marked a new era in forest and open space protection and set 
important precedents for the state forests and parks of the following century. Like 
the AMC and Trustees’ properties, the MPC reservations perpetuated the link 
between forests and Massachusetts’s cultural identity. Furthermore, Eliot’s 
professional approach to these reservations’ development and maintenance 
anticipated the comprehensive surveys and methodical planning that guided 
foresters’ woodland management plans in the twentieth century.  
The MPC emerged, in part, from the Trustees’ institutional matrix. 77 At the 
latter’s first meeting, members determined to bring together all the park 
commissioners from the towns and cities within ten miles of Boston in order to 
“encourage co-operative action in the taking of land for open space.”78 During a 
December 1891 meeting of these commissioners, the group agreed that the Boston 
 
77 In some ways, Eliot understood the Trustees as a proving ground for the MPC. At an 1890 meeting 
of people interested in the Trustees concept, Eliot expressed his hope that “[s]ome day, perhaps, the 
State may create a commission and assume charge of a large number of scattered spots, to be held for 
the enjoyment of the people.” Before these reservations could be created, concerned citizens “must 
first prove their value by actual experiment.” The Trustees though provided a means to demonstrate 
the myriad benefits that could accrue from purchasing, opening, and managing a public land system. 
Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 328.  





area lacked adequate parklands, the state’s municipal structure hindered progress, 
and current laws did not allow for easy acquisition of privately-owned open space.79 
In June 1892, the legislature established a temporary Board of Metropolitan Park 
Commissioners, which functioned as an exploratory body that considered “the 
advisability of laying out ample open spaces for the use of the public, in the towns 
and cities in the vicinity of Boston.”80 This temporary commission engaged Baxter 
and Eliot to report on potential park sites, a process that Eliot carefully planned. 
When organizing this survey, Eliot articulated his vision for a “scientific” park 
system in a letter to the commissions’ chairman, Charles Francis Adams. The new 
park system, Eliot argued, should include five landscape types including ocean 
beaches, shores of and islands in the Boston Harbor, the area’s larger tidal rivers, 
significant expanses of “wild forest on the outer rim of the inhabited area,” and 
many “small squares, playgrounds, and parks in the midst of the dense 
population.”81 This proposal thus established the idea of a multiple use public land 
system that provided a range of recreational activities, preserved a variety of 
exemplary scenes, protected sensitive environments, and shaped the growth of the 
city and its suburbs. Though Eliot did not envision timber harvesting occurring in 
the reservations, his methods for planning and managing a diverse portfolio of 
 
79 The Boston Park Commissioner, President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the 
Trustees board member, Francis A. Walker served as chairman.  
80 “An Act to Establish a Board of Metropolitan Park Commissioners and to Define its Powers and 
Duties,” Report of the Board of Metropolitan Park Commissioners, January 1893, House Document 150, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.   





public lands provided a basis for later state forest and park acquisition and 
development.  
 In the Boston Metropolitan Parks Report, submitted in January 1893, Eliot and 
Baxter outlined a plan to reform land-use in order to revitalize the urban populace. 
This report, historian Steven T. Moga argued, strove to structure regional 
development by first carefully analyzing topography, hydrology, and scenery.82 Eliot 
and Baxter then created a “regionwide land use template” that, along with Eliot’s 
map (fig. 1.3) identified existing and potential public open space.83 Centered on 
Boston, Eliot’s “Map of the Metropolitan District” marked existing parks in green 
with new possibilities shaded brown. 84 This representation showed how urban 
development and scenic preservation could co-evolve harmoniously. Eliot indicated 
two potential larger reservations: in the north, the Middlesex Fells and in the south, 
the Blue Hills. Additionally, a range of smaller waterways and hillsides deserved 
protection. These landscapes were not untouched wilderness but bore the traces of 
nearly two centuries of intensive land-use. Generations of Euroamericans had 
deforested the Blue Hills, a set of prominent drumlins that commanded views of 
Boston, while the Middlesex Fells hosted a range of residential, commercial, and 
industrial uses. Along the waterways and marshes that Eliot hoped to preserve, 
 
82 Steven T. Moga, “Marginal Lands and Suburban Nature: Open Space Planning and the Case of the 
1893 Boston Metropolitan Parks Plan,” Journal of Planning History, vol. 8, no. 4 (2009), 308.  
83 Moga, “Marginal Lands and Suburban Nature,” 315. 
84 In the late 1920s, the Trustees initiated a similar process of mapping existing and proposed public 
spaces when seeking to chart the future growth of Massachusetts’s state forest system. See Chapter 4 





those looking for more affordable housing had constructed cheap houses.85 The 
city’s “ever-increasing body of population,” Eliot felt, had “shattered the idyllic 
landscape of the earlier days.”86 Thus, the Boston Metropolitan Parks Report 
represented a plan to reclaim these areas for the public good. Eliot and Baxter 
hoped to transform these often polluted, cut over, or otherwise, in their view, 
degraded landscapes into naturalistic public parks. Doing so improved sanitation by 
cleaning up riverbanks, protected the watersheds of the three principal estuaries 
that drained into the Boston harbor, endowed residents with recreational 
opportunities, and restored the scenic qualities that defined, for Eliot and his peers, 
New England.87 
This map led to action. By August 1893, the now-permanent MPC had 
appropriated one million dollars for property acquisition and development and 
appointed Olmsted, Olmsted, & Eliot as the commission’s landscape architects. Eliot, 
who had become intimately acquainted with the area, began to survey boundaries 
for five initial reservations: Beaver Brook, Blue Hills, Middlesex Fells, Revere Beach, 
and Stony Brook Reservations. Before the year’s end, the MPC had purchased 1000 
acres in the Blue Hills and the fifty-eight acre Beaver Brook Reservation.88 Beaver 
 
85 Moga, “Marginal Lands and Suburban Nature,” 317.  
86 This sense of an inheritance wasted but possible to be retrieved emerged in later rhetoric 
regarding scientific forestry. Charles Eliot, “Secretary’s Report,” Report of the Board of Metropolitan 
Park Commissioners, House Document No. 150, January 1893, 88. 
87 Eliot also suggested protecting the Boston Harbor Islands, which had largely been relegated to 
industrial and waste disposal uses. Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 699-700.  





Brook, the MPC’s first completed purchase, elucidated Eliot and the commission’s 
goals and ideals. Located along the border of Waltham and Watertown, this 
reservation included the Waverly Oaks, a grove of older trees that inspired Eliot’s 
first public proposal for the Trustees. The relatively small reservation included a 
range of landscapes that appealed to Eliot. The “charm of the place,” he wrote, arose 
from “the ponds, the cascade, the rushing brook, the open pasture, and the veteran 
oaks” located within the site’s bounds.89 Once established, Eliot recommended a 
series of treatments to protect and enhance the landscape. The MPC built a fence 
around the property to keep cattle out and restrict reservation visitors from 
entering adjacent private property.90 To facilitate access, Eliot recommended 
clearing and marking trails and producing visitors’ maps. Additionally, many of the 
reservation’s famous oaks, the “most striking element in the scenery of the 
neighborhood,” were “burdened with wounded and decaying limbs” and required 
timely care. Members of Olmsted, Olmsted, & Eliot, including Warren Manning, 
removed diseased limbs, covered their scars with tar, and filled large cavities with 
cement, typical practices for the time. Additionally, Eliot’s understanding of the 
landscape as the “mingling” of human and natural elements impacted Beaver 
Brook’s development. Two small mill dams that the poet James Russell Lowell had 
mentioned in an 1843 poem about the brook still stood in the reservation and 
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formed “charming features of the local scenery.”91 These had fallen into disrepair, 
and Eliot oversaw their renovation. This attention to diseased trees and dilapidated 
dams further highlighted how these reservations safeguarded both natural scenery 
and cultural heritage in the landscape. Finally, all reservations faced threats from 
fire, which, Eliot warned, constituted the “principal destroyer of the beauty of 
woodlands.”92 The lack of oversight and buildup of fallen trees and limbs had made 
the forests in the new Blue Hills and Middlesex Fells Reservations highly susceptible 
to fire, and Eliot urged the MPC to focus on removing potential fuel and clearing 
paths to serve as fire breaks.  
 After establishing reservations’ boundaries, securing their ownership, 
ensuring public access, and mitigating fire risk, Eliot began conceiving their long-
term care and management. Without a carefully formulated and clearly defined plan, 
the reservation’s care would, Eliot believed, be “confused, inadequate, and 
unimpressive.”93 During the MPC’s first years, Eliot conducted a thorough survey of 
the reservations, culminating in his 1897 Vegetation and Scenery in the Metropolitan 
Reservations of Boston in which he presented the agency with a comprehensive 
overview of the existing forest cover and an outline of how to restore scenic 
qualities through forest management.94 Vegetation and Scenery demonstrated how a 
 
91 Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 501 
92 Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 499.  
93 Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 446.  
94 The MPC conducted extensive topographic surveys of the reservations in 1896, after which Eliot 






concern for forests’ visual appearance was central to elites’ view of reform. Though 
not concerned with timber production, Eliot’s report established professional 
methods and techniques that Massachusetts’s state foresters employed in the 
coming decades to understand and manage forests for different ends. Eliot’s report 
did not advocate for economic or scientific forestry—the sustainable cultivation and 
harvesting of timber—but instead offered a treatise in “landscape forestry,” a term 
Eliot’s father used to describe his son’s methodical approach to shaping woody 
growth to enrich reservations’ beauty.95 Eliot intended to 
record the present condition of the verdure of the reservations, to note the 
effect in the landscape of several predominant types of vegetation, and to 
inquire into the origins of the various types only so far as may be necessary 
to determine how best to encourage, control, or discourage the existing growth, 
with a view to the enrichment of that treasure of scenery which the 
reservations have been created to secure and preserve. (italics added)96 
 
That “treasure of scenery” included “intricacy, variety, and picturesqueness of detail 
of rock and vegetation, combined with numerous and varied openings, vistas, and 
broad prospects,” along with “various and characteristic beauty presented by the 
relatively small area of fields, pastures, and seedling woods.”97 To effectively 
“encourage, control or discourage the existing growth,” Eliot divided the 
reservations into six vegetation types including Summit, Swamp, Coppice, Field and 
 
Blue Hills, Middlesex Fells, and Beaver Brook Reservations. He completed the management plan in 
the first months of 1897. Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 713-715.  
95 Charles W. Eliot titled the chapter describing his son’s management plans as “Landscape Forestry 
in the Metropolitan Reservations.” Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 709-736. 
96 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 8. 





Pasture, Bushy Pasture, and Seedling forest.98 After thoroughly describing each, he 
provided photographic examples, sketches showing suggested alterations, and maps 
indicating the location of different landscape types. He and his colleagues conducted 
extensive surveys during which they carefully observed and recorded existing 
vegetation. The results showed that while the Middlesex Fells and Blue Hills’ higher 
slopes and the swamp lands were “wild,” most of the land was “artificial in a high 
degree.”99 Except for the summits and swamps, Eliot found that “all the intervening 
slopes and plains of the reservations have been chopped over, or completely 
cleared, or pastured, or burnt over, time and time again since the settlement of 
Massachusetts.” The resulting scenery was “monotonous, insipid, and unlovely.”100 
Eliot hoped that Vegetation and Scenery would show how to reshape the natural 
process of reforestation occurring in the metropolitan reservations in order to 
enhance the scenery.101  
 Eliot’s discussion of coppice woods (or sprout growth) most emphatically 
illustrated how he viewed the existing forested landscape and conceptualized its 
restoration. These naturally regenerating tree stands (fig. 1.4) “consisted of trees 
sprung, not from seed, but from the axed or burnt stumps of the trees of a previous 
 
98 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 10.  
99 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 9. 
100 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 9-10. 
101 Warren Manning assisted Eliot with the report’s fieldwork. Just over thirty years later, Manning’s 
own former assistant, Egbert Hans, oversaw the planning process for much of Massachusetts’s state 





generation.”102 Woodlands overrun with coppice growth—which was the majority 
of reservations’ land—lacked the “pleasing variety of natural woods,” displayed a 
“crop-like or artificial nature,” and were “tedious in a high degree.”103 Coppice 
growth also hid scenery. The “crowding swarms of nearly uniform trees” obscured 
interesting swamps, ledges, and hollows and generally covered “the softer and 
bolder features of the general landscape in the same monotonous blanket of 
impenetrable twigs and leafage.”104 He contrasted coppice growth with a “seedling 
forest,” which displayed a greater variety of trees and thus a more pleasing scene 
(fig. 1.5). The sprout growth forests that Eliot deemed uninteresting visually, 
however, constituted working woodlands that local residents had been harvesting 
and nurturing for many years. After the original tree was felled, people continued to 
cut the emerging shoots, largely for fuelwood. In some cases, Eliot noted, a single 
stump produced “six or eight crops.”105 This did not accord with Eliot’s vision for the 
 
102 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 13. A coppiced tree consisted of multiple smaller trunks emerging 
from the perimeter of a felled tree’s stump. Only certain species of hardwood exhibit this trait, and a 
wood filled with coppiced trees represented long-term human use or widespread disturbance. As 
Eliot acknowledged, harvesting the smaller coppice trunks was a common form of utilizing 
woodlands.  
103 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 14. 
104 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery. 
105 The relatively small wood accrued from coppice woods would most likely have been used for fuel 
as the sprout trunks were typically neither large nor straight enough to sell for a profit or turn into 
lumber. Thus, these forests had been benefiting the public in a somewhat sustainable manner, and 
their prevalence indicated how people had been utilizing these forest resources for many years. This 
extractive use, though, and the landscape it generated did not accord with Eliot’s view of how the 
reservations should look. At the same time, Eliot appeared intrigued by the coppice woods. He noted 
that “much might be learned from the study of this common practice of gathering periodical wood 
crops from lands too rough for the nicer operations of husbandry.” He noted that repeated coppice 
thinnings favored trees that grew back with “the greatest vigor and suffer[ed] least from fire.” By 






metropolitan reservations. He urged the MPC to adopt a policy which would 
“gradually effect the substitution of mixed seedling growth in place of the existing 
sprout growth.”106 In the place of coppice, Eliot hoped to see “pine seedlings here, 
hemlocks and beeches there, birches among these rocks, hickories chestnut-oaks 
and so on.” Eliot greatly favored “seedling” growth and expressed an admiration for 
hemlocks “which appear to be descendants of innumerable generations occupying 
the same rocky ground” and white pines that were “survivors” of the generations 
that had once “clothed” the reservations (fig. 1.6). In many instances, seedling 
growth was emerging beneath a canopy of coppice woods (fig. 1.7). Eliot 
recommended allowing the former to flourish by “gradually removing the sprout-
trees and killing their stumps.”107 This policy of “intelligent management” would 
eventually yield “vegetation much more beautiful in itself and also more conducive 
to beauty of scenery.”  
 Augmenting the metropolitan reservations’ scenery also called for more 
drastic interventions. A series of ingenious fold-out illustrations by Eliot’s colleague 
Arthur Shurcliff showed how strategically removing trees could open up far-
 
thus appeared to hint that coppice woods, when not located on scenic reservations, might actually 
produce steady harvests of useful wood. His prescient thoughts on this matter further emphasize the 
tragedy of his death in 1897, just before this study was published. Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 13. 
106Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 17. 
107 Eliot cautioned managers to not remove all the sprout trees at once so as not to “expose the 
seedlings to new conditions with too great suddenness.” This technique of using less-desirable trees 
to protect desired seedlings that favored shade resembled the silvicultural technique known as 
shelterwood thinning that Massachusetts’s state foresters would employ across the state. Eliot, 





reaching views of the surrounding area.108 Again, the metropolitan reservations 
existed to endow present and future generations with “such interesting and 
beautiful scenery as the lands acquired can supply.” 109 Enhancing scenery 
constituted the reservations’ guiding principle. Thus, Eliot suggested removing large 
swaths of trees to reveal views. In some cases, culling trees could reveal striking 
landscape features, as figs. 1.8 and 1.9 highlighted. In the first sketch, “belittling 
lowland growths” intrude upon a prominent rocky summit. Restricting this taller 
forest cover from the summit resulted in fig. 1.9, which offered a more arresting 
view of the prominence, now covered with an appropriate growth of “cedar, ground 
juniper, dwarf oak, etc.” Careful management also improved views out from the 
reservation. In fig. 1.10, Shurcliff depicted a “tree-clogged notch” in the Middlesex 
Fells. By folding back a front panel (fig. 1.11), readers could see how removing trees 
revealed the ravine’s contours and a flowing stream that framed a wider view of the 
Malden-Melrose valley and Saugus Hills. Another example (fig. 1.12) depicted an 
overgrown pasture located above the Virginia Woods, the first Trustees property 
 
108 Arthur Shurcliff was an accomplished landscape architect who worked with the Olmsted firm 
from 1896 to 1904. Known for his knowledge of Colonial landscape history, he went on to design the 
grounds for Colonial Williamsburg from the 1920s to the 1940s. Along with Frederick Law Olmsted’s 
son, Fredrick, Jr., Shurcliff was pivotal in developing the nation’s first educational program in 
landscape architecture at Harvard University in 1900. Keith Morgan, “Landscape,” and “Olmsted 
Landscape Architecture Firm,” in The Encyclopedia of New England, 102, 104-5. See also Elizabeth 
Hope Cushing, “The Road to Williamsburg: Crafting the Career of Arthur A. Shurcliff,” (PhD diss., 
Boston University, 2010) and Elizabeth Hope Cushing, Arthur A. Shurcliff: Design, Preservation, and 
the Creation of the Colonial Williamsburg Landscape (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts 
Press, in association with the Library of American Landscape History, 2014). Shurcliff modeled these 
sepia drawings on the “red book” presentations that English landscape architect Humphrey Repton 
used in the eighteenth century to show his clients his designs’ transformative power. 





now transferred to the MPC. Eliminating this pasture growth (fig. 1.13) opened up a 
“broad view of the villages about Melrose and the hills in the northeast stretching 
away to the Lynn Woods.”110 These fold-out views inventively and forcefully 
illustrated Eliot’s planning ideals and clearly conveyed the scenic benefits of a 
heavy-handed treatment of the reservations’ vegetation.  
 Eliot’s Vegetation and Scenery demonstrated his belief that careful and 
methodical landscape analysis and human ingenuity could improve natural 
resources, in this case the reservations’ scenic quality.111 This report set important 
precedents for later forest management plans and emphasized the societal benefits 
of intervening in natural processes. Eliot felt the need to justify this approach. 
Vegetation, he believed, was fundamental to the reservations’ scenery. The present 
vegetation’s “variety and beauty, as well as its monotony and ugliness,” however, 
resulted from the “continuous interference with natural processes by men, fire, and 
browsing animals.”112 Since humans had already shaped the existing landscape, it 
was entirely appropriate, Eliot felt, for humans to “control, guide, and modify the 
vegetation” to “present the greatest possible variety, interest, and beauty of 
landscape.” Accomplishing this required “skilled attention.” Only the “rightly 
directed labor of men” would ensure the “preservation, restoration, and 
 
110 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, n.p.  
111 As Rawson described, Eliot believed that “human artistry could improve the beauty of nature.” 
Rawson, 271. 





enhancement of the beauty of vegetation and scenery.”113 This reiterated Eliot’s 
view that this sort of extensive and intensive landscape management required 
educated guidance and enlightened forethought. Thus, in addition to providing a 
management plan for the metropolitan reservations, Vegetation and Scenery 
provided a template for the eventual development of Massachusetts state forests 
and parks.114 Finally, Eliot conceived of Vegetation and Scenery’s suggestions as 
operating on a long-term time scale. He wrote that the “sooner all these kinds of 
work” were begun “systematically,” the “finer will be the scenery of twenty to fifty 
years hence, and the more economically will that scenery have been obtained.”115 
The process Vegetation and Scenery described did not yield immediate results but 
required forethought and patience. These elements would be fundamental to the 
woodland management plans that Massachusetts’s state foresters devised over a 
decade later and the land use plans that guided recreational developments in the 
1930s.116 Overall, Eliot showed how a thorough understanding of the forested 
landscape achieved through meticulous study and presented clearly through a range 
 
113 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery.  
114 Eliot’s ideas in Vegetation and Scenery would also influence the treatment of national park 
landscapes.  
115 Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery, 23.  
116 Though Eliot focused on enhancing scenery through forest management, other landscape 
architects had advocated for economic or scientific forestry years earlier. In 1882, H.W.S. Cleveland 
submitted to the Massachusetts legislature, a piece titled “The Culture and Management of our Native 
Forests for Development as Timber or Ornamental Wood,” in which he argued that replenishing the 
nation’s timber supply required actively planting new forests and training professional foresters. 
Horace William Shaler Cleveland, “The Culture and Management of our Native Forests for 





of media produced intelligent management plans that outlined the long-term 
evolution of natural landscapes to benefit society.117 
  
The Massachusetts Forestry Association and the Revival of the Commonwealth’s 
Woodlands 
 Allen Chamberlain and Joseph Nowell would have been acquainted with the 
multifarious efforts to protect forests and landscapes in Massachusetts when they 
took their fateful train ride that inspired them to form the MFA. Chamberlain had 
written articles celebrating the national parks’ preservation of exemplary American 
natural wonders and hiked throughout the White Mountains alongside fellow AMC 
members.118 Nowell displayed an interest in nurturing his hometown’s trees. The 
wool dealer served as Winchester’s tree warden, a municipal position charged with 
looking after street trees, and was a member of the town’s village improvement 
society’s tree committee.119 As Winchester residents, both Nowell and Chamberlain 
 
117 The 1893 economic downturn aided Eliot’s ambitions by creating a more favorable climate for 
public works projects like the metropolitan reservations. In 1894, the state legislature appropriated 
$500,000 to the MPC to purchase land for and develop new parkways in the hopes that this work 
would ameliorate rising unemployment. During the Great Depression, Massachusetts’s government 
similarly increased funding for the state forestry agency to hire temporary workers to upgrade 
recreational amenities in state forests. Charles Eliot, Landscape Architect, 456.  
118 Chamberlain wrote for several Boston newspapers, most regularly for the Boston Evening 
Transcript, and focused on historical and conservation topics. He became the AMC president in 1906. 
Stephen Fox, “Massachusetts Contributions to National Forest Conservation,” in David Foster, ed., 
Stepping Back to Look Forward: A History of the Massachusetts (Petersham, MA: Distributed by the 
Harvard University Press for the Harvard Forest, 1998), 272. 
119 Founded in 1882, Winchester’s village improvement society sought to transform the town into a 
picturesque suburb, which required removing industrial operations and beautifying parks and 
streetscapes. The scholar Kirin Makker analyzed village improvement societies’ importance to the 






would have been well aware of the MPC’s new Middlesex Fells Reservation, which 
had transformed a significant section of the town into a public scenic reserve.120 
They still saw the need for further reform. As they purportedly looked with dismay 
at the passing “ragged” woods outside their shared railcar, Nowell and Chamberlain 
envisioned a new organization that combined elements of existing forest protection 
organizations in Massachusetts and the nation with efforts to maximize woodlands’ 
economic productivity through the newly-introduced practice of scientific forestry. 
The MFA did support scenic preservation but focused most of its efforts on 
reforming how Massachusetts’s residents cultivated and harvested timber. Overall, 
the organization bolstered the belief that forests were essential to Massachusetts’s 
cultural identity, scenic quality, and economic vitality. Better forests, members 
believed, could revitalize Massachusetts’s society.  
 Concern over the nation’s timber supply had arisen during the second half of 
the nineteenth century and culminated in a host of institutional formations and 
government reforms in the century’s final decades that sought to both educate the 
public and establish timber reserves. Massachusetts’s and the nation’s changing 
environment further drove efforts to reorient how residents understood and 
managed woodlands. In 1866, Frederick Starr Jr.’s report “American Forests: Their 
 
parks building, and other beautification projects. Kirin J. Makker, “Village Improvement and the 
Development of Small Town America, 1853-1893,” Journal of Planning History, vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 67-
87; “From a Rural Village to a Suburban Town,” The Town of Winchester, Massachusetts, 
https://www.winchester.us/498/Village-to-Town.  
120 Additionally, the MPC created the Mystic Valley parkway in 1894 to 1895 which connected 





Destruction and Preservation” sounded the alarm on the rapid deforestation taking 
place across the continental United States as Euroamerican settlers cleared land for 
agricultural use and numerous industries consumed vast quantities of lumber.121 
The scholar and statesman George Perkins Marsh further called attention to 
Americans’ depletion of natural resources in his 1869 book Man and Nature.122 
Drawing on the example of his home state of Vermont, his extensive travels abroad 
as a diplomat, and his deep reading of world history, Marsh linked environmental 
degradation to civilizational collapse. Unwise land-use practices, including 
deforestation and intensive pasturing, destroyed a society’s natural resource base 
and doomed future generations to eke out a living off a barren landscape.123 In 1882, 
landscape architect H.W.S. Cleveland further stated that “[m]any once powerful 
nations have dwindled into insignificance” after exhausting natural resources like 
timber. Unless the United States focused on training foresters and establishing new 
timber plantations, Cleveland believed it was heading down the same path.124 
 
121 Starr, a Presbyterian minister who promoted settlement of western lands, published this report in 
the United States Department of Agriculture’s annual report. Donald Pisani, “Forests and 
Conservation, 1865-1890,” The Journal of American History, vol. 72, no. 2 (September 1985), 343.  
122 George Perkins Marsh, Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action (New 
York: C. Scribner & Co., 1869). 
123 This is not to say that all Massachusetts’s farmers thoughtlessly denuded the land of its forests. As 
scholars such as Brian Donahue and Richard Judd have found, New England’s farmers had developed 
a robust conservation ethic and ecologically sustainable agricultural practices during the eighteenth 
century that balanced crop production, animal husbandry, and productive woodlots. In the 
nineteenth century, a host of economic and social forces made this approach less feasible and 
precipitated the accelerated deforestation of the region. See Brian Donahue, The Great Meadow: 
Farmers and the Land in Colonial Concord (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004); and Richard 
Judd, Common Land, Common People.  
124 Cleveland’s treatise, which he presented to the Massachusetts’s legislature, offered both a call to 






Environmental historian Donald Pisani chronicled how conservationists like Marsh, 
Starr, and Cleveland acknowledged that timber formed the basis for much of the 
United States’ material wealth and came to “fear that abuse of the land threatened 
the future of American civilization.”125 These conservationists thus formed 
organizations to advocate for further studies of the looming timber famine and 
greater governmental action to forestall disaster.  
Organizational and institutional action was slow but steady. The American 
Forestry Association formed in 1875 to bring together those interested in the 
scientific study and emerged as a prominent voice in support for protecting and 
regenerating the nation’s forests.126 The federal government established the 
Division of Forestry within the Department of Agriculture in 1881, which began 
establishing timber reserves in 1891. 127 This unit became the United States Forest 
Service in 1905. States also experimented with different methods to protect timber 
supply. New Hampshire established a forestry commission in 1881, New York in 
1884, and Pennsylvania in 1893.128 Concerned with unregulated logging’s 
 
improve existing forests and plant new timber plantations and advocated for the establishment of 
experimental forests that would publicly demonstrate enlightened management practices, something 
which Massachusetts’s state foresters began doing in 1908. See Chapter Two.  
125 Pisani, 341.  
126 For an overview of the American Forestry Association’s history see Jad Daley, “Back to the Future: 
American Forests’ Rich Legacy Shapes the Future of Forestry,” American Forests vol. 126, no. 1 
(Winter-Spring, 2020), 14-21.  
127 The federal timber reserves merely designated sections of public land as such but failed to 
provide any long-term management plan. Pisani, 342.  
128 New Hampshire’s forestry commission at first simply studied the issues affecting the state’s 
timber supply and did not establish public forest reserves. For a comprehensive assessment of state-






deleterious environmental effects, many of these commissions began purchasing 
cheap, tax delinquent, and cut-over lands to create public forest reserves that would 
ensure future timber supply and safeguard watersheds. Legislators in New York 
created the 681,000-acre Adirondack Forest Preserve in 1885 to protect the Hudson 
River’s headwaters from lumber operators who had been clearcutting forests, 
resulting in disastrous fires. Pennsylvania started establishing state forests in 1897 
to safeguard Philadelphia’s water supply.129 Despite these advances, most of these 
actions lacked real power. Pisani found that “[n]ineteenth century-state and federal 
forest legislation did not constitute a coherent, consistent policy to protect the 
environment or even a policy to promote the most efficient use of timber.”130 While 
not necessarily true for all cases, Pisani’s assessment accurately conveys the 
haphazard evolution of forest protection in the United States. Each region and state 
approached forest conservation differently according to their specific needs, culture, 
and environment.  
 Massachusetts experienced a significant transformation in land-use during 
the late nineteenth century that shaped how and why the MFA called for improved 
 
Anthology (Missoula, MT National Association of State Foresters, 1968). Ellen Stroud’s Nature Next 
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woodland management. Generally, forests returned in the later nineteenth century, 
though in a manner not necessarily recognizable or appealing to the MFA’s largely 
urban, elite membership. As studies of the state’s changing land use demonstrated, 
forest cover and agricultural activity were negatively correlated.131 From the 
Colonial Era onward, English colonists and their descendants cleared forests for 
timber and for farmland. Following a peak in the 1860s when roughly 70 percent of 
the land had been cleared, forests crept back onto once verdant fields that 
competition from the Midwest, technological changes, and depopulation rendered 
unprofitable.132 By the 1890s, over half the state was forested, a trend that 
continued to rise. Additionally, woodlands in the late nineteenth century differed in 
composition and structure from the pre-settlement forests. Just as the alarm over 
depletion began sounding in Massachusetts, young trees were propagating in 
regularly cut wood lots or recently abandoned agricultural fields.133 The disturbance 
of European settlement led to a general decline in mature forest trees such as beech, 
sugar maple, hemlock, and yellow birch. Frequent cutting, fire, and farm field 
abandonment increased the abundance of rapidly growing trees such as red maple, 
 
131 Brian Hall, Glenn Motzkin, David R. Foster, Mindy Syfert, and John Burk, “Three Hundred Years of 
Forest and Land-Use Change in Massachusetts, USA,” Journal of Biogeography, vol. 29, no. 10 (2002), 
1324-1325.  
132 John O’Keefe and David Foster, “An Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” in Stepping Back 
to Look Forward, 40. The pattern of forest-to-farm-to-forest did not occur evenly throughout the 
state. There were regional variations in land use change depending on the intensity of agricultural 
development. An east-west gradient existed, with more intensive clearing towards the more 
populated and fertile east and less in the more mountainous western half of the state. The northern 
half of the state generally had less land in agriculture, while woodlands remained on less fertile lands 
throughout the state such as mountains, swamps, and dry sand plains. Hall et al, 1324-1324.  





paper birch, poplar, cherry, white ash, and, importantly, white pine, which quickly 
spread in abandoned fields and provided material for the state’s box board 
industry.134  
As Massachusetts’s forests and fields underwent ecological changes, the 
importance of timber and wood products to the state’s economy increased. The 
Industrial Revolution placed tremendous pressure on all of New England’s 
woodlands, and by the end of the nineteenth century the regenerating forests in the 
Bay State provided important resources to farmers, manufacturers, and individuals. 
Massachusetts’s manufacturing industry relied on imported and homegrown wood. 
While the state lacked stands that produced higher-quality sawn lumber, the young 
forests provided material for a range of wares. House construction generally used 
lumber imported from other states, but local industries manufactured trim 
moldings, furniture, tools, instruments, toys, shoes, and an array of other household 
consumer goods with Massachusetts-grown wood.135 Technological developments 
in papermaking enabled producers to utilize a wider range of trees to manufacture 
paper with pulped wood. New mills spread across and rapidly depleted the 
Berkshires and western forests. By the 1890s, the state’s largest paper 
manufacturers in Holyoke relied on pulpwood floated down the Connecticut River 
 
134 As explored in the next chapter, foresters came to favor white pine for reforesting idle lands, 
claiming that the tree was well-suited to Massachusetts’s environment and commanded a good price. 
O’Keefe and Foster, “An Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” 43. 






from northern New England.136 Transporting both paper and manufactured 
products to market further placed further demands on timber. Railroads required 
vast quantities of wood, primarily white oak, for ties and bridges. Box board 
manufacturing constituted the most widespread use of Massachusetts’s old field 
white pine. These smaller pines could supply the thin boards to make crates that 
shipped the state’s manifold manufactured goods.137 Finally, for generations farmers 
and rural residents had utilized woodlots for fuel and a host of small-scale uses. 
While to many foresters and elite observers Massachusetts’s forests looked 
unproductive and poorly managed, these woodlands provided critical raw materials 
for the state’s economy and residents. Importantly, the MFA hoped not to impede 
but instead reform the timber industry, writing that “the prevention of legitimate 
cutting of timber is no purpose of the” association, which instead aimed to 
“encourage intelligent economic forestry.”138 The association’s members believed 
that certain exceptionally scenic forests or particularly old or large trees deserved 
protection but concentrated heavily on advocating for reforestation and 
rationalizing the state’s timber industry.  
Considering how interconnected agriculture and forest cover were, the first 
call for scientific forest management in Massachusetts unsurprisingly came from the 
Board of Agriculture, a quasi-governmental body formed in 1853 and composed of 
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representatives from each county’s agricultural societies.139 In 1890, board 
president Francis H. Appleton, who had also served as a state senator and president 
of the American Forestry Association, recommended that the legislature appropriate 
funds to hire an “experienced man [to] inspect our woodlands” and report on their 
conditions.140 Appleton believed that much of Massachusetts’s land was “poor and 
uncultivated” and “would be more useful if it could be covered with a judicious 
selection of evergreen or deciduous trees.”141 In some European countries, Appleton 
noted, the government found it “not only necessary but profitable to own and 
manage forest land.”142 Massachusetts could follow this precedent, Appleton 
suggested, and empower the state to purchase and hold land to practice forestry. 
The state, however, did not follow the Board’s recommendation. Indeed, few 
examples of systematic forest management existed in the United States by 1890. The 
German émigré and chief of the U.S. Division of Forestry from 1886 to 1898, 
Bernard Fernow, had been working strenuously to introduce the scientific methods 
of forest management developed in his homeland of Prussia to the United States, 
especially on the newly designated national forests. The Pennsylvanian Gifford 
Pinchot, who emerged as the twentieth-century’s leading advocate of forestry and 
 
139 Its mission was to “collect the facts necessary for the guidance of the Legislature, and the various 
societies in their efforts to advance the cause of Agriculture.” The organization held lectures, 
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Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, 1853 (Boston, MA: William White, Printer to the State, 1854), 1.   
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head of the United States Forest Service beginning in 1905, had begun to implement 
scientific forestry at Biltmore, George Vanderbilt’s massive North Carolina estate, in 
the early 1890s. Forestry advocates in Massachusetts would have been familiar with 
this example. Frederick Law Olmsted had suggested that Vanderbilt hire Pinchot to 
manage the woodlands of the estate, whose grounds Olmsted designed.143 Thus, the 
idea that rational methods of harvesting and caring for forests could yield 
sustainable profits and restore productivity to seemingly underutilized lands had 
been percolating amongst Massachusetts’s environmental thinkers. 
 The MFA filled a perceived need during a period of ecological, cultural, and 
economic change. The AMC, Trustees, and MPC had demonstrated that the public 
and political will existed for forest protection, while concern over the apparently 
dire state of the Commonwealth’s forests and farms grew steadily. For many elite 
thinkers, abandoned farms and unruly forests indicated the decline of Yankee 
culture, an idea explored in further depth in the next chapter. Many shared Nowell 
and Chamberlain’s alarm at the dilapidated woods they encountered. After that 
fateful train ride, Nowell and Chamberlain followed a path to forming an 
organization similar to the Trustees. In December 1897, the two men wrote to forty 
people known to be interested in the welfare of Massachusetts’s forests asking them 
to join a meeting to discuss the potential for a new organization. On January 27, 
 
143 Anne Whiston Spirn found that Olmsted used Biltmore to show how “human intervention could 
make a forest more beautiful and more productive, provided one pursued long-term goals and a 
gradual return on investment, rather than short-term gain and maximum profit” (italics in original). 





1898, twenty-three people, including Nowell and Chamberlain, met in the former 
offices of Elizur Wright, the deceased insurance reformer who had been an early 
advocate of establishing a reservation in the Middlesex Fells, at the invitation of his 
son, Walter C. Wright. The impressive gathering of men and women included 
Francis H. Appleton; AMC founders J. Rayner Edmands, Nathaniel S. Shaler, and 
Charles E. Fay; current and former AMC presidents Harvey Shepard and Albert S. 
Parsons; the esteemed sculptor Anne Whitney and her partner Adeline A. Manning; 
lumber wholesaler John M. Woods; Massachusetts state representative Leonard 
Ross; and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., who had joined his father’s landscape 
architecture practice and served as the firm’s representative at Biltmore.144 Just as 
the Trustees had tapped into the AMC’s influential membership to establish its new 
organization, so too did Nowell and Chamberlain reach out to Boston’s powerful 
environmental advocates.  
The initial meeting focused on whether or not the need existed for a new 
organization dedicated to forestry, which was not a foregone conclusion. Nowell 
hoped to “ascertain in the minds of those present whether there seemed to be a 
demand for an active organization to work for the benefit of the woodlands of 
Massachusetts and for those of New England at large.”145 The precedent certainly 
existed. In addition to the AMC and Trustees in Massachusetts and the American 
Forestry Association nationally, the Pennsylvania Forestry Association emerged in 
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1886 and the Connecticut Forest and Park Association in 1895.146 Nowell reported 
that the “general opinion seemed to prevail” amongst the members that some entity 
dedicated to encouraging improved forest management was needed. Debates arose, 
though, over how this new association would “define the territorial scope of its 
work” in a city that already boasted two prominent environmental organizations as 
well as a world-class arboretum.147 AMC President Harvey Shepard and member of 
the club’s Trustees of Real Estate, Nathaniel Shaler, stated that their organization’s 
members were open to a new group as long as it did not encroach on the AMC’s 
“special line of forestry work,” which consisted of the “taking by gift or purchase 
wild timber lands & holding the same as public recreation grounds, exempt from 
taxation (in Massachusetts) so long as they remained unproductive.”148 This 
contrasted with Nowell and Chamberlain’s intention to encourage forests’ 
productivity through rational management. A smaller committee chaired by Francis 
Appleton met in early February to further consider the need for a new organization. 
At the meeting Harvey Shepard presented some disappointing news. Speaking on 
behalf of the AMC, he argued that “it would be inexpedient to form a new society for 
the special purpose of subserving the forestal [sic] interests of Massachusetts and 
 
146 As mentioned above, the Society for the Preservation of New Hampshire Forests came into being 
in 1901, with Allen Chamberlain in a leading role. Clepper, 90-91.  
147 MFA Executive Committee Minutes, 3.  





New England.”149 Four bodies already existed to meet this need, including the AMC, 
the Board of Agriculture, the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and the Trustees. 
Shepard and Shaler proposed that the AMC form a “special forestry section.”150 
Other committee members felt that the proposed group was “entirely distinct from 
any existing society or organization.” The committee voted on the matter, and the 
decision came down to a single vote. The sculptor Anne Whitney at first voted 
against the formation but changed her mind and voted in favor of creating the new 
entity.151 The landscape architect James Bowditch provided critical financial support 
for the new club by offering to lend the treasurer one thousand dollars. If after two 
years the society had not accumulated a quarter million dollars, he would ask for the 
money’s return.152 After a period of debate, Nowell and Chamberlain had 
successfully convinced an influential group of people to take action to protect 
Massachusetts’s forests.  
With the impetus for a new organization established, the group proceeded to 
define, structure, and finance the association. Despite the AMC’s initial skepticism, 
the older institution opened its offices for the new organization to use. By February 
1898, the group settled on the name “Massachusetts Forestry Association,” chose an 
 
149 MFA Executive Committee Minutes, 5. Landscape architect James Bowditch wrote to Charles 
Sprague Sargent, director of the Arnold Arboretum, asking his opinion of the “proposed endeavor.” 
Sargent rebuffed Bowditch. Sargent opposed the establishment of a forestry association and felt that 
“it would be better to turn over any money” it raised to Harvard University. Thus, while Sargent was 
a key proponent of forest protection in New England and the nation, he did not participate in the 
MFA’s activities. MFA Executive Committee Minutes, 7.  
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image of a famous elm in Lancaster for its seal (fig. 1.14), and endorsed a set of by-
laws. The MFA was, Chamberlain recorded in his new role as Secretary, “an 
accomplished fact.”153 Francis Appleton continued to serve as chairman, and James 
Bowditch led a committee to nominate the future officers. In March, the nominating 
committee chose the prominent public health reformer and former Trustees 
president Henry P. Walcott as president along with an impressive slate of vice-
presidents that included Anne Whitney of Boston, Sylvester Baxter of Malden, Lucia 
L. Ames of Boston, and William C. Whitney of New York and Lenox.154 D. Blakley 
Hoar, a wealthy Brookline estate owner, acted as treasurer and Allen Chamberlain 
continued as secretary. Thus, the MFA’s first executive committee constituted a 
powerful group of legislators, capitalists, and cultural leaders who represented a 
range of interests. Furthermore, during a period of male political dominance, two 
women assumed leadership roles in the MFA. Without Lucia Ames and Anne 
Whitney’s financial support and the longstanding contributions of women’s 
organizations generally, the MFA may never have succeeded.  
After the executive committee was set, the MFA pursued incorporation and 
crystallized its institutional mission. The state granted incorporation on May 19, 
 
153 MFA Executive Committee Minutes, 10. 
154 This impressive group of vice-presidents bestowed authority and legitimacy upon the MFA. 
Russell served in the U.S. House of Representatives and had acted as secretary of the Board of 
Agriculture; John Aiken was a successful lawyer, leader of Franklin County’s bar association, and a 
Superior Court judge; the aforementioned Baxter helped found the MPC; and William C. Whitney 
owned a vast estate that eventually became October Mountain State Forest and was a financier and 





1898, authorizing the MFA to “introduce judicious methods in dealing with forests 
and woodlands and educate a public interest in this subject; to promote the 
afforestation of unproductive lands; to encourage planting and care of shade trees, 
and to establish a place for reading rooms, library, and social meetings.”155 The MFA 
thus had a dual focus on promoting forestry and improving trees in urban and town 
settings.156 Two committees formed in the MFA’s first months further enshrined the 
organization’s two goals. The Forest Committee focused on educating the public 
about the issues facing and how to improve woodlands. Landscape architect Warren 
Manning, who worked with Eliot on Vegetation and Scenery, served on this 
committee that highlighted the devastating power of forest fires, timber companies’ 
destructive practices, and the dire need to restore productivity to Massachusetts’s 
meager forests. At a later annual meeting, the MFA clarified that the Forest 
Committee was responsible for 
arousing and educating a public interest in forests and for protecting and 
improving the woodlands in the State; for securing and maintaining the 
proper proportion of wooded areas throughout the State, for disseminating 
 
155 Original Certificate of Incorporation, May 19, 1898, Environmental League of Massachusetts 
Records, Massachusetts Historical Society. The incorporators were James Bowditch, Allen 
Chamberlain, Myron Dudley, D. Blakely Hoar, Warren Manning, Joseph Nowell, Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr., Jacob Pierce, and Walter Wright. 
156 Landscape historian Sonja Dümpelmann studied the history and meaning of urban street trees in 
the United States and Germany during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She found 
that “in the process of cultivating trees and planting them along streets, cities were naturalized and 
trees were urbanized.” Trees played an important role in the era’s rapid urbanization by blurring the 
distinctions between artificial and natural. Likewise, scientific forestry complicated the distinction 
between artificial and natural forests. Sonja Dümpelmann, Seeing Trees: A History of Street Trees in 
New York City and Berlin (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2019), 5. See also, Anne Beamish, “A 
Garden in the Street: The Introduction of Street Trees in Boston and New York,” Studies in the History 





information concerning the growth, protection, and utilization of forests, and 
for sharing the evils that result from forest destruction.157 
 
The Forest Committee thus differentiated the MFA from the AMC and Trustees. 
Whereas the earlier organizations sought to save scenic landscapes and facilitate 
recreation, the MFA took a more balanced approach and sought to promote better 
use of timber resources in some instances, while also working to protect scenic 
areas from clearcutting or other extractive uses. The MFA Tree Committee, for 
instance, coordinated efforts to support shade trees in cities and towns. During the 
late nineteenth century’s rapid urban expansion, reformers increasingly encouraged 
planting trees in cities to both promote public health and beautify the streetscape. 
Village improvement societies, which had their origins in Massachusetts, also 
promoted tree planting in rural villages and small towns.158 In both cases, weather, 
insects, disease, road construction, and the expanding network of telegraph lines 
damaged shade trees. Tree Committee Members James Bowditch, Joseph Nowell, 
and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. spearheaded an attempt to stimulate the public’s 
interest in “ornamental and shade trees,” spread awareness of street trees’ benefits, 
and disseminate information regarding how to best care for them. The MFA thus 
approached forests and trees from multiple angles and combined a concern for 
aesthetics, public health, and economic productivity.  
 
157 Program, Fourth Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Forestry Association, Environmental 
League of Massachusetts Records, Massachusetts Historical Society.  





 Over the next several years, the MFA set out to promote “judicious” methods 
of woodland management and advocate for shade trees through a number of 
channels. First, the organization educated the public through lectures, exhibits, and 
publications. Even before incorporation, members voted to present an exhibit on 
forestry at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition in Omaha Nebraska held between June 
and November 1898.159 In 1899, Lucia Mead suggested that the association furnish 
an “entertaining and instructive lecture, accompanied by lantern slides” that could 
be delivered at public events held by the 139 women’s clubs around the state.160 
Annual meetings provided another venue for the MFA to spread knowledge and 
communicate its values. Held in the AMC’s offices and, later, a room provided by the 
progressive Twentieth Century Club, these meetings covered business affairs and 
included lectures. At the first annual meeting, organized by Frederick Law Olmsted, 
Jr. and held on December 3, 1898, one F. A. Cutler of Pelham, NH spoke of “his 
successful experience as a farmer growing white pine for revenue.”161 Cutler’s 
 
159 While primarily concerned with Massachusetts, the MFA did take interest in national and regional 
issues, including the preservation of California’s Redwoods and the creation of the White Mountain 
National Forest.  
160 Women’s clubs provided essential support for the MFA and its activities. In 1903, Chamberlain 
noted that the “Forestry and Village Improvement Committee of the Massachusetts State Federation 
of Women’s Clubs, three members of which are members of this Association, is opening a vigorous 
forestry campaign and hopes to make this a leading subject for the clubs during the coming year and 
more.” The Federation of Women’s Club would go on to purchase land for a state forest in the 1920s. 
Chamberlain, “Work of the Women’s Clubs, Woodland & Roadside, vol. 2, no. 4 (December 1, 1903), 9. 
For further analysis of women’s support for forest conservation see Susan Rimby, “’Better 
Housekeeping Out of Doors’: Mira Lloyd Dock, the State Federation of Pennsylvania Women, and 
Progressive Era Conservation,” Journal of Women’s History 17, no 3 (Fall 2005): 9-34; and Kimberly 
Jarvis, Franconia Notch and the Women Who Saved It (Durham, NH: University of New Hampshire 
Press, 2007).   





description of cultivating white pine to increase his farms’ income perfectly 
accorded with the MFA’s vision of forestry supporting the region’s struggling 
agricultural sector. The lectures often promoted such examples of rural forest 
stewardship that emphasized rational woodlot management’s impressive results. 
Additionally, the MFA created targeted educational programs for tree wardens, 
municipal officers charged with tending to a town’s street trees. These stewards 
typically did not have specific training in arboriculture, and the MFA sought to teach 
wardens proper tree care, how to identify pests and diseases, and the laws 
pertaining to municipal trees. To achieve this, the Tree Committee held conferences, 
organized lectures, and published booklets and pamphlets bringing together laws 
related to publicly owned trees. This suite of educational programs revealed the 
MFA’s dual commitment to increasing forest productivity and nurturing street trees.  
 Beginning in 1902, the MFA began publishing Woodland & Roadside, a 
quarterly newsletter that encapsulated essential elements of the organization’s 
philosophy of forest conservation. Woodland & Roadside included a range of articles 
that reported on the MFA’s activities, celebrated examples of effective forest 
management, and illuminated different issues facing forests and trees on a state, 
regional, and national level. For instance, Allen Chamberlain, who served on the 
Publication Committee, described the issues facing Massachusetts’s woodlands. 





day than fifty years ago,” the “total value” was much less.162 The explanation: “the 
good timber is gone.” In its place, “hopeless scrub growth” had emerged. A mixed 
hardwood forest had reclaimed pine forests. Chamberlain urged farmers to weed 
out poorer quality trees to encourage the growth of better ones.163 The same issue 
recounted the forestry work that MFA vice-president William C. Whitney had 
engaged in on his Western Massachusetts estate, the Boston & Maine Railroad’s 
experiments in growing catalpa trees for rail ties, the proceedings of a tree warden 
conference on pests, and Warren Manning’s inquiries “among men of experience in 
woodland firefighting as to the best equipment for such service.”164 Furthermore, 
one piece proposed that Massachusetts’s government hire a “forest engineer,” a 
term for a practitioner of forestry, under the Board of Agriculture’s direction who 
could implement scientific forest management throughout the state. The MFA had 
thus taken up Appleton’s call from a decade earlier that the Commonwealth follow 
the example of nearby states and hire a state forester to educate landowners in 
managing their woodlands and reforesting underutilized land.  
 
Mount Greylock State Reservation and Forestry at the Wachusett Reservoir  
 Real places stood at the heart of the MFA’s work. Though many of its 
activities focused on disseminating technical expertise, members always sought to 
 
162 Allen Chamberlain, Editorial, Woodland & Roadside, vol. 1, no. 2 (June 1, 1902), 1.  
163 Chamberlain, Editorial, Woodland & Roadside. 
164 Chamberlain, Editorial, Woodland & Roadside, 5. Manning’s investigation into forest fires reflected 





reform how the Commonwealth looked and functioned. The MFA never set out to 
own or manage land like the AMC or Trustees, yet it did back public and private 
efforts to protect forests. Examining the MFA’s support for the preservation of 
Mount Greylock as a State Reservation and the efforts to institute forestry on the 
banks of the new Wachusett Reservoir elucidate how the organizations’ 
multifaceted approach to forest protection impacted the Commonwealth’s 
landscape. The MFA campaigned vigorously for the preservation of Mount 
Greylock’s iconic summit, which became the first State Reservation in 1898. 
Meanwhile, the Wachusett Reservoir’s construction constituted one of the largest 
public works projects in the Commonwealth’s history. The reservoir, which supplied 
water to Boston and surrounding communities, necessitated the construction of 
massive earthen dams and submerged extensive sections of the towns of Boylston, 
Berlin, and Clinton. In the first years of the twentieth century, the Metropolitan 
Water Board began implementing forestry along the reservoir’s newly formed 
banks to protect the watershed from runoff contamination. As one of the first 
instances of state-run rational forest management, the reforestation of the 
Wachusett Reservoir’s banks garnered the MFA’s support and admiration. Though 
Mount Greylock’s preservation and the reservoir’s forestry initiative reflected 
different understandings of forests’ role, the MFA supported both. This indicated not 
only the organization’s multifaceted mission, but also set important precedents for 





 Mount Greylock’s hulking summit loomed over the Western Massachusetts 
towns of Cheshire, Adams, and North Adams and played a complex role in the 
region.165 Though commonly associated with the Berkshire Hills, Mount Greylock 
forms part of the Taconic Mountains.166 At 3491 feet, Greylock’s summit constitutes 
the highest point in the state. During the early nineteenth century, local farmers 
pastured cattle, pigs, sheep, and horses on Mount Greylock’s verdant slopes, whose 
lower sections were cut for timber and turned to pasture.167 Saw and grist mills took 
advantage of the powerful streams that tumbled down the peak, while the towns at 
the mountain’s base emerged as regional industrial centers that drew on Mount 
Greylock’s timber and limestone deposits for growth.168 Mount Greylock’s 
impressive stature also attracted naturalists and tourists. Faculty and students from 
the nearby Williams College explored the summit and environs frequently and built 
an observational tower on the peak in 1830.169 In 1841, Williams students and 
professors constructed a larger observatory that included meteorological and 
astronomical instruments. Finally, the mountain emerged as an iconic symbol of the 
 
165 Deborah Burns and Lauren Stevens examined Mount Greylock’s historical uses and eventual 
protecting in Most Excellent Majesty: A History of Mount Greylock (Pittsfield, MA: Berkshire Natural 
Resources Council, Inc., 1988). 
166 The designation “Berkshires” refers to mountainous westernmost part of Massachusetts whose 
distinct mountains are the southern extension of Vermont’s Green Mountains. The Taconic Range is a 
smaller line of mountains within the Berkshires located in Massachusetts and New York.  
167 Burns and Stevens, 39 
168 The nearby towns of Adams and North Adams became major textile manufacturing centers during 
the nineteenth century.  





region that inspired authors and attracted tourists.170 The Berkshires had become a 
popular vacationing region among Boston and New York elites. Though most of the 
grand estates and resorts were located in towns south of Mount Greylock, the 
imposing mountain formed an important stop on the itinerary of scenic sites. Only a 
few intrepid travelers, however, actually summited the peak before the latter 
nineteenth century, as only logging trails and rough roads led there. Mount 
Greylock’s prominent landscape therefore provided a wide range of benefits and 
experiences to residents and visitors alike.  
 In 1885, destructive logging on Mount Greylock incited alarm and led to a 
transformation of the mountain’s landscape and meaning. The cutting of timber 
along the eastern, and most visible, slope led to forest fires, erosion, and landslides 
(fig. 1.15). Local citizens concerned over the unappealing display of resource 
extraction formed the Greylock Park Association to save the iconic summit.171 
Composed predominantly of businesspeople from surrounding communities, the 
new association purchased 400 acres of the summit and began developing it for 
recreation.172 A new iron observation tower replaced the wooden observatory, and 
new roads made it easier for tourists to access the summit (fig. 1.16). The Greylock 
 
170 Herman Melville cited Mount Greylock’s humpbacked appearance as inspiration for the giant 
whale in his novel Moby Dick. Deborah Applegate, “Pittsfield, MA,” in The Encyclopedia of New 
England, 640.  
171 Burns and Stevens, 50. In an 1890 letter to the Massachusetts legislature, Charles Eliot cited the 
Greylock Park Association as a model for the Trustees of Public Reservations. Charles Eliot, Landscape 
Architect, 333.  





Park Association hired a superintendent to care for the roads and tower and built 
him a house and out-buildings (fig. 1.17). Visitors paid a fee to climb both the road 
and the new tower, while the superintendent served lunch at the house. In just a 
short period of time, Mount Greylock’s landscape transitioned to accommodate a 
new use. The mountain’s scenic and recreational resources outweighed the value of 
its timber resources and led to long-lasting changes to the summit’s built 
environment.173  
 The citizen-led effort to restrict logging and develop recreation on Mount 
Greylock led to state involvement. Mount Greylock’s new recreational offerings did 
not generate adequate revenue, and in the late 1890s the Greylock Park Association 
sought governmental assistance. By that time, the MPC had established a clear 
precedent for governmental ownership and management of lands for scenic 
preservation and outdoor recreation. In 1899, the Massachusetts legislature agreed 
to designate Mount Greylock as the first State Reservation owned by the 
Commonwealth but managed by a county commission.174 This law appropriated 
$25,000 to purchase an additional 3,332 acres but required the Greylock Park 
Association to provide $1,600.175 The association struggled at first to meet this 
 
173 New York’s Niagara Falls experienced similar developments. In 1879, Olmsted studied the falls 
and recommended their preservation. The state purchased the site and hired Olmsted to design its 
recreational landscape in 1886. Thus, when the Greylock Park Association sought to mitigate the 
impact of industrial extraction at Mount Greylock and turn the iconic natural landscape into a 
recreational site, it had models from which to draw. Spirn, 95-96. See also Melanie Hall, “Niagara 
Falls: Preservation and the Spectacle of Anglo-American Accord,” in Towards World Heritage: 
International Origins of the Preservation Movement, 1870-1930 (London, UK: Routledge, 2016).   
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financial requirement, but the MFA took up the case. Members worked closely with 
the AMC and Massachusetts Horticultural Society to raise funds and generate public 
interest in the mountain’s preservation. The MFA’s efforts helped the Greylock Park 
Association secure state funding, and the Mount Greylock State Reservation was 
born.176 The state appointed Professor John Bascom, Alfred B. Mole, and the Hon. 
Francis W. Rockwell to serve as commissioners overseeing the new reservation’s 
management.177 These men coordinated the construction and maintenance of roads 
and continually added new adjacent parcels to the reservation whenever possible. 
Though the reservation protected the summit acreage, the mountain’s slopes 
remained vulnerable. In 1905, for instance, commissioners noted that industries in 
Adams and Cheshire had negotiated rights and began cutting timber on Mount 
Greylock’s south side.178 The state appropriated funds to the commission to 
purchase the site, and the mountain gained further protection. Mount Greylock’s 
preservation created a model for other locales throughout Massachusetts. In 1899, 
residents in the vicinity of Wachusett Mountain, north of Worcester, followed a 
similar path to creating a state reservation, as did locals near Mount Tom in 
Northampton in 1903. As with Mount Greylock State Reservation, the state held the 
deed to these sites while county commissions bore responsibility for management 
 
176 Though a “state” reservation, the county oversaw the commission and allotted $1,500 annually for 
the site’s operations and maintenance. Burns and Stevens, 53. 
177 Bascom taught rhetoric at Williams College and served as president of the University of 
Wisconsin. Rockwell was a prominent local judge, and Mole a local businessman. Burns and Stevens.   
178 Fourth Annual Report of the Greylock Commission, January 1905 (Boston, MA: Wright & Potter 





and annual appropriations. At the dawn of the twentieth century, Massachusetts 
thus boasted not only the nation’s first regional parks system run by the MPC but 
also had laid the foundation for a statewide system of public reserves that protected 
scenic natural landscapes and facilitated recreation.179  
 Mount Greylock’s management constituted one method of protecting forests 
from improper timber harvesting, but it did not advance the MFA’s goal of 
encouraging “judicious” methods of woodland management. The MFA’s promotion 
of forestry at the new Wachusett Reservoir, built between 1898 and 1913 illustrated 
how the organization differed from predecessors like the Trustees and AMC. The 
Wachusett Reservoir constituted one of the largest public works projects in the 
United States at the time. Located north of Worcester and created by backing up the 
Nashua River with a dam and a set of massive dikes, the reservoir displaced 
hundreds of residents and required the relocation of numerous buildings and two 
cemeteries. Boston’s dire need for a new source of clean drinking water justified this 
drastic reshaping of the landscape. As the dam took shape, a major part of the 
project involved clearing buildings from the site and ensuring that the new banks 
adequately protected the water from runoff. The MWB followed the lead of 
 
179 Mount Greylock’s preservation somewhat resembled that of other prominent natural landmarks 
threatened by extractive industries at the turn of the century. Daniel Bluestone, for instance, 
chronicled how in New Jersey and New York, women’s clubs, historical societies, and wealthy 
individuals pushed for the protection the Palisades, a prominent rock formation on the Hudson 
River’s west bank, as quarrying steadily eroded them. These efforts culminated in the establishment 
of an interstate public park. See Daniel Bluestone, “Chapter Five—Conservation on the Hudson: 
Saving the Palisades,” in Buildings, Landscapes, and Memory: Case Studies in Historic Preservation 





neighboring states and looked to trees for a solution. Since Marsh’s Man and Nature, 
forests’ ability to filter precipitation and prevent runoff had been well-established. 
In the 1880s and 1890s, both Pennsylvania and New York protected thousands of 
acres of forests in urban watersheds to ensure water supply. The MWB decided to 
reforest the cleared reservoir shores with pine trees and hired a trained forest 
engineer, Theodore F. Borst, to oversee the project. Only twenty-one years old when 
he took the job, Borst had recently graduated from the New York State College of 
Forestry, one of the nation’s first, albeit short-lived, professional schools of 
silviculture.180 The MFA took an early interest in Borst and promoted his work as an 
example of the rational woodland management the organization hoped to see 
applied throughout the Commonwealth. Moreover, this project represented the first 
large-scale application of forestry by a state agency in Massachusetts and paved the 
way for the wider promotion and application of silviculture in the years to come.  
 Theodore F. Borst’s work impacted only a small portion of the massively 
transformed landscape of the Wachusett Reservoir, yet the carefully planned and 
planted rows of white pines and sugar maples embodied critical aspects of the 
future direction of state land. Before the dikes’ construction, the landscape consisted 
of rolling hills, small towns and villages, a scattering of mills, and agricultural land. 
Clearing for agriculture and industry had left a largely deforested landscape, as seen 
 
180 Former chief of the United States Forestry Division, Bernard Fernow, founded the New York State 
College of Forestry in 1898 at Cornell University. The school closed in 1903. Robert S. Bond, 





in fig. 1.18, which recorded a portion of the soon-to-be-flooded area. Construction 
began in 1898, though Borst did not begin planting until 1901. At the MFA’s fifth 
annual meeting held in December 1902, Borst read a paper, which Woodland & 
Roadside published in early 1903, describing his work at the reservoir along with 
other forestry developments in Massachusetts.181 “Planting operations” were, he 
wrote, underway on the reservoir’s shores “for the protection of the watershed.” He 
reported that in spring 1902, he oversaw the planting of 310,800 trees on 
approximately 175 acres of “brushy pasture-land.”182 Harold Kempton, a forester 
with the United States Bureau of Forestry assigned to New England, had prepared 
the plans that involved planting a mixture of white pine and sugar maple 
seedlings.183 Borst recounted placing the trees “5 x 5 feet apart, one row consisting 
of pines and maples alternatingly, a second row all maples, a third of pines and 
maples, a fourth all maples, and so on.” The faster-growing and sun-loving maples 
helped along the white pine seedlings, which preferred shade. Borst planned to 
eventually cut the maples to “release” the white pine, which also provided a harvest 
of cordwood. Using the maples as a “filler” tree in the plantation made economic 
sense, Borst argued, since “the maple cord wood obtained from these thinnings is 
more valuable than” if only white pine had been planted. In this way, Borst showed 
 
181 Theodore F. Borst, “Forestry Work in Massachusetts,” Woodland & Roadside, vol. 2, no. 1 (March 1, 
1903), 4. 
182 Borst, “Forestry Work in Massachusetts,” 6.  





that forestry could serve the public health by protecting water supply and produce a 
small revenue through what were generally known as improvement thinnings.  
 Forestry transformed targeted sections of the Wachusett Reservoir and 
demonstrated how the state government could successfully exert control over the 
natural world. As a 1905 map of the reservoir showed (fig. 1.19), about three 
quarters of the land surrounding the water was either “planted land” or had 
standing timber. As a complex system that provided water to urban residents, the 
reservoir consisted of both the water itself as well as the landscape surrounding it. 
The MWB had not only moved vast quantities of earth to flood the valley but had 
turned the shores into a model of enlightened state management. A photograph 
from 1901 depicts a stand of young pines along the reservoir (fig. 1.20). What at 
first appears to be a hillside covered in scrub growth in fact reveals itself to be a 
carefully ordered pine plantation. These young seedlings rehabilitated the recently 
reworked hillsides and offered a promising vision of the reservoir’s future. The 
scene of possibility and order required immense labor. Another photograph taken in 
1901 captures twelve workers in the process of planting seedlings with an overseer 
on the left (fig. 1.21). The Wachusett Reservoir required hundreds of workers to 
clear land, lay temporary railroads, and build the massive dam and dikes.184 
Numerous Italian immigrants set up temporary camps to work on the reservoir 
throughout the project’s duration. Reforesting the banks constituted a small part of 
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the whole project. The image shows pairs of white and African American men 
planting seedlings. In each pair, one man digs a hole with a mattock while the other 
draws a seedling from his bucket and places it in the ground. While reforestation did 
not transform the landscape as dramatically as the dam and dikes, it was a slow, 
careful, and labor-intensive process. Borst reported that workers, likely this very 
crew, had already planted 175 acres this way in 1902 and had another 200 acres 
planned for 1903. While a United States Bureau of Forestry official created and 
Borst oversaw the implementation of the reservoir’s reforestation plans, laborers 
physically reshaped the landscape. This division of labor characterized the 
development of Massachusetts’s state forests in the coming decades. 
 In addition to reforesting the shoreline, Borst coordinated the protection of 
the new plantings and existing forests from fire. Throughout the later nineteenth 
century, fires plagued Massachusetts’s regenerating woodlands. Causes were varied. 
Locomotives traveling on Massachusetts’s dense rail networks emitted sparks that 
ignited trackside forests. Improper cutting operations often left piles of flammable 
brush and limbs from which fire quickly spread to adjacent forests. At Wachusett, a 
conflagration could have quickly reversed the progress Borst and the workers had 
made, but the forest engineer took care to prevent fire from spreading into and 
through the state land. In 1902, Borst reported that surrounding the state property 
“a 40-foot fire-line has been cut and cleared of all inflammable material” while a 





facilitated access for fighting fires while also serving as a fire break.185 A 1903 
photograph documents one of these “interior cart roads” that served as fire lines 
(fig. 1.22).  Borst took especial precaution around the railroad that passed through a 
portion of the planted area. Within a cleared strip along the tracks, Borst directed 
workers to make a double line of ploughed furrows with perpendicular ditches 
between. The turned-up ground helped to stop flying embers from locomotives 
entering the planted area. These relatively simple measures were important parts of 
foresters’ repertoire. They clearly indicated that foresters had taken steps to protect 
woodlands, a crucial step in rebuilding the state’s natural resource base.  As seen in 
fig. 1.22, fire lines imposed regularity and order upon the environment. Borst’s fire 
prevention measures at Wachusett Reservoir offered a vivid example of forestry’s 
ability to help the Commonwealth’s woodlands and prefigured fire fighting’s coming 
importance to the state’s forestry efforts.186  
Wachusett Reservoir’s fire lines and neat rows of pine and maple seedlings 
rising along the shores epitomized the MFA’s vision of “judicious” woodland 
management and reforestation. Association members displayed significant interest 
in Borst’s work. Aside from inviting Borst to speak at the annual meeting and 
publishing his remarks, in 1903, sixty-seven members visited the reservoir to see 
firsthand the “extensive forestry work” the MWB had achieved.187 Borst led the 
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assembled members on a tour through the reforested landscape. For these visitors, 
the reservoir’s shoreline manifested forestry’s potential to revitalize the state’s 
landscape. The tree plantations and fire protection measures demonstrated how 
professional foresters working for the state could provide a range of public goods. 
Though the flooding of the valley and the colossal dam overshadowed the shoreline 
tree stands, the latter showed that Massachusetts’s state officials had begun to 
interweave forestry with other public services.  
Together, Mount Greylock State Reservation’s establishment and the 
implementation of forestry on the Wachusett Reservoir were key milestones in the 
development of Massachusetts’s environmental policy. They marked a shift from 
resource extraction to a more careful form of stewardship that increasingly viewed 
private ownership as potentially antithetical to the public good. Once again, these 
transformed landscapes expressed the conjoined ideals that forests could 
perpetuate New England identity and promote public health amid a changing 
culture and society.  
 
The Campaign for a State Forester 
 At the outset of the twentieth century, Massachusetts’s officials considering 
whether or not to establish a forestry office or commission had a range of examples 
close at hand. During the 1880s and 1890s, other New England states and New York 





legislature appointed a committee in 1881 to study the state’s woodlands amid fears 
over deforestation and formed the Vermont Forestry Commission in 1891 to 
establish timber reserves and tree nurseries.188 New Hampshire created a 
temporary forestry commission in 1881 to study the condition of the state’s forests 
and made it permanent in 1893.189 State forest preserves in New York’s Adirondack 
and Catskill Mountains protected these important watersheds and timber stands 
from destructive logging in the 1880s and 1890s. In 1891, Maine, whose economy 
relied heavily on the timber industry, charged its first state forester with stopping 
the disastrous fires that periodically afflicted the state.190  Pennsylvania had formed 
a forestry commission in 1893 to study forests and waterways and endowed it with 
the power to purchase land in 1897.191 Connecticut followed suit and appointed a 
state forester in 1901 to study the state’s woodlands, experiment with reclaiming 
“idle” lands, and give practical advice to woodland owners.192 Though 
Massachusetts boasted some of the earlier environmental organizations and had 
created the first regional parks system, it lagged behind its peers in state action. The 
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reasons were diverse. The state’s strong system of local governance made it difficult 
to manage forests across municipalities, an issue the MPC was, in part, formed to 
confront. Compared with the states to the north and New York, Massachusetts’s 
timber industry was small. Overall, the state government had been far more 
concerned with providing clean water, adequate sewer systems, and other public 
amenities for the state’s cities, which had some of the densest population centers in 
the nation. Calls to revitalize the countryside through forestry had to wait as the 
government gradually took on greater responsibilities for managing public services 
and natural resources. By 1902, however, the MFA decided the time had come to 
initiate a lobbying effort to convince the government to act. 
 In 1902, the MFA created a new Committee on Legislation to appeal to the 
state legislature. James Bowditch chaired the committee, which also included Edwin 
A. Start, a mathematics professor at Tufts University who had taken over as MFA 
secretary from Chamberlain, and Samuel Hoar, the president of the Boston & Albany 
Railroad.193 The Legislation Committee began advocating for a bill that would 
introduce a state agency dedicated to studying the issues facing Massachusetts’s 
forests and educating landowners about how to care for or restore woodlands. 
Growing alarm over forest fires’ impact and the generally dismal shape of the 
Commonwealth’s forests, in the eyes of the association, spurred this shift to action. 
Theodore Borst, the forest engineer coordinating operations at the Wachusett 
 





Reservoir, highlighted the need for action at the MFA’s 1902 annual meeting, 
claiming that while a large portion of the state was “wooded,” most of it had 
“comparatively little value on account of its poor condition.”194 He expressed his 
hope that “thousands of acres of unproductive brush-lands, and stony, shallow non-
agricultural lands will be planted with trees of economic value.”195 Shortly after 
Borst’s talk, Woodland & Roadside’s new editor, Edwin Start, wrote that the MFA was 
in a position to “enter upon positive constructive work.”196 The organization had 
mostly stayed out of politics during its first five years as it sought to build its 
membership and hone its mission. Now it channeled its resources and powerful 
social network to “secure a State Forester,” as Start announced.197 
  The Committee on Legislation drafted a bill and finessed its introduction to 
the Massachusetts legislature on March 3, 1903, though this first effort proved 
unsuccessful. The proposed act provided for the appointment of a State Forester 
who would have “full power and authority to do all acts that in his judgment may 
result in the promotion of woodland and roadside tree growth, and in the protection 
and improvement of the woodlands of the Commonwealth, whether owned by the 
State or by individuals.”198 Though this law would apparently grant the forester 
impressive authority, the scope was limited. This position would not “have power to 
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interfere with any other State or town official or do that which shall affect the rights 
of any individual.” Personal liberty and municipal independence outweighed 
comprehensive natural resource management. As drafted, the Board of Agriculture 
would oversee the office of state forester. Bowditch, Start, and the other committee 
members were optimistic about the new bill. They recognized that while it was a 
“modest beginning of real forestry work in the Bay State,” it represented significant 
progress. Considering the “value of our woodlands and daily disfiguration through 
lack of proper management,” Start felt that the legislature had to act. He expressed a 
conviction that in a few years the state’s residents and government would view the 
forestry department as essential. This was not, however, the case in 1903. In June 
that year Start reported to MFA members that he had spoken with the Chairman of 
the Senate Committee on Agriculture who informed him that the bill was “doomed 
to failure.”199 As described below, territorial disputes over who would control the 
new office appears to have killed the bill for that term.  
 Undaunted, the MFA redoubled its efforts and determined to spread 
awareness about the dire need for a state forester. Members deployed a range of 
tactics to generate and demonstrate “substantial evidence of strong public 
sentiment in favor of such a measure.”200 The association inaugurated a 
membership campaign to show public support, began a new slate of education 
programs, and generally sought to illustrate the myriad benefits a state forester 
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would bring to Massachusetts. To accomplish the latter, the MFA worked with the 
United States Bureau of Forestry to hire a temporary forester to conduct fieldwork 
in the state and attest to the value a permanent position of this type would bring.201 
The association hired Theodore Borst, who had proven his ability at the Wachusett 
Reservoir, and hoped that “the work done under these auspices will be an object 
lesson to teach the doubters of the utility of a state forester.”202 In this new position, 
Borst composed a study of forest fires in the state, created a map depicting the 
different forest types in the Mount Wachusett State Reservation, and reported on his 
previous work on the reservoir. Additionally, the MFA enlisted him to address 
“granges, farmers’ institutes, village improvement societies, and kindred 
organizations, upon the different phases of forestry” as they applied to 
Massachusetts.203 Finally, Borst offered practical advice regarding woodland 
management and reforestation to both public institutions and private landowners. 
This tactic of hiring a private forester frustrated the MFA. Start reminded Woodland 
& Roadside readers that Borst’s activities were “public work which the State should 
do” and a “small body of citizens” such as the MFA should not have to finance.204 
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Borst’s position, though, was a stopgap measure intended to preserve momentum as 
legislation stalled.  
 The MFA appealed to prominent authorities on forestry to generate support 
for their second attempt at securing legislation. In the June 1903 issue of Woodland 
& Roadside, Start procured permission from Gifford Pinchot, the chief of the United 
States Bureau of Forestry, to print the eminent forester’s position on state forests.205 
Pinchot supported the creation of public timber reserves and believed that states 
should “own and control those districts where forestry cannot be properly and 
profitably conducted by private parties,” which included especially burnt, cutover, 
or otherwise damaged lands.  Additionally, state and federal governments should 
work together to “encourage and induce” private owners to treat “forest land in a 
proper manner.”206 Later that year, the MFA and Board of Agriculture invited 
Bernard Fernow to speak at several engagements throughout the state. In his talks, 
Fernow claimed that Massachusetts had failed its woodlands. “A continuous 
deterioration of the land and forest conditions” was taking place he warned his 
listeners.207 According to his assessment, “one half of the state has either become or 
[is] rapidly becoming waste or inferior brush lands, when it should be a continuous 
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value producer.”208 The existing forests were of poor quality— “mostly coppice, 
sprout land or stump land”—and only suitable for fuel wood, railroad ties, fences, or 
boxes.209 The state’s dearth of healthy, extensive forests that yielded high quality 
saw timber greatly troubled Fernow, who, like others, foresaw an imminent and 
grave timber famine in the United States. Though worried about Massachusetts, 
Fernow had hope. Healthy forests could return, he stressed, if the Commonwealth 
realized the “urgent need of developing a rational forest policy.”210 Delay would 
prove disastrous; the time was ripe to “get things done still left undone.”211 Fernow 
argued that the most important step Massachusetts could take was hiring a 
“competent, paid man” to serve as a state forester and oversee the Commonwealth’s 
timber resources.212 
 The MFA’s multi-pronged campaign led to success in 1904, though not 
without some debate over which part of Massachusetts’s government would control 
the new state forester. The Board of Agriculture felt that it should oversee the new 
office, while Governor John L. Bates believed that it should constitute an 
independent department. Founded in 1853, the Board of Agriculture lacked the 
professionalism and accountability that government reformers hoped to see in the 
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beginning of the twentieth century. Composed of the heads of agricultural and 
horticultural societies from around the state, the Board collected and disseminated 
information about weather, crop yields, planting techniques, and other research. 
This included forestry. In addition to Appleton’s call for a state forester in 1890, the 
Board periodically offered advice for farmers on managing their woodlots. While 
agriculture remained an important part of the Commonwealth’s economy and the 
Board provided a public service, it had become a vestige of the past in a changing 
society. Governor Bates had begun the process of reforming the Board into a more 
democratic, transparent, and modern government agency. When the MFA’s 
proposed legislation arrived in the statehouse, a “hot and complicated” campaign 
ensued, as Woodland & Roadside reported.213 The “sharp contest” resulted from 
Governor Bates’ fight to reorganize and modernize the Board of Agriculture and his 
reluctance to place the new state forester under the Board’s auspices. The MFA 
agreed with the Governor’s position since the association believed the Board to be 
“irresponsible” and representative of “only a class interest.”214 Though the MFA 
clearly viewed farmers as crucial, it believed forestry to be “an interest of the state 
at large and not alone of the farmer.”215 The MFA thus supported an independent 
office. Siding with the Governor did not ease the bill’s passage. The Board of 
Agriculture’s secretary J. Lewis Ellsworth declared that the new forester must 
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operate under the Board’s control and had garnered support in the legislature. The 
first version of the bill introduced in the House of Representatives placed the 
forester within the Board of Agriculture, which would not have gained the 
Governor’s approval. Representative Elmer A. Stevens of Somerville then presented 
“a good forestry bill” that created a separate office. Senator John M. Woods 
representing the Third Middlesex District and Senator William A. Nye of Cape Cod, 
and others lent critical support, and the amended bill passed the Senate without 
significant opposition on May 17.  
 The MFA’s years-long campaign culminated with the June 3, 1904 passage of 
Chapter 409: An Act to Establish the Office of State Forester. The law empowered 
the governor to appoint a forester to “promote the perpetuation, extension, and 
proper management of the forest lands of the Commonwealth, both public and 
private.”216 Charged with tending to existing forests and encouraging reforestation, 
the new officer had to be a “trained forester” with a “technical education,” a 
condition the MFA had been eager to include.217 The law encouraged the forester to 
offer woodland management advice to any landowner who requested it but 
required recipients to pay for travel expenses. The forester would also teach a 
course on “the art and science of forestry” at the Massachusetts Agricultural College 
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in Amherst.218 Additionally, the college would provide space for the forester to plant 
and maintain a tree nursery on its grounds to propagate seedlings for public and 
private use.219 Finally, the law entreated the forester to publish any studies or 
materials he saw fit, hire assistants, and report annually on his activities. For the 
position, the law allocated a salary of two thousand dollars and an annual budget of 
five thousand dollars.220 The new law institutionalized values that the MFA had been 
inculcating for several years. Appointing a state forester indicated the government’s 
acceptance that forests held great importance to the Commonwealth, faced a host of 
problems, and required greater state support. This act ushered in a new era of forest 
conservation in Massachusetts. Creating the Office of State Forester marked, for the 
MFA, the beginning of “the most important epoch in the history of forestry in 
Massachusetts and the accomplishment of one of the chief objects for which the 
association has worked for the past two or three years.”221 The law did not go as far 
as some states, such as Pennsylvania and New York, that had given their forest 
commissions power to purchase land for timber reserves, though it went further 
than others by appointing a state forester with a professional education rather than 
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creating a volunteer-led commission that studied issues facing woodlands. Though 
the new state forester position had its limitations, it provided a solid base from 
which to build a robust and multifaceted state forestry program that could help 
revitalize Massachusetts’s landscape, economy, and culture through scientific forest 
management and reforestation.   
 
Conclusion 
 In the final decades of the nineteenth century, a group of citizen-led 
organizations formed in Massachusetts to protect forests near and far. The AMC, 
Trustees, and MFA together forged a nuanced understanding of forests’ value and 
laid the foundation for the state forestry program that emerged in the early 
twentieth century. Whether saving the seemingly wild peaks of the White 
Mountains, safeguarding the pastoral beauty of the Boston area’s remaining open 
spaces, or promoting reforestation along the Wachusett Reservoir’s shores, these 
three organizations’ shared membership believed that woodlands supported the 
Commonwealth’s beauty, cultural identity and economy. By facilitating outdoor 
recreation in the rugged White Mountains, the AMC hoped to revitalize individuals 
weakened and wearied by modern industrial society and who lacked the strenuous 
physical challenges their colonial forebears faced. Across the Commonwealth, the 
Trustees sought to reclaim the vestiges of and provide access to Massachusetts’s 





upheld forests as critical to the Commonwealth’s survival. The once deforested 
landscape had begun to host a new type of forest as the state’s farms waned amid 
new competition from the Midwest. For the MFA, scientific forestry promised to 
reinvigorate the seemingly dilapidated and damaged landscape and bring 
prosperity to Massachusetts’s rural communities.  
Together, these powerful groups, whose members ranked among the state’s 
political, social, and economic elite, met with success and paved the path towards 
greater state involvement in forest management. The AMC and Trustees not only 
acquired their own small reservations but played a central role in establishing the 
MPC and its Boston-area reservations. Furthermore, Trustees founder and 
landscape architect Charles Eliot conducted a groundbreaking report on the 
reservation’s landscape management that laid out a careful plan to enhance forests 
and other forms of scenery. As examined in the following chapters, Eliot’s ideas 
greatly influenced the planning of Massachusetts state forests and parks. Finally, the 
MFA, primarily an advocacy group, played small but important roles in forming the 
first State Reservation on Mount Greylock and encouraging the implementation of 
forestry at the Wachusett Reservoir, one of the first state-managed forestry 
operations. In the first years of the twentieth century, the MFA led the campaign to 
petition Massachusetts’s government to appoint a state forester. This effort 
prevailed, ushering in a new era of forest protection in the Commonwealth. These 





institutionalization of forest protection in the early twentieth century. Their 
different ways of understanding forests—as scenery, as cultural symbol, as 
economic resource—all affected how new state officials communicated the 
importance of woodlands to residents and eventually managed state forests and 
parks. As the next chapter investigates, the first state foresters instituted a 
multifaceted program to revitalize Massachusetts’s landscape, economy, and culture 





Chapter One Figures 
  
Figure 1.1: This photograph from the 1890s depicts several men resting at a simple shelter that 
the AMC built for hikers in the White Mountains. Located near the summit of Mount 
Passaconaway, the shelter’s rustic design utilized local materials and offered basic 
accommodations for those on excursions into the White Mountains’ “wilderness.” [Courtesy of the 
Appalachian Mountain Club Library & Archives.] 
Figure 1.2: Virginia Woods was the first property the Trustees owned and managed. Located in 
Stoneham, the forested tract, a gift to the organization, preserved a remnant of the area’s former 
woodlands while demonstrating the different ideals guiding forest protection. The Trustees 
eventually turned this property over to the Metropolitan Park Commission, which managed the 






Figure 1.3: Charles Eliot’s 1893 map created for the Metropolitan Park Commission depicted the 
existing (in green) and potential (in brown) preserved open spaces in and around Boston. This 
map constituted an argument for the dire need for open space preservation and park building. 
The brown-shaded, unprotected areas represented landscapes that could either serve the public 
as scenic reservations or be swallowed up by urban and suburban development. The 
Metropolitan Park Commission eventually created reservations in the Blue Hills (bottom center), 
Beaver Brook (left middle), and the Middlesex Fells (top, just left of center), with many more in 
coming years. In the 1920s and 1930s, Eliot’s approach to land use planning and open space 
protection would influence the development of state forest and park recreational areas, as 







Figure 1.5: This pine grove in the Blue Hills better represented Eliot’s vision for the reservations. 
These trees had grown from seedlings, and the fallen deadwood had been cleared from the 
understory. Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery.  
Figure 1.4: This photograph of an “ordinary coppice” wood in the Blue Hills appeared in Eliot’s 
Vegetation and Scenery in the Metropolitan Reservations of Boston to highlight the need for a new 
management regime that would enhance the reservations’ scenery. Eliot found that this type of 
young sprout growth covered much of the landscape but could be removed to allow space for 
more robust trees and increase overall variety. Charles Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery in the 






Figure 1.6: These pines in the Blue 
Hills had space to spread out, 
generating what Eliot felt was a 
more interesting scene that 
recalled the forests of bygone 
days. Eliot, Vegetation and 
Scenery. 
Figure 1.7: This forest of hickory seedings emerging amid coppiced chestnuts in the Blue Hills 
showed the potential for enhancing reservations’ scenery. Removing some of the chestnuts would 





Figure 1.8: This illustration demonstrated the need for improved woodland management aimed 
at emphasizing the reservations’ scenery. Here, “belittling lowland growth” obscured the outlines 
of a prominent crag in the Middlesex Fells. Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery. 
Figure 1.9: This depicts the same landscape but with “a typical—functional—summit growth of 
cedar, ground juniper, dwarf oak, etc.” Without the “lowland growth,” the crag’s contours become 





Figure 1.10: This view through a “tree-clogged notch” in the Middlesex Fells needed careful 
attention to restore. Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery. 
Figure 1.11: Folding back the panel on the image above showed how selectively removing trees 
revealed an impressive view of the surrounding countryside, the steep ravine, and peaceful 






Figure 1.12: Another illustration further emphasized how judicious cutting could improve scenery. 
This example from the Middlesex Fells was located near the Virginia Woods, the first property the 
Trustees acquired, which they later transferred to the MPC. Eliot, Vegetation and Scenery. 
Figure 1.13: Removing the bushes that had overgrown the pasture unveiled a “broad view” of 





Figure 1.14: Seal of the Massachusetts 
Forestry Association. Though 
primarily focused on promoting 
improved forest management, the 
association also advocated for the care 
of shade trees and impressive tree 
specimens across the state, such as the 
Lancaster elm depicted here. 
Environmental League of 
Massachusetts Records, Massachusetts 
Historical Society. [Collection of the 
Massachusetts Historical Society.] 
Figure 1.15: Mount Greylock looms over the surrounding environment. This photograph from the 
early 1890s shows the effects of deforestation of the slopes. The loss of tree cover led to erosion 
and rockslides. The large mill and densely settled town of Adams seen in the foreground placed 






Figure 1.16: This photograph taken in the 1920s as workers installed a new water tank on Mount 
Greylock’s summit shows the metal observatory built by the Greylock Park Association in 1885. 
The state removed it in the late 1920s. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 1.17: The Greylock Park Association also built this house and outbuildings near the 
summit for the superintendent to live in and to provide visitors a place to rest and have a meal. 







Figure 1.18: Before the Wachusett Reservoir’s construction, this area of central Massachusetts 
had been mostly deforested, as seen in this 1898 photograph. Reforesting the area according to 
the precepts of scientific forestry promised to restore the landscape and protect the water from 







Figure 1.19: This map of the Wachusett Reservoir from 1905 demonstrated how forestry 
protected the new source of drinking water from contamination. The darkest shaded areas 
consisted of “planted land” that Theodore Borst oversaw. This constituted the first large-scale 
state-sponsored scientific forestry project in Massachusetts. [Metropolitan Water Works 








Figure 1.20: Though apparently desolate, this landscape had potential. “Young pines” covered the 
hills in this 1901 photograph taken next to the Wachusett Reservoir. Theodore Borst coordinated 








Figure 1.21: Twelve men out the hundreds who labored on the Wachusett Reservoir work in pairs 
planting tree seedlings. One man digs the hole, while the other places the seedling. This image of 
these unnamed men attests to the numerous workers who realized foresters’ grand plans for 
reforestation. The figure on the left may be Theodore Borst. Metropolitan Water Works 















Figure 1.22: This “new interior cart road” helped protect the Wachusett Reservoir’s new timber 
plantations from fire. By interrupting the forest cover, the road rendered it more difficult for 
conflagrations to spread. In the coming decades, Massachusetts’s state foresters would build 
many miles of fire lines in the state while encouraging private landowners to do the same. This 
road also facilitated access into the forest’s interior, and this photograph points out that some 
young forests existed around the reservoir when it was built. Metropolitan Water Works 







“Wealth and Beauty in Trees”: State Forestry and the Revitalization of 
Massachusetts’s Rural Cultural Landscape, 1904-1919 
 
“Much of the beauty of Massachusetts is in her trees and much of her wealth, 
too, if only people knew,” wrote the author of a 1906 Boston Sunday Globe interview 
with Alfred Akerman (1876-1963), the head of the Commonwealth’s Office of State 
Forester (OSF) from its 1904 establishment through 1906.1 According to Akerman, 
one half of the state’s five million acres would remain “uncultivated and unused for 
agricultural, residential, and manufacturing purposes.” However, if residents 
practiced scientific forestry this idle land could grow enough trees to supply “all of 
the forest products required by manufacturing and other interests” in the state.2 
Akerman promised that this new way of understanding and managing forests would 
improve Massachusetts’s “business condition” and “serve her beauty.”3  
 Akerman’s ambitious vision, outlined in this article titled “Wealth and Beauty 
in Trees,” guided Massachusetts’s first state foresters’ attempts to introduce and 
implement scientific forestry to the Bay State. After years of campaigning by private 
organizations such as the Massachusetts Forestry Association (MFA) and 
Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC), the legislature had finally created an office 
dedicated to reforming how residents and businesses in the state managed and 
harvested timber resources. Improving the stewardship of existing forests and 
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renewing idle land had great importance. Akerman and his successor, Franklin W. 
Rane (1869-1933), who served until 1919, championed scientific forestry as a 
means of reversing the perceived cultural decline afflicting Massachusetts’s rural 
communities following years of outmigration and farm abandonment (figs. 2.1 & 
2.2). These foresters strove to demonstrate that rational forest management could 
help farmers and landowners establish a sustainable source of income and improve 
the countryside’s appearance, which Akerman described as filled with “scattering 
and decrepit growth.”4 From the OSF’s 1904 formation until its reorganization as 
the Division of Forestry within a new Department of Conservation in 1919, Akerman 
and Rane drew from other states’ experiences to craft programs intended to provide 
an economic basis for a reinvigorated rural life compatible with the state’s myriad 
industrial manufacturers.  
Many studies of Progressive Era, state-level forest protection have looked at 
upper-class urban conservationists’ advocacy and farmers’ traditions of common 
stewardship. This study more specifically examines how foresters working 
alongside and within these groups sought to reshape the landscape according to the 
precepts of scientific forestry. Guided by their professional training and motivated 
to show that forestry worked, Akerman, Rane, and their employees mediated among 
elites concerned with the seeming deterioration of Yankee cultural identity and 
nostalgic for an imagined “Old New England,” farmers seeking new methods of 
 





increasing revenue in a competitive market and beautifying the landscape, and 
industrial manufacturers anxious about potential shortages and eager for lower-cost 
and higher-quality timber.5 Meanwhile, fires swept through existing woodlands, and 
insects and pathogens killed large swaths of trees. Within this complicated and 
evolving matrix of natural and cultural conditions, foresters offered a way for rural 
communities to remain culturally viable, economically stable, and aesthetically 
pleasing. Forestry thus constituted a discourse about the relationship between 
people, the government, and nature that materialized in the landscape. 
State-based scientific forestry emerged in Massachusetts as the federal government 
and other states experimented with various means of rationally and efficiently 
developing forests and other natural resources, as the prior chapter addresses. By 
the time Akerman declared his intention to bring wealth and beauty through 
Massachusetts’s trees in 1906, Pennsylvania already had half a million acres in state 
forests, New York had protected approximately one million acres, and the national 
forest reserves encompassed nearly one hundred fifty million acres.6  On both a 
national and regional scale, Massachusetts was thus relatively late in setting up a 
 
5 This conception of “Old New England” draws on the work of Dona Brown and Joseph Conforti. See 
Dona Brown, Inventing New England: Regional Tourism in the Nineteenth Century (Washington, D.C.: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995); and Joseph Conforti, Imagining New England: Explorations of 
Regional Identity from the Pilgrims to the Mid Twentieth Century (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2001). 
6 Ellen Stroud, Nature Next Door: Cities and Trees in the American Northeast (Seattle, WA: University 
of Washington Press, 2012), 44; Philip Terrie, Contested Terrain: A New History of Nature and People 
in the Adirondacks (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1997), 95; Dorceta Taylor, The Rise of 
the American Conservation Movement: Power, Privilege, and Environmental Protection (Durham, NC: 





state forestry agency, but the OSF’s emphasis on revitalizing rural culture through 
economic and aesthetic improvements differentiated it from other states.7 
Underutilized agricultural lands concerned Massachusetts’s foresters far more than 
watershed protection, which had motivated efforts in Pennsylvania and New York. 
While Akerman and Rane’s focus on establishing a new agricultural regime based in 
forestry closely resembled Vermont and New Hampshire’s efforts to strengthen 
farming communities, Massachusetts’s far greater number of cities and 
manufacturers meant that foresters had to prove that their profession could equally 
benefit the farmer, factory owner, and city dweller. Forestry initiatives also enjoyed 
widespread popularity in the state. The creation of Massachusetts’s state forests did 
not meet with hostility from local residents as did New York’s Adirondack forest 
reserve.8 Instead, the State Forest Commission (SFC), formed in 1914 to purchase 
undervalued land for reforestation, had more offers than it could accept.  
This chapter argues that Massachusetts’s first state foresters sought to 
address perceived cultural decline by promoting a new forest-based agricultural 
regime that supported rural communities. After an overview of scientific forestry’s 
 
7 The only directed study of Massachusetts state forests and parks is Stepping Back to Look Forward: 
A History of the Massachusetts Forest, a compilation of essays that examines the ecology and 
economic uses of the Commonwealth’s woodlands as well as the development of forestry policy and 
educational programs. See Charles H.W. Foster, ed., Stepping Back to Look Forward: A History of the 
Massachusetts Forest (Petersham, MA: Distributed by the Harvard University Press for the Harvard 
Forest, 1998). 
8 Karl Jacoby studied how conservation efforts in the Adirondacks, Yellowstone, and the Grand 
Canyon dispossessed local residents and Native Americans who in turn resisted heavy-handed 
conservation restrictions set by outsiders. See Karl Jacoby, Crimes Against Nature: Squatters, 
Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American Conservation (Berkeley, Cal.: University of 





principles and the environmental conditions that foresters encountered, this work 
then traces how Akerman and Rane strove to educate residents and landowners 
about scientific forestry’s benefits and practices. The focus next shifts to foresters’ 
efforts to control natural threats to the landscape by constructing a state-wide 
system to prevent, understand, and suppress forest fires, pests, and diseases. The 
final section explores the creation of Massachusetts’s first state forests. The OSF laid 
the foundation for publicly-owned timber reserves by first cultivating a network of 
tree nurseries and developing an innovative system of reforestation lots. As the 
state forests took shape from 1915 to 1919, these public lands came to embody the 
OSF and SFC’s belief that scientifically-managed forests could serve as sustainable 
foundations for a revitalized rural culture. By 1919, when a government-wide 
reorganization restructured forest conservation in the state, the OSF managed five 
state forests, tended to several tree nurseries, coordinated forest fire and pest 
prevention and suppression for the entire state, and educated and advised both 
landowners and the general public on how to bring back wealth and beauty to 
Massachusetts’s forests. This chapter thus charts and analyzes how forestry’s 
institutionalization and the increasing governmental control of forests reshaped the 






Scientific Forestry Comes to the Bay State  
As examined in the previous chapter, by the early twentieth century 
Massachusetts had a strong tradition of forest protection, public park building, and 
open space preservation.9 While state and local governments had begun to 
safeguard significant scenic landscapes such as Mount Greylock and Mount 
Wachusett and the Metropolitan Park Commission had already acquired several 
hundred acres of parkland around Boston, none of these reservations’ forest lands 
were under systematic management for timber production. The Metropolitan Water 
Board had begun to implement silviculture on the banks of the Wachusett Reservoir 
in 1903 in order to protect drinking water, but this was a limited operation. 
Scientific forestry presented a new way of thinking about and managing forests in 
the state. This type of forest management aimed to cultivate trees to achieve 
sustainable timber harvests through selective cutting and deliberate planting.10 
Scientific forestry had only been trickling into the United States since the 1880s. 
Bernhard Fernow, the German émigré and head of the federal Division of Forestry 
from 1886 to 1898, introduced German forestry practices to the United States, while 
his successor, Gifford Pinchot, who became the Chief of the Division of Forestry in 
 
9 In addition to the institutions and landscapes explored in Chapter One, many Massachusetts towns 
owned and managed small woodlots. Robert McCullough chronicled New England’s long history of 
common forests and the twentieth-century rise of town forests in The Landscape of Community: A 
History of Communal Forests in New England (Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England, 1995).  
10 For an overview of forestry’s emergence in Germany, see James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How 
Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have Failed (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 





1898 and first head of the United States Forest Service in 1905, adapted a range of 
British and French techniques for the American context.11 Pinchot’s father provided 
funding to establish the Yale Forest School in 1900, and Alfred Akerman was a 
member of this school’s first class of foresters.12  
In keeping with his training, Akerman conceived of forestry as “chiefly 
concerned with the economic production of timber.”13 His successor Franklin Rane, 
on the other hand, drew from his background in agricultural economics and 
described trees as “nothing other than an agricultural crop which demands modern 
methods of culture and management.”14 Conceptualizing forests as a crop 
 
11 Pinchot had studied at the forestry school in Nancy, France and learned from eminent British 
foresters Dietrich Brandis. See Char Miller, Gifford Pinchot and the Making of Modern 
Environmentalism (Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 2001), 83, 279. For Pinchot’s work at Biltmore see 
Harold Pinkett, “Gifford Pinchot at Biltmore,” The North Carolina Historical Review vol. 34, no. 3 (July 
1957): 246-57; and Brian Balogh, “Chapter 2 - Scientific Forestry and the Roots of the Modern 
American State: Gifford Pinchot’s Path to Progressive Reform,” in The Associational State: American 
Governance in the Twentieth Century (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 39-
65. 
12 Pinchot also composed an introductory guide to forestry in order to articulate its purpose and 
disseminate its practices. See Gifford Pinchot, A Primer of Forestry, 2 Vols. (Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Office, 1905).  
13 Akerman, Forestry in Massachusetts, 3. Alfred Akerman was born in Cartersville, Georgia, in 1863. 
His father, Amos Akerman, had moved from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, to Georgia where he 
owned a plantation with around one dozen enslaved persons. The elder Akerman served as a colonel 
in the Confederate Army and later acted as Ulysses S. Grant’s attorney general after the Civil War. 
Alfred attended the University of Georgia, then traveled to Germany to study forestry. In 1902, he 
graduated from the Yale Forest School. See Allan Trelease, “Akerman, Amos (1821-1880), attorney 
general of the United States,” American National Biography (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 
2000), https://doi-org.ezproxy.bu.edu/10.1093/anb/9780198606697.article.0400010; “The State 
Forester,” Woodland and Roadside vol. 3, no. 3 (September 15, 1904), 26. Environmental League of 
Massachusetts Records, Massachusetts Historical Society. 
14 Franklin W. Rane, The State Forester of Massachusetts Twelfth Annual Report, 1915 (Boston, MA: 
Wright & Potter Printing Co., 1916), 63. Rane became State Forester after Akerman left the position 
in 1906 to lead the University of Georgia’s new forestry program. Born in Michigan, Franklin Rane 
studied agriculture at Ohio State University and earned an M.S. in Forestry from Cornell University. 
Before his appointment as Massachusetts’s state forester, he had been teaching agricultural 
economics at the New Hampshire College of Agricultural and Mechanic Arts (later the University of 





emphasized careful, long-term stewardship over the pursuit of short-term profits. 
Prevailing lumbering practices treated forests as mines from which they extracted 
resources and moved on. Forestry, its advocates and practitioners hoped, would 
produce landscapes such as the private tract depicted in the OSF’s 1911 annual 
report where the agency had conducted work (fig. 2.3). No undergrowth, branches, 
or decaying logs cluttered the forest floor. OSF employees had thinned out smaller 
trees and removed lower branches, techniques that made the standing trees grow 
straighter and with fewer knots. This epitomized the OSF’s vision of scientifically-
managed forests. 
This image of an ‘orderly’ forest full of robust trees stood in stark contrast to 
much of Massachusetts’s rural landscape in the late nineteenth century. After nearly 
two centuries of clearing trees for agriculture or timber harvesting, forests had only 
begun returning to the Commonwealth by midcentury.15 From that time on, the 
balance of farm-to-forest began shifting back toward the latter in a way that 
disturbed or confused many observers.16 White pine, whose seedlings thrive in 
sunlight, began reseeding former agricultural fields. Small-scale lumber operators 
throughout Massachusetts quickly harvested this new crop for box boards and other 
 
15 John O’Keefe and David Foster, “An Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” in Stepping Back 
to Look Forward, 40.  
16 On the shifting balance of farm and forest see Lloyd Irland, “New England’s Changing Forests: Two 
Centuries of a Changing Landscape,” and Kent Ryden, “The Handselled Globe: Natural Systems, 
Cultural Processes, and the Formation of the New England Landscape,” both in A Landscape History of 





small-scale uses, after which mixed hardwoods took the place of white pine.17 Thus 
at the outset of the twentieth century Massachusetts had a great deal of younger, 
even-aged stands of low-value trees growing up on land that had once supported 
agriculture.  
This haphazard mix of small white pines and hardwoods did not impress 
foresters like Akerman and Rane, trained as they were to encourage the growth of 
tall timber for high-grade lumber. They viewed the commonwealth’s existing 
landscape as unproductive wastelands, typified by scenes which showed an 
“Abandoned Massachusetts Field” (fig. 2.4). In the photograph, scraggly brush rises 
out of a field, while vines strangle a frail-looking sapling on the right. The caption 
proclaimed that “Nature is trying to reforest; man can assist, and quick results will 
follow.”18 This image emphasized residents’ inability to control the landscape on 
their own. Fortunately, “man can assist,” or more precisely, trained foresters could 
redirect the reforestation of Massachusetts to demonstrate humans’ mastery over 
nature and help abandoned fields become orderly, productive woodlands.  
For many contemporaneous observers, Massachusetts’s new forests offered 
physical evidence of a perceived cultural decline. As economic opportunities in cities 
drew younger residents away from northeastern rural areas, competition from the 
 
17 O’Keefe and Foster, “An Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” 43.  
18 Franklin W. Rane, The State Forester of Massachusetts: Eighth Annual Report, 1911 (Boston, MA: 





Midwest made Massachusetts’s stony upland farms increasingly untenable.19 
Farming, however, did not disappear in the state. To keep afloat, many farm owners 
had shifted to a more intensive form of dairying that freed up their pasture lands.20 
Overall value of farms actually increased in this period, though total acres in farms 
fell.21 Whether the fields of new white pines were the result of decline or 
technological change, Massachusetts’s rural areas were losing population while 
cities grew, manufacturing thrived, and wild-looking forests took the place of neatly 
tended farms. This was a regional phenomenon—all New England states struggled, 
as landscape historian Kent Ryden argued, to “convert a landscape increasingly seen 
as evidence of cultural failure into one that was more culturally viable and 
economically productive.”22 Forests were essential to this renewed vision of New 
England rural life. 
 The previous chapter explored how various organizations began advocating 
for reform in the late nineteenth century, culminating in the institutionalization of 
forestry in the state. In the first years of the twentieth century, the MFA had 
successfully lobbied the state government to appoint a trained forester to “promote 
 
19 O’Keefe and Foster described how Massachusetts’s stony soil and numerous stone walls made 
mechanization difficult while industrial manufacturing reduced the need for local production of non-
agricultural goods, thus removing an additional source of income for many farm families. See O’Keefe 
and Foster, “An Ecological History of Massachusetts Forests,” 38.  
20 Brian Donahue, “Remaking Boston, Remaking Massachusetts,” in Remaking Boston: An 
Environmental History of the City and Its Surroundings, eds. Anthony Penna and Conrad Wright 
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009), 119. 
21 Michael Bell, “Did New England Really Go Downhill?,” Geographical Review 79, no. 4, (October 
1989): 450. 





the perpetuation, extension, and proper management of the forest lands of the 
Commonwealth, both public and private.”23 This law charged the new independent 
agency with a monumental task: revitalizing the state’s rural culture through 
scientific forestry. Alfred Akerman, the MFA’s nominee for the position, would 
oversee the agency’s inception, while Franklin Rane led the OSF through a period of 
great change. Over the OSF’s fifteen years of existence, the office grew from a single 
forester to an agency that included dozens of employees spread out across the state. 
At first, foresters traveled around Massachusetts by rail and horse-drawn wagon to 
give lectures and consult with landowners. By 1919, the OSF oversaw five state 
forests, an extensive fire and pest suppression program, and a network of tree 
nurseries. By then, foresters used new automobiles and trucks equipped with gas-
powered pumps and sprayers to combat pests and fight fires. Their predecessors in 
1904 used buckets and shovels.  
 
Returning the “Former Substantial Livelihood of Country Life” through Forestry 
 Massachusetts’s foresters first prioritized education. Since the OSF had no 
regulatory powers nor any land to manage, Akerman and Rane spent a great deal of 
time and effort simply teaching the general public, woodland owners, and lumber 
operators about what forestry was, why it was important, and how to practice it. In 
order to transform the state’s landscape, foresters first had to transform people’s 
 
23 Commonwealth of Massachusetts General Court, Acts 1904, Chapter 409: An Act to Establish the 





minds. To do so, Akerman and Rane utilized a range of media and strategies to reach 
both a wide and targeted audience. These educational programs can be divided into 
two broad categories. First, general education sought to build a broad awareness of 
forestry and recognition of its benefits throughout the populace. Meanwhile, the 
office’s technical programs focused on teaching woodland owners and farmers 
forestry’s specific methods through lecture courses, publications, and working 
plans.  
 Together, these educational programs demonstrated how OSF foresters 
positioned forestry as a means to revive and sustain a particular vision of the state’s 
cultural landscape and showed how forestry was embedded within discourses about 
cultural identity. Akerman took office as nostalgia for an imagined “Old New 
England” was emerging in reaction to regional perceptions of economic and cultural 
decline. Historian Dona Brown described this conception of Old New England as 
“rural, pre-industrial, and ethnically pure,” which contrasted sharply with the reality 
of an increasingly urban, industrial, and ethnically diverse society.24 According to 
scholar Joseph Conforti, this imagined past offered a “new geography of the 
imagination” to which the region’s white Protestant elites, who viewed rising 
immigration in Boston and other cities as a threat to their cultural identity and 
political power, could retreat.25 This exclusionary nostalgia took many forms and 
shaped both perceptions and realities of the rural and urban built environments. In 
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Boston, Brahmin elites sought to preserve historic structures, designate landmarks, 
and otherwise uphold their cultural hegemony by intervening in the cityscape.26  
 These complaints about the loss of Old New England did not only focus on 
cities, but also often directed scorn toward the apparent prevalence of abandoned 
farms, which, for some, signaled the disappearance or failure of Old New England’s 
sturdy, independent, and thrifty Yankee yeoman farmers. Politicians, wealthy 
urbanites, and journalists saw a New England countryside of empty farmhouses and 
dilapidated barns surrounded by fields overgrown with worthless scrub trees. 
While some reformers, especially those associated with the Country Life Movement, 
sought to improve rural education and encourage church-going, many lamentations 
regarding rural decline expressed displeasure with how urbanization and 
industrialization lured people away and drained vitality from the rural landscape.27 
Scholars have since shown that a sense of exclusionary nativism suffused these 
critiques. Anglo-Saxon elites felt that newer groups of immigrants had supplanted 
the “allegedly pure, intelligent, hardworking Yankee yeomanry,” who were 
 
26 Michael Holleran, Boston’s “Changeful Times”: Origins of Preservation and Planning in America 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 39-40, 84.  
27 The Country Life Movement was a loosely-organized effort among intellectuals and reformers to 
address the social issues facing rural populations in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Historian Hal Barron, though, found that reformers generally exaggerated the extent of 
rural decline and that rural societies in New England became more stabilized and homogenous in the 
early twentieth century. See Hal S. Barron, Those Who Stayed Behind: Rural Society in Nineteenth 
Century New England (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 1984); and Ben Minteer, The 
Landscape of Reform: Civic Pragmatism and Environmental Thought in America (Cambridge, MA: MIT 





vanishing from rural Massachusetts.28 Although elite, urban commentators misread 
the extent, meaning, and implications of agricultural changes, abandoned farms 
nevertheless embodied their perceptions of cultural regional decline, and forestry 
offered a possible remedy.  
 In Massachusetts, Akerman, Rane, and their cadre of foresters believed that 
reforestation and improved woodland management could transform individual 
properties, which in turn could galvanize community-wide reforms. In Rane’s 1908 
article, “How the Farmer May Assist in the Reforestation of New England,” sent to 
local newspapers around the state, the forester explicitly argued that forestry could 
revive the “white village,” a key feature of Old New England. In the article, Rane 
urged Massachusetts’s farmers to plant trees—white pine in particular—on their 
many acres of idle farmland. Referring to silviculture, Rane claimed that:  
The same culture [that] will return saw logs to our mills, make work for our 
country folk in winter, replenish our town treasuries, repaint the old 
schoolhouse, pay the sexton to again ring the country church bell, make 
better roads, and, in short, return the former substantial livelihood of country 
life, will also conserve moisture, protect and enrich the soil, give an equitable 




28 Sally McMurray, “Abandoned Farms,” in The Encyclopedia of New England, eds. Burt Feintuch and 
David Watters (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 30.  Nativism, anti-immigrant 
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example, Harvard University geologist Nathaniel S. Shaler had been a key member of the MFA while 
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In claiming that forestry benefited schoolhouses, sawmills, and churches, Rane 
evoked emblematic features of Old New England’s cultural landscape. 30 The “white 
village,” as recent scholars have described, constituted a semi-mythic idealized New 
England town center filled with white-painted churches and houses arrayed around 
a central green and surrounded by fertile farms, pastoral hillsides, and verdant 
woodlands. According to Conforti, the white village represented the “industry, 
virtue and ‘ordered liberty,’ so central to the success of the republic,” and provided a 
material symbol of a tightly-knit, enlightened, and democratic community.31 The 
steady stream of premium timber that Rane believed forestry generated could 
ensure that the white village survived the growth of industrial manufacturing, 
Midwestern competition, and urban expansion. This image, however, was selective 
and exclusive; it ignored, for instance, the less picturesque mills, factories, and 
working-class housing where an increasingly diverse population lived and labored 
outside the idealized village center.32 
 Forestry not only revitalized the “white village,” Rane claimed, but also 
helped with moisture retention, erosion control, and climate moderation while 
 
30 Joseph Conforti outlined the emergence of the “white village” in his essay “Regional Identity and 
the New England Landscape,” in A Landscape History of New England, 23-30. Joseph Wood and B.D. 
Wortham-Galvin’s works also examine the construction, dissemination, and cultural role of this 
image of the quintessential New England village. See Joseph Wood, The New England Village 
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997) and B.D. Wortham-Galvin, “The Fabrication of 
Place in America: The Fictions and Traditions of the New England Village,” Traditional Dwellings and 
Settlements Review vol. 21, no. 2 (April 2010): 21-34. 
31 Joseph Conforti, “Regional Identity and the New England Landscape,” 25; Joseph Wood, The New 
England Village, 162.  
32 Joseph Conforti, “Regional Identity and the New England Landscape,” 28. This vision of the “white 





bringing back the state’s “natural beauty.” 33 Two years earlier Akerman had voiced 
similar sentiments, claiming that “if forestry is practised [sic] for commercial 
purposes” then “the protective and beautifying functions of the forest will also be 
performed.”34 Wealth and beauty were intertwined in these foresters’ minds. Both 
contended that forestry created a better economy, sounder environment, and 
improved aesthetic that together promised to “return the former substantial 
livelihood of country life” to Massachusetts. For foresters, improving the landscape 
meant improving culture. They brought this optimistic vision of cultural renewal 
through reforestation to the people and showed them how to realize its benefits 
through these general and technical educational programs.  
 
The OSF’s General Educational Programs  
 In his second annual report, Akerman happily wrote that the high demand 
for his lectures demonstrated how groups that were “widely divergent can find 
common ground in forestry.” 35 During his first year and a half in office, Akerman 
had delivered fifty two lectures before “granges, farmers’ institutes, firemen’s 
associations, women’s clubs, church clubs, boards of trade, town improvement 
 
33 These were not necessarily new ideas about forests’ environmental benefits but can be traced back 
to George Perkins Marsh’s groundbreaking 1869 work Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as 
Modified by Human Action in which he argued that throughout history humanity’s exploitation of the 
environment had led to civilizational collapse and Americans were on a similar path. George Perkins 
Marsh, Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action (New York: C. Scribner & 
Co., 1869).  
34 Akerman, Forestry in Massachusetts, 3.  
35 Alfred Akerman, Second Annual Report of the State Forester, House Document No. 350, 





associations, forestry associations, and manual training associations.”36 Alongside 
these speaking engagements, Akerman either wrote or oversaw the publication of 
two bulletins and three shorter leaflets that provided information on general 
forestry matters, forest fire prevention, and the state’s most common trees.37 
Through these media, Akerman and Rane communicated to Massachusetts’s 
residents the essential facts about forestry, but more importantly they often 
strenuously and eloquently argued for why the state’s people, businesses, and 
landscapes desperately needed improved forest management and reforestation. 
Altogether, these general educational programs furthered the OSF’s mission to 
revive and update a particular conception of the New England cultural landscape 
while also supporting the manufacturing lifeblood of the state’s economy. Foresters 
hoped to augment the white village by introducing into the existing matrix of open 
fields and rolling hills carefully-managed woodlots that brought an additional 
source of income to the struggling areas.   
 The publications that Akerman, Rane, assistant foresters, and outside experts 
composed became an important means for the OSF to disseminate information on 
what forestry was and how it should be practiced. Short booklets and leaflets 
offered a relatively quick and cost-effective means to reach a large audience.38 
Akerman noted that “As rapidly as information about the forest problems of the 
 
36 Second Annual Report, 2.  
37 In total, Akerman ordered 9,300 copies of all these titles printed. Second Annual Report, 2.   





Commonwealth is gotten together, it is published in a concise form.”39 By 1906, the 
OSF had printed bulletins and leaflets including Forestry in Massachusetts, 
Improvement Thinning, Practical Suggestions for the Massachusetts Tree Planter, 
Forestry in the Schools, along with pieces on forest fires, Arbor Day, shade trees, and 
the state’s forest tax laws.40 In 1906, the OSF printed 35,000 copies in total. One year 
later, the office had created seven titles and printed 45,000 total copies. Each 
succeeding year, the OSF added one or two titles to their growing list of 
publications, which were repeatedly re-printed, edited, and compiled. 
Akerman’s first OSF publication, Forestry in Massachusetts, later reprinted in 
the Boston Globe, laid out forestry’s purpose and importance to the state and offered 
an effective example of the office’s ideology and vision. Forestry was, Akerman 
wrote, “the science and art of cultivating forests” for economic production.41 It was 
not arboriculture, which constituted the care of individual trees, nor was it 
landscape gardening, which focused on “producing artistic effects.”42 Forests were 
not psychological salves for industrialism’s excesses but instead supported 
industrial manufacturing.43 Generally, the OSF did not emphasize forests’ health 
 
39 Alfred Akerman and Franklin W. Rane, Third Annual Report of the State Forester, House Document 
No. 200, January 1907, Massachusetts General Court, 4. 
40 Third Annual Report, 4. 
41 Akerman used the term “landscape gardening,” rather than landscape architecture. Akerman, 
Forestry in Massachusetts, 1. 
42 Akerman, Forestry in Massachusetts. Franklin Rane later agreed that forestry was foremost “a 
commercial industry.” Franklin Rane, Forestry from a Commercial Standpoint, Massachusetts 
Department of Conservation and Recreation Archives. 
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benefits or recreational value and instead suggested that farmers manage 
woodlands solely for timber production. Within such a system of scientific forestry, 
historian James C. Scott argued, “the forest as a habitat disappears and is replaced 
by the forest as an economic resource to be managed efficiently.”44 Indeed, Akerman 
noted that “by neglecting to practice forestry,” Massachusetts’s woodland owners 
were “allowing a great resource of raw material to go to waste.”45 Speaking of these 
unused acres, Akerman in another booklet went so far as to declare that it was 
“economically sinful to allow them to lie idle when they might be producing 
something of value.”46 The scientific forest that Akerman proposed to stop this 
waste was efficient, organized, and predictable.  
 Akerman and Rane strove to quantify the lost opportunity in the state’s 
unproductive lands. For instance, in January 1906, Akerman spoke before the 
Unitarian Club at the Hotel Vendome in Boston and claimed that “more than half the 
area of Massachusetts” was unfit for agriculture and should be planted with 
forests.47 At the time, the land only produced “$3,000,000 a year in profit,” yet 
should “if properly worked” generate “$15,000,000 a year.”48 This became a 
common refrain. In Forestry in Massachusetts Akerman claimed that the United 
 
money. As will become clear, forest aesthetics, environmental protection, and outdoor recreation 
were mostly afterthoughts during the OSF’s first fifteen years.  
44 Scott, Seeing Like a State, 13. 
45 Akerman, Forestry in Massachusetts, 4. 
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47 “Talk on Forestry,” Boston Daily Globe, January 11, 1906. 





States Geological Survey found “2,688,000 acres” of the Commonwealth in 
woodlands, but most had been “burned over and otherwise abused until its 
productive capacity has been greatly reduced.”49 Moreover, Akerman believed that 
even more “waste land, old fields, abandoned pastures and the like” could support 
forest growth, which would bring the total lands available for forestry to 3,000,000 
acres, or nearly 60% of the state’s land.50 Akerman and Rane saw themselves as 
battling waste and inefficiency through landscape reform, a core tenet of 
Progressive Era natural resource conservation.51 
 In addition to bemoaning the extent of what foresters understood as 
“wasted” lands, these reformers also emphasized the centrality of lumber and wood 
products to Massachusetts’s manufacturers and lamented the state’s unfortunate 
reliance on imported lumber. These raw materials, however, were critical to all 
stages of production. Accordingly, increasing timber production was essential, 
Akerman and Rane argued, to the Commonwealth’s future. “Wood is always 
needed,” Akerman believed and wrote that:  
Where building is going on, there is a call for lumber; where manufacturing is 
going on, wood is being used somewhere in the process of manufacture or in 
crating the product for shipment; where there are railroads, there is a 
demand for ties; where there are telephone and telegraph lines, there is a 
demand for poles; and where there is farming going on there is a demand for 
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lumber for outbuildings, posts for fences and firewood for heating and 
cooking purposes.52  
 
Massachusetts relied on wood, but in 1905 the vast majority of lumber and wood 
products came from outside the state, increasing the cost to businesses and 
consumers. The OSF strove to make Massachusetts more self-sufficient. 
 Ideally, forestry thus provided manufacturers with a necessary resource and 
farmers with a source of income. Akerman had begun this campaign to characterize 
forestry as a means of rural renewal shortly after taking office. In the 1906 Boston 
Sunday Globe article “Wealth and Beauty in Trees,” referenced in this chapter’s 
introduction, the forester argued that “so completely did nature intend 
Massachusetts to be a great tree-producing state that almost her entire land surface 
is potential forest.”53 Massachusetts, he acknowledged, was an urban 
Commonwealth whose rural population was declining. Nevertheless, since urban 
and industrial centers were spread fairly evenly across the state, Akerman claimed 
that “a ready market for wood and lumber is not far to seek from any part of the 
Commonwealth.”54 Akerman went on to describe how if the “owners of forests or of 
lands now waste and unprofitable” began cultivating white pine, which was the 
most valuable, easy to grow, and beautiful tree, then both landowners and 
manufacturers would benefit.55 Landowners could realize three times more profit 
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from their holdings while manufacturers would pay less for shipping and hauling 
lumber from distant locales. Both agriculture and industry could prosper together if 
forestry were adopted. While cultural commentators claimed that manufacturing 
had driven people from farms, Akerman offered a way to keep each vital. Forestry 
connected abandoned farms to industrial manufacturers in a way that benefited 
both.  
 A year into the job, Rane enjoyed a full page spread in the Boston Sunday 
Globe titled “To Reclaim Waste Forest Lands in Massachusetts,” which gave the 
forester a chance to advance his agenda.56 Instead of food crops, the OSF urged 
farmers to “raise their own seedlings from seed which they can gather” from their 
property.57 Rane even encouraged farmers to venture into the woods to dig up 
seedlings to replant on their land. The article included a series of images that 
communicated both the problem Rane believed confronted the state as well as some 
of his proposed solutions (fig. 2.5). They depicted one forest that was too thick and 
required thinning to become profitable, a patch of mismanaged “rocky and barren 
land” to which reforestation could restore profit, a chestnut forest that could 
provide income, a valuable white pine forest overtaking a birch stand, and then the 
OSF’s nursery. Altogether these images offered tangible evidence of how forestry 
could bring profit back to the landscape. 
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 In addition to lectures and publications, the OSF exhibited its work at 
different public events. In 1907, for instance, Rane presented a forestry exhibit at a 
sportsman’s show and later at the Board of Agriculture’s annual meeting, both in 
Boston. The presentation included “different kinds of forest seeds and seedlings of 
various sizes,” which were displayed in “ordinary seed-bed conditions, and also 
suspended in glass jars, so that the whole root system could be shown.”58 
Additionally, Rane used “photographs, forest maps, wood sections, forest 
implements, charts, forest fire posters, and a full set of publications” to showcase the 
OSF’s utility and work. After these events, Rane placed the display outside the OSF’s 
office in the state house. Throughout the OSF’s existence, its foresters attended a 
variety of conferences, fairs, and shows to spread knowledge, share information 
with peers, and advertise its services. As the threat from fires, insects, and diseases 
increased, the OSF crafted more targeted exhibitions on prevention, identification, 
and mitigation.  
 In 1910, Rane designed an inventive exhibition that brought the OSF’s 
message of rural revitalization through forestry to thousands of people. The exhibit 
was included in the “Farming Special” train, a collaboration between the OSF, Board 
of Agriculture, Massachusetts Agricultural College (MAC), and Boston & Albany 
Railroad. The Farming Special consisted of five observation cars with “exhibitions 
representing every branch of agriculture and forestry.” One car contained the OSF’s 
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forestry exhibit (fig. 2.6).59 The Farming Special traversed the state for four days, 
visiting cities and towns in western and central Massachusetts. At each stop, Rane 
noted that “hundreds of farmers, who in many instances had driven miles” visited 
the train.60 Sometimes, teachers brought entire schools. The OSF’s car acted as a 
mobile forestry propaganda tool. Banners read “Forestry: A Basal Support of the Bay 
States Future [sic]” and “Trees Set Today Make a Prosperous Town Tomorrow.” The 
exhibit reinforced the OSF’s message that forestry restored productivity to the 
landscape, which in turn benefited rural towns. With this traveling classroom, Rane 
showcased foresters’ expertise and made the case that their specific knowledge was 
necessary to ensure the state’s future prosperity. To demonstrate this, Rane packed 
the car with tree seedlings, photographs depicting forestry’s methods, a fully 
equipped forest fire wagon, and examples of common pests.61 The Farming Specials 
and other exhibits not only gave the OSF a human face, but further emphasized how 
state foresters hoped to redirect the evolving cultural landscape of Massachusetts’s 
rural towns by appealing directly to the people. Rane presented his forestry exhibits 
in the hopes that the intriguing displays would convince rural residents of forestry’s 
myriad benefits and change how they understood and cared for forests.  
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Finally, Rane made clear that reforesting Massachusetts was more than an 
economic project. Throughout his writing and actions, he espoused a belief that 
woodlands were essential to New England and Massachusetts’s cultural identity. 
This most clearly emerged in his insistence that forests constituted the “birthright” 
of the state’s residents. In his 1909 annual report, Rane urged the legislature to 
regard forest products as “our birthright” that had been indispensable in “the 
building of our ship of State.”62 Elsewhere, he wrote that if Massachusetts’s 
residents continued to allow fires to run rampant, then “we are certainly neglecting 
our birthright.”63 The forests, in this paradigm, constituted a possession to which all 
of Massachusetts’s residents had a right. Thus, harm to forests meant harm to all. 
Rane most emphatically used this language when discussing forests fires, a topic 
explored in more detail below. By conceptualizing the state’s forests as the 
birthright of its citizens, Rane positioned himself and his office as stewards of a 
cultural resource, rather than simply a natural one. Foresters were regenerating and 
protecting an essential facet of the state’s identity.  
 
Working Plans for Abandoned Farms: The OSF’s Technical Educational Programs 
 While foresters hoped that educating the general public spread awareness, 
acceptance, and even enthusiasm for scientific forestry, the OSF directed substantial 
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resources into more technical educational programs for farmers and other 
landowners. These publications, courses, and consulting services taught specific 
techniques on everything from procuring tree seeds to harvesting mature timber to 
finding better markets for lumber and wood products. Such technical advice was 
critical to realizing foresters’ visions for Massachusetts’s future. Akerman, Rane, and 
their contemporaries in other state and national forestry departments believed that 
the previous agricultural and silvicultural regimes had failed to provide for the long-
term welfare of the people. Short-sighted and ill-informed clear cutting of forests 
combined with unsustainable farming practices had led to abandoned farms and 
“worthless” forests. Progressive Era foresters believed that their professional 
knowledge could bring back the nation’s forests and make them productive again.  
 Considering forestry’s concern with and historical ties to agricultural 
improvement, the OSF unsurprisingly affiliated with the Massachusetts Agricultural 
College. 64 In his first months as state forester, Akerman approached the college’s 
president, Dr. Henry Goodell, to design a course of twelve lectures and two field 
 
64 As mentioned above, Rane and his contemporaries framed scientific forestry as an agricultural 
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exercises.65 Akerman’s course fit with the school’s mission to educate future 
farmers. In keeping with the school’s pragmatic focus, the lectures covered general 
forestry matters as well as issues specific to Massachusetts. Akerman introduced 
students to farm woodlot management, the basics of forest science, and the state’s 
common pests. The course began in March 1905, and twenty-nine men attended the 
series which was “designed to prepare prospective farmers for the management of 
their woodlots.”66 It did not train professional foresters nor did it confer any sort of 
forestry degree, which required two-to-three years of study. As Akerman put it, the 
course “would not more fit a man for the practice of the profession of forest 
engineering than a short course in home sanitation would fit a man to practice 
medicine.”67 Still, this program was an early example of forestry education at a state 
school and showed the further institutionalization of forestry in the 
Commonwealth.68 
 In these courses, Akerman and Rane would have taught practices such as 
improvement thinning, which Akerman detailed in a 1905 bulletin Improvement 
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Thinning. This process involved the “systematic removal of a portion of the trees in a 
growing crop of timber to benefit the portion that remains.”69 Improvement 
thinning represented human ingenuity correcting nature’s wasteful tendencies, 
according to Akerman.70 A forest left on its own grew crowded as trees competed 
with each other to reach the sunlight. This congestion resulted in twisting trunks 
that yielded poor quality lumber. Akerman claimed that by “interfering in this 
struggle at the proper time and in the proper way” people could avoid the “injury 
which may come from too fierce a conflict” while also “play the trees off against one 
another, so that the struggle becomes a stimulating source of benefit to the 
individual trees and the stand as a whole.”71 Akerman instructed readers of 
Improvement Thinning to separate trees into different classes according to height 
and market value and then cull the smaller, undesirable, or dying ones. Those 
remaining would then be free to flourish.72 Improvement thinning thus created 
“More Trees and Better Lumber,” Akerman boasted, and constituted a “more 
complete utilization of the soil.”73 Furthermore, Akerman claimed that removing 
“many diseased and unthrifty trees” tended “to make a forest stand more attractive 
to the eye.”74 Improvement thinning demonstrated how foresters viewed nature as 
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an imperfect realm that humans could and should manipulate. Nature did not 
naturally follow the path of maximum profit, but required humans’ guiding hand to 
do so. This publication demonstrated to the public that through relatively simple 
procedures one could achieve a more valuable and better looking woodlot.  
 In addition to the MAC course and technical publications, one of the most 
important ways that foresters disseminated their ideas was through practical 
assistance to woodland owners. The OSF’s enabling legislation authorized the State 
Forester to “give any person owning or controlling forest lands aid or advice in the 
management thereof,” provided the owner paid traveling expenses.75 Through these 
visits, Akerman, Rane, and their assistants worked with hundreds of landowners to 
create tangible examples of forestry’s benefits. Massachusetts residents craved this 
assistance. Within a few months on the job, Akerman received fourteen applications 
and was able to visit five sites.76 In 1905, he distributed a letter offering his services 
and asking that those interested send along information about the tract of land, 
including size, type, tree cover, and location.77After visiting and surveying sites, OSF 
employees typically gave verbal advice, but if a tract was large enough or the work 
extensive enough, the forester would create a “scheme of management” or working 
plan. These documents contained a comprehensive assessment of a property’s 
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current conditions combined with a detailed plan to make the forest stand 
profitable.78 The OSF’s working plans revealed foresters’ belief that their knowledge 
and training empowered them to fully understand a complex ecosystem and 
prescribe a host of interventions that would render it more economically profitable.  
 Working plans constituted a new epistemology of nature in the 
Commonwealth—a new way of generating knowledge about forests and applying it 
to their growth. The process of creating these documents engendered a new 
framework through which knowledge shaped the landscape, though it bore 
similarities to Charles Eliot’s Vegetation and Scenery in the Metropolitan 
Reservations of Boston. Like Eliot, foresters carefully compiled information about the 
land through methodical surveys, which they then used to enact sweeping changes 
in the landscape. This was an embodied epistemology: foresters visited sites in 
person, walked through the forest, inspected trees, and marked them for removal or 
retention. They then used their training to process this information and produce a 
document, which in turn, could lead to changes in the forest. This replaced 
traditional, local knowledge with expert, outside knowledge. Working plans helped 
the OSF build foresters’ credibility and authority while creating physical examples of 
scientific forestry’s theories. Examining two full surviving plans illustrates how 
Akerman, Rane, and their employees understood and envisioned forests’ best use. 
 
78 Historian James Scott also noted that the kind of efficient, organized, and predictable forests akin 
to those the OSF hoped to cultivate “could be more easily supervised and harvested according to 





The two plans include one for the Nickerson estate on Cape Cod and the Swann 
estate in the western Massachusetts town of Monterey.79 
 In September 1905, Akerman submitted “A Forest Working Plan for the 
Woodlands of Roland C. Nickerson, Esq.” In what might have been his first larger 
working plan as state forester, Akerman offered his evaluation of a 1,284.74 acre 
tract in Brewster, MA. Nickerson was the wealthy scion of a Chicago family which 
had deep roots in the area. His expansive estate was the largest private game 
preserve at the time on Cape Cod.80 The owner wished to “improve the 
attractiveness of his property and at the same time place it in a position to produce 
revenue in the future,” and the report’s suggested treatment kept these dual goals in 
view.81 The Nickerson Plan therefore showed how the OSF hoped to combine 
aesthetics and economics in forest management.  
 The report began with an appraisal of existing conditions. The topography 
consisted of numerous low hills separated by narrow valleys with several ponds 
covering 357.13 acres of the estate. The remaining 927.61 acres were either 
woodlands or “available for reforestation.”82 This region of Cape Cod did not 
produce lush, tall forests. Instead, trees had a “hard struggle for existence” over 
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much of the tract since the soil was “sand or gravelly sand,” frost hollows killed 
oaks, many sections had insufficient moisture, and cold sea winds dwarfed growth.83 
Nevertheless, trees did grow, and Akerman believed that portions of it would 
respond well enough to make “systematic management advisable.”84  
 For treatment, Akerman recommended focusing efforts on two landscapes: 
abandoned fields which were “coming scatteringly to shrubs and trees” and stands 
of trees twenty-five feet and over in height. The rest of the property just needed fire 
protection. Abandoned fields comprised sixty-one acres; pitch pine and barren oak 
had been growing naturally in them. Akerman suggested planting white pine in the 
moister sections of the fields, including the flats, hollows, and lower parts of the 
slopes. Black locust could be planted everywhere pine was not. Beech could be used 
as a filler since it helped the pine and locust flourish by shading out the barren oak, 
huckleberries, blueberries, and other plants that grew profusely on the Cape and 
hampered the trees’ development.  
  Akerman carefully laid out a plan for planting these trees. They should be six 
feet apart, with rows of beech alternating. A clear field could take 1,210 plants per 
acre. The workmen, Akerman advised, should “move through the different areas on 
regular lines or rows six feet apart, setting plants at intervals of six feet in the 
row.”85 This methodical procedure was necessary to avoid blanks in the plantings. 
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Akerman stated that the cost should not go over more than $5.00 per acre and $305 
in total for all the abandoned fields.86 Akerman’s close attention to this operation’s 
finances demonstrated his need to show that forestry was economically feasible.  
 Other parts of the estate, about 275 acres, required thinning rather than 
planting. In the stands of mixed pine and oak 25 feet and over, removing smaller 
growth would “give the trees an opportunity to reach their best development.”87 
Akerman affirmed that thinning would “improve the appearance of the stands, and 
so enhance the beauty of the tract.”88 Though the forester might have seen solvency 
as the ultimate end, he responded to the goals that Nickerson, essentially his client, 
had in mind for the forest. Due to the “undesirable undergrowth” that sprung up in 
Cape Cod’s forests, Akerman recommended that thinning take place “as soon as 
possible and that it be carried out every year,” while also planting smaller trees to 
keep out unwanted growth and produce some valuable lumber.89 Of course, this 
process promised profit; Akerman believed that “the sale of material removed 
should not only pay for its removal but should also net a return of approximatively 
$1.00 per cord.”90 Forestry paid, or so Akerman hoped. 
 In order to ensure profitability, the working plan included instructions for 
growing tree stock in an on-site nursery. A location near fresh water and easily 
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accessible to a caretaker offered the best option.91 A nursery, Akerman wrote, that 
consisted of “eight beds, 100 feet long and 4 feet wide,” would adequately supply the 
work delineated in the plan for ten years.92 To start the nursery, Nickerson had to 
acquire “ten pounds of beech seed and one pound each of black locust and white 
pine.”93 The report included a list of tree seed dealers where Nickerson could 
procure stock.  
 Finally, the working plan contained instructions for protecting the entire 
estate from forest fires, a major problem on Cape Cod. Indeed, Akerman stated that 
“the protection of the woods from fire is of the first importance.”94 Akerman 
suggested creating fire lines or breaks to halt the spread of fire into or out of the 
estate, which was fortunately “surrounded by a road which may with small cost be 
converted into an excellent fire line.”95 The ponds also offered natural fire breaks. 
To stop fire more effectively, Akerman instructed Nickerson to clear inflammable 
material from a ten-foot strip along the estate’s side of the road. This offered a 
barrier to fire as well as a safeguard against “fires which might result from the 
careless dropping of a lighted match or cigar by those who pass along the road.”96 
Maintaining the road required burning off the strip once a year when the conditions 
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were safe. Achieving this safely would cost approximately $8.00 per mile. Going 
forward, all workmen were encouraged to keep vigilant for fires and to assist in 
putting them out.  
 Akerman concluded the report by advising Nickerson to conduct the work 
soon and obtain assistance if needed. Also, Akerman recommended that Nickerson 
bring a forester back in ten years to evaluate progress. Altogether, the Nickerson 
working plan offered a glimpse into how Akerman thought and worked. In 1905, he 
received 46 applications for consultation and was able to examine 34. The 
Nickerson plan was most likely one of the more thorough reports, but its basic 
strategies and outlook applied to nearly all stands. Methodically re-planting 
abandoned fields, thinning overgrown stands, and protecting the whole from fire 
constituted the OSF’s primary methods throughout this period. The Nickerson estate 
offered a microcosm of what the OSF hoped to achieve across the entire 
Commonwealth. Most importantly, the plan outlined the specific steps by which 
forestry could both turn a profit and improve the forest’s aesthetic appearance.  
 This vision for the rehabilitation of Nickerson’s property reiterated how the 
OSF sought to rehabilitate worn-out or unproductive lands. The 1,000 acre estate 
was located in the middle of Cape Cod, a place that had been inhabited for centuries 
by native peoples, but that English colonizers and their descendants had exploited 





that Cape Cod had two distinct phases of resource exploitation.97 During the first, 
Native communities used the land and sea’s natural resources in levels that allowed 
for regeneration. During the second phase, which lasted from the mid seventeenth 
to the twentieth century, Euroamericans engaged in intensive resource extraction 
and production that focused on “farming, fishing, boatbuilding, and salt making.”98 
During this second regime, Cape Cod’s environment “slid into a crisis whose 
consequences, a stagnant economy and a stressed ecosystem, endured for seventy 
five years.”99 This was the landscape that Akerman visited when he came to evaluate 
Nickerson’s estate. The Cape once had luxuriant forests and a solid layer of fertile 
soil. The English had stripped the trees, resulting in soil loss and shifting sands. 
Environmental degradation led to economic hardship for the region. Forestry, 
Akerman hoped to show, offered a road to recovery. Trees stabilized the soil while 
providing income. Of course, this working plan was for a wealthy resident, so the 
profit did not necessarily uplift the region’s inhabitants.100 Still, by introducing a 
new way of approaching the landscape, the OSF’s work at the Nickerson property 
laid important groundwork for later forestry efforts. Additionally, Nickerson’s 
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estate, which was geared toward seasonal recreation, hinted at the tourist economy 
that would come to replace the second regime of exploitation.101  
 On the other side of the state, another working plan demonstrated how 
foresters hoped to turn worn-out farmlands and underutilized pastures into 
profitable forests. Assistant forester Ralph C. Hawley composed the “Working Plan 
for Highland Farm, Monterey, Mass” in 1906 for Mrs. Liliana Louisa Swann.102 The 
farm occupied a forested, mountainous landscape in the state’s southwestern 
corner. The Swann working plan’s level of detail went far beyond Nickerson’s, yet it 
also suggested a combined approach of thinning out undesirable trees from existing 
woodlands and reforesting other lands. The report began with a description of the 
817 acre tract situated along the slopes of Mt. Wilcox. Unlike the Nickerson land, 
which was just forty to sixty feet above sea level, Highland Farm ranged between 
1,300 and 2,000 feet high. The topography, Hawley noted, was “fairly easy” with a 
few steep slopes.103 The soil varied from sandy to clayey loam.  
 The property consisted of several consolidated abandoned farms and small 
woodlots. “Many fields, formerly cleared for cultivation or pasture,” Hawley found, 
had “reverted to forest.”104 It thus offered a prime example of how the OSF’s forestry 
programs could resuscitate idle farmland undergoing natural reforestation. Hawley 
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included photographs in this working plan and depicted the property as unkempt 
and unruly in a photograph showing a tree growing out from a crumbling stone wall 
(fig. 2.7). The use of photography suggested that the OSF sought to lend scientific 
legitimacy and credibility to their work. As a composite of several farms, the 
landscape was not uniform; Hawley found that “many kinds of growth of various 
ages and sizes occupy adjoining areas.”105 While most of the wooded land consisted 
of hardwoods, for instance, there were pockets of white pine and some mixed 
stands. Overall, the timber was forty-to-fifty-year-old second growth. Some areas 
still grew crops or served as pasturage, but “at least half of such land lies idle, and is 
being slowly seeded up by the surrounding forests.”106 As an older farm with idle 
lands, Highland Farm offered an ideal example for Massachusetts’s foresters to 
demonstrate how their expert knowledge could help farmers achieve prosperity.  
 Hawley’s report divided the tract into four “divisions or compartments” and 
then classified the land “according to the types of growth it now supports.”107 This 
classification scheme was an attempt to comprehensively assess the landscape and 
dominate it through knowledge. Hawley converted the complexity of nature into 
simple types that he could measure easily and with accuracy. In general, the 
descriptions of each classification concentrated on identifying economically 
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valuable trees. For instance, the older stands in the White Pine classification 
contained “considerable fine merchantable timber,” though they were at risk from 
overcrowding.108 Mixed Hardwood stands could yield “some ties and telegraph 
poles” but needed to grow in order to obtain any saw timber.109 On the other hand, 
the Alder Type was characterized by “stands of alder, red maple, and witchhazel” 
that occurred on “wet, slightly swampy soils.”110 Other than “a little inferior 
cordwood,” Hawley stated that “this type contains no useful timber.”111 The 
accompanying photograph re-emphasized this, saying that “except for the few pines 
in the background, the growth shown in the picture is absolutely useless” (fig. 
2.8).112 When Hawley viewed this complicated tract of land, he looked for money. 
 Hawley continued to evaluate how past land use practices such as lumbering, 
fire, and grazing had impacted the landscape. The first two, he felt, had not damaged 
the site much. Though lumbering had generally been beneficial, a more recent cut 
was “practically clear, leaving scarcely any pine seed trees.”113 Moreover, the slash 
had been left behind, creating a fire hazard. Though fires had passed through, the 
property was not overly susceptible to conflagrations since it was not located near a 
railroad, typically the most prevalent cause of fire. Grazing had caused the most 
harm. Sheep and cattle damaged portions of the farm’s forests by destroying new 
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growth through eating or trampling, thus preventing reproduction of trees. Hawley 
believed that “if continued for a long term” grazing would “eventually, as the 
standing trees die, cause the extermination of the forest.”114  
  Following a careful appraisal of the farm’s existing conditions, Hawley 
offered a similarly detailed plan. “The main purpose of the forest management,” he 
wrote, “should be to improve the conditions of the existing forest and to make 
productive forest soils, now lying idle” in order to make the forest profitable.115 
Hawley did not even mention aesthetics, as Akerman had in the Nickerson proposal, 
but proposed nearly identical methods to achieve profitability. First, the younger 
and middle-aged stands required thinning, while the more mature forests could be 
cut. Over the next decade, Hawley advised that “all cuttings will be made with the 
especial object of making the forest capable of increased growth.”116 While for the 
first few years, thinning and selective logging would produce only cordwood, he 
foresaw the land eventually yielding “wood fit for saw logs, ties etc.”117 These could 
be cut “with advantage to the forest.”118 Again, photographs illustrated “thrift 
stands” of birch that could be improved, as well as mature hardwoods that needed 
to be cut (figs. 2.9 & 2.10). In the appendix, Hawley noted exactly what trees species 
should be removed from particular stands. 
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 Additionally, Hawley suggested reforesting abandoned fields. Under this 
policy, the “cleared land, now lying idle, would gradually be planted with valuable 
trees, such as white pine, white ash, and chestnut, and would once more become 
productive.”119 Hawley had high hopes for reforestation, stating that when planted, 
the abandoned fields “will yield crops of timber, exceeding both in quantity and 
quality any of the land now forested.”120 One photograph depicted a prime area for 
planting (fig. 2.11). Though the parcel was seeding with pine, Hawley felt that this 
natural process was too slow. He recommended only planting the “most rapid-
growing and valuable species” which were white pine and ash.121 Again, Hawley 
promoted the OSF’s focus on profit, stating that “10 years from now, if the 
provisions of this working plan are carried out, the forest will be in a condition to, 
thereafter, pay all interest charges on the original cost of the land and to yield 
besides an annual profit.”122 If Swann could limit the cost of planting to $8.00 per 
acre, reforestation could turn a profit. He strongly encouraged “forest planting,” 
since at present the farm was sitting idle, while Mrs. Swann paid taxes on it as if it 
were producing a crop.123 Setting out white pines over the next ten years would 
make the forests pay for the farm.  
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 Going forward, Hawley offered Swann a set of recommendations and tools to 
carry them out. Like the Nickerson working plan, Hawley urged the establishment of 
a nursery and the implementation of fire protection measures. He noted that a Mr. 
Lynch in Stockbridge was starting a nursery that could provide the initial round of 
seedlings. To mitigate the possibility of fire, the slash left from the lumbered section 
needed to be burned off carefully and the caretaker generally had to keep vigilant. 
Hawley strenuously warned against grazing. If the practice occurred on the 
property, then “all idea of handling it as a productive forest should be given up.”124 
Hawley offered a detailed plan for specific work to be done in 1906. Half of the plan 
consisted of appendices that delineated where exactly thinning and planting should 
occur and how they should be carried out. These elaborate tables represented the 
epitome of the OSF’s work and approach to nature. Finally, Hawley recommended 
that Mrs. Swann hire the OSF to conduct annual inspections for ten dollars a year. 
The foresters could then evaluate the work and select additional areas to be cut or 
thinned. 
 The Highland Farm working plan further demonstrated how these plans 
specifically and the OSF generally constructed a new epistemology of nature, a novel 
way of understanding and shaping the landscape in Massachusetts. In the plan, 
systematic surveys provided Hawley with a knowledge of forest composition and 
land cover. He collapsed the forests and fields into charts, tables, and numerical 
 





values. His expertise accrued from his training at the Yale Forest School enabled him 
to evaluate the economic potential of standing trees after thinning. After analyzing 
data, Hawley crafted a potential future in which the land produced a profit and 
provided a map to get there. This was an epistemology based on market capitalism 
and data analysis. It required a knowledge of how much money trees were worth 
and how fast and strong they could grow. Overall, it was an epistemology that used 
data collection and analysis combined with expert knowledge to wring profit out of 
the natural world. The forest was viewed through the lens of and subjected to 
capitalist logic, though one tempered by a concern for creating a sustainable 
economic future for the state. Forest working plans were founded in the long-
standing belief that nature existed for human use and therefore humans could and 
should control it.  
  Growing taller, straighter trees constituted just the first step to reviving rural 
areas. The OSF also educated landowners about how to turn these trees into 
revenue. To help woodlot owners “determine at what age the crop will yield the 
highest return”, the OSF published the Handbook on Forest Mensuration of the White 
Pine in Massachusetts.125 Written by assistant forester Harold O. Cook in 1908 and 
one of the OSF’s most popular publications, the booklet promised to enable farmers 
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to see trees’ economic future and connect the timber on their land to markets 
throughout the state using growth tables (fig. 2.12). To create these tables, the OSF 
measured “over twelve hundred logs at twelve mills” to determine how many board 
feet different-sized logs could produce.126 When these measurements were 
combined with mill data the agency created yield tables, which enabled woodlot 
owners to determine when a tree would command the highest price.127 Thus, 
precise measurement, rigorous data collection, and expert analysis could empower 
forest owners to derive maximum profit from their land. Moreover, this work 
revealed the close coordination between the lumber industry and the new state 
agency. 
 While the Handbook provided information on when to harvest trees, A Study 
of the Massachusetts Wood-Using Industries, created in collaboration with the United 
States Forest Service, provided information on how to market timber harvests. This 
booklet detailed the “kinds of woods demanded by the various industries” along 
with the “amount of each species used, the prices paid at the factory, and into what 
product each wood is manufactured.”128 Armed with this information, a woodlot 
owner with foresight could plant trees that promised the highest returns, thus 
maximizing the land’s profit. Through these technical publications and working 
plans, foresters sought to show landowners how to cultivate trees that would meet 
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manufacturers’ needs and fetch the highest prices for farmers and other woodlot 
owners. 
 Altogether, these more technical programs sought to translate foresters’ 
skills and knowledge into real landscape transformations. The MAC courses 
conveyed the essentials of rational timber management to the stewards of woodlots, 
working plans provided road maps to reforestation of underutilized lands, and 
publications covered different facets of growing, improving, and harvesting timber 
crops. From Rane’s point of view, these programs—both general and technical—
succeeded in building a greater appreciation of forestry’s importance to reviving 
Massachusetts’s waning rural communities, but much more work was needed to 
realize forestry’s full benefits. Though education constituted one of the OSF’s first 
and most prominent activities, as the agency matured other programs commanded 
more resources and grew in importance. In particular, fire prevention, insect 
eradication, and disease suppression became highly important.  
 
Fighting Fires  
 The OSF was tangled up in the natural world. Akerman, Rane, and their 
employees were constantly enmeshed in a discourse with trees, animals, insects, 
and weather. Waterways, seasons, and histories of land use shaped how these men 
went about their work. During the OSF’s existence as an independent office from 





control as best they could with limited resources. Some of the first areas of concern 
were protecting forests from fires, pests, and diseases—fundamental threats to 
productive forests. Fire destroyed timber plantations and made them risky 
investments for insurance companies. Pests could render wide swaths of forests 
worthless, while diseases wiped out entire species like the American chestnut.  
 Efforts to control forest fires, pests, and disease helped the OSF not only 
justify its existence but also expand the size of its agency. In 1905, the agency 
consisted of Akerman, assistant forester Ralph Hawley, agent Leverett Bradley, and 
clerk Walter Forbes. In his first year, Akerman complained about the tiny, cold, and 
dark office in which his team worked.129 By 1919, the OSF had divisions dedicated to 
both firefighting and gypsy moth control and had over thirty full time employees. 
Observers perched in fire towers located on the state’s highest spots kept vigil. In 
towns and cities around the Commonwealth, hundreds of town forest wardens 
assisted the OSF with fighting fires and locating pests. A veritable army of workers 
helped spray for moths, while other temporary laborers removed huckleberries and 
gooseberries to suppress the spread of white pine blister rust. In 1905, the OSF 
fought to have its budget restored to $5,000 after the legislature lowered it to 
$4,000.130 By 1919, its budget was one million dollars, $225,000 of which was 
allocated solely for moth suppression.131 While other factors were in play, the need 
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to protect forests from these natural challenges drove this dramatic expansion of 
the OSF’s personnel, purview, and budget. Fires, insects, and fungus helped 
institutionalize forestry in the Bay State. Moreover, combating these threats was 
essential to the OSF’s mission to rehabilitate the state’s landscape, economy, and 
people. Foresters first needed to understand and control the landscape so that they 
could shape it according to their plans.  
In 1914, Franklin Rane touted the OSF’s newest fire tower in his annual 
report (fig. 2.13). Rising forty feet over the town of Hanson in southeastern 
Massachusetts, the recently-constructed steel observation tower boasted an eight-
by-eight-foot glass-enclosed observation room equipped with telephone service, 
powerful field glasses, and a time clock to regulate the schedule of the “wide awake 
observer” stationed there during fire-risk months.132 In 1914 the Hanson tower was 
one of twenty-six, and by 1919 the state managed forty towers from which 
observers kept watch. Even as early as 1911 the OSF’s system of fire towers 
surveilled almost every corner of the state (fig. 2.14). These structures made 
manifest the OSF’s mission to safeguard and nurture the commonwealth’s forests 
and embodied its commitment to protecting rural towns and villages, many of which 
did not have the resources to fight fires or pestilence. If the OSF wanted to bring 
wealth and beauty to Massachusetts’s trees, it had to keep those trees alive and 
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healthy. Though forest fires had plagued the northeastern United States at least 
since English colonization, conflagrations constituted the “greatest enemy of the 
forest” by the time Akerman took office.133 Following the passage of the 1911 Weeks 
Act that provided federal funding for fire protection, all New England states 
developed some sort of forest fire prevention system.134 Massachusetts was unique 
in being able to bring nearly all of its land surface area under observation during 
fire-risk months. Over the course of the OSF’s fifteen years, Akerman and Rane 
fought for and helped developed stronger legislation regulating sources of fire, 
increased personnel to keep watch for and fight fires, and a system of towers to 
provide surveillance during drier months.  
  In Akerman’s 1906 Forestry in Massachusetts he declared that the 
Commonwealth did not have “an adequate system of protection from forest fires,” 
which he called the “greatest enemy of the forest.”135 In keeping with his outlook, 
Akerman framed the issue in terms of money lost. Fire not only destroyed 
“merchantable timber,” but also wrecked favorable growth conditions, leading to a 
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loss in potential revenue for years to come.136 Moreover, forest fires incentivized cut 
and run logging, since lumbermen could not get reasonable insurance rates for 
woodlands. In a bulletin titled Forest Fires Akerman detailed how fire injured forests 
by killing or damaging standing timber, ruining the soil and hummus, changing the 
forest composition, and destroying young seedlings.137 Drawing from census figures, 
he showed that from 1885 to 1904, the state had lost an annual average of $60,662 
worth of timber and had seen 21,557 acres burned each year.138 The causes of 
Massachusetts’s forest fires were numerous and included “matches, cigar stumps, 
camp fires, bonfires, brush burning, and locomotives.”139    
 Akerman recommended that the legislature create a state fire warden 
position with unprecedented powers to coordinate firefighting across town borders. 
While some towns had fire wardens, no single person was “empowered to 
participate in fire prevention and firefighting on the ground as well as to receive 
reports and investigate the cause of fires.”140 Moreover, town independence 
hampered coordination. Akerman related that “a fire has been known to run over 
the line from one town into another, and the men who were fighting it in one town 
refused to cross over the line, for fear that their bills for work done in the adjoining 
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town might not be paid.”141 As such, Akerman proposed the appointment of a state-
wide fire warden who could confirm town wardens, establish patrols during dry 
seasons, direct firefighting efforts on the ground, and order fighters across a town 
boundary if needed. Additionally, Akerman argued that the state should bear a 
portion of the costs of fire prevention and suppression.  
 Franklin Rane made fire protection a focus of his administration and sought 
to enact the legislation his predecessor proposed. In 1907 the legislature passed the 
Forest Warden Law, which empowered towns and cities to appoint someone with 
the “authority to look after the forest interests of the town.”142 New forest wardens, 
while not trained foresters, required Rane’s approval. The wardens served, in effect, 
as extensions of the OSF. Rane was authorized to call upon them “for whatever 
information is desired from time to time.”143 Rane was optimistic about this new 
law, believing that this well-organized corps of wardens could “intelligently handle 
forest fires and other forestry matters of vital concern” in every town in the state, 
thus improving forests from both the “economic and aesthetic standpoints.”144 In 
1908, the legislature, following Rane’s recommendation, banned brush fires 
between April and December, except with permission from the forest warden, and 
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authorized the state forester and forest wardens to arrest anyone caught setting a 
fire in violation of the act.145 The restrictions did not, he believed, “take away 
personal liberties” but instead reformed regulations for the common good.146  
 Rane began to publish statistics on forests fires in the state for the first time 
in 1909, possibly a result of having the assistance of new forest wardens. That year, 
one of the worst in recent memory, 1,531 fires burned 42,808 acres and cost the 
State $236,478.147 By far, railroads still caused the most forests fires at 34%, with 
unknown causes coming in second.148 These comprehensive forest fire statistics 
listed the monthly amount of acreage burned, the cost of suppression, the cost of the 
damage, and the damage per acre. This information enabled Rane and other policy 
makers to evaluate how much personnel would be needed in certain months. When 
requesting more power and resources from the legislature, he now had hard 
numbers and monetary values to help him make his case.  
 Following the particularly devastating fires of 1909, Rane laid out a 
multifaceted state forest fire policy that included increased personnel, equipment, 
and powers. First, he requested the authority to appoint deputies to assist him with 
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fire protection efforts and augment the corps of forest wardens.149 Rane also sought 
to help rural communities better equip themselves to protect forests on their own. 
He claimed that many towns and villages lacked proper—or any—firefighting 
equipment.150 In particular, towns located in heavily forested regions and reliant on 
wood products were often more susceptible to forest fires and required assistance. 
Rane suggested that the state bear half of towns’ expenses for simple fire-fighting 
equipment such as chemical extinguishers, a light wagon, buckets, and shovels. This 
funding would, Rane suggested, save the state millions of dollars in the long run 
since it would only cost $80,250 a year, only one-third of the average annual loss 
from fires. In 1910 the legislature approved funding to cover half of towns’ costs for 
equipment and the construction of fire lines to prevent spreading.151 To emphasize 
the need for these reforms, Rane presented images that showed fire’s devastation as 
well as stories about how fire lines had saved many acres (fig. 2.15). Photographs of 
several towns’ firefighting wagons demonstrated concrete measures other localities 
could adopt (fig. 2.16).  
 In keeping with Akerman’s suggestions years earlier and following the lead of 
his peers, Rane requested the appointment of a state fire warden, who would 
coordinate all forest firefighting in the state. This potential assistant would traverse 
Massachusetts on motorcycle, appraising towns’ abilities to combat fire. During the 
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fire season, he would be in the field wherever needed, working with forest wardens 
and deputies. In one publication, Rane presented a schematic drawing showing the 
ideal organizational structure through which the state forester would coordinate 
with towns to ensure swift fire identification and suppression (fig. 2.17).152 The 
legislature did not create a fire warden position until 1911, when Rane appointed 
Maxwell C. Hutchins, who had previously worked with the New York forest service 
in the Adirondacks.153 Hutchins first divided the state into five districts, each with a 
district fire warden. Each district comprised approximately 100,000 acres, about 
70% of which was forest land. In 1911, the legislature appropriated $10,000 
specifically for forest fire prevention. Clearly happy, Rane opened his report with 
the cheerful note that “we have been able finally to perfect a state-wide forest fire 
policy that promises very great economy.”154 
 While the appointment of a state fire warden marked progress, the 
legislature passed a law that aimed to deal with fires on Cape Cod but that also 
revealed the era’s anti-immigrant sentiments. Chapter 478, Acts 1910 made it 
“unlawful for an unnaturalized, foreign-born person to pick wild berries or flowers 
to camp or picnic, upon any land of which he is not the owner” in Plymouth and 
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Barnstable counties from April to December.155 This law presumed that immigrants 
caused forest fires in these regions due to their carelessness and reflected wider 
xenophobia in Massachusetts and the nation at large. Indeed, Massachusetts was in 
the midst of a massive influx of immigrants, and nativism was widespread. One way 
that Euroamericans expressed this xenophobia was by claiming that immigrants’ 
relationship to nature was not proper.156 For instance, many recent immigrants 
from Southern and Eastern Europe hunted birds for food, which the dominant 
sportsman’s culture, which valued hunting for pleasure, deemed inappropriate. This 
new law assumed that immigrants were not able to conduct themselves properly in 
the natural environment, and therefore made explicit the underlying prejudicial 
structures in American society and culture. 
 In addition to proposing stronger legislation and increasing firefighting 
personnel, Rane proposed a state-wide system of forest fire lookouts in 1909. He 
envisioned placing observation towers on the state’s highest points in order to 
detect and locate “forest fires while yet in an incipient stage.”157 This was not a novel 
idea for the state or nation. In Massachusetts, Plymouth and Duxbury, located in fire 
prone areas, already had such towers, and Rane cited the system of towers built by 
Maine’s lumber operators as an inspiration for his plan. Rane did not have a false 
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hope that the OSF could “immediately establish a complete fire protection system all 
over the state,” but placed towers strategically in risky sites and in locations that 
commanded views over an extensive area.158 This did not necessarily mean very 
high points. The Plymouth tower, for instance, stood a mere eight-five feet high 
above ground that was 850 feet above sea level.159 Since the country was flat, 
though, it gave a sweeping view of the surrounding area. Thus, well-placed towers 
offered an important step towards protecting the state. Rane proposed that towns 
pay part of the expense of constructing and equipping the towers that guarded 
them.160 Over the next several years, the OSF worked with municipalities to erect 
towers in critical areas. 
 Unlike their peers working in far larger states like New York, Pennsylvania, 
and Maine, Massachusetts’s foresters were able to place practically the entire 
Commonwealth under surveillance during the fire season. The agency had ten 
stations in operation by 1911 that covered nearly 525,000 acres.161 Some, such as 
this wooden one in Watuppa, were quite rudimentary (fig. 2.18). New steel towers, 
such as the one in Hanson replaced these. Additionally, Hutchins claimed that 
Massachusetts was first to employ a novel method of triangulation to be used if an 
observer did not know the exact location of a spotted fire (fig. 2.19). This system 
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allowed fires to be “located more quickly and much more accurately than would 
otherwise be possible.”162 By 1919, the OSF had established permanent fire towers 
on all the “principal heights in the state.”163 Fire towers served as a potent 
manifestation of the OSF’s mission to safeguard the Commonwealth’s rural towns 
and villages. The skeletal structures topped with observation rooms constituted 
physical evidence that the state was watching over towns’ interests.  
 While this observation network helped to spot fires, new equipment helped 
extinguish them faster. Hutchins also noted that the OSF had created two “model 
forest fire wagons” that demonstrated the ideal apparatus for towns considering 
purchasing their own. 164 The larger, two-horse wagon included “14 chemical 
extinguishers; 14 galvanized cans, each holding two extra charges of water and 
chemicals; shovels; rakes; mattocks; and spare chemical charges” and cost $450.165 
The equipment was stored in cases set in racks so they would travel safely and be 
transportable on site. 166 Firefighting wagons like these had become popular not 
only in Massachusetts, Hutchins noted, but nearby states had also been interested.  
 Hutchins followed Rane’s advice that landowners and railroads should build 
fire lines or breaks to halt the spread of fires. The new fire department had begun to 
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construct these at the OSF’s tree plantations, discussed below, in order to stop fire 
entering or exiting the stands. Hutchins included a Railroad Fire Line Sketch to 
demonstrate how these companies should manage their rights-of-way in forest 
lands (fig. 2.20). Since this was the most significant cause of fire, these were 
important risk reduction strategies. Hutchins wrote that it was “a very easy matter, 
and one which entails very little expense, to clean out from the timber, the 
underbrush and debris on a strip 75 feet in width” along the tracts.167 On either side 
of this space, railroad companies should also clear a 10-foot section to protect 
natural forests.  
 While fires persisted, over the next decade, the state’s capacity to prevent, 
detect, and stop blazes expanded. In 1914 Rane boasted that “our splendid fire 
protective system in Massachusetts is certainly something of which we may all be 
proud.”168 Only a few years earlier, he lamented how fires “were allowed to run at 
will,” while he celebrated the new systems, laws, personnel, and equipment that 
enabled his office to “detect and extinguish [fires] at once.”169 The state had 26 fire 
towers all manned by a “wide-awake observer” and connected by telephone to all 
cities and towns in the state.170 The State Fire Warden and his four assistants used 
their new automobiles to patrol the state, assisted by 1,500 deputies and 300 rural 
mail carriers. Together this “comprehensive system” had helped mitigate fire’s 
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destructive power.171 This is not to say that fires ceased. Indeed, Hutchins reported 
that due to a serious drought, the number of fires exceeded that of any previous 
years.172 Despite the high incidence of fire, the monetary losses had been kept low 
due to the “efficient work of our men and the hearty cooperation of many 
residents.”173 In 1911 the average damage per acre from conflagrations was $226.24 
versus $29.98 in 1914. Losses in 1919 were $100,000 a year versus $600,000 a year 
previously.174 Ten thousand posters were placed in “country stores, railroad 
stations, campgrounds, along streams, and in other conspicuous spaces.” One 
thousand locomotives were inspected for updated spark arresters. The seemingly 
comprehensive system in place by 1919 was impressive, but it was only a beginning. 
Fires continued to impact the state’s forests in the next two decades, though 
firefighting tools and infrastructure continued to evolve to meet the challenge.  
 
Forest Pests and Tree Diseases  
 In a manner similar to fire, forest pests and tree diseases damaged 
Massachusetts’s woodlands but also supported the institutionalization of state 
forestry during the OSF’s first fifteen years. As novel insects and pathogens 
emerged, the OSF grew in size and power in order to safeguard trees and forests. In 
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the early years of the twentieth century, the most effective means to fight these 
pests and disease were knowledge, information, and power. To address these 
biological threats to the state’s woodlands, foresters had to know what exactly they 
were dealing with: what caused the reddening of white pine needles or the strange 
new spots on chestnut trees? Additionally, the OSF required information about 
pests’ locations, life cycles, and effects on the state’s trees. Foresters then needed 
power in various forms to actually combat these threats. This entailed more 
personnel and enhanced technology such as power sprayers and, eventually, 
automobiles and trucks. Rane and his foresters had a vision of how they wanted the 
forest landscape to look and function; insects and fungi disrupted that vision.  
 One of the most damaging and widespread biological threats to 
Massachusetts’s forests during this period was the gypsy moth.175 Etienne Leopold 
Trouvelot, a French naturalist and astronomer, introduced the insect to his Medford 
home in the 1860s as part of a silk production scheme. The insects, which were 
native to Europe, escaped, and serious infestations began in the 1880s. The state 
created a commission in 1891 with unprecedented powers to wipe out the insect.176 
 
175 The brown-tail moth was a related species that began affecting Massachusetts trees around 1890. 
Though they caused visible damage, they were nowhere near as widespread and devastating as 
gypsy moths. Robert J. Spear, The Great Gypsy Moth War: A History of the First Campaign to Eradicate 
the Gypsy Moth, 1890-1901 (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2005), 185-187. 
176 Robert Spear’s work The Great Gypsy Moth War provides a thorough account of this moth’s 






Though many believed that these efforts had successfully eradicated the moth by 
1901, this proved quite wrong, and by 1903 the moths had returned. 
 At the end of 1904, Akerman noted the “rapid increase in number and the 
consequent increase in destructiveness of gypsy and brown-tail moths.”177 The next 
year, the Commonwealth appropriated $330,000 to a reinstated Chief Moth 
Suppressor to fight the moths, so Akerman’s fears were temporarily allayed. He 
acknowledged that “energetic work has begun; and although the situation continues 
to be serious, those interested in our forests” viewed the funding with a “decided 
sense of relief.”178 Over the next few years, the OSF was not concerned with gypsy 
moths, since a separate commission dealt with them.  
 Instead, foresters worried more about Massachusetts’s commercially 
valuable trees. In 1907, Rane first noted “much concern over a condition of the pine 
trees” that citizens had reported to him in the past year.179 Reports came to him that 
white pines throughout the state, though not in high numbers, had displayed some 
“malady” that caused the tips of the needles to turn brown and die. Since evergreens 
could not withstand significant defoliation, this constituted a serious threat to the 
state’s most commercially valuable tree. In 1908, the “pine tree blight” continued to 
cause alarm. Though Rane believed that the fungal disease was not as prevalent as 
the year previous, he still took steps to mitigate it. Again, knowledge was 
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prerequisite. He hoped to “keep in close touch with the pine tree blight” so that “we 
might obtain further information for combating it.”180 He hired Thomas Jones, a 
recent MAC graduate who specialized in mycology, to study the issue. Overall, Rane 
was not too concerned since the disease did not appear to halt growth of timber 
stands. The blight was more detrimental when “pine trees are valued from the 
aesthetic side or landscape-gardening standpoint” since the trees’ appeared 
sickly.181 Overall, the pine tree blight never amounted to a serious concern but did 
set up networks that Rane would utilize throughout his career as state forester. 
 Everything changed in 1909. In March of that year, Governor Draper signed 
legislation that placed all work suppressing gypsy moths under the OSF. In an 
understatement, Rane noted that “the State Forester’s duties have been greatly 
enlarged.”182 The merger vastly expanded the OSF’s scope and size and resulted in a 
reconfiguration of its personnel. Following the combination of the two departments, 
Rane aimed to “retain and adopt all the better features of each organization.” Of 
course, this reorganization required time to “adjust the machinery to new 
conditions,” but Rane expressed optimism that the moth men could assist foresters 
by preventing and extinguishing fires, while foresters helped identify and mark 
infested trees. The state could now better confront the moth infestation while 
promoting the ongoing rehabilitation of the state’s forests.  
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 Rane first worked to rationalize the moth work by consolidating its 
operations. Previously, the Gypsy Moth Commission had divided the infested 
portion of the state into six districts, each with an agent looking over thirty-five 
towns.183 Under the new system, Rane increased the number of divisions to fifteen, 
but cut the number of men from fifty-three to nineteen.184 Rane, however, acquired 
motorcycles for the division agents that enabled them to travel to more towns. 
Additionally, in taking over the moth work, the OSF inherited a co-operative 
scientific staff that included L. O. Howard, Chief of the United States Bureau of 
Entomology; Theobald Smith, who studied insect diseases at Harvard University, 
and C.H. Fernald, a professor of entomology at the MAC.185  
 Under the OSF, moth suppression took familiar forms. Rane reported that the 
“usual methods” of spraying gypsy moth egg clusters with creosote and removing 
and burning brown tail moth webs were “prosecuted vigorously.”186 Additionally, 
150 “large power outfits” and 200 “hand outfits” were in operation sprayed a total 
of 300 tons of lead arsenate throughout the state. The OSF oversaw the construction 
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of new gasoline-powered sprayers (fig. 2.21). These impressive machines weighed 
3000 lbs. and boasted a four cylinder engine that sprayed with 300 lbs. of pressure.  
 Rane also argued that had forestry been practiced earlier it could have 
prevented the spread of and damage from moths. Gypsy moths, he claimed, were 
most problematic in “wild neglected woodlands, and in thickets and tangles found 
along the highways or on illy [sic] kept estates.”187 Wherever “modern” methods of 
forest management prevailed, infestation was not as severe. Thus, it was possible, 
he thought, that the “gypsy moth scourge” could encourage landowners to practice 
“modern forestry, which could in turn produce a better forest product, both in 
volume, quality, and price, than would have happened had the insects never 
appeared.”188 In a convoluted way, this insect that destroyed trees promoted better 
forestry. Conversely, Rane believed that fighting the pest required “modern forestry 
management.” A depiction of a property in Manchester-by-the-Sea visually 
communicated how thinning could improve forests and assist in moth work. The 
first photograph (fig. 2.22) showed a crowded wood with fallen branches. The 
caption invited the viewer to “Imagine the difficulty in treating this woodland for 
gypsy moths as is.” Below it, Rane included another image (fig. 2.23) of the same 
landscape “after thinning” with virtually all the undergrowth removed. This 
cleaned-up forest enabled moth workers to access trees for spraying, promoted the 
growth of straighter timber, and, as an added benefit, the removed cuttings could be 
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sold as cordwood.189 Under Rane’s administration, the OSF professionalized and 
streamlined moth suppression, yet these insects continued to spread across the 
state. While the OSF never successfully eradicated the insect from Massachusetts, 
the department developed increasingly sophisticated technology, including heavy 
trucks and high-powered sprayers, to kill these insects and controlling them 
remained a time-consuming part of the OSF’s activities.  
 Just as the OSF took over moth work in 1909, another threat reared its head. 
Almost in passing, Rane acknowledged some concern over a “disease of the 
chestnut” that had been “extremely disastrous along the southern Hudson River 
district and in certain sections of Connecticut.”190 Many owners of chestnut forests 
had written to the forester in alarm, and four cases appeared in Massachusetts. At 
the time, the cause was unclear. Some believed it to result from a parasite, while 
others thought it due to “unfavorable climate conditions.” Rane was unconcerned, 
believing that it was “unnecessary to worry at present over the chestnut bark 
disease in Massachusetts.” If any landowner detected evidence of the disease, Rane 
encouraged them to remove and burn it. Despite Rane’s nonchalance, this presented 
a serious problem since the chestnut constituted a highly important tree in the state. 
 
189 While the OSF helped improve moth suppression, assuming this responsibility proved deleterious 
to the office’s public image. Though possibly biased, Rane believed that the OSF’s forestry work was 
popular, but that moth work had experienced “unpopularity for many reasons.” Some of this had 
come from the increased property taxes levied upon property owners to finance suppression. 
Additionally, moth workers had authority to enter private property to spray and remove the insects, 
which did not ingratiate them to the public. 





Its nuts provided food, while its rot-resistant wood was useful for furniture, railroad 
ties, fence posts, and fuel.191  
  Time soon proved the state’s leading forester quite wrong. In 1912, Rane 
noted its “wide prevalence” in Massachusetts.192 That same year, the OSF 
publication Chestnut - Its Market in Massachusetts offered suggestions for how to 
utilize wood from diseased or dying trees. The next year, Rane reported that the 
disease had been verified in 200 towns and it was “very probable” that it existed in 
“every town and city where chestnut grows to any extent.”193 In keeping with its 
previous work, Rane directed the OSF to gather information and spread awareness. 
Foresters conducted extensive site visits in nearly every municipality to determine 
its location and severity. Simultaneously, Rane sent his employees to Grange 
meetings, state fairs, and the forest warden meetings to educate people about the 
disease. As to treating infected trees, Rane was almost at a loss. While the blighted 
spots and limbs could be removed in public street trees, this was not feasible in 
larger woodlots or forests. Thus, he recommended simply removing diseased trees 
and utilizing the wood as much as possible.   
 The blight spread fast. For instance, in 1912, Frank Haynes, a forester in the 
department, inspected a property in Mount Holyoke and found that 5% of the trees 
were infected. By 1915, over 90% of trees in the same stand had the disease and 
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75% were dead or nearly so.194 In 1917, Rane admitted that the “chestnut blight is 
steadily advancing and no ray of hope in checking its advances has yet appeared.”195 
The chestnut blight appeared to seriously dismay these professionals who had 
dedicated their working lives to the improvement of forests. In one report, Rane 
simply stated that “[t]here is nothing new to be said about this disease other than to 
emphasize what has already been said”: the blight was “as virulent as ever.” On a 
train ride from Boston to Pittsfield, Rane described the woodlands along the right of 
way as exhibiting a “peppered condition of either dead or dying chestnut 
everywhere.” The only thing to do was find a use for the wood from these diseased 
trees. Over the course of roughly a decade, Massachusetts’s new professional 
foresters witnessed the demise of one of the state’s most important trees. Today, 
chestnuts are effectively extinct in the state.196 The loss of chestnuts revealed the 
limits to foresters’ ability to control forests. Rane and his workers strove to manage 
an ever-changing and complex landscape shaped by many unknown forces. In the 
case of the chestnut blight, brought over in nursery shipments or packing material 
from Asia, the global trade in plants disseminated new diseases and pests that 
irreparably harmed native species.  
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 As the chestnut slowly declined, the OSF brought another problem upon 
themselves. In 1909, Rane ordered 500,000 three-year old white pine seedlings 
from Germany that were infected with a fungus.197 One year later, foresters detected 
a fungal disease known as white pine blister rust attacking the trunks of young pines 
and branches of older ones. This disease threatened a key facet of the OSF’s vision of 
rural revitalization. Akerman and Rane had upheld white pine as the best tree to 
cultivate since it grew well, had many uses, commanded good prices, and was 
beautiful. It epitomized the “wealth and beauty” Akerman and Rane hoped to bring 
to the state’s forests. Thus, keeping blister rust at bay became one of the OSF’s 
highest priorities. During the 1910s, they removed all transplanted stock, 
continuously observed for new infestations, and removed thousands of wild currant 
and gooseberry bushes, which harbored the pathogen. While the OSF was not able 
to fully extirpate blister rust, it did not result in widespread loss.    
 Despite these challenges, Rane continued to pursue scientific forestry with 
alacrity. Insects and diseases did not deter him from championing rational forest 
management as a means towards a better future for the state. He wrote that the 
“ravages of the gypsy moth and the chestnut blight, together with the potentialities 
of the white pine blister rust, have made the forest owners wish to take account of 
stock and look toward the future.” These landowners operated “conservatively” and 
hoped to “keep the forest land productive if they can see that it pays.” Rane declared 
 





that “if forestry does not pay 100 cents on a dollar plus interest, then it is no good.” 
He viewed these menaces to the Commonwealth’s woodlands as a chance to 
demonstrate forestry’s ability to reform the state’s landscape and provide a new 
source of revenue. Looking at these biological threats to the forests, he boasted that 
“[w]e hope to take advantage of our opportunity and prove that it pays.”198  
 
“Securing a Commodity in Our Midst”: Active Reforestation and State Management 
 In 1915 the three members of the newly-formed State Forest Commission—
Harvey Shepard, Harold Parker, and state forester Franklin Rane—wrote in their 
first annual report that idle lands “producing nothing” in Massachusetts were 
“continually extending their evil influences.”199 To illustrate this, commissioners 
included a map showing the extent of the state’s woodlands, of which they claimed 
“nearly fifty per cent” was waste (fig. 2.24).200 The SFC used this map to 
demonstrate the need and target areas for new public forest reserves that would 
turn waste lands into profitable timber plantations. Commissioners believed that 
private businesses and landowners could not be expected to take on the challenge of 
making much of this wasted area productive again. The costs were too high and the 
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profits too far off in the future. Commissioners accordingly declared that the state 
had to assist in “securing a commodity in our midst which otherwise we must 
import.”201 The state forests that the SFC established during its existence further 
demonstrated foresters’ hopes to revive rural culture through improved timber 
management.202 These public reserves would serve multiple purposes. Foresters 
intended these novel landscapes to demonstrate the power of scientific forestry to 
create profitable timber stands, teach local inhabitants how to practice rational 
woodland management, provide a bulwark against the spread of fire and pests, yield 
a profit and useful products upon harvest, and beautify the countryside. For rural 
towns experiencing declining populations and economic activity, state forests 
offered hope while also supplying manufacturers with raw materials.  
 Despite these promised benefits, it took the OSF a full decade before its 
foresters had their own land to manage. Akerman had called for state forests in his 
1905 annual report, stating that “the Commonwealth ought to extend its policy of 
park reservation to include genuine State forests” that produced timber.203  New 
York, after all, had 1,436,000 acres and Pennsylvania had 572,000 acres of public 
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timber reserves.204 Akerman claimed that throughout the state existed “large areas 
of overgrown, stony, abandoned pastures, cut over lands that have been burned 
repeatedly, scrub oak lands and the like” that would be too expensive for a private 
owner to restore. It was the state’s duty to “bring these lands into productivity for 
the common weal.”205 Once reforested according to scientific forestry’s principles, 
these timber reserves would not only pay for their maintenance but return a profit 
to the treasury. Furthermore, state forests could also “furnish recreation grounds 
for the people” while supplying timber; the two uses, Akerman felt, were not 
mutually exclusive.  
  When the state founded the OSF it also authorized Akerman to create a tree 
nursery on the grounds of the MAC. This followed the example of other states with 
forestry programs and was the first small but necessary step toward creating state 
forests. 206 Akerman could not acquire enough of the types of trees he wanted from 
private nurseries, which were primarily “engaged in raising ornamental and shade 
trees at prices which prohibit their use in forest plantations.”207 He thus worked 
closely with the MAC’s trustees to plant a nursery on the school’s grounds, which 
began producing seedlings in 1906.208 Akerman and his assistant Ralph Hawley 
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planted white ash, white pine, red spruce, beech, yellow poplar, oak, and hickory for 
a total of 152,150 plants.209 At first the OSF distributed seedlings to the general 
public but as the agency’s needs grew, it discontinued private sales. Rane expanded 
the nursery and highlighted its progress in his reports (fig. 2.25). The nursery’s neat 
rows of seedlings demonstrated the OSF’s commitment to order, regularity, and 
production; this was ‘wealth and beauty in trees’ in a nascent stage. The Amherst 
site eventually became the nexus of a statewide nursery system. In 1911, the OSF 
established additional nurseries in Hopkinton and Sandwich, followed by one in 
Bridgewater the next year.210 The state nurseries supplied the OSF with the raw 
material for its reforestation efforts, and Rane also encouraged private landowners 
to establish small nurseries to reforest their own property. These onsite private 
nurseries offered “a remedy which will bring these waste and denuded lands back 
into forest growth” and produce “a source of revenue to the owner at a very small 
outlay.”211  
 These state nurseries grew in importance in May 1908 when the legislature 
granted the OSF authority to create small demonstration or reforestation lots.212 
The OSF came to rely on its nursery network to reforest these lots. This new 
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program empowered Rane to spend $5,000 in 1908 and $10,000 in following years 
to purchase lots no larger than forty acres for no more than five dollars an acre.213 
The original owners retained the right to repurchase their land after ten years for 
the purchase price plus the cost of improvements. The law stated that 
demonstration lots existed “for the purpose of experiment and illustration in forest 
management” and called on Rane to “replant or otherwise manage” these lots so 
that they would “produce the best forest growth.”214 In a letter to all the state’s 
selectmen and mayors, Rane expressed his wish to situate these timber stands along 
well-traveled roads to maximize their visibility.  
  Reforestation transformed how landscapes looked and worked. Thus, the 
OSF used visual aids to communicate its visions of current waste and future 
potential. Rane categorized the lots fit for reforesting as “cut-over land, burnt-over 
land, and run-out pasture land.”215 The first, cut over land constituted parcels that 
had been lumbered, but were naturally reforesting to “undergrowth of small value” 
(fig. 2.26).216 This could instead be restocked with valuable timber. Burnt-over land 
had been repeatedly wrecked by fires that wiped out new growth and ground cover 
(fig. 2.27). The soil in these areas was easily washed away, and Rane advised using 
more mature transplants here. Run-out pastureland referred to agricultural lands 
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that were allowed to “grow up to brush and undesirable hardwoods.”217 Even if 
white pines seeded naturally here, they would not grow to become valuable timber 
since lateral branches would hinder their development. The images that Rane and 
Langdell selected to represent each landscape type depicted desolate, disordered, 
and messy scenes. Small trees and shrubs grew haphazardly, and the boulders 
strewn about revealed thin soil. Rane offered a photograph of a recently replanted 
plot to show that forestry could turn these landscapes around (fig. 2.28). The 
reforestation lot in the northwestern town of Colrain exemplified the type of 
transformation Rane wanted people to witness (figs. 2.29 & 2.30). The OSF planted 
this former farm with white pine in 1911 and by 1918 the plantation had flourished 
and presented an image of orderly abundance emerging from a formerly fallow field. 
 This transformation required labor. Work began on the state’s demonstration 
lots in late 1908. At each site, workers cleared out shrubs, bushes, and undesirable 
trees before setting out the new seedlings. The OSF broke down the planting 
procedure into four clearly defined steps, as illustrated in its publication Nursery 
and Reforestation Work in Massachusetts (fig. 2.31).218 After preparing a hole with a 
hoe, the planter carefully placed the seedling, covered the roots, and tamped down 
the soil. This way of deconstructing reforestation reflected scientific forestry’s 
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concern with efficient, rational processes.219 Most of the people actually doing this 
seasonal planting were temporary workers, often immigrants, who boarded in 
nearby towns or lived onsite in portable steel shacks the OSF introduced in 1911 
(fig. 2.32).220 Constructed during the fall or spring planting period, these shacks 
alleviated the expense of transporting laborers to and from the worksite each day. 
The twelve-by-twelve-foot shelters’ walls and sloped roof were made of sheets of 
galvanized steel and included two windows on each side and a front door. Workers 
slept on bunk beds, and the OSF provided basic kitchen supplies.221 Altogether these 
shacks reduced boarding to its essentials and provided workers with what must 
have been cramped, hot quarters. These bare-bones shelters embodied the OSF’s 
preoccupation with keeping costs as low as possible to prove that forestry was 
profitable. This process of landscape transformation became the basic procedure for 
creating the new state forests. 
 
Conceiving a State Forest System 
 Between October 6 and 8, 1914, the three members of Massachusetts’s 
recently-formed SFC set out by automobile to find potential state forests (fig. 
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2.33).222 Rane, Shepard, and Parker traveled around the area between southeastern 
towns of Bourne and Falmouth, where they found much land “admirably suited to 
the purpose of the commission.”223 That purpose was nearly identical to that of 
reforestation lots. The SFC’s enabling legislation, Chapter 720 Acts 1914, gave the 
three men power to “acquire for the Commonwealth by purchase or otherwise, and 
to hold, woodland or land suitable for timber cultivation within the 
Commonwealth.”224 Once purchased, these new public lands would be under the 
control of State Forester Franklin Rane, whose duty it was to “reforest and 
redevelop such lands” and make “all reasonable regulations” that would “increase 
the public enjoyment and benefit therefrom and to protect and conserve the water 
supplies of the Commonwealth.”225 Thus, the SFC and Rane had enormous 
responsibilities. Though the commissioners began their work with a car ride 
through Cape Cod, they were charting the future of public land use in the state and 
their work would have extensive repercussions.   
 While Akerman had advocated for the creation of state forests, Rane picked 
up the call in 1913, after he established a fire protection system.226 That year he 
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recommended that “a more pretentious plan for acquisition and management of 
lands for use as state forest be given due consideration.”227 The same year the 
legislature created a temporary commission to evaluate the taxation of woodlands. 
The prevailing system taxed woodland owners annually for standing timber, which 
incentivized clear cutting.228 Rane hoped to encourage better forestry by only taxing 
harvested timber. This tax commission also considered whether the state should 
purchase cheap lands for reforestation. Both the tax and state forest bills passed, 
and Massachusetts had a new State Forest Commission by 1914. Though similar, the 
new state forests the commission sought differed from the reforestation lots in key 
ways. First, these new public reserves were intended to be large, continuous plots. 
While reforestation lots had an upper limit of 100 acres, state forests could not be 
smaller than 100 acres. Moreover, most of the reforestation lots were intended to be 
returned to the original owners after ten years.229 State forests were meant to be 
permanent publicly-owned lands. 
 The SFC itself, as mentioned, consisted of three men. As the state forester, 
Franklin Rane had oversight of the properties eventually purchased. The two others, 
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Harold Parker and Harvey Shepard, were powerful men in Massachusetts’s society 
and politics. Born in 1849, Harvey Shepard was a leading conservationist in the 
state. He had been present at the first meeting of what became the MFA and served 
as president of the AMC. He appeared before the United States Congress in 1907 
advocating strongly for a national forest in New Hampshire’s White Mountains.230 
An avid hiker and alpinist, Shepard published a guide to the AMC’s reservations in 
1913 and, as the Chairman of the AMC’s Trustees of Real Estate, coordinated the 
club’s first land acquisitions in the White Mountains.231 While Shepard understood 
forest conservation issues, Harold Parker knew Massachusetts’s geography and 
topography well having served as the Chairman of Massachusetts’s Highway 
Commission. Born in 1854, Harold Parker was a civil engineer from Lancaster, 
where his family was one of the wealthiest in town. He had lived in Zanesville, Ohio 
for many years working for a railroad. Parker was also well-versed in forest 
protection in Massachusetts, having served on the Mount Wachusett State 
Reservation Commission.232 Along with Rane, who had been on the job for several 
years, the SFC was well-poised to select and manage state forests.  
 In October 1914, the SFC sent a letter to all city mayors, town selectmen, and 
forest wardens that announced the commission’s creation and solicited help. 
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Proclaiming that there was “no question of greater economic importance in its 
relation to the future development and prosperity of the State than forestry,” 
commissioners requested assistance in finding cheap, idle land. They also revealed 
how they envisioned this system. Like reforestation lots, state forests were to “serve 
as object-lessons to educate landowners to a realization of their opportunities.”233 
Accordingly, the SFC hoped to establish easily accessible and evenly distributed 
sites, which could help build broad support for the program. Commissioners argued 
that towns should welcome state forests for both their “economic” and “aesthetic” 
benefits.  
 In addition to the letter, commissioners simply looked around for land. The 
aforementioned trip to Cape Cod was the SFC’s first expedition of many. Beginning 
in August 1914, commissioners “made several extended tours of observation from 
Cape Cod to the New York line” by automobile. They made numerous trips through 
Cape Cod and southeast of Boston, where they discovered extensive regions where 
“the original growth has been removed and the unused lands have been allowed to 
grow up to scrub oaks, etc., which have been subsequently burned over once or 
more.”234 These lands were, in the SFC’s eyes, “for all intents and purposes 
valueless.”235 Furthermore, many parcels had reverted to town ownership due to 
delinquent taxes. They believed the one million acres of “practically waste lands” to 
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be fairly evenly distributed across the state, which they demonstrated in their map. 
As such they made more extensive trips, especially through the state’s central 
uplands and the Berkshire Mountains. 
 
The First State Forest: Otter River  
 The SFC’s first acquisition, Otter River State Forest (SF), illustrated how Rane 
presented these public lands as a means to assist rural communities by instituting 
sustained yield forestry on what he understood as unproductive lands. Otter River 
SF was located in the state’s north-central uplands and included land from the 
towns of Winchendon, Royalston, and Templeton, all of which had robust wood 
products industries and faltering agriculture. In particular the SFC had targeted 
Winchendon, known as “toy town,” for its most popular products (fig. 2.34). Just ten 
miles south of the New Hampshire border, this small town was a strategic choice 
since it had many acres of returning forests and was home to seven manufacturers 
whose products used wood. The town’s cultural landscape of village center, 
waterside factories, and agricultural and forested hinterlands embodied the 
harmonious relationship between manufacturers and farmers that the OSF hoped to 
replicate elsewhere in the state. Rane had written in 1913 that residents of the 
“beautiful” town nestled in a valley one thousand feet above sea level had 
cooperated enthusiastically with the OSF and displayed the “true forestry spirit.”236 
 





The town’s economy relied on wood, particularly white pine. In addition to toys, 
Winchendon’s manufacturers crafted wood handles, pails, ice cream freezers, 
furniture, spools, and bobbins. Rane thus claimed that Winchendon offered a prime 
opportunity to show how “modern forestry” could benefit Massachusetts’s towns by 
providing residents with not only “home-grown forest products,” but also a 
“splendid and permanent livelihood.”237 Although Rane had glowing praise for the 
town itself, the SFC still described the area as “waste lands.” 
 The SFC toured Winchendon and its environs by car in October 1914 and 
sent an agent to investigate further in December of that year, later reporting that 
nearly three thousand acres could be purchased around Winchendon at a price 
below the SFC’s legal maximum limit of five dollars per acre. In January 1915, the 
SFC authorized Rane to acquire between fifteen hundred and five thousand acres in 
Winchendon and the neighboring towns of Royalston and Templeton.238 Rane began 
the complicated process of purchasing and consolidating many small contiguous 
parcels, including making concessions to some owners. The state assumed 
ownership of the land in spring 1915.239 
 In November 1915, the SFC named it Otter River State Forest, after the river 
that ran through it. To commemorate the event and demarcate the lands as a public 
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forest, the SFC placed a boulder bearing a bronze plaque with the commissioners’ 
names and the founding date in front of a farmhouse on the property (fig. 2.35). 
Otter River SF comprised between 1,700 and 1,800 acres of what the SFC called 
“cut-over or waste lands in a natural white pine country.”240 The land was mostly 
flat, with large sections of volunteer pine. In his report covering 1915, Rane noted 
that the trolley service connecting Winchendon with the village of Baldwinville 
passed through the eastern side of the forest, making “all sections accessible.” 
Combined with the area’s good roads, this made firefighting and public access 
easier, hinting that Rane viewed the state forest as a potential recreational space. 
Moreover, Rane felt that Otter River SF could not have been “situated in a more 
favorable position as regards markets for lumber” since both Winchendon and 
Baldwinville were important wood products centers.  
 In 1915, the OSF could only make minor landscape improvements, as 
depicted in this map of the property after the first year of ownership (fig. 2.36). 
Foresters first cleared fire lines along the railroad and planted three small pine 
plantations marked as ‘A,’ ‘B,’ and ‘C’ that totaled 75,000 plants. The map showed 
how the SFC struggled to create a property with neat, continuous borders. Rane 
hoped to clear brush during the winter and plant 200-300 acres in spring 1916. 
Additionally, the SFC decided to include the Goodnow Farm in the purchase, which 
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had a house and barn.241 OSF employees painted and made minor repairs so they 
could use it as a headquarters. Rane expressed plans to establish a small transplant 
nursery next to the farmhouse. 
 The first two years of operation saw both progress and frustration at Otter 
River SF. At first, the OSF did not have a separate appropriation for state forest 
administration and labor. Thus, Rane had to spend $3,500 of his office’s 1917 
budget to conduct work at Otter River SF, money that had been set aside for the 
department’s other work. He seemed slightly bitter about it and urged the state to 
appropriate $20,000 for state forest development. He spent what he had on fire 
lines and roads, planting trees, clearing brush, and establishing a nursery. Workers, 
likely hired from Winchendon or Baldwinville, cleared seventy acres of brush and 
set 125,000 transplants on 200 acres.  
 In 1918, work advanced incrementally. The OSF reforested “60 acres of land 
and cleared of brush and small wood about 70 acres additional.” Wartime had also 
begun to affect the landscape. The forests at Otter River SF did not contain much 
valuable cordwood, under normal circumstances. The workers, however, had been 
cutting gray birch for fuel wood to aid the local communities. Normally, this wood 
would not be salable. The legislature did not grant the OSF state forest 
appropriations until 1918, when the office received $20,000 to reforest and 
maintain the five sites the office now oversaw. At Otter River SF, planting continued 
 





in earnest. Foresters placed 175,000 four-year-old white pine transplants in these 
new plantations. By the end of 1918, the first state forest had taken shape. Foresters 
had cleared large sections of undergrowth, installed fire protections, and 
established sizable white pine plantations. Within one of the state’s key wood 
products manufacturing areas, a new way of managing forests had arrived.  
 
Rehabilitating the State’s Southeast: Myles Standish State Forest 
 As foresters labored to turn Otter River SF into a productive tree plantation, 
the SFC concentrated on adding land to the state’s portfolio. From the commission’s 
inception, its members were determined to create a state forest in southeastern 
Massachusetts.242 In September 1915, state fire warden Maxwell C. Hutchins 
reported to the SFC that he had been in touch with a member of the American Game 
Protective and Propagation Association (AGPPA), an elite hunting club that owned a 
six thousand-acre game bird preserve in Plymouth and Carver.243 At the next SFC 
meeting in October, two AGPPA representatives confirmed that the group was 
willing to sell the land, and the SFC subsequently voted to offer seventeen thousand 
dollars for no less than five thousand acres. Commissioners visited the site at the 
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end of October and discovered “much wild and waste land which should be 
converted into profitable forest land.”244 By December the SFC had begun 
proceedings to acquire the property, a difficult matter due to the AGPPA’s 
ownership structure.245 Though Commissioners stated that the property was “waste 
land” covered with “a scant growth of scrub oak and occasional clumps of jack pine 
and white pine,” they felt it would inevitably prove to be of “material value” and 
educate local landowners.246 
 After acquisition in the summer of 1916, the OSF began tending to the new 
state forest. Surveyors first placed cement posts to mark corners between which 
wooden spikes or pipes indicated halfway points. Workers under the OSF’s direction 
cleared twenty-one miles of the property’s boundaries and opened up sixteen-to-
eighteen miles of unused roads choked with brush to create fire breaks and allow 
firefighting equipment to access interior areas.247 The OSF also placed water-filled 
metal drums throughout the property for use in fire emergencies.248 These 
operations were especially important in such a fire-prone area. In July 1916, the 
commission voted to name the property Myles Standish State Forest (SF), after the 
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Pilgrim military leader, and hired a seasonal superintendent to look after the 
reservation during June, July, and August.  
 As with Otter River SF, the OSF utilized the new state forest’s existing built 
environment. The AGPPA had constructed a bungalow, barn, and cottage for 
members that the OSF repurposed for the superintendent’s residence, 
administrative office, and equipment storage. Similar to Otter River SF, the SFC 
placed a bronze tablet bearing the forest’s name, founding date, and the names of 
the commissioners in front of the bungalow. The OSF repaired and maintained these 
buildings and by 1918 they were in “reasonably good condition.”249 The commission 
also grappled with managing existing land uses on the property. At least one 
cranberry bog was situated within the new state forest, and in the first year of 
public ownership the state harvested it and sold 103 boxes of cranberries, garnering 
a profit of $45.90 for the state.250 In subsequent years the OSF leased these bogs to 
nearby cranberry farmers. The OSF also sold hay cut from parts of the property and 
allowed locals to plant three acres of potatoes.251 These allowances came at the 
request of local residents, demonstrating that foresters were in communication with 
and receptive to the needs of people who lived near these new public lands.  
 By 1917 Myles Standish SF covered seven thousand acres. That year, workers 
planted four hundred acres of alternating rows of Austrian and white pines, as well 
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as 160,000 red pines and 40,000 poplars from the OSF nurseries.252 The OSF 
achieved these impressive numbers despite a serious shortage of labor. In April 
1917, the U.S. entered World War I, drawing many young men away from 
Massachusetts’s towns. Furthermore, the legislature had not yet sufficiently funded 
the maintenance of these new public lands. The next year, when troops had begun to 
come home from the war and the agency’s budget had increased, recently returned 
veterans planted 480,000 white and Scotch pines under OSF oversight.253  
 
A System Takes Shape: Harold Parker, Savoy, and Swann State Forests.  
 Other state forest acquisitions followed soon after those of Myles Standish 
and Otter River. By 1919, Savoy, Harold Parker, and Arthur Wharton Swann State 
Forests had joined the original two to form what constituted a true network of 
public forest reserves. Just as the SFC wished, these sites ranged in “topography, soil 
and growth” and were located around the state.254 Together, these state forests 
comprised 11,574 acres, the majority of it in Myles Standish SF. It was a small but 
important start. Fifteen years previously, the OSF largely relied on education to 
enact its reforms. Now Rane managed thousands of acres in which he could 
showcase how his profession could rehabilitate the state. Indeed, each new state 
forest sought to reach a different community.  
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 Savoy State Forest constituted the first located in the western highlands and 
demonstrated how forestry in Massachusetts could repurpose abandoned farms as 
timber plantations. On January 8, 1915, Harold O. Cook reported to the commission 
about “the tracts of land known as Bear Swamp Mountain, Savoy Mountain, and 
Florida Mountain.”255 The members voted to authorize Rane to begin discussions 
with North Adams officials and others “with the view to obtaining if possible their 
aid, financial and otherwise, in acquiring lands in that section.”256 The area was 
located 2,000 feet above sea level on the Hoosac Range. The valley below contained 
the industrial centers of North Adams and Pittsfield, but the area that became Savoy 
State Forest was hardscrabble agricultural land. The rocky terrain made 
transportation and farming difficult. The state forest covered nine former farms 
that, in January 1917, were “unworked’ and presented a “rather unsatisfactory 
proposition for the owners,” according to Haynes.257 The area was mostly “open 
farm, pasture, and cut over woodland, plus a certain amount of hardwood and 
coniferous forests.”258 Haynes felt that the area was “an excellent section for timber 
production” since the township had previously grown white pine and spruce.259 
After purchasing 1,100 acres in this area, the OSF focused on planting white pine 
and spruce; the property was the first in which the state cultivated spruce. In 1917, 
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the OSF planted 16,000 white pine and 6,000 Norway spruce. One hundred more 
acres were added by 1919, when foresters planted 145,000 white pine and spruce. 
The 1,200-acre mountain state forest plantation was under way.  
 The Harold Parker State Forest, named for the former SFC chair who passed 
in 1916, was located in Andover, North Andover, and Reading. Commissioners 
described the landscape as “rolling and rocky” and “adapted to both hard and soft 
woods.”260 Assembling a contiguous property for this state forest was particularly 
difficult and never quite succeeded.261 The SFC’s agents confronted a messy set of 
records and could not determine many of the owners. Regardless, Harold Parker 
State Forest had 1,100 acres by June 1917, and the OSF was able to find enough 
workers despite wartime shortages to plant 6,500 red and white pines. The rocky 
landscape, though, presented a challenging planting site. Work continued, and by 
1919, the new state forest consisted of 1,200 acres. 
 Finally, the OSF was already acquainted with the property that became 
Arthur Wharton Swann State Forest. In 1906, assistant forester Ralph Hawley had 
completed a detailed working plan for the forest, known then as Highland Farm. 
Nine years later, Susan Ridley Sedgwick Swann, whose mother had commissioned 
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the plan, offered the property to the state as a gift. It took a few years for the SFC 
and Swann to sort out the transfer, but it was established by 1919. The property 
presented the OSF with new challenges. Most importantly, it was a working farm 
with 17 buildings of various kinds.262 The SFC decided to rent the farm and 
buildings to “two practical farmers.”263 Commissioners ended up allowing the 
current caretaker, Charles Minor, to continue farming portions of the property while 
paying the state $50 a month.264 A lodge on the property also served as housing for 
the new Western District Forester beginning in 1918. As the wooded portions had 
been tended to for roughly a decade, the OSF did not conduct any reforestation. It 
did, though, establish a nursery with 50,000 pine seedlings. Additionally, foresters 
had to remove dead and dying chestnuts. 
 By 1919 the SFC had distributed state forests fairly evenly, with one in each 
of the state’s four corners and another in the center. Furthermore, the process of 
shaping state forests had become routine.265 Foresters first appraised the landscape 
and determined what kind of growth it supported or could support. Next, they 
prepared the land for planting, typically through clearing brush or undesirable 
trees. In standing forests, they thinned branches and culled smaller growth. At the 
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same time, surveyors marked the new boundary lines, which workers cleared to 
create fire lines. Laborers also built new and cleared existing roads to provide 
access for firefighting equipment. Foresters established new nurseries for 
transplants, and, most importantly, began planting trees. This basic process would 
be adapted and applied to each new state forest upon acquisition for the next two 
decades. Thus, when foresters created the first five state forests, they not only 
reshaped the landscape in order to promote rural revitalization, but also established 
a system of landscape transformation that could be replicated for years to come.   
 
Conclusion: Shifting Priorities 
This story of state forestry’s emergence in Massachusetts elucidates the 
relationship between cultural identity and forest management in the Progressive 
Era. Beginning in 1904, a state-based forestry regime arose in Massachusetts to 
revitalize rural culture by establishing timber plantations that created wealth and 
beauty in trees. This occurred as neighboring states and the federal government 
were exploring new methods of forest protection. The legislature established the 
OSF to institute improved forest management practices intended to restore the 
state’s apparently deteriorating landscapes and to shore up its declining rural towns 
and villages. Working plans, fire towers, and state forests exemplified how the first 
state foresters, Alfred Akerman and Franklin Rane, framed their professional 





Forestry, they tried to show, could restore abandoned fields and uplift village and 
town centers. To achieve this, the OSF first focused on educating landowners, 
farmers, and the general public about sustained yield forestry. Alongside this 
educational work, Rane improved the state’s ability to fight forest fires by 
coordinating new forest wardens, securing funds for towns to purchase equipment, 
and constructing fire towers across the state. The OSF also grappled with the 
onslaught of known and new tree pests and diseases. Finally, the OSF and SFC 
shepherded five state forests into existence after building a network of tree 
nurseries and demonstration lots. Massachusetts’s first state forests embodied 
Akerman and Rane’s visions of orderly, productive, and well-managed timber stands 
that supported wealthy, beautiful New England towns and villages.  
Even before a state constitutional convention reorganized the OSF into a 
Division of Forestry within the new Department of Conservation, different ideas 
about state forests’ role in society arose. In response to pressure from residents and 
organizations, the SFC began to imagine new possibilities for the state forests. First, 
these landscapes intended to grow neat crops of trees became seen as recreational 
spaces where people could hike, swim, and camp. In September 1916, one Morris 
Weitzner of Boston requested permission to camp with three other men at Myles 
Standish SF.266 Parker allowed this, apparently for free. This was perhaps the first 
time the state officially granted someone permission to camp in a state forest. 
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Weitzner began a trend. Over the next few years, the SFC accepted that people 
wanted to use and enjoy these new public lands. As early as 1916, the SFC 
acknowledged that “in most of the newly created State forests camping sites can be 
let each year, without injury to the forest lands.”267 Moreover, renting sites could 
increase revenue.268 Myles Standish SF stood out among the state forests for its 
recreational opportunities. Its numerous ponds, which totaled 316 acres, offered 
“excellent camping sites” along their banks.269 By 1919, the state forest had become 
a highly popular camping location. Commissioners noted the “great demand for 
camp sites,” which had led them to instruct the superintendent to establish “two 
hundred and fifty camp sites, with 100 feet shore frontage and 200 feet in depth.”270 
The state charged $1 for the week to use these sites. Additionally, the SFC reserved 
two ponds for the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.271 Otter River also began to garner 
attention. In 1919 the Brookline Friendly Society requested the use of land in Otter 
River SF to conduct a boys’ camp. The state allowed them to construct buildings 
under Rane’s supervision.272 The MFA held its field day at Myles Standish SF, and the 
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AMC organized hiking trips in both Otter River and Savoy State Forests. In their 
1918 report, commissioners noted that while timber production remained “the 
main object of the establishment of state forests,” they had “value also as recreation 
reserves.”273 Thus, by the end of the SFC’s existence, it had established that state 
forests could serve multiple purposes.  
 The photograph gracing the frontispiece of the SFC’s second annual report 
revealed another way that forestry and conservation were evolving in 
Massachusetts (fig. 2.37). The photograph depicted a road curving through a forest 
with a mountain in the distance. A tall tree framed the left side and a new-looking 
wooden rail ran along the road. The description revealed that this view was “looking 
down the Cold River from the Mohawk Trail.” The Mohawk Trail referred both to a 
historical Native American path as well as the recently completed highway shown 
here. The new highway, an engineering triumph for the Commonwealth, cut its way 
up and over the Hoosac Range.274 Shortly after the SFC’s establishment, 
commissioners began inquiring about the possibility of creating a state forest along 
the Mohawk Trail. In May 1915, the SFC opened an investigation into the 
“practicability and advisability of establishing a State forest” there and to report on 
the cost to the legislature. Unlike the other state forests commissioners admitted 
that the “romantic scenery through which the road passes, and the unsurpassed 
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outlook from the Hoosac as the road winds over the highlands” had “inspired the 
wish to preserve this beautiful region undefiled for all time.”275 Frank Haynes 
prepared a detailed report, and the SFC included a brief description and map of a 
possible park (fig. 2.38). After careful consideration, the SFC determined that, except 
for one portion, it was not financially prudent to establish a forest. The land was too 
expensive, and the OSF could not cultivate enough commercial timber to justify 
acquisition. As such, the Mohawk Trail should be considered “not as a prospective 
forest, but as a prospective park or public reservation.”276 At the same time, 
commissioners said that if the Legislature was committed to purchasing these lands, 
the SFC would “willingly assume the responsibility for their care.”277 This 
investigation marked an evolution in thinking about how and why forests should be 
protected in the Commonwealth.  
Finally, the SFC also began to conceive of the state forests as sustainable 
sources of employment that could support rural communities. In 1918, the fourth 
SFC report mentioned that in addition to producing timber, “also these forests offer 
the possibility of work for many men over a period of years.”278 The issue of 
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employment grew in importance as the war ended and the Commonwealth 
struggled to figure out how to re-absorb veterans, many of whom had suffered 
severe physical and mental trauma. The SFC saw an opportunity for the state to be 
“just and generous, and also reap a profit.”279 Commissioners believed that it would 
be “wise statesmanship…and not more than common gratitude to take care of those 
who escape” from the war.280 Ample work opportunities awaited veterans in the 
state forests, such as “road building, fire-guard patrolling, in cutting of timber, and 
in planting.”281 Those not physically able to do manual labor could be employed in 
woodworking shops. Commissioners stated that a great deal of land could be 
purchased near Swann State Forest that could support a whole working community 
of returned veterans. These working state forests could anchor sustainable rural 
communities. Commissioners wrote that such properties could “ensure a continuous 
yield of timber and continuous employment in the sawmill, the shop and the 
woods.”282 Moreover, commissioners envisioned a situation in which “both the shop 
and the forest workers can live in their own homes with their families.” These 
communities, commissioners believed would “impart at once new life to several 
little villages and would meet with the favor of their inhabitants.”283 The practice of 
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regional planning, then in its nascence, had yet to emerge as a potent force in the 
state, though some thinkers such as forester Benton MacKaye had begun to 
articulate ideas about how to establish sustainable live-work communities in 
forests.  
Over the following two decades, these ideas came to have a more 
pronounced influence on existing state forests as well as new additions. Despite all 
this work, commissioners noted, in their final report, that “A million acres of waste 
land still remain—land now producing nothing of value and paying little in taxes, 
but which covered with forests would have a large commercial value.”284 In the 
coming decades, the new Department of Conservation would pick up where the OSF 
and SFC left off and expand state forests’ size and meaning amid a host of cultural 
































Figure 2.1: Alfred Akerman, 
Massachusetts’s first State 
Forester from 1904 to 1906. 
Boston Sunday Globe, January 28, 
1906.  
Figure 2.2: Franklin W. Rane 
depicted in a 1907 Boston Daily 
Globe Article titled “To Reclaim 
Waste Forest Lands in 
Massachusetts.” Born in Ohio, Rane 
taught agricultural economics the 
University of New Hampshire before 
serving as Massachusetts’s State 
Forester from 1906-1919. Boston 


















Figure 2.4: “An Abandoned Massachusetts Field.” Fifth Annual Report of the State Forester of 
Massachusetts, 1908. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 2.3: White pine plantation in Lancaster, MA. Though located on private land, this landscape 
exemplified the type of rationally-managed forests the OSF desired to create. OSF foresters 







Figure 2.5: This article in the Boston Sunday Globe introduced Rane’s reforestation campaign to 
the state’s residents and showed both the types of landscape he hoped to rehabilitate as well as 
the OSF’s nursery, which was a critical part of this effort. “To Reclaim Waste Forest Lands in 

























Figure 2.6: The OSF’s forestry exhibit on the “Farming Special” train. This car held an array of 
photographs, tools, displays, and specimens that illustrated what forestry was and why it was 
important to Massachusetts. Another car held a fully-equipped forest fire fighting wagon.  Seventh 
Annual Report of the State Forester of Massachusetts, 1910. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 2.7: This image, included in the working plan for Highland farm, bore the caption “Many 
fields, formerly cleared, have now reverted to forest.” This description and the inclusion of a 
dilapidated wall further emphasized the OSF’s view that the state’s rural lands required 






Figure 2.8: Another image from the Highland Farm working plan that showed idle agricultural 
land and unkempt forests. Hawley claimed that the forest behind the fence had virtually no value, 
except for the small patch of pines in the center right. Ralph C. Hawley, “Working Plan for 
Highland Farm.” [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 2.9: Hawley claimed that a “light thinning could improve the growth” of this “thrifty young 












Figure 2.10: These mature hardwoods 
were “in their prime,” Hawley wrote, but 
needed to “be cut before they began to 
deteriorate.” Once again, the OSF valued 
forests for their productive potential. 
Ralph C. Hawley, “Working Plan for 
Highland Farm.” [Courtesy DCR 
Archives.] 
Figure 2.11: Hawley described this landscape as “Pasture land seeding up with pine.” This growth, 
however, was “so slow that very little good timber” could be produced. Instead, it should be 
planted by the OSF. This photograph demonstrated how the OSF framed forestry as the salvation 








Figure 2.12: Table showing potential white pine volumes for trees growing in (A) Wet Swamp, (B) 
Sandy Soil, (C) Rich Lowlands, and (D) Upland Pasture. Harold O. Cook, Handbook on Forest 






Figure 2.13: Fire tower in Hanson, MA. This example demonstrated the most sophisticated steel 
fire tower the OSF built. The Massachusetts State Forester Eleventh Annual Report, 1914. 






Figure 2.14: This map showed the locations and viewsheds for existing and proposed fire towers 
in Massachusetts’s for 1911 as well as the five fire districts M.C. Hutchins established. This image 
demonstrated that the OSF strove for comprehensive surveillance of the Commonwealth’s forest 
landscape. The State Forester of Massachusetts Eight Annual Report, 1911. [Courtesy DCR 
Archives.] 
Figure 2.15: An image from Rane’s annual report highlighting fire’s devastating effect of the 
state’s landscape and forestry’s ability to restore it. Fifth Annual Report of the State Forester of 






Figure 2.16: Rane included 
this image of the town of 
Lincoln’s forest fire fighting 
wagon to show other towns 
how to equip themselves. 
These wagons had “8 
extinguishers and 20 milk 
cans filled with water.” 
Franklin W. Rane, “We Must 
Stop Forest Fires,” 1909. 
[Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 2.17: This chart showed 
Rane’s ideal organizational structure 
for combatting forest fires. He would 
largely achieve this system by 1919, 
when he stepped down. This also 
demonstrates that controlling 
Massachusetts’s landscape required 
a disciplined corps of workers. 
Franklin W. Rane, “We Must Stop 








Figure 2.18: (Left) Located near the 
Watuppa Ponds in Fall River and 
pictured in 1914 this was a more 
rudimentary wooden fire tower. 
Eventually the OSF constructed 
towers only of steel, but in the early 
days H.O. Cook recounted some 
consisted of boards nailed to a tree. 
[Courtesy DCR Archives.].  
Figure 2.19: (Below) A sketch 
showing Hutchin’s method for 
locating forest fires from towers 
using triangulation. This method 
strengthened the OSF’s ability to 
watch over the Commonwealth’s 







Figure 2.20: Sketch showing improved methods for safeguarding against forest fires started by 
passing locomotives. The State Forester of Massachusetts Eight Annual Report, 1911. [Courtesy 
DCR Archives.]  
Figure 2.21: The OSF’s mobile gasoline power sprayer boasted a four-cylinder engine and a 
triplex pump. The apparatus weight 3,000 pounds.  The State Forester of Massachusetts Sixth 






Figures 2.22 and 2.23. The image on the top depicted an overgrown forest in Manchester-by-Sea 
infested that Rane asked the reader to “Imagine the difficulty in treating this woodland for gypsy 
moth as is.” The image on the bottom showed the same stand after the OSF conducted thinning 
operations. This made the “conditions better for combating moths” while the “cordwood helps to 
meet the expense.” The State Forester of Massachusetts Seventh Annual Report, 1910. [Courtesy 








Figure 2.24: The SFC used this map to make the case for establishing state forests in 
Massachusetts. The new public lands would be used to rehabilitate wasted woodlands, depicted 
here in gray, through scientific forest management and reforestation.  Report of the Massachusetts 














Figure 2.25: An early image of the OSF’s first nursery on the grounds of Massachusetts 
Agricultural College. The wooden supports and covers protected the young, vulnerable seedlings 
from snow and provided needed shade. Fourth Annual Report of the State Forester of 
Massachusetts, 1907. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 2.26: “The sawdust pile tells the story,” Rane’s assistant R.S. Langdell declared of this 
example of “cut-over land,” which he believed was suitable only for white pine cultivation. Such 
landscapes were ideal candidates for reforestation work.  R.S. Langdell, “Nursery and 





Figure 2.27: Langdell similarly thought that burnt-over land such as this, in which “all the seed 
and young trees have been destroyed,” should be reforested. R.S. Langdell, “Nursery and 
Reforestation Work in Massachusetts,” 1910. [Courtesy DCR Archives.]  
Figure 2.28: This photograph showed a field being reforested with white pine transplants. This 
plantation had been set in 1904, so was not an OSF lot, but Langdell upheld it as an exemplar of 
what the OSF sought to achieve. R.S. Langdell, “Nursery and Reforestation Work in 






Figure 2.29: The “Colrain Forest” or reforestation lot in 1915, four years after planting. This was 
a former farm; stone fences can be seen in the middle left. [Courtesy DCR Archives.].  
Figure 2.30: Colrain Forest in 1918, seven years after the OSF established this plantation. The 
previous photo was taken from the road on the right, and the same stone wall is in the 










Figure 2.31: Langdell broke down the process of planting tree seedlings into four discrete steps. 
Simplifying the procedure enabled private landowners and temporary OSF laborers to replicate it 







Figure 2.32: The mobile, temporary housing units the OSF developed for seasonal laborers 
working in reforestation lots that were too distant from local accommodations. The State Forester 
of Massachusetts Seventh Annual Report, 1910. [Courtesy DCR Archives.]  
Figure 2.33: State Forest Commission members touring Bourne in 1914 in search of land for 









Figure 2.34: Winchendon, MA in 1878. This small town in north-central Massachusetts had 
several manufacturers who relied on a variety of lumber and wood products. Some factory 
owners were enthusiastic about forestry, and the first state forest was located just south of the 






Figure 2.35: Boulder marking the establishment of Otter River State Forest in front of the 
Goodnow house, a former farmhouse repurposed as a superintendent’s quarters. Depicted here in 
1921, the house is no longer extant, and the boulder was moved to the current state forest’s 









Figure 2.36: Map depicting Otter River State Forest in 1915. The small, shaded areas indicate the 
new forest plantations. The Goodnow house and barn are located in the upper right, just beside 
the Royalston-Winchendon line. Second Annual Report of the Massachusetts State Forest 







Figure 2.37: The new Mohawk Trail highway coursing through the Hoosac Mountains. Though the 
SFC considered purchasing sections of this scenic area, commissioner decided against it. It would 
take another five years for the state to protect this area’s valuable scenic resources. Second 












Figure 2.38: The first proposal for a reservation along the Mohawk Trail. In 1915, commissioners 
deemed the project outside the purview of the SFC, since none of these areas could turn a profit 
from reforestation or timber management. In 1921, much of area labelled section A would 
become part of the new Mohawk Trail State Forest. Second Annual Report of the Massachusetts 






The Playground in the Woodlot: Forestry, Recreation, and the Advent of 
Multiple Use Land Management in Massachusetts’s State Forests, 1919-1929 
 
 In 1927, an employee of Massachusetts’s Department of Conservation (DOC) 
photographed a stand of pine trees in Myles Standish State Forest (SF) arranged in 
long, straight rows (fig. 3.1). Foresters had planted these orderly lines in 1916 
shortly after this several-thousand-acre timber reserve’s establishment and had just 
finished pruning away the lower branches when this photograph was taken. These 
repetitive and neat ranks of pine trees were part of the state forester’s efforts to 
revitalize unproductive lands by establishing timber plantations. Before Myles 
Standish SF’s establishment, this landscape in the southeastern town of Carver had 
experienced centuries of intensive use, and these organized lines of young trees 
promised long-term prosperity. When the trees reached maturity in a few decades, 
foresters would harvest and sell them. Pruning the lower branches produced 
straighter, knot-free lumber, and adjacent timber stands planted later would 
provide harvests in subsequent years. This image captured a small portion of a 
much larger effort to restore productivity to Massachusetts through forestry. A 
second photograph from Myles Standish SF, however, indicated another way that 
the state used the landscape to serve the public (fig. 3.2). This image of the state 
forest’s picnic grounds depicted a large fireplace set amid trees on a pond’s sandy 
shore. Shown in 1925, the picnic grounds served visitors who hoped to escape the 





fireplace and nearby picnic tables enabled visitors to cook in open air and connect 
with nature. Together, these two images exemplified how recreational 
“playgrounds” emerged within the productive “woodlots” of Massachusetts’s state 
forests during the 1920s. Amid a changing culture and society, picnic grounds joined 
timber plantations in the evolving built environment of Massachusetts’s public 
conservation lands.  
In the decades preceding these photographs, Massachusetts’s first two state 
foresters, Alfred Akerman and Franklin Rane, had institutionalized the budding 
profession of scientific forestry in the Commonwealth. Through education, fire 
prevention, and reforestation, the Office of State Forester (OSF) had disseminated 
Progressive Era conservation ideals and goals throughout Massachusetts at a time 
when only a few states had such programs. All these activities centered on creating 
wealth and beauty in Massachusetts’s trees. Akerman, Rane, and their fellow 
foresters in the Northeast sought to apply scientific forest management to increase 
the economic productivity and aesthetic appeal of woodlands in a region grappling 
with the legacy of deforestation while undergoing agricultural decline coupled with 
industrial and urban growth. By increasing the state’s homegrown timber supply, 
foresters hoped to eventually generate much-needed additional income for 
struggling farmers, supply industrial manufacturers with cheaper raw materials, 
and appease elite urban conservationists concerned with preserving scenery. In 





cultural role. Forest conservation in the state was guided by a sense that 
Massachusetts’s and New England’s Yankee cultural identity was waning in the face 
of increasing immigration and urbanization.1 By creating wealth and beauty in trees, 
forestry promised to revitalize the idealized Yankee cultural landscape of town 
center, farm, field, and woodland. Forestry’s modern practices could ensure that 
Yankee cultural identity persevered into the twentieth century.  
 During the 1920s, however, Massachusetts’s conservation institutions, its 
new state forests, and the ideas guiding both expanded and transformed. The belief 
that these government-owned forests could accommodate both timber production 
and recreation without a loss to either began to take hold and manifested in the 
landscape. Forest “playgrounds” arose in landscapes formerly understood 
exclusively as “woodlots” that foresters managed as productive timber reserves. The 
emergence of playgrounds in woodlots demonstrated how a new multiple use forest 
management ethos began to guide Massachusetts’s state forest policy. Within this 
new conservation regime state forests became landscapes of both production and 
recreation that provided space for mental and physical revitalization while still 
producing a steady timber crop through silvicultural operations. OSF foresters 
continued to concentrate on developing timber resources, while the new multiple 
use ethos identified additional ways to commodify the forest landscape to generate 
additional income.  
 
1 The 1924 National Origins Act, however, severely restricted immigration and received support from 





 The changing landscape of Massachusetts’s state forests during the 1920s 
reflected fears about the erosion of Anglo-American cultural identity and political 
hegemony. The elite, white Protestant men largely in charge of policy and 
management utilized these state forests to embody and transmit dominant ideals of 
American identity. Investigating the evolution of these landscapes and the 
institutions managing them reveals how anxieties over the myriad social and 
cultural impacts of urban industrial society, corporate capitalism, and increased 
immigration were molded and expressed through environmental management 
practices. During this period, state forests emerged as sites where people could 
practice the cultural rituals of automobile touring, outdoor recreation, and scenic 
appreciation that were increasingly understood as ways to practice, reinforce, and 
showcase citizens’ American-ness.2 These practices came to be central to forging not 
only a unified national character but also an ideal of white, middle- and upper-class 
cultural identity. Massachusetts state forests were deeply embedded in regional 
tourist networks subtly (and often explicitly) geared toward inculcating patriotism 
and nationalism. These complex built environments upheld traditional Anglo-Saxon 
cultural goals by demonstrating the dominant class’ wise management of a common 
resource and by defining and valorizing the ideal Yankee cultural landscape. This 
era was fraught with ethnic tensions, and the white protestants who controlled 
much of Massachusetts’s politics and economy sought new ways to reestablish 
 
2 Marguerite Shaffer, See America First: Tourism and National Identity 1880-1940 (Washington, DC: 





cultural and political supremacy as they lost control of urban centers.3 During the 
1920s, Ku Klux Klan membership rose in Massachusetts and in New England as 
more African Americans moved north in the Great Migration and new immigrant 
groups arrived in Boston. Meanwhile, the newly-formed Department of 
Conservation (DOC) took over its first historic monument, one that celebrated Myles 
Standish, the Pilgrim military leader who committed acts of genocide against Native 
Americans.4 Over the course of the decade, the state’s judicial system arrested, tried, 
and executed Italian immigrants Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti in a deeply 
unjust trial as the Red Scare gripped the United States.5 Meanwhile, the DOC 
purchased Mount Grace, in the north-central town of Warwick, to preserve a scenic 
summit to refresh residents’ weary minds. As immigration restrictions increased 
 
3 Historian James Connolly examined how “Concerns over the resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan, the fate 
of Ireland after the war, Prohibition, immigration restriction, and the Red Scare intensified and 
politicized ethnic identities” in Massachusetts during the 1920s. For example, Boston’s Irish Catholic 
mayor James M. Curley, reelected in 1921, continued to emphasize the “Brahmin conspiracy working 
against the well-being of immigrant Bostonians.” Similar tensions existed in the numerous cities 
throughout the state that had large and growing immigrant populations confronting entrenched 
power. James J. Connolly, The Triumph of Ethnic Progressivism: Urban Political Culture in Boston, 
1900-1925 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 163-164.  
4 Massachusetts was rife with evidence of racism and nativism during this time. Most significantly, 
membership in the Ku Klux Klan grew rapidly during the 1920s following a period of intense Catholic 
immigration to New England in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The organization 
peaked in 1925, when it had 130,780 members in Massachusetts alone. Membership dropped in 
subsequent years. For an analysis of the Klan’s rise and fall in New England see Mark Paul Richard, 
Not a Catholic Nation: The Ku Klux Klan Confronts New England in the 1920s (Amherst, MA: University 
of Massachusetts Press, 2015), 1.  
5 The 1927 execution of Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti and the trial leading to it sparked 
protests not only in Boston, but throughout the nation and globe. Their trial occurred against the 
backdrop of the Red Scare – a campaign led by United States Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer to 
eradicate Communists and other radicals from the nation. These subsequent raids were particularly 
intense in Massachusetts’s industrial centers of Brockton, Bridgewater, Lawrence, and Lowell. For an 
investigation of Sacco and Vanzetti and the Red Scare see Bruce Watson, Sacco and Vanzetti: The Men, 





and labor strife intensified, the state purchased Mohawk Trail State Forest, which 
preserved a historic Native American pathway and emphasized the Anglo-American 
dominance over the Native landscape.  By 1930, state forests sought to produce not 
only higher quality timber but also a range of experiences intended to shape 
citizenship and bolster the dominant culture’s way of viewing and interacting with 
nature and history.   
 This chapter first examines the reorganization of Massachusetts’s 
environmental agencies and the campaign for state forest expansion. The remainder 
of the chapter examines how the new institutional priorities and cultural attitudes 
reshaped existing and new state forests. The shift towards multiple use and the 
increasingly complex cultural role of state forests followed the institutional 
reordering of conservation in the Commonwealth along with an expansion in the 
number and size of state forests. The OSF had begun to face questions over its 
practices as early as 1916, and the necessity and efficiency of the numerous 
commissions and agencies in Massachusetts’s executive branch had come under 
scrutiny. In 1917, state lawmakers initiated a constitutional convention to debate 
how to rationalize and consolidate these departments and whether to introduce 
constitutional amendments allowing citizens to propose legislation. Following the 
convention, a new department encompassed the state’s conservation agencies. The 





forester, though longtime OSF employee Harold O. Cook stayed on as the Chief 
Forester and led the Division of Forestry.  
 The constitutional convention also led to a dramatic increase in state forest 
acquisition. The introduction of initiative petitions empowered citizens to propose 
legislation. Accordingly, the Massachusetts Forestry Association (MFA), led by the 
charismatic and dedicated Harris Reynolds, campaigned to increase the state’s 
forest holdings by 250,000 acres and succeeded in garnering 31,000 signatures in 
support.6 The legislature, however, decided to only authorize the purchase of 
100,000 additional acres. The MFA’s public campaign articulated key precepts 
motivating conservation in Massachusetts and the nation at the outset of the new 
decade. The landscapes the DOC acquired and transformed exemplified the change 
and continuity that this multiple use ideology presented. Examining the 
development of early state forests such as Otter River and Myles Standish alongside 
new additions such as Beartown, Mount Grace, Mohawk Trail SFs, and the Myles 
Standish Monument elucidates how Cook and his team rethought OSF practices to 
meet and shape society’s changing needs and desires.  
 While the Division of Forestry remained steadfastly committed to 
maximizing forests’ productivity, changing cultural attitudes pressured the agency 
to adapt its practices. The 1920s rise of automobile tourism and outdoor recreation 
 
6 William A. King, “The Private Forestry Movement in Massachusetts,” in Stepping Back to Look 
Forward: A History of the Massachusetts Forest, ed. Charles H.W. Foster (Petersham, MA: Distributed 





increased demand for scenic reservations outfitted with picnic tables, latrines, 
fireplaces, and campgrounds. As incomes and leisure time rose for the white middle 
class, many sought to escape cities for forests’ rejuvenating qualities. State forests 
became enmeshed in the rapidly growing consumer culture, in which white and blue 
collar workers sought a sense of agency and identity in a modern world increasingly 
defined by “hierarchy, routinization, and standardization,” as cultural historian Lynn 
Dumenil argued.7 Western Massachusetts emerged during this period as a highly 
popular destination with its mix of seemingly pristine forests, classic New England 
towns, and compelling historic sites that contrasted sharply with most residents’ 
everyday life and work. In a time of urban industrial growth, this region offered a 
return to a seemingly authentic past and engagement with primeval nature, much 
like the White Mountains had offered the Appalachian Mountain Club’s members. 
State forests such as Mohawk Trail SF gave visitors places to strengthen the body 
and refresh the mind while also subtly defining what it meant to be a loyal, patriotic 
American. Thus, foresters found themselves managing growing numbers of visitors 
and building recreational infrastructure alongside their usual work of clearing 
brush, planting seedlings, and conducting improvement thinnings. This work along 
with the department’s new purchases showed how the DOC gradually wove cultural 
heritage tourism and outdoor recreation into the landscape of Massachusetts’s state 
forests over the 1920s. 
 
7 Lynn Dumenil, Modern Temper: American Culture and Society in the 1920s (New York, NY: Hill & 






The 1919 Massachusetts Constitutional Convention and the Creation of the 
Department of Conservation 
Franklin Rane differed greatly from his successor William Bazeley. Rane had 
studied, taught, and practiced agricultural science, horticulture, and forestry since 
leaving high school. Bazeley, on the other hand, was born in 1872 in a small town in 
Wales and immigrated to the United States when he was eighteen. He made his way 
through New York to the Worcester area where he met and married Margaret C. 
Chapin, who came from a prominent political family in Uxbridge, a mill town several 
miles south of Worcester. After dealing in real estate for several years, Bazeley 
pursued political office and served as the state Representative for Worcester in 
1909 and 1912.8 His constituents elected him a state Senator in 1913, a position he 
held until 1919. During this decade of political involvement, he became enmeshed in 
the state’s Republican establishment and befriended Calvin Coolidge, who was 
elected to the state Senate the same year as Bazeley. Republicans in Massachusetts 
predominantly represented the native-born Yankee base that was largely rural, 
while Democrats tended to represent the diverse urban immigrant populations.9 
While control over the governorship flipped over the early twentieth century as the 
Boston patricians and rural Republicans saw their political power erode, Coolidge 
 
8 “Governor Names New State Boards, Many Well-Known Men Lose Places,” Boston Daily Globe, 
November 25, 1919; “Bazeley Ends Long Service for State,” Daily Boston Globe, May 17, 1935.  





became lieutenant governor in 1916 and governor in 1919. Bazeley’s connection 
proved fortuitous, as Coolidge appointed him the new commissioner of the DOC in 
1920, a position that also made him state forester. Franklin Rane had gained his 
appointment by demonstrating his knowledge about silviculture and agriculture; 
Bazeley knew the right people in power. 
 Despite Rane’s numerous accomplishments, ample experience, and wealth of 
knowledge, he was not necessarily a savvy administrator, and his management had 
come under scrutiny by the Commission on Economy and Efficiency (CEE) 
beginning in 1915. Democratic governor Eugene Foss had established this 
commission in 1912 amid Progressive Era concerns over governmental inefficiency 
and waste.10 The three commissioners appraised all state departments, offices, 
agencies, and commissions.11 The OSF did not fare well. The CEE noted that the OSF 
had strayed far from its enabling legislation and outgrown its original role as an 
educational office intended to promote reforestation and improve forest 
management. A decade following its establishment, the OSF oversaw a statewide fire 
observation network, coordinated gypsy moth suppression, and owned and 
 
10 The CEE appraised many of the earlier Progressive Era government agencies and showed how 
political parties in Massachusetts wielded reform as a political tool. For the battles between 
Democrats and Republicans over reform in the state, see Connolly, The Triumph of Ethnic 
Progressivism 
11 The CEE audited appropriations and expenditures and examined organizations’ administrative 
frameworks. Its enabling legislation charged it with inquiring “into the laws governing the financial 
transactions of the commonwealth and to study the possibility of promoting greater economy and 
efficiency and utility in the transaction of business of the commonwealth by any changes in such 
laws, by the reorganization, consolidation, or co-ordination of departments and institutions, [and] by 
different methods of administration…” Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Acts of 1912, Chapter 712: 





managed an extensive portfolio of properties. To the CEE’s frugal eyes this growth 
appeared out of line with the OSF’s original intent.12 Additionally, the CEE 
questioned the necessity of the separate institutions of the State Forest Commission, 
which investigated and purchased land, and the OSF, which managed state forests. 
CEE members went so far as to cast doubt upon the need for the SFC at all.13  
 The CEE also criticized Rane’s handling of the reforestation lot program. 
Commissioners faulted the OSF’s inadequate bookkeeping and critiqued the lots for 
being too small and far apart. Over the years, foresters had accrued expenses 
traveling to the disparate lots, many of which were too small to generate significant 
revenue. Overall, the CEE chastised the OSF for purchasing “remote” lots whose 
distance from “lines of travel” rendered them “nearly valueless for publicity and 
demonstration purposes.”14 Moreover, the work the foresters conducted had 
become too expensive, making it less likely that the original owners would 
repurchase the lots, which had been the program’s goal. Combined with the 
accounting issues, this assessment called into question the whole reforestation lot 
program, a linchpin in Rane’s efforts to demonstrate that forestry could turn worn-
out land into productive woodlots. After considering these issues, the CEE 
recommended setting a three-year term limit for the state forester, improving 
 
12 This might also be interpreted as a Democrat-created commission critiquing an agency largely 
created and sustained by Republicans. Democratic Governor Eugene Foss, however, did support 
forestry and the OSF.  
13 Annual Report of the Commission on Economy and Efficiency, 1915 (Boston, MA: Wright & Potter 
Printing Co., 1916), 176 





reporting procedures for time and work, and professionalizing the annual reports, 
which commissioners felt contained much anecdotal and inessential information.15  
 Though Rane improved accounting practices and standardized the annual 
reports, the CEE’s findings marked the beginning of the end for the OSF. Overall, the 
commission found that the state government had become a byzantine mess of 
agencies and commissions created to deal with specific issues and organized 
without an overarching plan. One account of the state’s constitutional convention 
described how “there had gradually grown up more than a hundred executive or 
administrative officers, boards, and commissions, whose duties sometimes 
overlapped and who were subject to practically no central control.”16 Many from 
across the state’s political spectrum felt these offices needed to be rationalized and 
consolidated and their control centralized. To accomplish this, legislators called for 
a constitutional convention, the fourth in the state’s history.17   
 The ensuing convention took place from June 1917 to August 1919 and 
reconfigured how Massachusetts’s government functioned. The resulting reforms 
had particularly important repercussions for the protection of existing forests and 
future reforestation efforts. Following the convention, all the state’s conservation-
 
15 Annual Report of the Commission on Economy and Efficiency, 1915, 240-241.  
16 Lawrence P. Evans, “The Constitutional Convention of Massachusetts,” Reprinted from The 
American Political Science Review vol. XV, no. 2 (May 1921), 224.  
17 The first convention created the constitution of 1780, a second was held in 1820, and a third in 
1853. The 1917-1919 convention proposed twenty-two amendments and a revised draft of the 






related agencies and commissions were united under the new Department of 
Conservation.18 To lead the new department, Coolidge chose Bazeley, who lacked 
experience managing conservation programs. 19 A bureaucrat with political bona-
fides thus took the place of Rane, an expert in forestry and agricultural economics. 
Additionally, the convention allowed for initiative and referendum, which 
respectively empowered citizens to introduce legislation and vote directly on ballot 
questions. As explored below, the MFA utilized the former to introduce a new bill for 
increased state forest acquisition to the legislature. The new constitution also 
allowed for the use of eminent domain for conservation purposes, which greatly 
assisted with assembling state forests. Altogether, the constitutional convention 
streamlined, expanded, and strengthened forest conservation in Massachusetts, 
though led, in part, to a political appointee replacing a trained authority.   
 Upon taking office, Bazeley reiterated many Progressive Era conservation 
platitudes, with a nationalistic flair. Wood was central to American prosperity, 
Bazeley argued. “Nowhere else has lumber been so potent a factor in development 
 
18 The Convention called for a maximum of twenty departments. Evans, “The Constitutional 
Convention of Massachusetts,” 224.  
19 Thus, while the constitutional convention rationalized the bureaucratic structure of conservation 
and expanded its legal tools, Bazeley’s appointment marked the erosion of professional foresters’ 
control of forest conservation in the state. Though politics certainly played a role in Akerman’s 
appointment and Rane knew the right people, both had been educated in and taught at schools of 
forestry prior to becoming state forester. To be fair, over the next decade, Bazeley, a member of the 
Worcester Horticultural Society and MFA, proved to be a competent administrator and forceful 
conservation advocate. Furthermore, he retained the trained and experienced Harold O. Cook as 
Chief Forester overseeing day-to-day operations of the Division of Forestry. Bazeley held the job until 
1935, when he gained another choice appointment as commissioner of the Alcoholic Beverages 
Control Commission, which regulated alcohol in the state after Prohibition’s repeal. “Bazeley Ends 






as in the United States,” he declared in his first annual report.20 The nation’s “lavish 
use of our wood products” made possible the “houses in which our citizens dwell, 
the more than 200,000 miles of railroads, the development of our great industrial 
centers, [and] our vast engineering projects.”21 The consumption of the nation’s 
forests, he argued, had enabled the “marvelous development in all the elements of 
power and prosperity which we enjoy.” Bazeley therefore argued for the “absolute 
necessity of maintaining this source of wealth” by making timber production 
“continuous” through reforestation and protection. Since Massachusetts lacked 
“virgin forests,” its goal then was “reclamation.”22 Mirroring Akerman’s arguments 
fifteen years earlier, Bazeley claimed that Massachusetts imported 70% of its timber 
and to fix this “our idle lands need to be put to work.”23 Much like his predecessors, 
Bazeley characterized forests as a source of economic wealth whose better 
stewardship could yield the state a steadier source of income and raw material. To 
nurture forests was to nurture the fountainhead of American progress and wealth.  
 At the outset of the 1920s, both the timber industry and the conservation 
movement were undergoing significant changes. World War I had temporarily and 
drastically increased demand both for American lumber and for foresters to manage 
harvesting and supply. The armistice in late 1919 precipitated a tumultuous period 
 
20 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State Forester for the Year Ending November 
30, 1920 (Boston, MA: Wright & Potter Printing Co., 1921), 12. 
21 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 12.  
22 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 12-13.  





in American lumber markets, upending an already volatile industry. Demand first 
dropped severely – the national price index for lumber fell 50% from 1920 to 1921 
as mills closed and production fell.24 By 1923, production had increased 
significantly, though prices remained low. Meanwhile, improved timber harvesting 
technology such as transport trucks and high-powered saws led not only to 
overproduction, but also to the increased deterioration of existing forest lands. 
Conservationists continued to call for greater government regulation to limit the 
destruction of woodlands, as timber operators yearned for stability in a fluctuating 
market.  
 Amid this change, the profession of forestry and public attitude towards 
nature both underwent processes of “consolidation, maturation, and development,” 
as forest historian Thomas Cox described.25 While earlier Progressive Era 
conservationists sought increased governmental regulation, the new decade 
witnessed more calls for cooperation between business and government. Forestry 
bridged the gap between these two groups. State and federal governments worked 
to convince timber operators that silviculture made good business sense and 
appeased many conservationists. During the national Republican administrations of 
Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover, the federal government was not keen on limiting 
timber companies’ ability to conduct business. In the 1920s the United States Forest 
 
24 Thomas Cox, Robert S. Maxwell, Phillip Drennon Thomas, and Joseph J. Malone, This Well-Wooded 
Land: Americans and Their Forests from Colonial Times to the Present (Lincoln, NE: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1985) 204. 





Service pursued voluntary codes and restrictions in collaboration with timber 
industry leaders. Gifford Pinchot, a vocal and powerful proponent of stronger 
regulation, lost his position as the head of the Forest Service in 1910 following 
political controversy.26 His replacement and protégé, Henry Graves, quietly pursued 
the expansion of scientific forest management practices, but resigned from the 
United States Forest Service in 1920 to lead the Yale Forest School for a second time. 
William Greeley replaced Graves and pursued a “philosophy of education and 
cooperation” with timber businesses, according to Cox.27 Under Greeley’s 
leadership, the Forest Service tended to federal timber reserves while helping states 
strengthen their fire prevention programs and encouraging timber companies to 
practice scientific forestry. The 1924 Clark-McNary Act, the most important federal 
conservation legislation of the decade, facilitated federal-state-industry cooperation 
on fire protection and authorized $2.5 million to finance firefighting efforts. 
Additionally, the act created a system of federal and state tree nurseries to promote 
reforestation, funded studies of forest taxation, established a forestry extension 
program, and enabled federal land acquisition of the watersheds of navigable 
streams.28 Though the Clark-McNary Act significantly supported forest 
 
26 After William H. Taft rose to the presidency in 1909, he appointed Richard Ballinger to as the 
Secretary of the Interior. Ballinger quickly reversed the designation of millions of acres of national 
forests made by Roosevelt in the final days of his presidency. Furious, Pinchot publicly excoriated 
Taft and Ballinger, painting them as anti-conservationists. Taft subsequently relieved Pinchot of his 
duties in early 1910. Cox et al., This Well Wooded Land, 198-199.  
27 Cox et al., This Well Wooded Land, 206. 






conservation, the 1920s in general saw far fewer milestones in the preservation and 
protection of the nation’s forests than the previous three decades.29  
 Bazeley’s work further clarified how state-based scientific forestry became 
entrenched within a greater bureaucratic hierarchy. Following the constitutional 
convention, the DOC oversaw the Division of Forestry, the Division of Fish and 
Game, and the Division of Animal Industry. The Division of Fish and Game regulated 
hunting and fishing and supervised the stocking of different waterways and lands 
with fish and game birds. Bazeley felt that the Divisions of Forestry and of Fish and 
Game belonged together since their work was “closely interrelated” and now they 
could cooperate more efficiently.30 Forests, Bazeley recognized, were essential to 
the “protection and increase of wildlife” by providing habitat.31 Fisheries also relied 
on forests’ capacity to absorb springtime flood waters that damaged stream beds 
and banks. Woodlands further nurtured fish stocks by storing water during drought 
periods and providing shade alongside streams where fish congregated. The 
Division of Animal Industry, meanwhile, was something of an outlier in the DOC, and 
its inclusion was the result of some last-minute trading between the DOC and 
Department of Agriculture. The division oversaw the health of livestock and 
domestic pets. For example, members inspected cows for bovine tuberculosis and 
 
29 Historians have noted that conservation flourishes on a national scale when presidents champion 
the issue. Harding and Coolidge were not enthusiastic about conservation, and their policies were 
accordingly limited in scope and scale. Cox et al., 207.  
30 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 13. 
31 The new commissioner also asserted incorrectly that forests could survive without wildlife, but 





managed rabies vaccinations for dogs. Bazeley rationalized its inclusion by noting 
that it was a “well-recognized fact that the human race could not exist without the 
domestic animal,” which provided people with food, power, and pleasure (in the 
case of pets).32 All three units therefore protected natural resources in order to 
support the economic and social welfare of the state’s residents.  
 While Bazeley oversaw all three divisions, he also bore the title of state 
forester, a role that occupied the majority of his time and effort. He immediately 
began reconfiguring the Division of Forestry’s organization after taking office. By 
1919, the OSF consisted of seven general staff, nine general forestry employees, nine 
moth suppression supervisors, the fire warden and five district wardens, and thirty-
six fire observers. After becoming acquainted with the different duties and 
responsibilities of each employee, Bazeley found that many functions overlapped 
and lines of authority were indefinite, which prohibited the foresters from achieving 
“the fullest measure of efficiency.”33 Bazeley strove to dispel all “uncertainty with 
respect to responsibility” by carefully outlining each employee’s duties and 
authority. First, Harold O. Cook as Chief Forester oversaw all forestry operations on 
state forests and reforestation lots and coordinated private advice to woodland 
owners. James Morris took over control of moth suppression and the nurseries, 
which by 1920 included sites in the towns of Amherst, Bridgewater, and Clinton as 
well as in Otter River and Myles Standish SFs. The long-time surveyor and forest 
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engineer Frank L. Haynes took charge of state forest management, though he later 
relinquished this duty to State Fire Warden Maxwell C. Hutchins when the increased 
pace of purchasing required Haynes’ expertise. Robert B. Parmenter, a former field 
foreman, became assistant forester assigned to woodlot examinations, and Francis 
W. Learoyd was named business agent in charge of purchasing. Charles O. Bailey 
continued as secretary, a position he held with the SFC, and Elizabeth Hubbard, who 
joined the OSF in 1909, stayed on as senior clerk. Hutchins retained control of fire 
observation and suppression duties.34  
 This new organizational framework demonstrated how Progressive Era 
conservation ideals still served as the ideological underpinning for the new DOC 
even as new ways of understanding the relationship between people and nature 
were beginning to influence state policy. Bazeley reiterated the Progressive Era 
trope that society needed to “use wisely and enjoy moderately this natural wealth 
with which the Commonwealth was once so generously endowed.”35 He emphasized 
that conserving forests meant utilizing them in such a way “as to make them 
continuous,” which entailed reforesting lands and safeguarding standing forests 
from fires and pests.36 Echoing Akerman’s educational campaigns of fifteen years 
earlier, Bazeley argued that “our idle lands must be put to work” and that “the 
people at large must be educated in the value and benefits” of conservation policy 
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based in scientific forestry.37 At the same time, the opening page of the first annual 
report included a photograph of “Scenery along the Mohawk Trail” (fig. 3.3). The 
SFC had previously studied this mountainous area in northwestern Massachusetts 
and found that while a timber reserve would not be financially viable, the area 
should be preserved as a scenic reservation. This image indicated the advent of a 
more expansive role for the state’s conservation agency.  
 This small but significant shift contrasted with developments on the national 
level. As examined previously, the federal government had begun creating national 
parks to preserve exemplary scenery in 1872 and established national forests to 
conserve timber in 1881.38 These differing types of forest protections remained 
separate in 1920. Congress created the National Park Service in 1916 while the 
older United States Forest Service oversaw management of national forests.39 This 
sharp bifurcation intensified in the later 1910s and 1920s as inter-agency disputes 
created deep ideological (and often personal) divisions between the two federal 
agencies. Massachusetts at first followed a similar track with the creation of State 
Reservations as standalone, county-managed scenic preserves and state forests as 
 
37 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 12. 
38 Beginning in 1906, the president was also authorized to designate federal lands as National 
Monuments. These typically protected exemplary scenic landmarks and functioned similarly to 
National Parks. See Hal Rothman, America’s National Monuments: The Politics of Preservation 
(Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas Press, 1989).  
39 The National Park Service and Massachusetts’s state forests shared a common origin in the person 
of Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. Olmsted helped found the MFA and was a key advocate for the creation 
of the OSF and the first state forests. He later went on to draft much of the legislation that created the 
National Park Service in 1916. Linda Flint McClelland, Presenting Nature: The Historic Landscape 
Design of the National Park Service 1916 to 1942 (Washington, DC: National Park Service, United 





timber reserves. During the 1920s, however, the DOC came to understand that state 
forests both removed certain exemplary landscapes from private hands and 
provided a secure and sustainable source of timber. The DOC was able to combine 
and balance these apparently contradictory institutional prerogatives that the 
National Park Service and United States Forest Service kept distinct. 
  
“A More Beautiful, More Efficient, and More Healthful Commonwealth”: The 
Massachusetts Forestry Association’s Initiative Petition and the Expansion of 
Massachusetts’s State Forests  
 Nineteen twenty was a watershed year for conservation in Massachusetts not 
only because of the DOC’s creation but also for the MFA’s semi-successful campaign 
to increase state forest acquisition. The MFA had been the driving force behind the 
OSF’s 1904 establishment, and the now larger and more experienced organization 
pressured the state into vastly expanding the number and size of state forests. The 
MFA’s campaign demonstrated how the Progressive Era conservation movement 
had matured and evolved. Leading this charge was Harris Reynolds, elected to lead 
the MFA in 1911. Trained as a landscape architect at Harvard University, Reynolds 
focused primarily on promoting town forests.40 Beginning in 1918, though, he 
worked with MFA board members to chart a path towards state forest expansion. By 
 
40 Historian Robert McCullough chronicled Reynolds’ dedication to the town forest movement in The 
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the end of the 1910s, the SFC had only created five state forests, with most of the 
acreage located in Myles Standish SF with roughly 7,500 acres. For the MFA, this 
was inadequate.  
 The MFA’s campaign for state forests began in 1919 following the dissolution 
of the SFC and the addition of initiative to the state’s constitution. In late 1919, the 
MFA published Bulletin 125: Why Massachusetts Should Have State Forests, which 
outlined the “chief arguments” as to why the state’s “wild and idle land should be 
reclaimed by the Commonwealth as publicly owned forests.”41 Following these 
arguments, which were illustrated with photographs, Reynolds included the text of 
the initiative petition itself, which called for the addition of 250,000 acres of 
additional state forests over the next decade. The MFA’s framing of these arguments 
for state forest expansion elucidates how Progressive Era conservation goals came 
to incorporate a multiple use ideology. This new effort resembled the MFA’s 1904 
campaign to create the OSF, but its differences indicate forest conservation’s new 
directions in Massachusetts. Furthermore, the drive for state forest acquisition 
demonstrated that while the federal government increasingly relied on encouraging 
businesses and forest owners to adopt sustained-yield practices, many states 
including Massachusetts pursued more aggressive governmental policies.  
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 The bulletin foregrounded the Commonwealth’s economic well-being as the 
primary reason to expand state forests. Reynolds and the MFA believed that the 
existing amount of state forests was not “commensurate with our needs, if we are to 
guard against a timber shortage in the not distant future.”42 A common refrain for 
nearly four decades, anxiety over future timber shortages carried significant weight 
in a nation still reliant on lumber for construction and manufacturing. A simple but 
forceful graph comparing the nation’s upward trending population curve against the 
declining projected national timber supply dramatically underscored the existing 
and future dearth of quality timber (fig. 3.4). The graph predicted that current 
shortages would worsen as a growing population drew upon a dwindling timber 
supply. Reynolds claimed that existing sources in the South would be exhausted in 
short order, while states like New York, Pennsylvania, and Michigan had already 
enacted progressive policies to secure timber reserves. Massachusetts, despite being 
the second-most-densely-populated state and having extensive areas that could 
support tree cultivation, had only protected 12,000 acres, which, even if properly 
managed, could not supply the state for one year. Though this was a national 
concern, Reynolds warned that “Massachusetts should do her part to provide 
against the suffering and loss which other countries have experienced when their 
wood supply became exhausted.”43  
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 The MFA also continued emphasizing the prevalence of wasted land and the 
resulting harm to manufacturers. Imported lumber still cost more than homegrown, 
Reynolds claimed. Meanwhile, small communities experienced declining 
populations, abandoned farms, and shuttered mills. As Akerman had stated fifteen 
years prior, Reynolds argued that one million acres, one-fifth of the state, was 
“waste” land that had once supported timber growth. “In other words,” Reynolds 
wrote, “we are supporting a desert equivalent in size to Worcester County,” the 
largest in the state.44 Moreover, turning this land into productive forests could 
employ 20,000 men from hard-hit rural communities. Thus, the new campaign for 
state forests in part reiterated arguments from the first drive to institutionalize 
forestry in the state. The 1919 campaign, however, reached a larger audience, more 
specifically focused on state forest creation, and had the benefit of close-at-hand 
examples in the several established state forests. 
The MFA utilized photography to critique the state’s landscapes and highlight 
the need for scientific forestry.45 The bulletin’s cover presented an image of a well-
maintained timber plantation (fig. 3.5). The straight rows of pine shorn of lower 
branches and a clear forest floor emphasized how proper management could yield 
 
44 Bulletin 125, 7.  
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argued, “believed that the camera could help bring aesthetics and emotions into politics.” In addition 
to promoting conservation, Progressive Era reformers used photography to expose social injustices. 
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“Profit and Beauty.” The next page featured the opposite—an image depicting 
“Desolation and Loss” in a cut-over tract (fig. 3.6). The bulletin stated the oft-
repeated statistic that around one fifth of the state consisted of cut- or burnt-over 
lands that required reforestation. Once again, conservationists highlighted the sorry 
state of the Commonwealth’s rural lands to demonstrate scientific forestry’s ability 
to increase the productivity and aesthetics of forests just as the OSF had done 
throughout its existence. 
Building on the OSF’s efforts to revitalize rural culture, Reynolds argued that 
there was “something radically wrong with our economic system” that had led to 
rural depopulation and contraction of the state’s agricultural sector.46 
Conservationists like Reynolds still believed that forestry could reverse these areas’ 
economic fortunes. The bulletin included a photograph of a “Deserted Farm” 
complete with a dilapidated and overgrown barn (fig. 3.7). The section declared that 
“State Forests Will Revive Declining Rural Communities” and repeated the OSF 
adage that well-managed woodlots and timber plantations could help reverse the 
dire situation facing rural communities. Reynolds stated that reestablishing forests 
on “land only fitted for tree growth” would revive communities and stimulate 
agriculture.47 Once again, conservationists extolled forestry’s potential to shore up 
 
46 Reynolds specifically cited the fact that 35% of Massachusetts towns had fewer inhabitants in 1919 
as they had fifty years earlier. Bulletin 125, 19.  





struggling rural areas during a period of urban population and industrial 
manufacturing growth. Science and trees could save farms. 
The MFA also tried to convince residents that state forests presented a sound 
“business proposition.” Purchasing new lands for state forests would not be an 
“expenditure, but an investment,” since these timber reserves would eventually 
return a steady profit back to the state treasury.48 By consolidating many smaller 
private parcels, government ownership would in fact assist small lumber operators 
who could not profitably harvest smaller timber tracts. Reynolds also claimed that 
nearly all state-run examples of scientific forest management had ultimately proved 
profitable. He concluded that “[w]ith every precedent a success; with no sound 
economic argument against it; and with the great need for such action” residents 
should have no trouble approving this “conservative” plan.49  
Though economics dominated the MFA’s campaign for state forests, 
environmental and recreational benefits closely followed. Fire prevention, for 
instance, still concerned many. It was useless, the bulletin claimed, to continue 
spending money on reforestation until “the greatest enemy of our forests—FIRE—
has been conquered,” which could not come about “except through the absolute 
control of large areas under one management.”50 As well-maintained tracts of 
timber, state forests could serve as bulwarks against fires’ spread and demonstrate 
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effective fire mitigation practices for private woodlot owners. Additionally, state 
forests would protect drinking water supplies, another key element of Progressive 
Era conservation thought. A photograph of an impressive waterfall tumbling over 
rocks in a dense forest reminded readers that “pure drinking water comes from the 
forests,” while another image of a serene reservoir claimed that “reservoirs like this 
will be protected by state forests” (fig. 3.8).51 Though Rane and Akerman did not 
focus extensively on watershed protection, for many of their peers water protection 
constituted the primary justification for forest conservation.52 Highlighting it at this 
juncture allayed urban constituents’ concerns over water quality. Prior to this, 
forestry had mainly been a rural issue. By connecting forests and urban water 
supply, the MFA tried to show that state forests had benefits which extended 
beyond rural residents. Reynolds argued that “For the sake of the public health our 
hills should be kept under forest growth by some permanent agency.”53 He believed, 
of course, that “the state is the logical agency,” since it could operate on longer 
timelines than private, capitalist enterprises that needed to turn quicker profits. 
While forestry advocates had generally focused on uplifting rural areas, the 
increased focus on watersheds brought the issue into urban dwellers’ homes. 
 The MFA also connected forestry to urban life by highlighting the potential 
for outdoor recreation in state forests. The bulletin rhapsodized about how the 
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newly expanded state forest system could “serve the public as vacation and 
picnicking resorts without unduly interfering with their utilitarian purposes.”54 
Here, the MFA articulated the ideology of multiple use that had been hinted at but 
never pursued as an explicit policy. State forests could serve as both productive 
timber plantations that revitalized rural communities and sylvan retreats that 
rejuvenated urban bodies and minds beset by cities’ noise, squalor, and busyness 
and the stultifying effects of modern labor practices. By increasing the number and 
geographical distribution of state forests, the government could provide 
recreational areas adjacent to all the state’s population centers. Once reforested, 
state forests could serve as refuges that fulfilled people’s “love of the wild” and 
strengthened the mind and body. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries lower- and middle-class urban residents did not have easy access to 
wilderness retreats and had to make do with city, regional, and county parks 
managed by both public and private organizations, such as the Trustees of Public 
Reservations.55 State forests expanded access to nature to a broader, though not 
entirely inclusive, public. Furthermore, the MFA’s inclusion of recreation was the 
first time that the argument was made that state forests in Massachusetts should be 
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created with recreation as a goal from the outset. Earlier recreational facilities at 
Otter River and Myles Standish had only been incorporated as an afterthought. Now, 
the playground was being built into the woodlot.  
 At the conclusion of Bulletin 125 Reynolds offered the public two future 
“courses” the state could take. In “Course I,” the state continued with its present 
management of forest resources. This would result in “further depletion in our rural 
population,” lead to more abandoned farms, increase the price and amount of 
lumber imported, handicap wood-using industries, raise the cost of living, and 
generally harm the Commonwealth’s economy and its residents’ well-being.56 On 
the other hand, in “Course II” the state would “practice forestry throughout the 
Commonwealth commensurate with our needs.”57 This trajectory would create jobs, 
revive woodworking industries and rural communities, generate wealth through the 
reclamation of formerly idle lands, improve schools through increased real estate 
value, and decrease lumber imports. Altogether, Course II would lead to a “more 
beautiful, more efficient, and more healthful Commonwealth.”58 These scenarios 
spoke to the concerns of a broad audience including elites worried about rural 
cultural decline, farmers concerned with falling profits, manufacturers unhappy 
with rising costs, and urban residents who wanted better drinking water and more 
recreational opportunities. Though a simplistic duality, these two “courses” 
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provided a snapshot of conservationist thought in Massachusetts during a time of 
transition. While Reynolds repeated many standard Progressive Era arguments, he 
also had begun to hint at new directions by focusing on recreation and urban issues.  
 To realize the benefits of Course II, the reader of Bulletin 125 simply had to 
sign the petition included on the bulletin’s back page. The initiative petition urged 
the state legislature to consider “An Act for the Purchase and Development of State 
Forests,” which asked for the purchase of 250,000 acres of land in ten years. The 
managing authority (the DOC) should “reclaim said lands, by replanting or 
otherwise” to produce timber and protect water supply.59 Twelve prominent MFA 
members, including Harvard University President Charles W. Eliot, provided the 
first twelve signatures, which were prominently displayed.60 Published in 1919, 
Bulletin 125 in combination with the MFA’s other tactics proved successful. The 
petition garnered 31,000 signatures, enough to bring the bill before the legislature. 
 MFA member and banker Charles L. Ayling presented the petition to the 
Massachusetts General Court in January 1920. Over the following six months 
different committees in the House and Senate contemplated and revised the 
legislation, and the final version became law in June 1920. The first iteration called 
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for an additional 250,000 acres of state forests within ten years “for the purpose of 
producing timber and protecting the water supply of the Commonwealth.”61 In 
April, the Committee on Agriculture submitted a revised bill that included the same 
acreage and time frame but called on the state to issue bonds to cover the cost of 
acquisitions. The profits from harvesting timber would then pay off the bonds.62 The 
Senate Ways and Means Committee, however, advised reducing the acreage 
purchased to 100,000, extending the time frame to fifteen years, and scrapping the 
bond payment system for annual appropriations.63 The committee argued that the 
SFC had already faced “serious difficulties in the purchase, at a reasonable price, of 
contiguous tracts of a sufficiently large area to be economically administered.”64 The 
legislature also believed that creating such a large new state forest system would 
compete too much with private landowners and timber companies. Finally, the 
committee argued that the bond payment system, which was estimated to total $50 
million, could threaten the very forest resources the bill sought to perpetuate. 
Commissioners claimed that since no method of retiring the bonds other than 
through harvesting timber had been proposed, the bond “might denude the forests 
and defeat the very object the proponents have in mind, namely, to develop and 
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perpetuate our timber resources and to protect our water power and water 
supply.”65 In lieu of a bond payment system, the final bill proposed annual 
appropriations not exceeding three million dollars.  
 The revised bill made its way to the Senate for debate during the first weeks 
of June 1920. During the legislative proceedings, newspapers reported on the bill 
favorably. Representative Almond J. Smith of Athol, one of the longest-serving and 
oldest members of the House and member of both the Agriculture and the Ways and 
Means committees, emerged as a powerful proponent.66 The Worcester Telegram 
reported that Smith “believes firmly that the state should acquire all idle land and 
begin at once the planting of trees.”67 Meanwhile, the Northampton Gazette offered 
its readers an “Argument for State Forests,” reiterating many of the MFA’s points 
such as the high cost of importing lumber and the need to reforest idle lands.68 
During the debates, Representative John Weeks, one of the key supporters of the 
OSF during the 1904 debates, and Representative Charles H. Hartshorn of Gardner, a 
furniture manufacturing hub, lent their support, while Smith delivered a ten minute 
speech in favor of the expansion, which met with great applause.69 The bill 
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encountered little opposition and passed with 149 yeas to 9 nays. Governor 
Coolidge signed the bill into law on June 12, 1920.   
 While the bill’s commitment to purchasing 100,000 acres of new state forest 
land over the course of fifteen years represented a dramatic expansion of the 
existing system, the watered-down version disappointed some conservationists. 
MFA co-founder and committed forest advocate Allen Chamberlain lambasted the 
reduced legislation in a June 16 piece in the Boston Transcript titled “The Political 
Infection that Overcame Massachusetts’s Forest Programme.”70 Chamberlain 
opened his piece sarcastically, stating that considering the response to the 
legislation, one would assume that “our future timber supply has now been assured, 
and that Massachusetts has set a wonderful example to the rest of the country.”71 
Unfortunately, an attack of “political nerves” had compromised the MFA’s 
“thoroughly constructed measure.” The revised legislation’s major weaknesses 
undermined its efficacy. In addition to critiquing the reduced acreage and increased 
timespan, Chamberlain aimed his criticism at the failure of the bond payment 
system. Along with the Committee on Agriculture, “recognized financial authorities,” 
and “some of the most conservative members of the Legislature,” Chamberlain felt 
that bonds represented a “tangible investment” rather than an outlay. The bond 
arrangement, he argued, was “supported by expressions of conscientious scruples 
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against mortgaging the future even for the benefit of the future” and avoided the 
“pay as you go” approach taken in the past. By releasing bonds that future timber 
harvests would pay off, the state could have avoided placing the onus on current 
taxpayers for timber reserves that healed the wounds left by past generations while 
providing for the needs of future generations. Annual appropriations, in contrast, 
drew upon tax revenue and were susceptible to shifts in political power. Therefore, 
Chamberlain claimed that the bill’s success depended on the new administrative 
office, which had yet to be fully organized, along with “the willingness of the 
taxpayers to accept heroically the annual burden as a penance for their father’s 
profligacy, or, more pleasantly considered, as a legacy to their grandchildren.”72 
Forestry, in this sense, represented a contract made in the present for the benefit of 
future residents. For Chamberlain, the bond system reflected conservationists’ faith 
in forestry’s potential to generate sustainable profits in the future. Political 
expediency and a wariness to bet on forestry’s potential won out, and the bond 
system failed to pass. Despite the bill’s lack of foresight, in Chamberlain’s eyes, it still 
created a path towards a vastly expanded state forest system.  
 
Otter River State Forest during the 1920s 
Real landscapes were at the heart of the DOC’s reorganization, the MFA’s 
campaign, and the legislative debates over the new state forest bill. All these 
 





bureaucratic and political changes sought to reconfigure the management of existing 
state forests and shape the future of the state’s idle lands. While the MFA’s campaign 
demonstrated the continuity of conservation ideology, the evolution of state forest 
landscapes over the course of the 1920s revealed how new priorities transformed 
forests’ role in the Commonwealth. Before delving into the state forests added under 
the new bill, charting the growth and development of the Otter River and Myles 
Standish SFs showcases the continuity and change that characterized the 1920s. As 
the first two state forests that the SFC and OSF purchased and improved, these 
landscapes testified to foresters’ continued attempts to bring former agricultural or 
idle land into productive forest growth while also grappling with increased public 
demand for camping and picnicking facilities. Both landscapes reflected forestry’s 
continued professionalization and the development of a regimen of routine 
maintenance that shaped all existing and new state forests. Fire protection, road 
construction, and timber stand improvement constituted the primary forestry 
operations conducted at all Massachusetts state forests during the 1920s. Foresters 
still turned to pine for reforestation and had settled on a mix of white, red, Austrian, 
and Scotch pine, which all grew quickly and had a wide range of commercial uses.73 
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Connecticut and Vermont during his long career. This work remained the standard in the region for 
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Otter River and Myles Standish SF’s landscapes demonstrated how these general 
guidelines played out in physical places and how foresters again sought to adapt 
their expertise to specific geographical, ecological, and cultural contexts.  
 Work at Otter River slowed during 1920 as Cook and his team navigated the 
transition from the OSF to the DOC. Nevertheless, trees continued to grow, fires kept 
burning, and foresters had to keep managing their timber stands regardless of 
political upheavals. Otter River had a small crew consisting of a supervisor and 
temporary laborers. In 1920, twenty-three men planted 133,000 four-year-old 
white, red, and Scotch pine transplants in a former farm field. The well-established 
nursery located beside the headquarters building contained 110,000 four-year-old 
white pine transplants and 80,000 Scotch pine transplants of the same age.74 
Foresters continued their assault on the White Pine Blister Rust by carefully 
scouting 1,300 acres for wild currant and gooseberry plants that harbored the 
pathogen responsible for hampering white pine growth.75 Other work consisted of 
clearing roads and boundaries of brush, building a rough bridge over the Otter River 
to replace a washed out one, and running a telephone line to the headquarters.76 
 In 1921, Cook reported that “more than the usual amount of work” had been 
accomplished in the state forests as labor shortages from the war efforts eased.77 
 
74 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 39.  
75 These plants hosted an insect that in turn damaged white pines. Removing Ribes plants interrupted 
the pest’s lifecycle. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 40. 
76 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 44.  
77 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State Forester for the Year Ending November 





Workers at Otter River cleared 12 miles of the property’s perimeter and converted 
an unused railroad bed into a combination truck road and firebreak. The crew also 
replaced the headquarters barn’s floors and sills. The following year, foresters 
thinned a stand of spruce and tamarack, planted 14,000 white pines, and 
transplanted 136,000 seedlings into the nursery. Additionally, workers collected 
sphagnum moss from the woods, which was used to package tree transplants for 
shipping. In 1923, workers cleared more brush along the railroad and plowed a mile 
of new fire lines, while foresters conducted liberation cuttings of birch on a 15-acre 
larch and white pine plantation. Since liberation cuttings removed taller trees that 
blocked the growth of transplants that foresters had placed, this showed that by 
1923, the timber stands at Otter River were maturing steadily. As earlier stands 
progressed, the Otter River crew planted 80,000 four-year-old white and Scotch 
pine and moved 400,000 two-year-old seedlings into the nursery.78 In addition to 
staggering the planting of timber stands, foresters improved existing ones by 
removing hardwoods and selling the resulting cordwood. For instance, in 1924 
foresters removed “inferior” hardwoods, which yielded $250 in cordwood.79 That 
year, planting slowed with the addition of only 14,000 Scotch pine to the fields and 
590,000 seedlings to the nursery. A fire burned through a portion of the forest in 
1925, and the crew cut and sold the remaining merchantable timber to the New 
 
78 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1923, 13-14 
79 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 





England Box Company. They then set the burned area on the path to recovery by 
planting 53,000 trees. That year also saw 544,000 seedlings introduced to the 
nursery, 23,000 trees planted in the fall, and forest roads and trails cleared of 
brush.80  
 Over the decade, the repetitive, quotidian work done at Otter River 
established dozens of acres of timber stands. Foresters continued to plant and tend 
to a mix of white and Scotch pine, cycle transplants through the nursery, clear roads 
of brush, and maintain fire prevention measures. Between 1920 and 1929, the crew 
planted nearly one million new trees and over one and half million transplants. 
Planting took place in the spring and fall, brush clearing during the winter, and 
thinning during the summer. The nursery required frequent care all year. 
Throughout the decade, natural calamities periodically impacted the forest. A severe 
ice storm in 1921 damaged numerous trees throughout Otter River SF, for instance, 
and a fire burned an extensive section in 1926, which the crew reforested with 
210,000 trees the following spring.81 In 1928, the Otter River foresters also 
implemented a program that allowed lower-income residents of nearby 
Baldwinville to harvest “trash wood” from certain sections of the forest. Through 
this program, twenty-five people thinned the hardwood out of seventy-five acres of 
 
80 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30,1925, 12-13.  
81 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 





pine plantations yielding one hundred cords of fuel wood.82 While the state forest 
was not yielding substantial timber harvests, it had begun to materially benefit the 
surrounding community by the end of the decade.  
Otter River’s finances revealed how the state directed resources to shape the 
landscape. In 1920, the Division of Forestry spent $1,535 on planting, $991 on 
general maintenance, $108 on nursery work, and $15 on land purchases for a total 
of $2,648.83 The forest only took in $62 in receipts. The Division of Forestry in total 
spent $18,095 against $1,335 in revenue. Otter River thus only accounted for 
around 15% of the Division’s expenses.84 Over the next several years, Otter River 
SF’s share of the department’s budget decreased as new state forests were 
established. In 1921, Otter River SF comprised 1,720 acres out of the 33,456 acres 
the Division of Forestry managed, but by 1925, it covered 1,812.46 acres out of the 
total 97,383.76 acres of state forests. That year, the agency spent $3,333 on planting, 
$4,090 on general upkeep and road and fire break maintenance, only $2.20 on 
surveying, and $225 on land acquisitions at Otter River, and the location took in 
 
82 This program was continued the next year. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and 
State Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1928 (Boston, MA: Wright & Potter Printing Co., 
1929), 14 
83 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 74.  
84 In 1921, Otter River SF comprised 1,720 acres out of the 33,456.185 the Division of Forestry 
managed. Though this first state forests produced a small revenue from selling wood culled from 
improvement thinnings, it would still be many years before the white pine plantations established in 
the 1910s matured and were ready for harvest. This long timeframe for turning profit had been one 
of the State Forest Commission’s reasons for purchasing these lands. Commissioners believed that 
private owners would not be able to wait so long for financial returns, and thus the state had to step 





$605 against its $7,649 in expenses.85 The Division now spent over $111,503 in 
total, with Otter River SF only making up approximately 7% of the agency’s budget. 
In the last year of the decade, Otter River still covered 1812.46 acres, and expenses 
there consisted of $1,941 on planting, $2,482 on upkeep and maintenance, $266 on 
surveying, and $150 on land for a total of $4,849.86 Receipts fell to $16.50. The 
Division’s full expenditures amounted to $109,328, with $3,350 in revenue. By the 
end of the decade, Otter River SF only represented around 4% of the Division of 
Forestry’s budget. These shifting finances reveal how Otter River SF became 
enmeshed within a vastly expanded network of state forests. While the Division of 
Forestry’s budget increased, Otter River SF came to command a far smaller share of 
the division’s overall budget.  
Accounts of work and finances only tell part of the story of Otter River SF’s 
transformation during this period. Throughout the 1920s, Massachusetts’s foresters 
sought to document and understand their properties’ different forest compositions. 
While the OSF had initiated county-wide forest surveys in the 1910s, Cook ordered 
surveys of all state forests in the 1920s that included more detailed information 
about tree species mixes. The 1929 map of Otter River SF provides a snapshot of a 
landscape in transition (fig. 3.9). The seemingly chaotic patchwork revealed not only 
how foresters understood and valued Otter River SF’s landscape, but also how they 
 
85Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State Forester, 1925, 22. 
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set about converting a mixed hardwood forest into a pine plantation. This complex 
map blended alpha-numeric symbols and color-coded shading to delineate the type 
of tree cover along with the timber’s size, quality, and crown density. Additionally, 
waterways, swamps, roads, railroads, powerlines, stone walls, and a range of 
structures were marked. The extensive beige and yellow sections denoted a mix of 
hardwood, softwood, and brush areas. The purple indicated newly reforested areas, 
red marked burned regions, while green showed softwood sections. By 1929, 
foresters had reforested much of the semi-detached eastern portion of Otter River 
SF but only replanted smaller sections of the remainder. Most of the landscape 
constituted a mixed hardwood forest with a more concentrated area of pine around 
the headquarters, located in the upper left. 
 Looking closely at the area around the headquarters house and barn 
illuminated how meticulously foresters evaluated the land and showed their 
overriding concern with timber production (fig. 3.10). The close-up view illuminates 
the fine precision foresters employed in this genre of map. At the center, the former 
Goodnow house and barn stand in an open area beside the nursery. A primary road 
crosses in front of the buildings, while secondary roads cut northwest and 
southwest of the open area. Immediately surrounding the headquarters complex 
stood a white pine (indicated by “P”) forest. The area just southwest, for instance, 
was a stand of white pine, that was five inches in diameter at breast height (dbh), of 





poorest), and with 60% crown density (they abbreviated percentages with the first 
numeral, thus 6 indicated 60% crown density). Southwest of that stood a grouping 
of white pine, gray birch (Eg), and sugar maples (Ms). Just southeast of the 
headquarters was a section of red spruce (S), white pine, and tamarack (T) that was 
three inches dbh, middle quality (2), and 50% crown density. The map further 
showed that much of Otter River SF constituted swamp or “tree swamp” lands and 
depicted existing landscape features, such as a stone wall just east of the pine, birch, 
and maple stand. In this way, foresters gained a comprehensive view of the state 
forest, which in turn enabled them to create precise management plans and routine 
maintenance programs, such as the one described above, to convert the existing 
chaotic landscape into well-ordered and productive timber plantations. 
Furthermore, this map powerfully reflected how foresters strove to render the 
natural landscape legible in order to control it.87 The division of the forest into types 
and the grading of those types according to size and quality enabled foresters to 
comprehend the natural landscape and evaluate trees’ worth based on market 
calculations.  
At the same time, the bewildering array of forest types and landscape 
features also laid bare the difficulties facing foresters. Otter River SF’s 1,800 acres 
 
87 Making the forest legible entailed identifying, naming, evaluating, and marking the location of all 
trees in the forest. This knowledge then enabled foresters to develop more targeted management 
plans and wring profit from the natural world. James C. Scott developed this concept of legibility and 
its many iterations in Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have 





presented foresters a challenging landscape of swamps, rivers, forests, and former 
farmlands that railroads, rivers, and roads bisected. The property was barely 
contiguous and composed of many different forest types within a relatively small 
area. Over the course of nearly fifteen years of state ownership, the OSF and Division 
of Forestry had only replanted approximately one third of the area. At the same 
time, foresters had strategically reforested the property. The state highway ran 
north-south through Otter River SF’s two main sections. Foresters had conducted 
the vast majority of reforestation near the highway and alongside the railroad 
tracks. Thus, most people passing through the property would have seen neat 
stands of white and Scotch pine on land that had recently been uncontrolled and 
unprofitable forest growth.88 State forest landscapes continued to publicly 
demonstrate how proper forest management could increase the lands’ productivity 
while bringing visual order to a region in transition.  
 
Weaving Together Forestry and Recreation at Myles Standish State Forest 
 Across the state, Myles Standish SF’s transformation into a popular camping 
and swimming location illustrated how the Division of Forestry sought to balance 
silvicultural operations with the increasing demand for recreational access. The 
landscape influenced how foresters achieved this balance. Myles Standish SF’s 
 
88 There was also a practical dimension to this decision: it was easier to transport tree seedlings to 
areas closer to roads. At the same time, ever since Franklin Rane instituted the reforestation lot 
program in 1908, the state’s foresters had sought out highly visible roadside plots for their 





property included several freshwater kettle ponds that formed when retreating 
glaciers left behind ice deposits. In the 1920s, these ponds attracted a populace with 
more leisure time, disposable income, and desire to swim. At the same time, the area 
continued to have some of the highest occurrences of fires, and foresters persevered 
in their efforts to convert the property’s extensive pine barrens into profitable 
timber stands that also mitigated fire damage.89 Furthermore, Myles Standish SF 
constituted the largest state forest in the system with nearly 7,500 acres protected 
and therefore required more investment of time and labor than most other 
properties.90  
 Silvicultural operations at Myles Standish closely resembled those at Otter 
River but were adapted to the area’s different environment. Foresters planted new 
timber stands, conducted improvement thinnings on existing ones, maintained a 
transplant nursery, and engaged in a range of fire prevention measures. For 
instance, in 1920 the crew cut and burned roadside brush during January, February, 
and March, though heavy snow limited their progress. From April to June, the 
Division of Forestry hired seventy-five men to plant 333,000 four-year-old white, 
 
89 The pine barrens that composed much of Myles Standish SF’s landscape are a rare ecosystem 
found in scattered parcels from New Jersey to Maine. They have nutrient-poor sandy soils in which 
pitch pine and scrub oak grow. This forest type thrives with frequent fires, and it hosts a range of 
species that are highly adapted to the ecosystem. Currently, Myles Standish SF is one of two larger 
remaining pine barrens in Massachusetts. While foresters sought to turn these ecosystems into 
timber plantations, society currently values these rare landscapes and the DCR is actively restoring 
them. https://www.mass.gov/doc/nature-conservancy-pine-barrens-of-se-mass-
brochure/download 
90 In 1921, Myles Standish SF covered 7,464 acres. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 





red, and Scotch pine transplants.91 They paid $3 a day plus board and spent an 
average of $11.72 per thousand trees planted. Workers transferred 60,000 two-
year-old white pine seedlings from the Barnstable nursery to Myles Standish SF and 
weeded older seedling beds. They had a total of 300,000 four-year-old white pines 
for transplant in 1921.92  
Myles Standish SF’s crew went to great lengths to protect these new timber 
stands and the nursery from fire. Over the decade, the crew constructed dozens of 
miles of linear clearings intended to halt fires’ progress. These firelines emphasized 
just how much the Division’s operations intruded upon the natural landscape. In 
Cook’s portion of the DOC’s annual report, he included images of the firelines that 
show a landscape transformed. The two photographs (figs. 3.11 & 3.12) look down a 
long, cleared zone between two areas of dense tree and brush growth. One image 
shows the area cleared while the other one shows it plowed. The tractor and “strong 
plow” the Division purchased in 1921 to assist with fireline construction is visible in 
the latter image. These photographs demonstrate both the dramatic scale and 
environmental impact of fire prevention measures at Myles Standish SF as well as 
how foresters’ expertise combined with technological advances reshaped the 
natural world to better suit society’s needs. These fire lines manifested the Division 
of Forestry’s guiding desire to control unpredictable and destructive environmental 
forces through the application of power and knowledge. Cook and his men clearly 
 
91 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 42. 





took pride in these wide and long firelines. In 1924, the Society of American 
Foresters, the main professional foresters’ organization, visited Myles Standish, and 
Cook took them on a tour of the fire line (fig. 3.13).  
 Planting, nursery maintenance, and fire prevention continued much the same 
over the next decade and closely resembled the routine work schedule in place at 
Otter River and other state forests. Unlike at Otter River, however, foresters planted 
Austrian pine at Myles Standish, in addition to the usual mix of Scotch, red, and 
white pine. Austrian pines were a resilient tree that could mature better in the 
somewhat difficult conditions that Myles Standish SF presented.93 In addition to the 
fire risk, the area was prone to periodic droughts, had many sections of sandy and 
acidic soil, and, due to previous deforestation, existing stands were susceptible to 
wind damage from the often-violent maritime storms that struck the area. Austrian 
pines could thrive in a diverse range of climatic and soil conditions, grew quickly, 
and yielded quality timber.  
 Myles Standish SF’s recreational developments significantly differentiated 
the state forest from many of its peers. As explored in the previous chapter, 
residents had requested permission to camp at Myles Standish shortly after its 
creation. Rane had allowed this and directed staff to lay out campsites along the 
shores of College and Fearing Ponds. “Campsites,” though, in this case meant 
 
93 Foresters typically adapted tree selections to each location. At Harold Parker SF, for instance, they 
experimented with some hardwood varieties that grew well in the area, while the crew at the higher 





something different than an area for a tent or automobile. The OSF and later the 
DOC allowed residents to lease small “campsite” plots along the ponds’ perimeters 
on which they could erect modest tents or cabins.94 In 1920, the DOC continued this 
policy and issued “a few additional camp-site permits.”95 People erected four new 
camps at College Pond, but due to the high cost of lumber and other building 
materials following the war, many deferred construction.96 At the close of 1920, 
however, Cook noted that to make the “several excellent ponds” more accessible to 
the  “many campers desiring to use them” the state had to increase the amount of 
road clearing and improvement.97 He noted that surveying and marking of 
additional camp sites was in progress. In 1921, only one camp was erected, while 
several more were leased. The Division also built a telephone line from the 
superintendent’s house to College Pond so that workers or campers there could 
quickly notify the superintendent of any fires. Following Cook’s advice, the crew also 
repaired several miles of road, thus “making the reservation more accessible to 
automobilists.”98 Myles Standish staff continued to survey and lease sites 
throughout the decade.  
 
94 Individual plots ranged in size depending on their location along the shoreline but typically 
encompassed around a quarter to a half an acre.  
95 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 43. 
96 The state also issued a permit to the Young Men’s Christian Association to build structures for a 
boy’s camp on Barrett’s Pond. The Appalachian Mountain Club also proposed erecting a camp on 
College Pond in the spring of 1921. 
97 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920, 43 





A 1923 Boston Post article about the camps on College Pond elucidated how 
this system of campsite lease and construction worked and demonstrated how 
Bazeley and Cook envisioned the symbiotic relationship between forestry and 
recreation. The writer noted that Massachusetts was offering “1000 camps sites to 
her citizens this summer as one of the first steps in a campaign to popularize the 
State forests and to make the public domain of woodlands of the greatest possible 
benefit and use to every man, woman and child within the borders of the 
Commonwealth.”99 This sentiment echoed Gifford Pinchot’s utilitarian 
understanding of forest conservation outlined two decades earlier, but wove 
recreation into this conception of forests’ utility. Recreation was now useful to 
society. The article further described how the state was offering sites with at least 
190 feet of lake front and that would be accessible by automobiles. The only 
stipulations were that “each applicant shall bear a good reputation and have $10 to 
pay for a five year lease; and that he agree not to take cats, dogs, or firearms into the 
state forest.”100 Campers could collect dead and blown down trees and cut “certain 
kinds of growth which will never be valuable as commercial timber.” In effect, the 
 
99 “Bay State Offers 1000 Campsites to Citizens for Use During Summer,” Boston Post Aug 24, 1923. 
Dept. of Conservation Scrapbook, DCR Archives.  
100 This insistence on people with a “good reputation” might be construed as a thinly veiled anti-
immigrant or classist precondition. As historian Adam Rome found, during this time native-born 
whites often critiqued newer immigrants’ relationship with nature and wildlife as inappropriate. See 
Adam Rome, “Nature Wars, Culture Wars: Immigration and Environmental Reform in the Progressive 





state allowed campers to conduct improvement thinnings in timber stands. These 
new playgrounds co-existed harmoniously with the woodlot.  
The Boston Post presented an idyllic image of the recreational landscape that 
this system created (fig. 3.14). The photograph foregrounded a sandy shore with an 
upturned canoe prominently displayed. In the back, two single-story gable-roofed 
cabins with clapboard siding stood beneath several pines. Both cabins had porches, 
possibly screened, and the closest had a trellis or ladder along one wall. Scrub 
growth filled the surrounding area. “Amateur builders” had constructed these 
modest cottages according to the Boston Post article. The reporter noted that several 
such builders “were having the time of their lives this summer, swinging hammers, 
saws and try-squares” and enjoyed “spending the vacation evening around the 
camp-fire studying and altering the home-made plans.”101 While one “Boston 
businessman” had constructed a bungalow that cost over $5,000, most were 
building in a “more modest way.” Many set up simple “roomy tents” or small 
cottages using “inexpensive lumber obtained at the nearest town.” The writer 
described many campsites as consisting of a “plain board floor, over which the large 
living tent is pitched, and with provision made for the little camp stove.”102 These 
campsites thus gave lessees autonomy to determine which sort of structure to build 
based on their personal taste and financial situation. This arrangement required no 
construction and few costs for the Division of Forestry, which only had to survey, 
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mark, and clear the campsites.103 In an era marked by increasing standardization 
and technological advances, these cabins provided lessees a way to express their 
individuality, work with their hands, and enjoy close contact with natural 
landscapes.  
The sites proved popular and proliferated throughout Myles Standish. While 
the Boston Post reported that several hundred of the original thousand remained to 
be allotted, residents leased sites and erected structures steadily. In 1925, the 
Division of Forestry reported that people constructed several new camps on College 
Pond and that the Girl Scouts had built a camp at Barrett’s Pond.104 By then, new 
acquisitions had enlarged the state forest to 8,869 acres.105 That year, the campers 
on College Pond purchased a truck which they allowed the state to use for 
firefighting when needed. Campers were also responsible for collecting and piling 
brush from around their site, which the state then burned at the appropriate time. 
By 1929, the state had created additional lessee camps at Fearing and Widgeon 
Ponds, from which the crew continued to clear brush. The state also dug a well for 
firefighting and drinking water at Fearing Pond.106 Overall, the Division of Forestry 
created around 1,500 campsites at Myles Standish SF during the 1920s.  
 
103 Cottage owners signed yearly leases, which renewed automatically. Originally, it appears that 
lessees could sell their cottages if they no longer desired them, but the Department of Conservation 
and Recreation currently restricts the sale of camps.  
104 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1925, 12 
105 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1925, 14 





 In addition to the lessee campsites, the state crew at Myles Standish SF also 
built rudimentary facilities for overnight campers and day use visitors. In 1922, the 
crew constructed a picnic area including seats and a stone fireplace at College Pond, 
which caught the attention of a Boston Post reporter in 1923. The article celebrated 
the “Great Rock Fireplace for the Use of Campers,” and explained how 
Superintendent William Day constructed the “elaborate stone structure” for the 
public in Myles Standish.107 The author described how Day had built this “king of 
fireplaces” during his leisure time out of field rocks and cement. Located in a pine 
grove on College Pond, the fireplace measured five feet wide and four feet deep. Day 
had oriented the cooking area facing the prevailing winds so that smoke would float 
away from campers who typically congregated around the open front. The cooking 
area within consisted of an open grate for “frying pans and the coffee pot, or the 
simple bread baker.” An iron bar above the grate allowed campers to hang kettles 
over the fire, while cement seats on the level of the grate and iron bar provided 
places to rest dishes and keep cooked food warm. As mentioned in this chapter’s 
introduction, the Division of Forestry photographed the fireplace and simple picnic 
area on College Pond’s sandy shore in 1925 (fig. 3.2). The massive hearth stood out 
in the landscape. The minimal tree growth did not obscure the fireplace, beside 
which foresters had placed large logs for public use. Three stumps in the image 
hinted at the logs’ origins. This composition implied the possibility of a symbiotic 
 
107 “Great Rock Fireplace for the Use of Campers,” Boston Post, August 24, 1923 Dept. of Conservation 





relationship between forestry and recreation at Myles Standish SF. The fireplace 
consumed commercially worthless logs that improvement thinning generated. 
These fireplaces appear to have been kept busy. In 1923, Cook reported that the 
picnic grounds were in “constant use especially on Sundays and holidays.”108  
Visitors to Myles Standish SF accessed these new picnic grounds and camp 
sites via a road system that manifested the emerging multiple use ethos that 
interwove forestry and recreation. Ever since acquiring the property, state foresters 
had been gradually improving its rudimentary roads to facilitate planting and 
firefighting operations. This work continued in earnest following DOC’s 
establishment. In 1920, workers cleared several miles of roads in the reservation’s 
northern half to allow access for automobiles and fire equipment, while Cook 
reported that “owing to the size of the reservation there is still a large amount of 
road-clearing work to be done during another year, in order that the entire reserve 
may be more readily accessible and usable.”109 The crew chipped away at this task. 
In 1922, for instance, workers not only cut a new four-mile road from College Pond 
to the southern border for a new entrance, but also cleared twenty-five miles of 
existing roads.110 These were not simple roads. Workers ploughed twelve-foot-wide 
strips along both sides of the thoroughfares to create firebreaks. Furthermore, these 
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roads divided the forest into quadrants, which assisted with silvicultural 
management.111 Foresters utilized roads to rationalize the landscape.  
Recreation began to influence road construction by the mid-1920s. In 1926, 
Cook reported that “[a]utomobile traffic to and from this forest increased yearly and 
is getting to be a serious problem, especially coming via the long and narrow road 
leading in from Plymouth.”112 The following year the crew commenced work on a 
new road around Fearing Pond to open up camping areas there, further increasing 
the staff’s maintenance load. To keep up with this work, the state purchased a road 
scraper in 1929. This expensive piece of heavy machinery enabled the crew to make 
the roads’ surfaces more durable and smoother.113 By then the state had amassed a 
small fleet of vehicles, including a tractor and trucks, to maintain the growing 
network of multipurpose roads. These routes simultaneously facilitated forestry 
operations, fire prevention, and recreational travel. Foresters drove transplants 
from the nursery located in the southern district to the disparate new plantations 
and hauled out cordwood accrued from thinning. The roads not only allowed 
firefighting equipment to access all areas of the reservation, but they physically 
stopped fires as well. Visitors accessed ponds, picnic areas, and campsites via the 
 
111 Roads thus helped make the landscape more legible. Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
Conservation, 1923, 15. 
112 Prior to the state forest’s establishment, this road had not been used frequently, and the DOC and 
Town of Plymouth disagreed over who bore responsibility for maintaining this road. The state ended 
up bearing the greater responsibility. Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the 
Commissioner of Conservation and State Forester for the Year Ending November 30,1926, 13; Annual 
Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1928, 11.  
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same thoroughfares. Roads physically connected foresters to different areas within 
the reservation and outside visitors to recreational amenities. The new 
transportation system conceptually linked the formerly single-minded focus on 
timber cultivation to the emerging multifaceted understanding of state forests’ 
role.114  
 The DOC’s embrace of recreation at Myles Standish SF both reflected and 
shaped the increased public interest in automobile touring and outdoor recreation. 
Following a post-war economic slump, the middle class generally experienced rising 
incomes and leisure time combined with shifting cultural attitudes. Meanwhile, 
technological advances made automobiles more affordable and reliable. In 1916, the 
Ford Motor Company introduced a Model T version that cost $345, accessible to 
many middle-class consumers, and car ownership grew.115 In 1925, 17,481,000 (one 
in 6.6) Americans had registered an automobile.116 In New England, auto ownership 
increased immensely; in Connecticut, for example, it tripled between 1915 and 1920 
from 40,000 to 120,000.117 As historian Terrence Young found in his study of 
camping in the United States, car camping emerged as a viable option for many 
middle- and working-class Americans during the 1920s and 1930s as they gained 
 
114 For an examination of roads’ importance in the development of national parks, see Timothy Davis, 
National Park Roads: A Legacy in the American Landscape (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia 
Press, 2016).   
115 The Model T was first sold in 1906. Terence Young, Heading Out: A History of American Camping 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2017), 94. Between 1920 and the mid-1930s, car ownership by 
urban households in New England rose from 35% to 44%. Peter Temin, ed., Engines of Enterprise: An 
Economic History of New England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), 185.  
116 Young, 94.  





more vacation time and higher wages. As vacationing became a more widespread 
cultural institution, the new breed of auto-tourists sought out once-remote rural 
areas to find relief from crowded cities such as Boston. As environmental historian 
Paul Sutter argued, the newly affluent and better educated American consumers had 
lives “disconnected from a direct relationship with the land” and thus “pined for the 
sorts of recreational and aesthetic amenities that wild nature provided.”118 This 
increase in tourism resulted in vastly growing numbers of visitors to the 
proliferating national parks.119 Though Acadia National Park opened in Maine in 
1919, most national parks were typically located too far for most middle-class New 
England residents to reasonably afford, given their time and income.120 State forests 
offered a closer and cheaper option. While Myles Standish SF did not constitute 
“wild nature,” its several thousand acres of pine barrens, wetlands, ponds, and new 
timber stands contrasted significantly with the nearby urban landscapes. The 
closest cities of Plymouth, Brockton, Attleboro, and Taunton all had thriving 
manufacturing industries. Factory workers toiled in silver, rope, jewelry, and shoe 
 
118 Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How the Fight Against Automobiles Launched the Modern Wilderness 
Movement (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2002), 8.  
119 National Park visitation jumped from 314,299 in 1915 to 1,022,091 in 1920. By 1925 nearly two 
million people visited National Parks, and in 1929 over three million people visited. “Visitation 
Numbers - Recreation Visits by Year,” National Park Service. 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm 
120 The MFA began leading excursions to National Forests and National Parks for members in the late 
1910s. In 1917, for instance, they offered a “vacational [sic], restful, and invigorating” trip that lasted 
nearly two months, from June 28 to August 22. The tour visited Rocky Mountain NP, Yellowstone NP, 
Glacier NP, Rainer NP, Crater Lake NP, Yosemite NP, the Grand Canyon, and a host of national forests 
along the way. This extensive tour cost $605, just under double the cost of a basic Model T. “The 
National Parks and Forests – A Tour,” Massachusetts Forestry Association. Massachusetts Historical 





factories whose managers and clerical workers spent their days sedentary in offices. 
Young found that amid this rapid modernization of society, many felt the need to 
escape their everyday lives for “an attractive natural setting that counteracted a 
world that too often left them tired, tense, and alienated.”121 A wide swath of 
Massachusetts’s middle-class residents sought respite from their repetitive tasks 
and unpleasant working conditions in Myles Standish SF’s regenerating sylvan 
landscape. While the state forest was itself a working landscape—foresters and 
crews wrestled with the natural environment to make it profitable—the 
improvements to picnic areas carved out leisure spaces from those of production.  
The rise of outdoor recreation and auto-tourism in Massachusetts 
constituted one facet of a nationwide state park movement.122 While Massachusetts 
did not have official “state parks” until the 1930s, the recreational developments at 
Myles Standish SF and other state forests corresponded to the designation. During 
the 1920s, Arkansas, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, Nebraska, Oregon, Texas, Utah, and 
Washington acquired their first state parks as Iowa, New York, and Pennsylvania’s 
state park systems grew.123 The National Park Service fostered this growth by 
organizing annual conferences that brought together a range of state forestry, 
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recreation, and conservation officials. Park Service Director Stephen Mather 
founded the National Conference on State Parks in 1921 to encourage states to 
acquire more land and water areas for recreational tourism, wildlife preservation, 
and natural history study.124 These conferences provided space for officials from a 
wide range of governmental position to share ideas and strategies and coordinate 
recreational development. Bazeley and Cook attended the Second Annual 
Conference on State Parks, whose itinerary illuminated how Massachusetts’s 
conservation officials interfaced with their peers. The conference met at New York’s 
Bear Mountain State Forest, a preserve along the Hudson River. Visitors toured the 
park’s extensive recreational infrastructure, dined at the nearby historic site of 
Washington’s Headquarters, viewed the Palisades Interstate Park, and visited the 
Bronx zoological gardens. Throughout the weekend, Bazeley and Cook listened to 
presentations by and had ample opportunities to share insights with their 
counterparts from across the country. On a regional level, in 1922 the MFA hosted 
the New England Forestry Conference in recognition of its twenty fifth anniversary. 
This event brought together all the region’s state forestry officials along with 
leaders of each state’s forestry organizations to meet and discuss their work.125 
Thus, Bazeley and Cook were in regular communication with foresters, 
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conservationists, and others exploring a range of ways to balance outdoor 
recreation and scientific forestry. Massachusetts was not alone in figuring out how 
to incorporate playgrounds within woodlots.  
Myles Standish SF’s campgrounds and picnic areas marked the first 
concerted investment of labor and money by the state in public recreation in state 
forests.126 Despite these advances, recreation was still not the DOC’s dominant 
concern. Bazeley stated in 1925 that he regarded state forests as “primarily a 
lumber proposition” and claimed that it would be many years before “esthetic 
considerations” would factor noticeably in their use and design.127 Instead, Bazeley 
wanted to focus on managing these forests “to make a return upon the money 
invested.” He stated bluntly that “we are setting apart and growing these forests for 
the reason that we need lumber.” If they happened to be “a beautiful thing upon the 
landscape,” then that was an added benefit.128 Even in 1929, Cook listed the main 
branches of his division as “general forestry, nursery work, educational work, 
propaganda, tree planting, prevention of forest fires, suppression of the gypsy moth 
and the brown-tail moth, and the forest extension work.”129 Recreation did not make 
the list. At the same time, the Division of Forestry’s public exhibits included 
 
126 While the Boston-area Metropolitan District Commission (the new name for the Metropolitan 
Park Commission following its 1919 merger with regional water and sewer boards) and the Trustees 
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recreation. At the Massachusetts Horticultural Society’s Centennial Exhibit, the 
division’s entry consisted of a model that depicted the contrast between “forest 
conservation and forest devastation and also showed the use of the forest for 
recreational purposes.” A later exhibit shown at both the Annual Meeting of the 
Federation of Women’s Clubs and the Biennial Meeting of the General Federation of 
Women’s Clubs showed a “model community with forests, nurseries, saw-mills and 
recreation on forests.”130 When publicly explaining their work and presenting their 
vision of forestry’s future, foresters wove recreation into the existing landscape of 
forest conservation. This expanded understanding that intermingled economic 
production, rural revitalization, and public recreation shaped the new acquisitions 
of the 1920s. 
 
Continuity at Beartown State Forest 
 As Otter River and Myles Standish SFs came to embody the continuity and 
change in Massachusetts’s forest conservation policy, the DOC added over 100,000 
new acres to the state forest system. While work conducted on the new holdings 
resembled that at Otter River and Myles Standish SFs, the new properties further 
epitomized the shift to a more complex conservation policy. With the first five state 
forests, Rane had sought to show how forestry could revitalize underutilized former 
agricultural lands. The expansion that Bazeley and Cook oversaw retained that core 
 





principle but expanded it to include scenic and recreational landscapes. This 
occurred as labor unrest and ethnic strife roiled Massachusetts’s cities and towns 
and entrenched power sought to limit immigrants and workers’ rights.131 
Conservation, while seemingly innocuous and divorced from the era’s intense 
cultural strife, played a subtle but powerful role in consolidating the dominant white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant political and cultural power base. The state forests created 
during the 1920s helped reinforce a certain way of looking at, interacting with, and 
understanding the state’s landscape in a way that created an idealized 
understanding of the relationship between nature, culture, and citizenship that 
emphasized upper-class values.  
Most new additions constituted the seemingly unproductive, worn-out, cut 
over, or otherwise undesirable landscapes that foresters hoped to restore to 
productivity through reforestation and scientific management. The new Beartown 
State Forest, located in the state’s southwest corner, demonstrated how foresters 
continued to position forestry as a means of economic revival for distressed rural 
areas. The SFC in 1917 had identified a great deal of available land in the mountains 
 
131 During the 1920s, industrial workers in New England and Massachusetts struck and engaged in 
other actions to fight for better working conditions and pay. Scott Molloy wrote that “textile walkouts 
permeated the 1920s” in the state. The ethnic tensions of the 1920s had been building in the state 
since the late nineteenth century. As scholars have shown, New England and Massachusetts 
politicians, activists, and intellectuals were pivotal in restricting immigration to the nation, which 
culminated in the 1924 National Origins Act whose quota restrictions reduced immigration from 
southern and eastern Europe. Massachusetts Senator Henry Cabot Lodge was a leading advocate of 
the bill in Congress. Nevertheless, Massachusetts’s population by the 1920s was over one third 
foreign-born. Scott Molloy, “Labor Movements,” in The Encyclopedia of New England eds. Burt 
Feintuch and Donald Hall (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 865. Marilyn Halter, “Ethnic 





surrounding Arthur Wharton Swann SF. While the commission dissolved before it 
could act, the new DOC seized the opportunity. In 1921, Cook announced that the 
department had purchased the “Bear Mountain State Forest,” which was later 
changed to Beartown SF.132 The initial purchase of 5,174 acres consisted of a “rather 
rugged tract of land” that was well-suited for the “production of tree growth for 
wood-using purposes.”133 One of Massachusetts’s few African-American lumber 
operators, Warren Davis, sold the land to the state. Davis lived in the nearby town of 
Great Barrington, which had a longstanding African American community and was 
the birthplace of influential scholar W.E.B. du Bois.134 Davis had worked in a range 
of occupations throughout his life, and by the 1910s, owned and logged a large 
section of woods in the towns of Monterey and Great Barrington. Cook noted that 
Davis had salvaged a stand of diseased chestnut and cut scattered sections of pine 
and hemlock.135 The land Davis worked, Cook related, “had the reputation of being 
the wildest section of the Berkshires.”136 The few roads through the area were 
abandoned. The DOC paid $23,383 for Beartown SF’s 5,174 acres, coming out to 
 
132 The name reflected the high population of bears in the sparsely populated zone. Annual Report of 
the Commissioner of Conservation, 1921, 16.  
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134 For an investigation into the history of Western Massachusetts’s African American population see 
Anthony Martin, “Haven to the East, Haven to the North: Great Barrington and Pittsfield, 
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135 Harold O. Cook, “History of State Forests,” unpublished manuscript. DCR Archives. Harold O. Cook, 
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$4.52 per acre, just below the $5 maximum. This was the largest parcel the state 
bought that year out of the 14,188 acres added in 1921.137  
 Crews at Beartown SF applied the same routine forestry practices as their 
colleagues at Otter River and Myles Standish. In 1922, the state directed most of the 
financial resources allocated to Beartown to purchasing land, surveying boundaries, 
brushing roads, and creating firelines. Minimal planting took place.138 By 1923 the 
property encompassed 6,452 acres, making it the third largest state forest. That 
year, foresters cut brush on 2.5 miles of road, and planted 25,000 four-year-old 
spruce, which foresters hoped would thrive in the 1,700-foot elevation.139 The crew 
planted 81,000 spruce in 1924 in an abandoned pasture on the property and cleared 
and burned pine slash left from previous logging operations.140 Over the course of 
the decade, this work fell into a steady rhythm. The crew planted 71,000 Norway 
spruce in 1925; 82,000 spruce in 1926; 14,000 spruce in 1927; 39,000 spruce in 
1928; and 36,000 in 1929.141 In addition to planting, workers cleared roadsides and 
firelines. Very minimal recreational work occurred. In 1927, the crew cut a new trail 
from the Swann lodge through Beartown SF to Mt. Wilcox, where the DOC had 
installed a firetower. Cook wrote that the new trail was “not only a boon to the 
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people of Great Barrington and vicinity who wish to make a mountain hike” but also 
opened up an “inaccessible” section of the forest’s interior.142 Thus, there was some 
demand for recreational opportunities in the forest but work along this line was 
limited. Altogether, Beartown SF’s development showed how foresters adapted a 
suite of similar techniques to different types of forested landscape. Otter River SF’s 
1,500 acres of flat, pine forests with numerous wetlands and sand plains differed 
from Beartown SF’s eventual 7,400 acres of dense, mountainous forests. Otter River 
had once been farmland, while Beartown had been logged and pastured. At both, 
though, foresters followed similar procedures to restore productivity.  
 Beartown SF represented a substantial investment of time, money, and labor. 
Most of the purchases made during the 1920s, however, constituted much smaller 
parcels that nevertheless demonstrated the DOC’s gradual embrace of a multiple use 
ethos. The first round of acquisitions the DOC made in 1920 consisted of Laurel Lake 
Forest, Conway Forest, Tolland Forest, Farmington River Forest, and Colrain 
Forest.143 The first property surrounded Laurel Lake, a “little pond,” near the 
Greenfield State Road (now Route 2) and thus offered recreational possibilities.144 
The Conway Forest protected Northampton’s watershed, and the Farmington River 
Forest safeguarded the Otis Reservoir in Central Massachusetts. The Tolland Forest 
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meanwhile abutted the Connecticut border and encompassed land that was once 
part of a large estate that spanned both states.145 Finally, the Colrain Forest was 
well-known to Harold O. Cook and many of his employees.146 The OSF had acquired 
this roughly 500-acre property as a reforestation lot ten years earlier. Foresters, 
including Cook, had reforested the site, and by 1920 it contained the DOC’s “prize 
plantation of white pine.”147 All these properties were less than 1,000 acres each 
and represented the range of uses—watershed protection, recreation, timber 
production—that the Division of Forestry sought to encourage. Timber production 
still stood at the forefront. Cook noted that three-quarters of this new land was “so 
well stocked with natural reproduction of good quality” that active reforestation 
was not necessary.148 By applying forestry methods such as improvement thinning, 
foresters could coerce these small, disparate acquisitions into generating future 
profit for the state.  
Purchasing, surveying, and improving new and existing state forests strained 
the Division of Forestry’s limited budget. Accordingly, in 1928, the DOC ended the 
reforestation lot program which Rane had founded twenty years earlier to 
demonstrate the efficacy of state-based scientific forestry in Massachusetts. The 
reasons mirrored the CEE’s earlier critiques. Bazeley stated that most original 
owners had not repurchased their lots, burdening the state with the “possession of a 
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lot of scattered small plantations, difficult to care for.”149 Many were incorporated 
into nearby state forests, while others were administered as small plantations and 
eventually harvested. Ashburnham State Forest, officially established in 1924, 
shows how this process took place on the land (fig. 3.15). As this 1931 type map 
depicts, Ashburnham SF constituted a network of non-contiguous parcels. Harold O. 
Cook noted that the new state forest consisted largely of reforestation lots taken 
over by the OSF between 1909 and 1917. Many of the lots belonged to local resident 
Irving Smith, who owned a 3,000-acre estate in the area. Smith and other 
landowners had used the land as pasture and woodlots. As the reforestation lot 
program proved untenable, the state assumed full ownership of the parcels and 
continued to establish and maintain timber plantations. Cook’s team had reforested 
nearly three-quarters of the land (seen in purple on the map) by 1931.150 Thus, over 
the 1920s the DOC and Division of Forestry wove reforestation lots into the vastly 
expanding state forest system.   
  
New Directions with the Myles Standish Monument, Mount Grace State Forest, and 
Mohawk Trail State Forest 
 While most state forest development followed similar paths as Otter River or 
Myles Standish, three new properties indicated the ongoing shift in how forest 
conservation in Massachusetts related to concurrent cultural attitudes, economic 
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transformations, and societal changes. First, in 1920 the DOC purchased the Myles 
Standish Monument Reservation, a several-acre property with a 116-foot granite 
monument topped by a bronze statue of the Pilgrim leader, described below. This 
was the first non-forest property the DOC purchased and expanded the 
department’s conservation mission to include historical memory. Next, the DOC’s 
acquisition of Mount Grace SF and Mohawk Trail SF firmly established scenic 
preservation as a legitimate and lasting state policy and outdoor recreation as 
another source of revenue for distressed rural communities. These sites required 
special legislative approval since their cost exceeded the legal maximum per acre, 
and extensive recreational development took place at all. These three sites 
constituted nodes within a growing, nationwide network of tourist sites that used 
historical commemoration and natural scenery to articulate and propagate a 
dominant understanding of American cultural identity. These seemingly innocuous 
playgrounds within woodlots strengthened existing power structures by subtly 
inscribing into the landscape narratives that celebrated European colonial conquest 
and glorified wilderness as a means of Americanization.   
 Out of these properties, the Standish Monument constituted the most 
dramatic divergence from the DOC’s conservation policy (fig. 3.16). This monument 
located in Duxbury on a hill beside Kingston Bay took many years to complete. In 





cornerstone was laid 1872. Construction did not conclude until 1893.151 Private 
subscriptions and donations from Massachusetts counties and other New England 
states funded the erection of the granite column topped by a fourteen-foot-tall 
statue of Myles Standish designed by sculptor Alden Frick and surrounded by a low 
crenellated wall. Inside the column, 125 steps led to an observation area, where 
visitors could look out over the South Shore landscape. Several acres of forest and 
fields surrounded the monument. Bazeley noted that the Standish Association, the 
private entity responsible for the structure, had not been able to keep up with 
annual maintenance costs. By 1920, the grounds, column, and statue “presented a 
very unkempt appearance.”152 Since the monument received many visitors each 
year, Bazeley hoped to take “prompt measures” to repair the structure and the 
approach road. This was especially important in 1920, the tercentenary of the 
Pilgrims’ and Myles Standish’s arrival in North America. Taking over the monument 
required special legislative approval, which was granted by Chapter 456, Acts 
1920.153 The following year, the DOC improved the site by replacing and painting 
the interior iron stairway, building a new cement walk to and around the 
monument, planting 1,700 common barberry bushes along the approach, and 
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repaving the road. Additionally, foresters surveyed and marked the boundaries and 
thinned 5 acres of the surrounding woods. Even a historical monument received 
silvicultural treatment. The DOC hired an attendant to manage visitors, which 
Bazeley estimated was around 40,000 per year.154  
 Though seemingly anomalous, the DOC’s acquisition of the Standish 
Monument related to the state’s use of forestry to shape cultural identity. As 
explored in the previous chapters, cultural elites and forestry professionals believed 
that silviculture could revive and uphold the image of “Old New England” and 
Yankee yeoman identity. The creators of the Standish Monument had also sought to 
perpetuate a certain vision of regional history and identity by memorializing the 
Pilgrim military leader. Scholars like Joseph Conforti have noted how in the early 
nineteenth century Massachusetts elites recast the Pilgrims, once seen as dour, 
unpleasant theocrats, as admirable “proto-republicans” committed to democracy.155 
This new narrative, disseminated by Massachusetts’s robust publishing industry, 
provided a sanitized and New England-based origin story for the new nation. New 
Englanders utilized the tale of the Mayflower and the Pilgrim’s early charter to 
“establish their regional identity and history as the cornerstone for a national 
identity.”156 The statue of Myles Standish standing atop a massive, solid granite 
column unmistakably announced that this dominant historical paradigm that 
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celebrated English colonization of indigenous lands reigned over a changing 
landscape. As foresters sought to rebuild Massachusetts’s rural landscape, the 
Standish Monument established a hegemonic presence in the landscape that 
valorized settler colonialism’s violence. In the face of increasing ethnic diversity in 
New England and the nation, the Standish Monument rendered the story of English 
colonists central and permanent.    
 While this acquisition diverged from the DOC’s other properties, in 1920, no 
other state department was as well equipped to handle the responsibilities of 
managing the monument and its surrounding land. Over the previous two decades, 
OSF foresters and employees had become adept at land management. Cook and his 
team had some experience managing visitation at fire towers and Myles Standish SF. 
Over the coming years, the monument drew a steady stream of visitors. In 1922, 
44,564 people and 11,141 automobiles arrived at the site.157 Over the next several 
years, the crew from nearby Myles Standish SF improved the site’s roads and 
installed picnic tables and latrines. Visitation increased significantly by 1929 when 
102,360 people visited the monument. This included a large educational touring 
party composed of students from schools and colleges in the western states.158 This 
high visitation revealed how the Standish Monument became enmeshed in a 
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nationwide tourist network of historic sites.159 These visitors to the monument 
encountered a site that differed from the surrounding townscape. Upon entering, 
the towering column greeted visitors, who then proceeded to climb the structure 
and look out over the surroundings. The monument welcomed viewers to see the 
land from an omnipotent position. It empowered them to look out over the 
landscape that the Pilgrims had settled and ruminate on Anglo-Americans’ 
victorious conquest of the continent.  
 The DOC’s incorporation of the Standish Monument brought the agency in 
line with national trends in tourism. As historian of tourism Marguerite Shaffer has 
noted, between 1880 and 1940, a range of governmental and commercial interests 
formed a tourist industry that “actively promoted tourism as a ritual of American 
citizenship.”160 In this process, certain sites and regions marketed distinct 
landscapes as “quintessentially American places, consciously highlighting certain 
meanings and myths while ignoring others, deliberately arranging historical events 
and anecdotes, intentionally framing certain scenes and views into a coherent 
national whole.”161 This system encouraged “white, native-born, middle- and upper-
class Americans to re-affirm their American-ness by following in the footsteps of 
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American history and seeing the nation firsthand.” This form of educational tourism 
“invented and mapped” an idealized vision of American history onto the landscape, 
in turn generating an “organic nationalism that linked national identity to a shared 
territory and history.”162 The Standish Monument was deeply embedded in this 
process. It was the “first step” in the path of this romanticized American history and 
perpetuated the primacy of settler colonialism. Visitors to the monument could also 
pay homage to the Pilgrims’ landing in downtown Plymouth, where the Plymouth 
Rock attracted thousands. The adjacent Pilgrim Hall, one of the nation’s oldest 
continuously operating museums, conveyed a triumphant and peaceful narrative of 
the Pilgrims’ colonization. Thus, state conservation practices continued to serve 
Anglo-American interests by further embedding a hegemonic narrative of American 
history in the landscape and supporting its longevity. 
Landscapes of exceptional natural scenery were also critical to this network 
of tourist sites that constructed an idealized vision of New England and 
Massachusetts. The rising popularity of national parks during the 1920s evinced the 
tourist industry’s success at convincing Americans to partake in the ritual of scenic 
tourism that tied natural wonders to national identity. Sublime scenery found at 
Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, and Yosemite National Parks provided “divine 
justification for American exceptionalism,” argued Shaffer.163 This operated on a far 
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smaller scale in Massachusetts. Though the Commonwealth lacked a Grand Canyon, 
it did have its scenic areas. Two new state forests demonstrated how the DOC began 
to weave scenic tourism into its mission as it continued to pursue timber 
production. Mohawk Trail and Mount Grace SFs joined the Standish Monument as 
DOC-owned properties that promised little—if any—potential for profitable timber 
production. Instead, they provided physical and mental refreshment for visitors 
whose spending provided another source of income for rural areas. The Standish 
Monument sought to stabilize history by making it permanent in the landscape. 
Scenic conservation in Massachusetts similarly sought to realize a vision of the 
landscape as stable, verdant, and beautiful. In the forested valleys of the Mohawk 
Trail and on Mount Grace’s wooded slopes, tourists could reenact the colonial myth 
by interacting with hallowed natural areas. A walk in the woods brought middle-
class Americans into the mindset of colonizers like Standish. When these modern 
folks re-emerged from these small wildernesses, they were ready to tackle the 
myriad novel challenges of the urban industrial society awaiting them. The Standish 
Monument was a space to reflect on history. Mohawk Trail and Mount Grace SFs 
gave people spaces to re-enact history. These new playgrounds thus helped forge a 
revitalized sense of American identity based in the natural landscape.  
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 Located in Warwick, several miles east of the Connecticut River and just 
below the New Hampshire border, Mount Grace stood out prominently in the 
surrounding landscape of rolling hills. The DOC featured the 1,617-foot mountain in 
its first annual report (fig. 3.17). Bazeley described how Massachusetts had a 
longstanding policy “emulating the example of the Federal government as seen in 
our national parks, to preserve for ourselves and posterity certain tracts of land 
conspicuous for their scenic beauty.”164 While the OSF had not engaged in such 
preservation, state-owned, county-managed reservations at Mount Greylock, Mount 
Wachusett, Sugarloaf Mountain, and Purgatory Chasm safeguarded particularly 
scenic locations. Bazeley argued that such dramatic landscapes cultivated 
citizenship. He claimed that it was an “undisputed fact” that the “wholesome 
pleasure which we derive from the contemplation of these beautiful gifts of nature 
arouses within us sentiments that serve to create a loyal and higher order of 
citizenship.”165 This statement echoed longstanding beliefs that equated American 
national identity with territory. Since the early nineteenth century, American 
intellectuals had argued that dramatic scenery corresponded to national strength. 
By the early twentieth century, visiting such sites conferred and reinforced 
citizenship. Mount Grace’s acquisition and preservation thus constituted a new 
iteration of this longstanding ideology. By the end of 1920, the DOC had acquired 
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400 acres at the extraordinary price of $50 an acre, ten times as much as land 
purchased for reforestation. While Bazeley framed Mount Grace’s purchase as scenic 
preservation, he still had an eye on its profitability. The purchases included some 
“excellent stands of forest trees, both conifers and hardwoods.” “Future cuttings” he 
wrote, could be “made in accordance with well-known forestry principles.”166 Even 
scenic reservations should produce some revenue.  
 Locals began the effort to create a reservation on Mount Grace in the 1910s, 
but in the 1920s the rationale behind its conservation shifted towards multiple use. 
The SFC convened a preliminary meeting in January 1915 to consider proposing a 
bill to acquire Mount Grace. Local teacher Dr. Paul Goldsbury was the strongest 
proponent and author of the bill, which had the support of some of the largest 
landowners, the local board of trade, several local legislators and town officials.167 
This commission considered how best to draft a bill that demonstrated the 
reservation’s potential value. Harold O. Cook delivered a detailed summary of the 
site conditions, and all present expressed their support for some sort of bill. Later 
that year, Frank Haynes investigated potential parcels for purchase. In September 
1915, Commissioners Harold Parker, Harvey Shepard, and Franklin Rane along with 
Secretary Charles Bailey toured Mount Grace to determine the “possibilities of 
making it a state reservation.”168 The SFC submitted a report in January 1916 that 
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focused on the property’s “excellent tree growth” of mixed hardwoods and some 
white pine.169 Commissioners concluded that if foresters removed the hardwoods 
and planted pines, “the resulting forest will yield to the Commonwealth a large 
revenue.” At the same time, they also believed that the mountain reservation would 
be “of much benefit to the people of the community in that part of the State, and will 
be visited by large numbers because of its important scenic position.”170 
Anticipating the developments of the 1920s, the SFC acknowledged that “a State 
forest can be administered properly from a commercial standpoint and still afford 
every opportunity for recreation and pleasure.”171  
Despite the SFC’s enthusiasm for the reservation, the proposed bill was 
mired in legislative purgatory for the next five years. The higher cost of land 
required special legislative approval, which was not forthcoming. During this 
period, the CEE was investigating the OSF and SFC’s practices as the constitutional 
convention reconfigured the government’s organization. The legislature finally 
approved the purchase in 1920, but issues quickly arose with the Mount Grace 
acquisition. The site’s visibility, conservation’s increasing prominence, and the 
much-publicized MFA campaign alerted some property owners around Mount Grace 
to their land’s value. In September 1920, the Boston Advertiser reported that the 
state had determined to purchase 1,300 acres of land to create a reservation and 
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landholders had agreed to “sell their land at reasonable terms.”172 Once the 
legislature approved the project, the landowners doubled their asking price, which 
the DOC refused to pay. The DOC remained steadfast and won out. The legislature 
appropriated $50,000 to the purchase, which came to approximately $38.00 an acre, 
a record sum for the purchase of state forest lands.  
 Unlike at other state forests, the Division of Forestry immediately began 
developing recreational facilities at Mount Grace SF and focused on upgrading the 
site’s public amenities throughout the decade. New trails and structures facilitated 
hiking to Mount Grace’s summit, where the OSF had constructed a firetower in the 
1910s.173 In 1921, for instance, the site’s work crew constructed a small “lean-to or 
open air camp” at the summit to provide hikers a space to rest and view the 
surrounding landscape.174 The next year a stone shelter and fireplace joined the 
lean-to on the mountaintop as workers improved the trail and installed a drinking 
area at a spring.175 A new shelter at the halfway point along the summit trail further 
enhanced hikers’ experiences. Thus, the DOC’s development of Mount Grace 
resembled the Appalachian Mountain Club’s construction of trails and shelters in 
New Hampshire’s White Mountains, which had begun decades earlier and was still 
ongoing in the 1920s. Over the following years, the Division of Forestry continued to 
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improve trails and roads in the state forest, including re-gravelling the road to 
Warwick, the nearest town. Additionally, foresters conducted very limited 
silvicultural treatments, including clearing dead chestnut, planting 10,000 Scotch 
pines, and executing some liberation cuttings.176 Mount Grace SF’s evolving 
landscape thus revealed how a multiple use ethos of forest conservation that 
combined forestry and recreation became the DOC and Division of Forestry’s 
institutional policy during the 1920s.  
 Mount Grace SF was not an outlier. In the early 1920s, the DOC purchased 
acres of mountainous land in northwestern Massachusetts to create another scenic 
reserve named Mohawk Trail State Forest. As with Mount Grace SF, the DOC created 
Mohawk Trail SF to preserve a landscape prized for its dramatic scenery while also 
recognizing the possibility of timber production. Furthermore, Mohawk Trail SF 
demonstrated the intertwining of scenic preservation and automobile tourism in the 
state. The “Mohawk Trail” of the new state forests’ name referred to the historical 
Native American path through the region and the new state highway that wound its 
way through the Hoosac Mountains’ steep ravines and sharp drops. Completed in 
1914, the highway represented a technological triumph and financial boon to area 
residents and businesses. The scenic route drew tourists from throughout the 
nation and garnered attention from guidebook writers. The new Mohawk Trail SF 
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safeguarded the scenery which had become an emblematic feature of this tourist 
landscape and provided visitors with a place to picnic, camp, and explore.  
 Along with Mount Grace SF, Mohawk Trail SF showed how Bazeley, Cook, and 
their employees had come to embrace a multifaceted understanding of forest 
conservation that included scenic preservation and outdoor recreation. While these 
uses remained strictly dichotomized on the national level, in Massachusetts they 
coexisted. The SFC had commissioned Frank Haynes to conduct a survey of the area 
in 1916. Haynes identified a swath of land along the highway between the small 
town of Charlemont and the industrial center of North Adams (fig. 3.18). Haynes 
noted that while the presence of a historic Native American trail generated some 
“historical interest,” the area’s “romantic scenery” and “unsurpassed outlook from 
the Hoosac as it winds over the highlands has inspired the wish to preserve this 
beautiful region undefiled for all time.”177 The prospects for forestry, however, were 
dim. Due to the area’s “prevailing growth, stumpage values, lengths of haul to mill or 
track, and costs of operating,” timber production could not be made profitable. 
Haynes recommended that the state purchase section A-B as indicated on the map. 
Securing this easternmost area would give the state “almost complete control of the 
natural scenic areas,” and the owners were “almost sure to cut off their lumber in 
the case the State does not purchase.”178 Furthermore, section A-B encompassed the 
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watersheds of three brooks that fed into the Deerfield River, on which four 
hydroelectric plants had recently been constructed. The new state forest would 
therefore protect not only the state’s aesthetics but also a key source of energy.  
 Due to the high price of land and World War I’s onset, progress in securing 
this land slowed following Haynes’ report. Bazeley resuscitated the idea following 
his appointment. In 1920 he wrote “the impression which the wildness and majesty 
of the [area’s] scenery makes upon the senses is singularly grand and uplifting to 
those privileged to feast upon its loveliness.” Therefore, he believed that the 
“Commonwealth can ill afford to jeopardize so valuable an asset” since, as things 
stood, the “devastating axe of the lumberman” threatened the slopes.179 The DOC 
would support timber harvesting as long as it did not deface the state’s most scenic 
landscapes. Securing this protection required special legislative approval, just as 
Mount Grace SF did. With the DOC and local representatives’ support, the legislature 
passed Chapter 344, Acts of 1921, which called for Mohawk Trail State Forest’s 
establishment. The law authorized Bazeley’s department to acquire by purchase, 
gift, or eminent domain any land “necessary for preserving the forest growth on that 
area lying on both sides of the state highway constituting the Mohawk Trail.”180 The 
area encompassed the region between the confluence of the Cold and Deerfield 
Rivers in the east and the village of Drury in the west. The legislation allowed the 
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Division of Forestry to issue permits for locals to harvest some timber from the 
forests, and, importantly, gave the division power to “grant and revoke licenses for 
camp sites and, for the sale of goods, wares, and merchandise along the highway.” 
The department could spend $65,000 on the purchase and exceed the typical $5 an 
acre limit applied to other state forest purchases. Under the new law, the state 
acquired 3,526 acres along the highway for $50,625 in 1921. Cook celebrated the 
new addition, which he felt “assured preservation for all time one of the most 
beautiful scenic sections of the now famous highway.”181  
 The new state forest enjoyed support from local residents and politicians. 
Newspapers in Worcester, Holyoke, Northampton, Springfield, and Pittsfield all 
reported favorably on the purchase. Most area papers agreed that the state forest 
would be “an asset not only for the townships in which is located but for the entire 
state,” as a Worcester Evening Gazette reporter wrote.182 The director of the Harvard 
Forest, Richard T. Fisher, argued that if the area’s slopes were “permitted to be 
denuded” then it would be “difficult, if not impossible, to induce trees to grow there 
again.”183 The secretaries of the Greenfield and North Adams Chambers of 
Commerce voiced their organizations’ support for a new state forest along the 
highway, which implied that scenic tourism’s economic potential outweighed the 
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value of timber in the area. This push to preserve the Mohawk Trail’s scenery also 
contained a critique of existing commercial uses. Contemporaries disparaged the 
“shacks” that had arisen along the route to sell food, souvenirs, and other wares to 
passing automobilists. E.C. Taylor, secretary of North Adams’ Chamber of 
Commerce, claimed that the existing facilities reduced visitors’ enjoyment of the 
Mohawk Trail’s landscape and that state protection would prohibit unsightly tourist 
stands.184 
 Mohawk Trail SF also safeguarded something more ineffable than scenery 
but nonetheless potent: a sense of history and progress. Nearly all articles regarding 
the new state forest along the Mohawk Trail referred in some way to both the fabled 
historic and celebrated contemporary route. Allen Chamberlain, for instance, wrote 
a lengthy article supporting the new acquisition in the Boston Evening Transcript. 
Chamberlain wrote that the “fame of the Massachusetts Mohawk Trail has spread 
far into the land as one of the nation’s most attractive scenic driveways.” 185 Its value 
accrued not just from its connections, but from its scenic and historical value. Aside 
from the aesthetic considerations, Chamberlain wrote of a “sentimental aspect that 
claims unusual interest in these tercentenary times.”186 This “mountain crossing” 
had “figured into many stirring incidents of these provincial days.” Travelers in 
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1920 could imagine themselves traversing the same route over which “the Mohawk 
war parties trod on their raids into the Connecticut Valley against the New England 
Indians and the white settlers, and later by the provincial and Revolutionary 
soldiers in defense of their western borders against the French and British.” The 
new reservation would protect both the “beginnings of the Old Indian trail and part 
of the first provincial military road.” These two landmarks, Chamberlain argued, had 
“sufficient historical value to entitle them to the veneration and protection of the 
public.”187 Thus, Mohawk Trail SF played a similar cultural role as the Standish 
Monument. The new state forest used the landscape to preserve and perpetuate a 
heavily edited version of the past that cast Native Americans as aggressors and 
white colonists as valiant pioneers bringing civilization to the wilderness. Through 
these two landscapes, tourists could engage the full narrative arc of colonial 
conquest. In the east, the Standish Monument paid homage to a leader of the English 
colonists’ first settlement while Mohawk Trail SF memorialized the disappearance 
of Native Americans from the landscape.188 Both the Standish Monument and 
Mohawk Trail SF enabled visitors to imaginatively commune with the colonial past 
while appreciating the conveniences of the urban-industrial nation. The Standish 
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Monument stood near a range of population centers, and a new automobile highway 
allowed access to Mohawk Trail SF and represented society’s technological victory 
over the natural world. Tourists could thus temporarily enter into landscapes that 
celebrated and elegized the colonial past and quickly reenter the modern, industrial 
society, an act which highlighted societal progress.  
This phenomenon of linking history with landscape was occurring 
throughout the United States during the 1920s. Shaffer noted that the historical 
tourism that the Mohawk Trail provided enabled Americans to “escape the confines 
of everyday life to liminal spaces where they could temporarily reimagine 
themselves as heroic or authentic figures.”189 Romanticized images of the past such 
as those presented in association with the Mohawk Trail created a sense of “a 
timeless and harmonious past—an American frontier just civilized by Anglo-
Americans, a simple but strenuous life on the edge of the wilderness.”190 During this 
period of significant societal transformation, New England’s cultural landscape 
provided an especially potent means to articulate and propagate Anglo-Saxon 
interpretations of American history. Shaffer found that guidebooks to the region 
highlighted how many New England towns kept their colonial character and 
preserved “the nation’s past as a vital part of its present.” “Battle sites, graveyards, 
old houses, and pioneer trails,” she argued, emphasized Anglo-Saxon settlers’ 
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conquest of the continent.191 This idealized and warped vision of the past and its 
tangible remains in the present helped contemporary Americans escape the myriad 
tensions arising in modern society. Mohawk Trail SF’s densely wooded ravines and 
mountains provided a space for visitors to reimagine and reinforce a hegemonic 
vision of national and regional identity.  
During the 1920s, the Division of Forestry constructed a range of small-scale 
facilities to enhance Mohawk Trail SF’s touristic appeal. In 1921, the Division of 
Forestry assumed control of the new state forest’s 3,526 acres of mountains, valleys, 
and rivers located in the towns of Charlemont, Florida, Hawley, and Savoy. While the 
steep mountainsides and tops remained inaccessible and forested, the lower-lying 
lands along the Deerfield River had supported homesteads and pastures. The 
property stretched for five miles along the highway’s north and south sides. 
Forestry officials began developing a thin swath of land between the highway and 
Cold River where motorists could easily pull off the road and access the swift-
moving river. In 1923, the state built seven stone fireplaces in this area. These 
campsites, Cook reported, were in “constant use” throughout the summer and as 
many as forty-six “auto parties” used them at one time. Cook complained that it 
required one man just to clean up after these visitors used the campsites and other 
parts of the forest. On Labor Day alone 6,000 cars passed by the fledgling state 
forest. At the same time, the state’s foresters did not miss a chance to promote their 
 





profession and began laying out a demonstration nursery on a visible spot along the 
highway.192 Improvements continued the following year when the state constructed 
six spring-fed latrines in the camping area. Cook also hired a resident caretaker who 
patrolled the grounds in exchange for the privilege of selling camp supplies to 
visitors. The new caretaker reported that 1,050 automobiles used Mohawk Trail 
SF’s facilities in 1924, totaling about 3,500 people from twenty-eight states and 
Canada.193  
During the rest of the decade, the Division of Forestry improved the site’s 
tourist facilities while also conducting silvicultural treatments. The state 
constructed a new garage in 1925 for its work trucks and allowed the caretaker to 
build “a wooden camp in the place of the tent which he had been occupying.” The 
caretaker mentioned that while visitation had dropped slightly, those who visited 
were “a better class of people.”194 Meanwhile, foresters attended to significant 
damage caused by a 1921 ice storm. Cook allowed a local timber operator to salvage 
a large section of wrecked white birch while planting 100,000 four-year-old spruce 
transplants. Foresters and staff at Mohawk Trail SF settled into a maintenance 
routine that focused on facilities upkeep, nursery work, and limited silviculture. For 
instance, in 1926 the team “maintained the motor camping grounds and kept up a 
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demonstration forest.”195 The symbiotic relationship between recreation and 
forestry continued in 1927 as foresters planted 20,000 spruce and red pine, allowed 
70,000 feet of hard and softwood to be cut, and found a new lessee for the “Trail 
Camp store,” whose operator apparently promised to be better than the former one. 
Additionally, to give this caretaker “more room to store supplies,” the state 
constructed an addition to the camp store composed of lumber salvaged from 
abandoned homes on the property.196 A new garage for the caretaker joined the 
camp store in 1928, when approximately 4,700 parties, representing about 10,000 
people, used Mohawk Trail SF’s new facilities.197 Once on site, visitors could picnic, 
swim, or hike. Foresters added more fireplaces, cut trails, and made a “lookout on 
Hawks Mountain which gives a fine view of the Deerfield Valley.”198 By 1929, 
Mohawk Trail SF covered 5,522 acres after incremental additions over the decade. 
Along with Myles Standish SF, it boasted the most highly developed recreational 
facilities in the vastly expanded state forest system. Multiple use had become 
routine.  
The 1926 type survey of Mohawk Trail SF’s eastern section reveals the 
changes underway (fig. 3.19). A mixed hardwood forest of oaks, maples, birch, and 
beech covered most of the land, with smaller stands of pine throughout. By 1926, 
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only minimal reforesting had taken place, though this increased in subsequent 
years. The highway followed the sinuous curves of the Cold River, which bisects the 
map horizontally. The Deerfield River formed the northern and eastern boundary. 
Farms, such as the Botinelly Farm later purchased by the state, are evident along 
with their associated buildings and roads. Additionally, throughout the map “old 
cuts” are listed, indicating past lumbering activity. The recreational area is in the left 
side, tucked into a thin strip of land between the highway and river (fig. 3.20). The 
several fireplaces, latrines, and springs stand in a mixed pine, maple, and birch 
grove. Further east down the river, the nursery also occupies a small piece of land 
sandwiched between the river and highway. Thus, visitors traversing the highway 
would come across the Division of Forestry’s two primary activities within the span 
of about a half mile. The playground and woodlot were just down the road from 
each other. After just five years of development, Mohawk Trail SF had already begun 
to demonstrate how the DOC could simultaneously improve the state’s natural 
resource base while providing the public with new amenities.  
This new state forest played an important role in the tourist landscape of the 
Mohawk Trail. By preserving the area, converting its underutilized farms to forests, 
and providing visitors with picnic and camp sites, the state created a landscape set 
apart from the nearby mill towns and waning agricultural villages. In Thomas 
Dowler Murphy’s 1924 guidebook New England Highways and Byways from a 





and winding” Main Street as “bordered by dingy and unattractive buildings,” while 
the adjacent Mohawk Trail contained “some of the finest scenery in 
Massachusetts.”199 Though Dowler did not make it to the state forest, he clearly 
separated the mountains’ natural splendor from what he viewed as an unpleasant 
townscape. The state forest kept Mohawk Trail’s sylvan landscape pristine in the 
face of industrialization. Another near-contemporaneous guidebook, Clara Walker 
Whiteside’s 1926 Touring New England on the Trail of the Yankee, contained more 
explicitly ethnocentric biases and anti-immigrant attitudes that upheld landscapes 
like the Mohawk Trail as emblematic of Anglo-Saxon pioneer life. Shaffer described 
how Whiteside’s guide castigated New England’s recent immigrants for “diminishing 
or obscuring the customs, traditions, and beliefs, the culture of the ‘pure’ 
American—the New England Yankee.”200 Guides such as these created a sense of 
American history that “glorified white, Anglo-Saxon America,” thus allowing certain 
tourists to retreat to an idealized America and evade the racial and ethnic tensions 
at home.201 Mohawk Trail SF provided a space set apart from Massachusetts’s 
growing immigrant, urban-industrial society. The space thus contained paradoxes. 
On one level, its fireplaces and campsites provided visitors weary of modern society 
a place of escape and reflection. At the same time, the nursery and timber 
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plantations served the very urban industrial economy from which the site provided 
relief. The playground and woodlot had a tenuous coexistence.  
Despite this tension, recreation and silviculture both sought to revitalize 
struggling rural communities’ economies and cultural landscapes. While state forest 
revenue itself went back to the Commonwealth’s treasury, Bazeley and Cook 
believed that these public properties could set places like Charlemont, Warwick, 
Carver, and other adjacent towns on the path to prosperity. Timber plantations such 
as Myles Standish SF’s neat rows of Austrian pines showed local landowners how to 
turn a profit from the area’s poor soil. The DOC allowed locals to glean cordwood 
from Otter River SF, which provided local manufacturers in Winchendon with a 
future source of raw materials. Mohawk Trail SF’s verdant woods and accessible 
picnic areas drew visitors to gas stations, restaurants, and inns in nearby towns like 
North Adams and Florida. The new state forest also protected the most scenic 
portions of the tourist highway from unsightly developments that could weaken the 
region’s touristic appeal. Even the Standish Monument, which produced virtually no 
revenue from timber harvesting, attracted over 100,000 people in 1929 alone who 
paid for parking and shopped and dined in nearby towns. By the decade’s end, the 
state’s foresters and conservation officials had realized that Massachusetts’s forests 
could sustainably produce not only timber but also experiences that provided real 





communities could realize the financial returns on recreational developments far 
sooner than the distant profit that maturing timber stands promised.  
 The acquisition of Mount Grace, the Standish Monument, and the Mohawk 
Trail demonstrated the political will existed to form state-owned and -operated 
scenic reservations in addition to timber reserves. These newly preserved sites 
modeled the institutional incorporation of playgrounds into the DOC’s collection of 
woodlots. Going forward, Massachusetts’s conservation agency would safeguard 
productive forests, scenic landscapes, and historical monuments. As commissioner 
of conservation, Bazeley did not act alone nor autonomously in forging this new 
policy. Popular demand for recreational options and outside pressures from 
organizations like the MFA to create more state forests compelled Bazeley to shift 
the agency’s focus and expand its holdings. Amid this change, however, the state’s 
conservation community began realizing that guiding this expansion of the DOC’s 
purpose and size required careful forethought to better meet the public’s needs. As 
recreation grew in popular appeal, the environmental organizations that helped 
bring about the OSF in the early 1900s began a process of recreational planning. In 
particular, the Trustees of Public Reservations established a Committee on the 
Needs and Uses of Open Spaces in 1925 that released a report three years later that 
charted a path towards a more equitably distributed and complete system of public 
recreational lands. This Committee both encapsulated the developments of the 





markets thrust the nation into the Great Depression. Though the Trustees initiated 
and led the Committee, the new body brought together some of Massachusetts’s 
most powerful social and environmental organizations, many of which had been 
critical in lobbying for the OSF in the early 1900s, such as the Appalachian Mountain 
Club, Federation of Women’s Clubs, and the MFA. Environmental groups such as the 
Federation of New England Bird Clubs, the Massachusetts Audubon Society, the Fish 
and Game Protective Association, and the Society for the Preservation of Native New 
England Plants joined the Committee along with social and professional 
organizations including the Massachusetts Civic League, the Boston Society of 
Landscape Architects, and the Society for the Preservation of New England 
Antiquities. This impressive list of organizations indicated broad support for 
recreation in the mid-1920s.  
 The Trustees brought together representatives from these bodies to discuss 
how to best meet the public’s growing desire for access to open space beyond the 
existing parks, state forests, and metropolitan and state reservations.202 Members 
aimed to “[e]stablish an ideal and comprehensive State Plan for gradual open-space 
development to enable future citizens of the State to enjoy the advantages of 
outdoor life.”203 The Committee hoped to collaborate with Bazeley to survey existing 
open space in the Commonwealth and identify potential land for acquisition, just as 
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Charles Eliot had done in 1892 for the Boston metropolitan area, thus expanding 
Eliot’s vision to the entire state.204  To “plan to-day the needs of to-morrow,” the 
Committee explained that it sought to encourage the “provision,” “distribution,” and 
“development” of public lands. First, it sought to provide six different types of 
protected landscapes. Public reservations preserved scenic and historic sites and 
provided outdoor recreation. State and town forests supplied timber, protected 
water supply, prevented flooding, and redeemed unprofitable lands. Wildlife refuges 
located on both state reservations and forests protected birds, wild game, and 
native plants. The Metropolitan Reservations and municipal parks endowed city 
residents with opportunities for active recreation and contact with nature. 
Parkways connected these spaces. Finally, the Committee included “Camp Sites and 
Auto Parks” that were “sanitary” and separated from the main park areas. Taken as 
a whole, this constituted a multifaceted and nuanced vision of public open space 
that acknowledged the need for a range of public land typologies to satisfy the 
population’s needs. This statewide land survey built on and fueled the growing 
impetus to expand state forests’ size and role in the Commonwealth. The Committee 
intended to serve as many residents as possible with the new “State plan” that 
would also draw on professionals’ expertise to rationally develop each public space 
according to its particular purpose.205 In the coming years, the Trustees guided the 
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slow process of surveying and analyzing the Commonwealth’s recreational 
resources. As examined in the following chapter, the new plan guided the 
acquisition and development of new state forests, instigated the creation of a new 
Division of Parks within the DOC, and spurred the establishment of Massachusetts’s 
first state parks. Planning would ensure the balance between the playground and 
the woodlot in the coming decade.  
  
Conclusion 
 This chapter has explored how the newly organized Department of 
Conservation and its Division of Forestry institutionalized a multiple-use ethos of 
forest management that interwove scientific forestry and outdoor recreation. While 
the earlier OSF promoted the “wealth and beauty” that scientific forestry would 
bring to the state’s rural landscapes, the focus on rural revitalization shifted over 
the 1920s to incorporate a wider sense of forest conservation that benefited urban 
residents as well. The MFA’s campaign for state forest expansion in 1919 
demonstrated the focus on rural revitalization through scientific forestry had come 
to include a host of other issues. This shift came as ethnic and racial tensions 
increased in Massachusetts’s growing urban centers, labor conditions led many to 
seek respite and refreshment in the outdoors, and automobiles enabled thousands 
of middle-class residents to participate in the ritual of modern tourism that 





embedded in these processes. Chief Forester Harold O. Cook still established and 
maintained timber plantations at existing and new state forests while overseeing 
the acquisition of a historical monument and scenic landscapes. The new state forest 
landscapes of the 1920s reflected and shaped the ongoing transformations in 
Massachusetts’s society.  
 Massachusetts’s conservation officials did not drastically alter the way they 
managed state forests but did significantly expand their size and number while 
developing a new understanding of how public lands supported the ongoing 
revitalization of the Commonwealth’s landscape and residents. The OSF 
concentrated on instituting scientific forestry management in the state. The new 
DOC and Division of Forestry continued to encourage improved forest management 
while incorporating recreation into its mission. New properties like Beartown SF 
provided state foresters with ample woodlands in which to enact their reforms, 
while places such as Mount Grace and Mohawk Trail SFs offered scenic landscapes. 
This shift in conservation policy came amidst a boom in tourism throughout New 
England. People from around the nation had begun to seek out the region’s quaint 
villages, pastoral views, and lush mountains. New England’s mix of history and 
natural scenery provided a powerful escape for many people wearied by the myriad 
tensions, quickening pace, and cultural transformations affecting the nation. The 
type of historic and scenic tourism that sites like Standish Monument and Mohawk 





vision of the nation’s history that sanitized and valorized Anglo-Saxon colonization. 
These potent sites presented what appeared to be an authentic experience of the 
nation’s history and nature. At the same time, foresters worked diligently to reorder 
the Commonwealth’s natural systems to make them produce better timber for the 
very businesses that many workers sought relief from in state forests. The 
relationship between the playground and woodlot was complicated. 
 As Massachusetts state foresters endeavored to weave new uses into state 
forest landscapes, developments on the national level were underway that would 
have significant repercussions for the state’s forested landscapes and tourist sites. 
Over the course of the 1920s, the National Park Service developed a sophisticated 
system for planning and designing park landscapes and buildings. Following the 
Park Service’s 1916 creation, the agency began to hire landscape architects to plan 
and design park facilities. Landscape architects such as Daniel Hull, Charles 
Punchard, and Thomas Vint joined the agency during the late 1910s and early 1920s 
and applied their professional training to creating landscapes that satisfied the Park 
Service’s unique mission to preserve scenery and provide public access to the 
nation’s parks.206 Drawing on American traditions of naturalistic landscape design 
and rustic architecture, these men gradually established a “characteristic and 
 
206 Charles Punchard became the Park Service’s first landscape engineer in 1918. Hull joined as an 
assistant in 1920 and became senior landscape engineer later that year. The California-based and -
trained Thomas Vint became Hull’s assistant in 1922 and in 1927 took the newly created position of 
chief landscape architect overseeing all park construction. McClelland, Building the National Parks, 





original style of national park development” that blended modern structures and 
landscape features into the surrounding environment.207 Meanwhile, as the number 
of parks and visitors to them increased over the 1920s, an sophisticated and 
elaborate design hierarchy emerged to coordinate the numerous projects 
throughout the nation. By the end of the decade, Thomas Vint, the Park Service’s 
chief landscape architect, oversaw a complex bureaucracy geared towards 
preserving the landscape and harmonizing design with the environment.208 Many of 
these landscape architects and the traditions they worked in had ties to 
Massachusetts, yet the DOC and Division of Forestry employed no landscape 
architects. In the coming decade, however, Park Service design practices reshaped 
the landscapes of nearly all Massachusetts’s state forests. The following chapter 
explores how the onset of the Great Depression accelerated the ongoing 
transformations of the 1920s. As thousands of Massachusetts residents lost jobs and 
the federal government stepped in to help, a host of new professionals and Park 
Service designers would join Harold Cook and his team of foresters in determining 
how Massachusetts’s state forests functioned internally and related to new regional 
plans. New demands on the forest landscape—for employment, recreation, and 
timber—ushered in a new era of planning, design, and development. 
 
207 Ethan Carr, Wilderness by Design: Landscape Architecture and the National Park Service (Lincoln, 
NE: University of Nebraska Press/Bison Books, 1999), 7. 





Chapter Three Figures 
 
  
Figure 3.1: Foresters working for Massachusetts’s Office of State Forester had planted this 
straight, orderly row of unspecific pines in 1916 at Myles Standish State Forest. This image from 
1927 shows the stand following a routine pruning to improve the timber’s salability. [Courtesy 
DCR Archives.]  
Figure 3.2: Picnic grounds at Myles Standish State Forest in 1923. In addition to the campsites, the 
state provided day use areas for visitors that include the large stone fireplace built by 

























Figure 3.3: Photograph of the area targeted for preservation along the Mohawk Trail. The 
sparsely populated area’s steep and heavily wooded ravines and mountains made the highway 
coursing through it a popular scenic route. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and 
the State Forester, 1920. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 3.4: Harris 
Reynolds included this 
graph showing United 
States timber supply 
against the national 
population. This depicted 
the population’s rapid rise 
and timber supply’s 
drastic decline and lent 
legitimacy to dire 
warnings over a timber 
shortage. Bulletin 125: 
Why Massachusetts Should 
Have State Forests. 

















































Figure 3.5: Photograph of a timber 
plantation that exhibited the “Profit 
and Beauty” that scientific forest 
promised. The MFA implied that this 
could be the state’s future with 
increased state forest acquisition. 
Bulletin 125: Why Massachusetts 
Should Have State Forests. 
[Collection of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society.] 
Figure 3.6: This image of a cut-over 
forest revealed the “Desolation and 
Loss” that Massachusetts could 
experience if the new state forest bill 
failed to pass. Bulletin 125: Why 
Massachusetts Should Have State 
Forests. [Collection of the 






Figure 3.7: This image’s caption read “Hundreds of farm buildings, fences, orchards and other 
farm facilities are going to ruin in Massachusetts. State Forests will help reclaim them.” This 
further reiterated state forests’ role in rural revitalization and the stakes of the MFA’s bill. 
Bulletin 125: Why Massachusetts Should Have State Forests. [Collection of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society.] 
Figure 3.8: This bucolic image of a reservoir emphasized how state forests benefited urban 
residents by protecting water sources. Bulletin 125: Why Massachusetts Should Have State Forests, 












Figure 3.9: This 1929 map of Otter River State Forest divided the forest into tree types and 
evaluated the size and quality of each stand. The yellow and brown areas indicate mixed 
hardwood, the green show mixed pine, the red shows burned over land, and the purple marks 






Figure 3.10: A close-up view of the headquarters area of Otter River State Forest. The house and 
nursery are in the center white area. The map is oriented with north at the top. [Courtesy DCR 
Archives.] 
Figure 3.11: A fire line in 
1920 at Myles Standish 
State Forest after the 
crew had removed brush. 
Annual Report of the 
Commissioner of 
Conservation, 1920. 






Figure 3.13: Members of the New England chapter of the Society of American Foresters on a tour 
of Myles Standish State Forest’s firelines with Harold O. Cook in 1924. Department of 
Conservation and Recreation (DCR) Photo Books.  
Figure 3.12: Another fire line in Myles Standish State Forest after the crew had 



















Figure 3.14: The recreational landscape of Myles Standish State Forest in 1923. People 
constructed these cabins themselves on sites on College Pond that the state leased. Lessees could 
cull some firewood and assisted the state in watching out for forest fires. Boston Post, August 22, 









Figure 3.15: Ashburnham State Forest in 1931. This type-map showed how many new state 
forests constituted former reforestation lots and knit together physically disparate lots. 
[Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 3.16: Myles Standish 
Monument. Lightning struck the 
monument and statue this year, 
badly damaging both. [Boston 








Figure 3.17: Mount Grace as viewed from Warwick Village. The state created a state forest on this 
mountain in 1921. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1920. [Courtesy DCR 
Archives.] 
Figure 3.18: The proposed reservation along the Mohawk Trail Highway in 1915. The black line 
indicates the existing road, while the red swaths represented different sections available for 
purchase. The state eventually acquired the easternmost section A to B.  











Figure 3.19: The eastern section of Mohawk Trail State Forest in 1926. Most of the forest then 
constituted stands of mixed hardwoods, with pine mixed throughout. The map also shows the 
presence of agricultural lands in the large white areas, indicating open land. The highway and 


















Figure 3.20: Close up of Mohawk Trail State Forest’s recreational area and tree nursery. The 
grouping of roadside fireplaces and latrine is in the upper left, while the nursery lies in the lower 








Realizing the “Massachusetts Plan”: The Civilian Conservation Corps and the 
Institutionalization of Multiple Use Management in Massachusetts’s State 
Forests and Parks, 1929-1941 
 
The significant but gradual expansion and reorientation that Massachusetts’s 
state forests underwent during the 1920s accelerated rapidly during the 1930s as 
forests’ importance grew amid a period of economic hardship. In October 1929, the 
United States stock market crashed, signaling the nation’s devastating and enduring 
financial crisis.1 The ensuing decade of deepening unemployment, immense 
difficulties, and new realities reconfigured Americans’ lives, and also reshaped the 
built environment of Massachusetts’s state forests and precipitated institutional 
changes that would influence forest conservation in the Commonwealth for several 
decades. Scientific forestry and outdoor recreation gained new relevance as means 
to buttress the state’s economy and revitalize its weary populace. Since the Office of 
State Forester’s (OSF) 1904 creation, state employees had claimed that human 
ingenuity and scientific methods could manipulate the land into producing higher 
 
1 The Great Depression affected parts of New England and Massachusetts at different times and with 
varying levels of severity. Overall, this international economic crisis compounded the ongoing 
industrial decline the region faced. By March 1930, unemployed workers in Boston demonstrated to 
call attention to their situation while in other areas the economic downturn “crept over the 
landscape like a leisurely blight” according to historian Paul Nygard. In the ensuing years, numerous 
farms failed as did many textile and footwear manufacturers, which often anchored the economies of 
smaller cities and towns. Non-manufacturing employment, however, only fell by10% between 1929 
and 1933 and bounced back to pre-Depression levels by 1936, a far better outcome than the nation 
as a whole. Paul D. Nygard, “World Wars and Depression, 1914-1945,” in The Encyclopedia of New 
England., eds. Burt Feintuch and Donald Hall (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 664; 
Charles H. Trout, Boston, the Great Depression, and the New Deal (New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 1977); Peter Temin, ed., Engines of Enterprise: An Economic History of New England 





quality timber that would revive rural culture by strengthening the economy and 
improving rural aesthetics. In the 1930s, the state and federal government drew on 
the nearly 115,000-acre system of state forests to revive urban residents’ bodies 
and minds while providing jobs for thousands of unemployed young men and 
veterans.2 State foresters and conservation officials built on their experience 
developing a multiple use system of land management during the 1920s to 
incorporate these new demands on forests with the original goal of improving the 
state’s timber supply. 
Transformations in Massachusetts’s state forests received an immense and 
unparalleled stimulus from the federal Emergency Conservation Work program, 
popularly known as the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). 3 This cornerstone 
feature of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal sent millions of young 
men to work in state and national forests and parks throughout the nation, with a 
peak in Massachusetts of 10,000 men working in more than 50 camps in 1935.4 
Though accounts of 1930s forest conservation focus on the CCC’s extensive overhaul 
 
2 In 1930, the Department of Conservation stewarded 114,942.84 acres of state forests. 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1930 (Department of Conservation, 1931), 16. 
3 In 1933, President Roosevelt created Emergency Conservation Work program, which the Civilian 
Conservation Corps carried out. The government did not officially adopt the name “Civilian 
Conservation Corps” until 1937. This work will use the term CCC to refer to the entire program.  
4 Nationally, the CCC enrolled over 3 million young men between 1933 and its dissolution in 1942. 
The last camps left Massachusetts in late 1941. Neil Maher, Nature’s New Deal: The Civilian 
Conservation Corps and the Roots of the American Environmental Movement (New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 3; Shary Page Berg, The Civilian Conservation Corps: Shaping the Forests and 
Parks of Massachusetts – A Statewide Survey of Civilian Conservation Corps Resources (Boston, MA: 





of national parks and state forest systems, in Massachusetts, the federal program 
built upon existing institutional frameworks and ideologies while expanding the 
range of professionals involved. Planners, architects, engineers, and landscape 
architects joined Chief Forester Harold O. Cook and his dedicated corps of foresters 
to enhance and expand recreational facilities as thousands of CCC enrollees built 
roads, eradicated gypsy moths, cut fire lines, conducted improvement thinnings, and 
planted thousands of tree seedlings. The new cadre of landscape architects and 
planners guiding this work expanded the size, number, and sophistication of the 
“playgrounds” in the woodlots while continuing to improve the latter. During this 
time, Massachusetts’s Department of Conservation (DOC) established the first state 
parks, spaces wholly dedicated to outdoor recreation. While the DOC had built some 
rudimentary campsites with fireplaces and latrines, the CCC dammed streams to 
create swimming holes, cut ski slaloms through forests, and built hundreds of new 
campsites. A visitor returning to Massachusetts’s state forests in 1941 following a 
decade away would encounter a landscape significantly transformed. The simple 
timber plantations had become elaborate multi-use lands filled with new lakes, 
campgrounds, cabins, bathhouses, and myriad other recreational facilities alongside 
the familiar timber plantations.    
The 1930s witnessed the elaboration of recreational planning in 
Massachusetts. Just as the first state foresters Alfred Akerman and Franklin Rane 





architects such as Egbert Hans, who coordinated CCC work in Western 
Massachusetts, employed a methodical and analytical approach to determining 
where and how to arrange different land uses within each state forest. These 
changes, however, also perpetuated distorted cultural narratives. The new 
landscapes of recreation subtly enforced dominant cultural beliefs while 
appropriating and commercializing Native American culture. Rental cabins, visitor 
service buildings, and even bridges supported a conception of wilderness and 
history that celebrated Anglo-American settler colonialism while promoting a 
harmful image of Native Americans. The new log cabins that CCC enrollees 
constructed in accordance with National Park Service (NPS) rustic design standards 
in Mohawk Trail SF, for instance, drew upon a thriving regional tourist industry that 
characterized Western Massachusetts as a colonial “frontier.” This and other state 
forest recreational developments created a sense of forests as spaces set apart from 
the everyday world beset by economic depression and filled with hardships.5 Places 
like the newly added Salisbury Beach State Reservation and Nickerson State Park 
provided mental escape and physical rejuvenation. Despite the financial travails 
 
5 As explored below, NPS rustic design constituted not so much a clearly defined style, but rather a 
set of guidelines, standards, and practices. As scholar of NPS architecture and landscape architecture 
Linda Flint McClelland described, during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries architects 
and landscape architects working in national parks drew on a diverse set of architectural precedents 
to provide “ideas, examples, solutions, and a philosophy for the design of park structures.” By the 
time of the CCC’s arrival, the synthetic tradition that was NPS Rustic valued buildings that fit their 
site and setting while also reflecting “an architectural theme based on native materials and method of 
construction and sometimes a cultural theme drawn from the region’s pioneering or indigenous 
architecture.” Linda Flint McClelland, Building the National Parks: Historic Landscape Design and 





facing residents, many found their way to state forests and parks, which offered 
inexpensive and accessible recreation.  
 This chapter argues that during the 1930s recreation achieved equal footing 
with forestry in the DOC’s efforts to revitalize the state’s culture, economy, and 
landscape. Multiple use land management gained institutional standing in the DOC 
and permanence in state forest and park landscapes. Amid the economic crisis of the 
1930s, state conservation leaders accepted that forestry and recreation could 
together improve both rural communities and city dwellers.6 The Depression’s 
vicissitudes, the CCC’s support, the increasing demand for recreation, and the 
maturation of the state’s tourism industry solidified the multi-use ethos that the 
DOC had initiated in the 1920s. Meanwhile, environmental realities limited 
forestry’s dominance of DOC policy. As weather events, tree diseases, and a volatile 
timber market hindered state forests’ ability to turn a profit, new economic uses of 
the forest rose in importance. This chapter charts how multiple use forest 
management became DOC policy and shaped the evolving public lands system. The 
first section examines the state-based unemployment relief program that pre-dated 
the CCC and outlines the CCC’s introduction to Massachusetts. The focus next turns 
to the creation and realization of the “Massachusetts Plan,” a vision for the future of 
 
6 The idea that conservation had moved past Progressive Era concerns over natural resource 
utilization to include improving people’s physical and mental well-being draws on Neil Maher’s 
contention that the CCC’s recreational facilities “indicated that the federal government had begun 
weaving political concern for both natural and human resources into a single conservation policy.” 





the Commonwealth’s public land system that guided development of recreational 
areas within state forests and established the first state parks and beaches. 
Examining CCC supervising landscape architect Egbert Hans’ 1938 handbook The 
Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts reveals the new 
analytical methodology that guided the built environment of state forests and parks 
beginning in 1933.7 Hans’ analysis of October Mountain State Forest, purchased in 
1924, illuminates how the multi-use ethos had grown more precise and advanced, 
while his recommendations for circulation patterns and recreational amenities in 
state forests and parks reveals how landscape architecture offered a way to 
naturalize the CCC’s extensive infrastructural interventions. Next, this chapter 
evaluates the evolution of Mohawk Trail SF in detail and demonstrates how these 
planning ideals manifested in the landscape. Located along a highly popular tourist 
corridor, Mohawk Trail SF’s evolution during this period shows how the state 
shaped perceptions of nature and history. The new buildings and structures in this 
forest embodied the cultural appropriation, distortion of history, and celebration of 
dominant Euroamerican ideals that characterized the area’s tourist landscape. The 
final section examines how the DOC balanced forestry with these newly-ascendent 
recreational goals. Silviculture remained a core element of the DOC’s mission and 
continued to impact thousands of acres. Cook and his employees kept alive the OSF’s 
 
7 The DOC issued this work, which was alternately titled Land Use Planning in the State Forests of 
Massachusetts. Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts 





dream of profitable timberlands as the establishment of the first state parks and 
beaches embodied the full acceptance of recreation as a valid goal for the state’s 
conservation institution. Before the onset of World War II stalled developments for 
several years, the DOC had established a multiple use management philosophy that 
wove together years of developments in conservation thought and shaped the 
stewardship of Massachusetts’s state forest and parks to the present day. 
  
Conservation and Unemployment Relief in Massachusetts 
 As the nation slipped into a severe economic depression, political leaders 
presented environmental conservation as one way to create employment 
opportunities. Before President Roosevelt created the CCC, Massachusetts’s political 
leaders recognized the potential for the DOC’s public land system to relieve some of 
the state’s massive unemployment.8 From 1929 to 1933, Massachusetts’s 
government directed efforts to mitigate the Depression’s scale and impact, which 
differed across the state. The textile industry, which had been losing out to southern 
states for several years, declined precipitously, and in places where it had 
dominated, such as Lowell, Lawrence, or Fall River, unemployment was rampant.9 
 
8 Massachusetts’s government was not alone in turning to conservation for relief during this time. 
While serving as Governor of New York, Franklin Delano Roosevelt established the Temporary 
Emergency Relief Agency to supply food, shelter, clothing, and jobs to needy residents. Many of the 
jobs created under the program involved reforestation and other forestry initiatives. Maher, Nature’s 
New Deal, 39. 
9 The Great Depression hit towns like Lawrence, Lowell, and Fall River where a single industry 
provided the livelihood for the majority of residents especially hard. Many of the textile mills had 






The Commonwealth’s economy fared about as well as the nation at large, though the 
working class experienced disproportionate unemployment and poverty.10 As the 
repercussions of the 1929 stock market crash became increasingly evident, the state 
government turned to the DOC’s portfolio of public lands to generate opportunities 
for work. 
 In 1930, Republican Governor Frank G. Allen made $25,000 available to the 
DOC for emergency hiring.11 This “considerable sum,” Commissioner of 
Conservation William A. L. Bazeley noted, would help relieve the “acute 
unemployment situation” facing the state.12 The department brought on 330 men 
for six and a half weeks to pursue a range of forestry projects. Later in the year, the 
department hired another fifty men. The legislature followed up with a much larger 
package the next year that appropriated $103,000 to the Division of Forestry to 
“expend in labor on state forests, [and] to relieve the serious conditions existing in 
various municipalities of the Commonwealth.”13 The 1,440 men subsequently hired 
worked at fifty-four state forests and nurseries. The need persisted, and in 1932 the 
 
manufacturing jobs in 1936, nearly the same number as a century earlier, and on the eve of World 
War II, 40% of residents received government relief. As a whole, Massachusetts had 25% 
unemployment in 1934, but this was unevenly distributed. In Boston, for instance, unemployment 
that year in the working-class North End and East Boston neighborhoods was 40% while the affluent 
Back Bay only had 12% unemployment. Temin, Engines of Enterprise,196; “Lowell, the Story of an 




10 Temin, Engines of Enterprise, 196.  
11 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1930, 3. 
12 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1930, 3. 
13 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 





new Democratic governor Joseph B. Ely continued his predecessor’s policy and 
appropriated $110,000 to hire 1,288 men.14 Bazeley and Chief Forester Harold O. 
Cook contacted towns’ overseers of the poor and welfare agencies to find people in 
need of work. The state favored men with families, and set them to “brushing, 
burning, road mending, bridge building, and planting on the state forests.”15  
 The new influx of laborers supplemented existing state forest crews. In 1931, 
for instance, the emergency work crew at Myles Standish SF helped the regular staff 
clear and extend fire lines.16 This freed up foresters to conduct more specialized 
silvicultural treatments such as release cutting and nursery work. The temporary 
laborers also conducted limited forestry operations. At October Mountain SF, 
discussed in more detail below, the additional workers thinned out hardwood 
stands, cleared and prepared former pastures for tree transplants, and improved 
roads. Emergency hiring also buttressed recreational facilities in the state. For 
instance, at the 1,734-acre Blandford SF, purchased in 1924, a temporary work crew 
helped construct a range of amenities. In 1931, the state redirected Route 20 closer 
to the state forest, which was located twenty miles west of Springfield in the 
Berkshire Mountains’ foothills. The following year emergency workers built new 
parking and picnic areas beside the highway. After clearing out brush, they 
 
14 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1932 (Department of Conservation, 1933), 2. 
15 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1932, 2.  





constructed ten cement fireplaces, and installed two latrines.17 To beautify the area, 
the crew planted evergreens along the perimeter. New hiking trails provided access 
to the surrounding woodlands which were “enhanced by rustic bridges built over 
the brook.”18 While the emergency crews did not significantly alter the trajectory of 
conservation in the state, they did help solidify and expand existing work. 
The DOC also deployed these emergency crews in new acquisitions that 
reaffirmed women’s clubs’ enduring support for forest conservation in 
Massachusetts.19 Two women’s groups—the Daughters of the American Revolution 
and the Federated Women’s Clubs—separately purchased and donated land to the 
state.20 On April 6, 1929, the Daughters of the American Revolution officially 
presented the DOC with a new state forest located in Goshen, a small town several 
 
17  Workers also dammed a natural spring and piped its water to the picnic area. Annual Report of the 
Commissioner of Conservation, 1932, 7.  
18 Thus, even before the CCC brought NPS Rustic to Massachusetts, the rustic aesthetic was the 
favored style for natural areas like Blandford SF. Massachusetts had ample examples of rustic 
architecture and landscape features. For instance, Frederick Law Olmsted and architect Henry 
Hobson Richardson’s designs for seats, stairs, shelters, and bridges at Franklin Park used local stones 
to make these improvements appear natural and timeless. Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
Conservation, 1932, 7; Cynthia Zaitsevsky, Frederick Law Olmsted and the Boston Park System 
(Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1982), 176-177. 
19 These two state forests testify to women’s organizations’ vital role in promoting forestry and other 
conservation issues throughout the first decades of the twentieth century in Massachusetts and 
beyond. As scholars have shown, the era’s patriarchal society deemed conservation an appropriate 
realm for women’s political engagement. Protecting forests and promoting improvement 
management fit into the time’s limited gender roles. See Kimberly Jarvis, Franconia Notch and the 
Women Who Saved It (Durham, NH: University of New Hampshire Press, 2007), Susan Rimby, “‘Better 
Housekeeping Out of Door’: Mira Lloyd Dock, the State Federation of Pennsylvania Women, and 
Progressive Era Conservation,” Journal of Women’s History, vol. 17, no 3 (2005), pp. 9-34; and Adam 
Rome, “‘Political Hermaphrodites’: Gender and Environmental Reform in Progressive America” 
Environmental History vol. 11, no. 3 (July 2006), pp. 440-463.  
20 Both institutions—and women’s organizations generally—had been key proponents of 
establishing the OSF in 1904 and had been advocating for improved forest management and 





miles west of Northampton.21 The new property included a large lake, reservoir, and 
rolling hills. Crews from nearby state forests conducted some improvement 
thinnings on the formerly logged land and marked a trail to a hill lookout.22 In 1931 
an emergency crew reforested cut-over areas by planting 5,000 spruce, 7,000 red 
pine, 20,000 white pine, and 3,000 Scotch pine.23 The Federation of Women’s Clubs 
meanwhile acquired a parcel of land in Petersham, just south of the Harvard 
Forest.24 Cook described how the new state forest would “include some acres well-
wooded and suited to recreational uses,” while “wild life will be safeguarded on this 
forest as on the D.A.R. Forest.”25 In 1931, a crew hired through the state’s relief fund 
developed a parking area, picnic grove, and hiking trail system that led to 
“interesting places in the vicinity.”26 The crew also brushed roads, thinned and 
pruned pine stands, and planted an old pasture with 5,000 larch, 3,000 white 
 
21 The Daughters of the American Revolution formed in 1890 and became the largest “women’s 
descent society” and one of the most prominent women’s organizations in the United States. The 
society, historian Carolyn Strange argued, affirmed the “indissoluble link between the nation’s 
origins and its uncharted future.” Furthermore, members promulgated a “fantasy of the nation as an 
extended white family, united by blood.” Forest conservation and wilderness preservation also 
linked the past and present and supported dominant racial norms. The new DAR State Forest 
confirmed this ideological affinity. Carolyn Strange, “Sisterhood of Blood: The Will to Descend and the 
Formation of the Daughter of the American Revolution,” Journal of Women’s History vol. 26, no. 3 
(Fall, 2014), 104-5.  
22 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1930, 10. 
23 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1931, 9.  
24 The Federation of Women’s Clubs was the Massachusetts chapter of the General Federation of 
Women’s Clubs, which formed in 1890. This national network promoted Progressive Era reforms 
that sought to ease the effects of urbanization and industrialization in the early twentieth century, 
much like aligned movements for forest conservation and wilderness preservation. The federation 
provided a political outlet for women prior to universal suffrage and remained a potent force 
thereafter. See Mary Wood, The History of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs for the First 
Twenty-Two Years of its Organization (New York, NY: General Federation of Women’s Clubs, 1912).  
25 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1930, 3.  





spruce, and 1,500 red pines. On June 3rd, four hundred members of women’s clubs 
from all over the state visited the new state forest and dedicated a memorial tablet 
at the picnic grounds’ entrance (fig. 4.1). These developments at Daughters of the 
American Revolution and Federation of Women’s Clubs SFs not only testified to 
women’s importance in promoting conservation, but also indicated the DOC’s 
further commitment to building more recreational features into the state forest 
system. The DOC continued developing camping facilities across the state and by 
1932 oversaw nineteen campgrounds, nine of which were for overnight or weekend 
camping. Nearly all had water, and together they were outfitted with seventy-one 
picnic tables, seventy fireplaces, and ten bathrooms. Altogether, 50,000 people used 
the campgrounds that year.27 Workers were constructing additional picnic tables 
and fireplaces since, as Bazeley reported, “our present equipment does not suffice 
for public demand.”28 Even three years into a national economic depression, the 
state’s residents flocked to the DOC’s small but growing recreational lands. Demand 
surged, and the DOC struggled to keep up with supply.  
Further relief to both the state’s unemployed residents and overtaxed 
recreational facilities arrived with the CCC in 1933. This federal initiative 
dramatically reshaped the cultural landscapes of Massachusetts’s state forests and 
helped spur the creation of the first state parks. The massive influx of labor and 
technical expertise progressed forestry and recreation work to unprecedented 
 
27 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1932, 2.  





levels. At the height of the CCC between 1935 and 1937, the state had 51 camps 
operating with 10,000 men working on 170,000 acres of state forests and parks.29 
The CCC’s arrival, however, did not alter the trajectory of Massachusetts’s public 
land system, but instead accelerated existing trends. The shift towards multiple use 
land management had begun several years earlier, and the DOC oversaw a relatively 
sophisticated portfolio that encompassed scenic reservations, timber plantations, 
and recreational lands. Over the next several years, CCC enrollees and technical 
experts built upon existing features and trends in Massachusetts. The CCC focused 
on upgrading recreational facilities, strengthening fire and pest management, and 
expanding silvicultural treatments. This litany of conservation work could describe 
the DOC’s activities in 1930. The CCC’s agenda fit neatly with the DOC’s own efforts 
to boost rural economies while pushing the latter to more fully embrace and 
support recreation.  
Massachusetts’s state foresters had developed steady routines of silvicultural 
operations and fire and pest management work, and the sudden availability of labor 
stretched the department’s resources and forced Chief Forester Harold O. Cook to 
quickly assemble work plans and an administrative framework to manage the CCC. 
Furthermore, in 1933 the new Democratic Governor Ely replaced longstanding 
Conservation Commissioner and state forester William Bazeley with Samuel York. 
 
29 Berg, The Civilian Conservation Corps, 1. The appearance of so many young men, mostly coming 
from the state’s cities, alarmed some residents who feared that “city hoodlums would be roaming 
their streets,” as Cook noted. Over time, the enrollees provided much need assistance, and the public 





Described as a “gentleman farmer,” the 31 year old York hailed from the Western 
Massachusetts town of Chesterfield, where he had purchased an apple orchard 
purported to be “one of the best in the Berkshires.”30 York had run as the 
Democratic candidate for the 1st Congressional District, which was at the time 
resolutely Republican.31 While he lost a close race, York found a place in Ely’s 
government. Though the Democratic governor opposed many of the far-reaching 
New Deal programs, York nevertheless oversaw critical facets of Massachusetts’s 
CCC work, which constituted the most ambitious and extensive federal conservation 
aid to the state.32 When first confronted with the prospect of the CCC’s arrival in 
Massachusetts, York found it “impossible to prepare detailed plans beforehand and 
a unified organization to carry them out.”33 Despite these challenges, the new 
commissioner acknowledged that “the opportunity for the development of our state 
forests should not be lost” and leaned on Harold O. Cook to lead the new work.  
 The spring of 1933 was likely the busiest that Cook and his colleagues ever 
experienced. When Cook had joined the OSF, it consisted of a handful of employees 
who still used horses and wagons to conduct woodlot examinations. Following the 
 
30 “Governor Ely Names Samuel A. York,” Daily Boston Globe, April 13, 1933.  
31 The Globe reported that this close race “caused a stir” in the Berkshires, whose large population of 
farmers had not voted for a Democrat since the Civil War. “Governor Ely Names Samuel A. York.” 
32 Neil Maher argued that “CCC forestry work helped the new president to promote the New Deal to 
the most skeptical segments of rural America,” which included New England. Roosevelt based the 
vast majority of state forestry projects in the rural areas of New England and Mid-Atlantic, areas 
“which not only had a long history of state forest creation, but which also expressed heavy opposition 
to the Democratic party and the New Deal through the 1932 election.” Maher, Nature’s New Deal, 57.   
33 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 





March 4 passage of legislation creating the CCC, Cook travelled to Washington, DC to 
attend a conference of state foresters who would plot the course of many of the new 
work camps.34 The United States Forest Service required Cook to describe the size 
and characteristics of all Massachusetts’s state forests and outline the types of work 
needed.35 After finishing and submitting comprehensive plans for seven state 
forests that could provide work for 1,400 men, the assistant forester in charge 
surprised Cook with the news that Massachusetts was to receive thirty-one camps.36 
Upon returning to Massachusetts, Cook became head of “what amounted to a large-
scale employment agency” tasked with hiring thirty-one superintendents and 300 
foremen to oversee enrollee’s work.37 Commissioner York noted that the 
department had to determine how to purchase new equipment and what specific 
projects to engage in at each site for the next few years.38 Cook and his assistants 
completed detailed plans that “laid out work several years ahead.” This included 
“camp establishment, road building, silviculture, fire hazard reduction, pest control, 
 
34 Harold O. Cook with Lewis A. Carter, Fifty Years a Forester (Boston, MA: Published by the 
Massachusetts Forest and Park Association, 1961), 48.  
35 Cook later described being handed a “huge pile of forms to fill out and return as quickly as 
possible.” This immense amount of paperwork reflected the CCC’s complex organization. Several 
federal agencies oversaw the CCC. The Department of Labor organized hiring, and the United States 
Army trained enrollees and provisioned camps. On the ground, the United States Forest Service 
coordinated forestry work in state forests while the National Park Service oversaw recreational 
work. Union leader Robert Fechner headed up the CCC. Maher, Nature’s New Deal, 80.  
36 Cook recounted staying up through the night completing plans that could accommodate work for 
6,200 “boys.” Cook, Fifty Years a Forester, 48.  
37 Cook, Fifty Years a Forester 49.   
38 Undaunted and understated, York wrote that doing so “naturally required more than ordinary 
efforts of the department and several months to weld such an organization into a smooth unit, but it 





recreation, and fish and game.”39 Except for camp establishment, this list 
approximated the activities overseen by Cook nearly every year of the preceding 
decade.  
 During the CCCs first summer in the Commonwealth, the DOC scrambled to 
house the new enrollees, direct their labor into productive channels, and 
communicate to the public what exactly the program was.40 By June 1933, the young 
men began arriving in the state forests.41 Cook lamented, though, that “there were 
practically no tools available for the use of the camps, aside from axes, spades, saws, 
wheelbarrows, and other basic hand tools.”42 Additionally, each camp, which 
included 200 enrollees plus supervisors, had to build their quarters. The camp at 
Sandisfield SF provides a compelling glimpse at how the CCC reshaped the 
landscape even before they began work (fig. 4.2). Each camp was organized into 
“barracks for 50 enrollees each, officers/technical staff quarters, medical 
dispensary, mess hall, recreation hall, education building, lavatory and showers, 
technical administrative offices, tool room/blacksmith shop and motor pool 
garages.”43 These elaborate complexes approximated small villages or army 
encampments. As the colorized image of Sandisfield SF depicts, camps consisted of a 
 
39 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1933, 2.  
40 DOC foresters educated the public through their regular lectures, while York and Hans held several 
public meetings around the state to hear from local residents and communicate the CCC’s role. One 
such meeting is described in “Sam York’s Conservation Plans,” Berkshire Gleaner, July 28, 1933.  
41 CCC enrollees also worked in the county-managed State Reservations and the Metropolitan District 
Commission Reservations such as the Middlesex Fells and Blue Hills Reservations.   
42 Cook, Fifty Years a Forester, 48. 





set of simple, single-story gabled wooden buildings arranged around a central open 
space, used for various athletic and training activities. The barracks form the center 
of the camps, with other functions arrayed behind. Forests surround the entire 
complex, with York Lake in the middle-left. Cook noted that much of the first months 
involved conditioning the young men. 44 Not all enrollees required such adjustment 
to these conditions. As explored below, some camps consisted of World War I 
veterans.  
The first several months of the CCC in Massachusetts demonstrated how this 
influx of labor consolidated the existing trends towards multiple-use land 
management. The new enrollees built 202 miles of road, dug 288 water holes and 
ponds, conducted silvicultural work on 8,856 acres, and scouted 19,564 acres for 
pests.45 In addition to this forestry work, the crews greatly expanded recreational 
facilities. They built “90 tent sites, 16 bathing beaches, 12 cabins, 298 fireplaces, 66 
picnic groves, 50 park areas, and 106 miles of foot trails.”46 This more than doubled 
state forests’ capacity to accommodate visitors. For instance, Myles Standish SF had 
only a “handful” of fireplaces for day picnickers before 1933 but had fifteen 
fireplaces and a parking lot for one hundred cars by 1934. The newly-created 
Willard Brook SF, northwest of Boston, now boasted seventeen fireplaces and was 
 
44 As historian Neil Maher has argued, the CCC strove to strengthen enrollees’ minds and bodies in 
addition to conserving the environment. Enrollees built muscles and skills by working in the 
landscape while the camps provided a range of educational opportunities. Maher, 13, 77-113.    
45 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1934 (Department of Conservation, 1935), 3 





still not meeting demand. At Mohawk Trail SF, auto-tourists filled the 60 tent sites 
on Labor Day 1934 forcing some individuals to sleep in their cars. Residents and 
visitors clearly wanted to get outdoors and make use of their public lands. Over the 
rest of the decade, the DOC sought to keep up.  
Massachusetts was not the only state to experience continued interest in 
outdoor recreation during the Great Depression. As historian Paul Sutter described, 
while the affluence of the 1920s had resulted in increased leisure time, during the 
1930s, “increased ‘leisure’ was the result of the Depression itself.”47 With almost half 
of the nation’s workforce underemployed or unemployed at the Depression’s peak 
and new labor codes mandating forty-hour work weeks, millions of Americans had 
more time to themselves. As historian of American vacations Cindy Aron found, 
during the 1930s vacationing became more widespread among those of moderate 
means.48 Camping, in particular, offered a seemingly virtuous form of vacationing 
that freed vacationers from the commercialized pleasures of hotels and resorts 
while exposure to fresh air and sunlight would “invigorate bodies” and 
“contemplation of nature would refurbish souls and lift spirits.”49 While visitors 
could find physical and mental nourishment in state forest and parks, for CCC 
 
47 Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How the Fight Against Automobiles Launched the Modern Wilderness 
Movement (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2002), 48.  
48 In Cindy Aron’s history of American vacationing, she noted that many companies extended paid 
vacations to industrial workers during the 1930s to stave off labor unrest and increase productivity. 
Many managers believed that “vacations would produce better workers.” Cindy S. Aron Working at 
Play: A History of Vacations in the United States (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1999), 238.  





enrollees, recreational development offered a form of employment that sought to 
“heal the nation’s psyche while rendering concrete conservation accomplishments,” 
as historian Neil Maher found.50 As explored in depth below, through expanding and 
improving the nation’s outdoor recreation opportunities, the CCC, Roosevelt hoped, 
could improve the lives of enrollees and visitors alike. State forests and parks 
constituted a critical part of this vision.  
 
Planning and Designing State Forests and Parks 
 The CCC’s arrival coincided with an ongoing effort to bolster Massachusetts’s 
recreational resources through careful planning. During the 1920s, recreational 
developments had progressed haphazardly and without coordinated foresight. To 
ameliorate the deficit of adequate spaces and opportunities for outdoor recreation, 
the Trustees of Public Reservations (Trustees) had formed the Committee on the 
Needs and Uses of Open Spaces in 1925. This body brought together individuals 
from conservation organizations and DOC commissioner Bazeley to study the state’s 
open space and recreational resources and recommend improvements. The 
Committee’s 1928 report called for a new Division of Parks within the DOC, the 
establishment of clear planning principles, and an expansion of state forest 
recreational areas. With the CCC’s introduction, the need for greater coordination 
and planning became evident. Accordingly, in 1934 new Commissioner Samuel York 
 





and the Committee formulated the Massachusetts Plan, an informal outline to 
increase and expand recreational facilities in the state. These developments brought 
professional landscape architects and regional planners into direct collaboration 
with the foresters who had managed the state’s public forests for the past fifteen 
years. These new professionals helped inscribe multiple use management into the 
landscape by interweaving recreational and wildlife protection uses into existing 
state forests and designing the first state parks.   
 The Trustees’ Committee’s 1928 report embraced a multifaceted 
understanding of public lands and open space that brought together timber 
production, outdoor recreation, scenic preservation, and wildlife protection.51 
Members focused most intensely on the need to significantly expand recreational 
opportunities, which they believed could be achieved through the introduction of a 
Division of Parks within the DOC to coordinate the acquisition and management of 
new public spaces. Purchasing this new land for recreation, they argued, would 
improve both residents’ lives and the state’s economy. Taxpayers, the Committee 
acknowledged, often felt that state parks were “an expensive luxury,” yet many 
existing state reservations, the report countered, had begun to yield “a cash return 
in excess of money needed for their maintenance.”52 Recreation had become a 
 
51 The Trustees organized the committee and requested official certification from Governor Alvan 
Fuller, which he granted. Though this did not provide any additional funding or authority, it 
demonstrated the issue’s significance and governmental support. Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the 
Trustees of Public Reservations, 1928 (Boston, MA: Self Published, 1929).  





powerful economic driver. National spending on outdoor recreation had grown to 
$2.5 billion, of which New England commanded $300 million in 1926.53 Supporting 
the “health, well-being, and recreation” of the state’s inhabitants therefore furthered 
Massachusetts’s “great commercial interests.”54 Additionally, expanding access to 
open space reduced “wastage of health and life” far more than the cost of purchasing 
and caring for what the Committee called “health producing facilities.”55 Expanding 
access to outdoor recreation thus saved money by improving residents’ health and 
generated money through tourism. In a common refrain in the state, conservation 
advocates argued that public land acquisition had a diverse set of benefits. Beyond 
these financial considerations, for instance, a sense of duty to future generations 
motivated the Committee’s recommendations. Members viewed themselves as 
“trustees of posterity” who worked to provide current and future residents 
throughout the state with access to open space and outdoor recreation 
opportunities.56  
 The Committee deemed Massachusetts’s current open space provisions 
inadequate and highlighted the need to swiftly acquire additional lands. While the 
state had been on the forefront of parks building and conservation, it only provided 
twenty-three acres of “organized public reservations” per thousand inhabitants, 
eighth place in the nation and behind neighboring states of Vermont, New 
 
53 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 26.  
54 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928. 
55 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928.  





Hampshire, and New York.57 All the Commonwealth’s residents deserved access to 
affordable outdoor recreation, the Committee felt, and the government should 
furnish alternatives for those who “cannot afford or do not wish to patronize 
holdings of hotels and amusement parks.”58 Though this survey was released just 
before the Great Depression’s onset, it recognized that state forests offered 
affordable and accessible leisure spaces. The availability of new spaces, though, was 
dwindling. The Committee found that “[m]ore and more privately owned areas are 
being closed to the public.”59 Meanwhile, the urban population continued to grow, 
and new transportation technology and networks opened formerly remote rural 
areas to visitors. The Committee, though, also understood that open space and 
forests protected wildlife and water supply. 
Addressing this need required careful planning: “State parks and forests,” the 
Committee believed,” could not “be too fully or broadly planned for their ultimate 
need.”60 A map showing “existing and proposed open spaces” in the state 
illuminated both the progress made in the last fifteen years as well as the potential 
for growth (fig. 4.3). This map closely followed the format of Charles Eliot’s 1893 
depiction of existing and potential metropolitan reservations but expanded it to 
 
57 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 27.  
58 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 25.  
59 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928. During the rise of auto tourism in the 1910s and 
1920s it was common for motorists to camp on private lands with the consent of the owner, yet by 
the end of the decade the growing numbers of motorists led many landowners to restrict access. See 
Warren Belasco, Americans on the Road: From Autocamp to Motel, 1910-1945 (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1979).  





include the entire Commonwealth. In the Trustees’ 1929 map, red indicated state 
forests, while different shades of green denoted state reservations or municipal 
parks. The yellow swaths showed where further acquisitions would supplement 
existing disconnected public lands. The Committee’s plans thus used established 
public lands as a framework for a more robust system. For instance, Otter River SF 
and several smaller nearby state forests anchored a wide zone running from the 
New Hampshire border south to the newly begun Quabbin Reservoir.61 Mohawk 
Trail and Savoy SFs formed the nucleus of a large area in the northwest, while 
October Mountain, Beartown, and other state forests in the southwest provided the 
core of extensive proposed areas. The Committee also conceived of a “Bay Circuit” 
ring of parks and parkways. This semicircular park system would stretch from the 
south shore to north shore and connect existing Metropolitan Reservations and 
municipal parks.62 Again, the Committee hoped to establish public open space near 
the state’s population centers. The Bay Circuit encircled the most densely inhabited 
area, while the other proposed zones offered residents of Worcester, Springfield, 
and Pittsfield additional recreational lands. This map visually represented the 
Committee’s support for an “aggressive acquisition of a series of open spaces 
 
61 The 25,000-acre Quabbin Reservoir supplies the Boston metropolitan area with drinking water. 
Created between 1919 and 1939, the reservoir required damming the Swift River and the dissolution 
of four towns. At the time of the Trustees’ report, the state had begun assembling parcels. Sarah S. 
Elkind, “Quabbin Reservoir,” in The Encyclopedia of New England, 602-603 
62 The Bay Circuit, which was partially realized, reflected the Trustees’ mission to ensure that Boston 
residents could access remaining vestiges of the New England rural landscape. Partially realized, the 
Bay Circuit today encompasses dozens of parks and other open spaces managed by a range of public 
and private agencies. For a history of the Bay Circuit, see Corey W. Medeiros, “The Massachusetts Bay 





following a comprehensive plan to build up a system of recreational areas” that 
consisted of seven types of protected land, described below.63 The Committee thus 
advocated for a multifaceted network of public open spaces that protect a range of 
resources.64 This nuanced approach reflected contemporaneous state recreation 
plans, most notably Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.’s plan for California’s state parks. 
Olmsted’s plan also used a statewide survey to identify areas for preservation and 
recommended a flexible approach that considered the state’s distinctive landscapes 
and each region’s different needs and resources when proposing acquisitions.65 
Massachusetts’s recreational planners confronted a much smaller area with far 
fewer geographical regions. Along with the Olmsted plan, the Committee’s 
recommendations showed how states had begun to advance sophisticated plans for 
multiple use public land systems.66 Additionally, this Trustees-led initiative showed 
 
63  Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1928, 27. 
64 The report proposed a collaborative approach to acquisition, but argued that the state, with its 
more extensive resources, should take the lead with the Trustees playing an important role. The 
Committee recommended that the Trustees’ ability to accept lands be “given greater recognition.” 
With increased public awareness, the Trustees’ “usefulness” could be “greatly extended,” according 
to the report. Additionally, the Committee noted that the Appalachian Mountain Club could help 
construct trails throughout state forests and parks. Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees of 
Public Reservations, 1928, 30.  
65 Olmsted, Jr. believed that California should establish a range of protected lands including more 
stringently protected wilderness zones along with more flexibly-managed recreational lands. The 
new state park system should, he argued, preserve California’s distinctive landscapes and that scenic 
preserves should be significant enough to draw visitors from around the state. Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr., “Report of the Director of the Survey to the California State Park Commission,” 
December 29, 1928 Reprints (National Association for Olmsted Parks) Vol. 13, no. 2 (Autumn 2011).  
66 Between 1921 and 1930, ten states established their first state parks. Many others formed 
commissions to study and recommend sites for acquisition as state parks. Meanwhile, states with 
older park systems recognized the need for more comprehensive planning. Pennsylvania, New York, 
Minnesota, and California all began to implement systematic planning to guide the management of 
existing and creation of future state parks. Ney Landrum, The State Park Movement: A Critical Review 





private organizations’ central role in pushing the government to strengthen or 
expand conservation measures.  
The Committee focused on seven classifications of open space that 
demonstrated the incorporation of multiple use management into state lands. First, 
Public Forests, owned by the state or municipalities, were spaces dedicated to 
“growing timber (or cordwood) as a productive crop,” though they also regulated 
stream flow and provided for outdoor recreation as long as it did not interfere with 
timber growth.67 Public Water Supply Areas, though, primarily protected reservoirs 
from pollution, reduced erosion, and reduced flooding risks. Timber production and 
outdoor recreation could be allowed if they did not negatively affect water supply. 
Public Recreational Areas existed “primarily to provide an opportunity for the 
public to get out of doors and be upon their own ground.”68 These did not 
necessarily have to include scenic landscapes, but instead gave the public a place to 
enjoy the outdoors. The Committee included ocean beaches, shores of ponds and 
rivers, summits of mountains and hills, and parkways in this category. Public 
Wilderness Areas constituted a more complex category that the Committee further 
broke down into “General” and “Special” classes. Overall, wilderness areas provided 
space for “outdoor living which is distinctly away from the influence of metropolitan 
 
67 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees of Public Reservations, 1928, 34.  





development and from ‘civilization’ in its hectic sense.”69 Visitors to wilderness 
areas could enjoy views of the surrounding countryside and admire the scenery 
close at hand. The first “General” class allowed visitors to recreate in an extensive 
“primeval environment,” such as Mount Greylock State Reservation. Such areas 
were typically, but not necessarily, forested and often included scenic natural 
features such as gorges and waterfalls. The second class of wilderness areas, 
“Special,” protected particularly important natural areas for the purposes of study. 
These “outdoor laboratories” or “outdoor museums” allowed people to examine 
“nature’s processes, not one at a time, as in the indoor laboratory, but all processes 
together as a composite whole” and showcased “nature as a living and developing 
environment—with the whole of life occurring in the wild state.”70 Such areas might 
exhibit rare native plants, wildlife, or geological features that related the state’s 
natural history. This designation was prescient for the time and acknowledged 
forests’ non-commercial and non-recreational values. Public Trails, on the other 
hand, served to “open up the country as an escape from civilization.”71 These paths, 
which included the Appalachian Trail, offered people a chance to traverse the state’s 
landscape for extended periods of time. Motor Camping Areas instead endowed 
auto-tourists with space to camp that was separate from foot trails. The final 
 
69 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 35. This emphasis on leaving behind civilization 
echoed the Appalachian Mountain Club’s desire to explore the White Mountains’ wilderness but 
expanded to a wider public.  
70 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 35.  





category, Ideal Wildlife Sanctuary, safeguarded important game animals and birds. 
While state forests demonstrated the “commercial value of growing trees,” these 
sanctuaries existed “for the purpose of growing wildlife.”72 Altogether, these 
categories encompassed the full spectrum of forest conservation in the United States 
at the time. The Committee envisioned Massachusetts’s government and 
conservation institutions providing for outdoor recreation, timber production, 
scenic preservation, and wildlife protection.73 Many of these uses could occur within 
the same preserve. The Committee had outlined an ambitious plan for a multiple use 
public land system. The DOC, with the CCC’s assistance, set out to make it a reality. 
Before Samuel York took office in 1933, Commissioner Bazeley (and 
Committee member) implemented the Committee’s first recommendation to form a 
new Division of Parks. In 1931, the legislature created the new division whose 
mission was to “acquire by purchase or gift and administer for the benefit of the 
public lands suitable for parks or recreational use in the state outside the 
Metropolitan District.”74 This constituted the first state-wide agency dedicated to 
providing outdoor recreation to the population. County commissions still managed 
the several state reservations, while the Metropolitan District Commission operated 
the network of parks in and around Boston. The new Division of Parks oversaw the 
 
72 Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Trustees, 1928, 37.  
73 The Trustees became a strong partner of the DOC in the 1920s and 1930s and helped coordinate 
state forest acquisitions.  
74 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Acts of 1931, Chapter 391: An Act Establishing a Division of 





expansion of recreational services and the creation of state parks in the following 
years. Celebrating the new department, Bazeley noted that “We are developing our 
State forest resources for recreational purposes more and more each year,” a 
statement that contrasted with his approach just a few years earlier when he 
claimed that recreation constituted a distant second priority to timber production.75 
Recreation had thus gained institutional standing as one of the DOC’s guiding 
principles: multiple use was now DOC policy. By the end of the 1930s, the Division of 
Parks came to manage 3,247 acres distributed across four state parks and two 
reservations that had thousands of visitors.76 
Establishing a new administrative department presented fewer challenges 
than realizing the Committee’s far-reaching goals for an expanded and diversified 
public land system. The CCC’s arrival in 1933 incited the DOC’s new head Samuel 
York to forge a clearly defined plan for the development of state forests and parks. 
With the reality of the massive federal investment looming, York admitted that “We 
have now come to the point where we must look ahead.”77 He and his team had 
“discovered that recreation is the most important by-product of our forest area.”78 
While still a “by-product,” this constituted the most full-throated embrace of 
 
75 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1931, 7. Progress, however, came slowly. The 
governor did not appoint a director until the 1932, when he appointed attorney Daniel F. McGrath.  
76 The DOC managed the Standish Monument State Reservation, covered in the previous chapter, and 
the Salisbury Beach State Reservation, described below. Though these two sites had the designation 
“state reservation,” they differed from the county-managed state reservations at Mount Greylock and 
elsewhere.  
77 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1934, 4. 





recreation in the department’s history. Just a few years earlier Bazeley and Chief 
Forester Harold O. Cook had barely mentioned recreation in their overview of the 
DOC. Now, York recognized the public demand and planned to “fill the positive need 
that exists.” The DOC reappraised existing land-use policies and generated the 
“Massachusetts Plan,” a guiding vision that laid out a path to creating new and 
enhancing existing recreational facilities.79 The Massachusetts Plan called for 
establishing twenty-six total “state reservations,” or recreational areas, located such 
that all population centers would have one within twenty miles.80 While many of 
these “reservations” could be incorporated into existing state forests, more land was 
needed to meet this goal. Thus, the DOC used the Committee’s 1929 map and 
worked with the Trustees and other organizations to identify areas for state 
acquisition. In keeping with the multi-use ethos developed in the 1920s, the 
Massachusetts Plan envisioned a peaceful coexistence between different forest uses. 
York wrote that after establishing “recreational areas and a wildlife sanctuary, or 
game refuge, in one of the forest parks” the remainder of the property could be 
“devoted to raising a forest crop.”81 This vision indicated how far forest 
conservation had come in Massachusetts in just twenty years. The legislature 
charged the State Forest Commission in 1915 with seeking land that would be 
“devoted to the establishment of demonstration forests, the raising of timber, and 
 
79 The Massachusetts Plan was not a codified set of guidelines nor published document, but instead a 
commitment to expanding recreational facilities on state lands.  
80 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1934, 4. 





other silvicultural practices.”82 Now the Commissioner of Conservation envisioned a 
system of public lands that met more than just the Commonwealth’s timber needs. 
During the 1930s, state forests had come to have new meaning in Massachusetts, 
institutionalized by law and now guided by a vision. 
 Conceiving and implementing these grand plans were two different things. 
Harold O. Cook and his team of foresters were experts in analyzing and promoting 
timber growth, not building a system of recreational facilities that would connect 
residents to nature. During the CCC era, professional landscape architects joined the 
DOC’s ranks and applied their specialized knowledge to implement the 
Massachusetts Plan’s goals for state forests and parks. Once the CCC had settled into 
the state, two landscape architects directed the work in Massachusetts state forests 
and parks. Egbert Hans oversaw everything west of the Connecticut River while 
Wayne E. Stiles was responsible for all the properties east of the river.83 A thirty-
five-year-old Belgian émigré, Hans had worked for years as a draftsman for Warren 
Manning and imbibed his naturalistic style of landscape architecture that attended 
closely to the existing environment.84 The self-trained Stiles, ten years Hans’ senior, 
had gained renown as a golf course designer, an experience that suited him to 
 
82 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Acts of 1914, Chapter 720, An Act to Establish a State Forest 
Commission and to Provide for the Purchase of Lands for State Forests. 
83 Together, Hans and Stiles oversaw twenty-five additional landscape architects. Annual Report of 
the Commissioner of Conservation, 1933, 3. 
84 Egbert Hans was one of Warren Manning’s “most steadfast and trusted workers.” Karson, et al., 
Warren H. Manning, 26. 1930 United States Federal Census, Billerica, Middlesex, Massachusetts, Page 





developing recreational areas in the more populated eastern half of the state.85 The 
arrival of Hans and Stiles marked the convergence of professional realms that 
shared commonalities but had for the most part been evolving separately during the 
twentieth century. Landscape architects and foresters both sought to reshape the 
natural world to benefit humanity, had created bodies of professional knowledge 
and techniques supported by educational institutions and private organizations, and 
advocated for stronger protection of forested landscape. They diverged in their 
aims. Most generally, foresters were concerned more with economics—they wanted 
to grow more and better trees—and landscape architects focused more on 
aesthetics—how to design landscapes according to ideals of beauty. The economic 
crisis combined with the drive to increase recreational facilities brought landscape 
architects and foresters together to reconfigure Massachusetts’s state forests and 
design its first state parks. The new relationship between landscape architects and 
foresters constituted a reunion of sorts in Massachusetts. Landscape architects such 
as Charles Eliot, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., Warren Manning, and James Bowditch 
pioneered techniques of managing forested landscapes and were critical in 
establishing both the Massachusetts Forestry Association, which changed its name 
 
85 Stiles was born in 1884 and lived in Brookline in 1930. The census that year listed his profession as 
“landscape and golf architect.” Kevin Mendik, “Wayne Stiles, 1884-1953,” The Cultural Landscape 
Foundation – People, https://tclf.org/pioneer/wayne-stiles?destination=search-results. 1930 United 





to the Massachusetts Forest and Park Association in 1935, and the OSF.86 Though 
landscape architects had not been involved in state forest management during the 
first decades of the twentieth century, by the 1930s, the new realities of the Great 
Depression and the surge in outdoor recreation brought these professions into 
closer contact and cooperation.87 Just as foresters for years had sought to turn 
Massachusetts’s “waste” and “idle” lands into productive timber plantations, 
landscape architects now sought to transform these quotidian working spaces into 
appealing, naturalistic forest parks that could revitalize a beleaguered populace 
yearning for escape and renewal.88  
 In addition to landscape architecture, the budding profession of regional 
planning significantly influenced the transition to a multiple use public land system 
in Massachusetts during the 1930s. Fulfilling the Committee’s vision and the 
Massachusetts Plan’s goals required expertise beyond just landscape design or 
forest management. In the first decades of the twentieth century, a loose coalition of 
 
86 As covered in Chapter One, Charles Eliot had been pivotal in founding both the Trustees of Public 
Reservations and the Metropolitan Park Commission. Olmsted, Jr., Bowditch, and Manning were all 
present during the early meetings that led to the MFA’s creation and strongly supported establishing 
state forests.  
87 Both foresters and landscape architects experienced high levels of unemployment, which the CCC 
helped ameliorate. Many landscape architects, Egbert Hans included, had found employment 
designing country estates before the Great Depression, which effectively destroyed the market for 
landscape architects and redirected many to the National Park Service. Carr, 251.  
88 In his history of landscape architecture, Norman T. Newton covered how the Great Depression and 
CCC work brought a new wave of landscape architects and planners to work on recreational 
developments in “Chapter 38: State Parks and the Civilian Conservation Corps,” in Design on the 
Land: The Development of Landscape Architecture (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1971). Elizbeth Barlow Rogers briefly mentioned landscape architects’ involvement 
in national park design during the 1930s in Landscape Design: A Cultural and Architectural History 





architects, landscape architects, engineers, sociologists, foresters, and other 
intellectuals forged a new way of approaching the design of towns, cities, and 
regions to ensure a more equitable distribution of resources, create more livable 
cities, and provide access to open space and nature.89 In the United States, planning 
originated in attempts to improve living conditions in and beautify cities.90 Charles 
Eliot’s successful efforts to establish the Metropolitan Reservations around Boston 
represented an early instance of regional planning that sought to structure urban 
growth.91 In the early twentieth century, American architects and landscape 
architects began drawing on European ideas and precedents to rethink how towns 
and cities provided for residents.92 Landscape architects such as John Nolen gained 
commissions to create master plans for communities while Frederick Law Olmsted, 
Jr., developed schemes for small residential areas and California’s state park 
 
89 Many planners in the United States drew inspiration from the thinking and designs of Scotsman 
Patrick Geddes and Englishman Ebenezer Howard. Geddes, who greatly influenced Appalachian Trail 
conceiver Benton MacKaye, pioneered the use of regional surveys to determine how to improve 
livelihoods while Howard advanced the design concept of the Garden City, small urban towns that 
interwove residential, industrial, and open space and combined the “social and environmental 
virtues of the country to those of the own while avoiding the vices of excess and deficiency associated 
with both” as historian Ben Minteer described. Ben Minteer, The Landscape of Reform: Civic 
Pragmatism and Environmental Thought in America (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006). 54.  
90 For histories of planning in the United States see Donald A. Krueckeberg, ed., Introduction to 
Planning History in the United States (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University – Center for Urban 
Policy Research, 1983) and Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow: An Intellectual History of Urban Planning 
and Design since 1880 (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2014).   
91 See Chapter One herein and Steven T. Moga, “Marginal Lands and Suburban Nature: Open Space 
Planning and the Case of the 1893 Boston Metropolitan Parks Plan,” Journal of Planning History vol, 8, 
no. 4 (2009), pp. 308-329.  
92 Ethan Carr described how before World War I, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., the planner John Nolen, 
and other landscape architects had visited and studied German cities that had planned their urban 
and industrial growth more rationally than American cities. Ethan Carr, Wilderness by Design: 
Landscape Architecture and the National Park Service (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 





system.93 To promote these trends, Harvard University formed a new program in 
planning in 1909, the same year that the first National Conference on City Planning 
took place.94 During the 1920s, municipalities across the United States 
experimented with regulating land use and structuring urban and suburban growth 
through zoning laws.95 Other planners began thinking in larger terms. While new 
municipal zoning laws protected suburban character and shaped urban growth, the 
new set of regional planners “sought to preserve rural landscapes and wilderness 
areas through the extension of land-use controls over far greater areas,” as historian 
Ethan Carr described.96 In 1923, the scholar Lewis Mumford, architect Clarence 
Stein, forester Benton MacKaye, and other like-minded thinkers formed the 
Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA) to promote more enlightened 
urban design, reign in metropolitan growth, and preserve rural and wilderness 
areas. Though the RPAA’s grand visions did not necessarily come to fruition, the 
organization and the planning movement influenced the design of both national and 
state parks.97 As framed by the Committee’s report, Massachusetts’s state forests 
 
93 John Nolen and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., also participated in planning Florida’s state parks 
system in the in the 1930s. David Driaspa, “Iconic New Deal Cultural Landscapes in the Florida State 
Park System,” in A Century of Design in the Parks: Preserving the Built Environment in National and 
State Parks Debbie Dietrich-Smith, et al, eds. (Washington, D.C.: Friends of the National Council for 
Preservation Technology and Training, 2017), 54 
94 Krueckeberg, 124 Harvard University opened a School of City Planning in 1929. Krueckeberg, 102.  
95 Carr, Wilderness by Design, 196. 
96 Carr, Wilderness by Design, 196.  
97 Though an influential group, historian Paul Sutter characterized the RPAA as “more of an 
intellectual circle than a formal association.” Sutter, 161. For the RPAA, see Carr, Wilderness by 
Design, 201; Roy Lubove, Community Planning in the 1920s: The Contribution of the Regional Planning 






and its new state parks gained increased significance as means to direct urban and 
suburban growth, provide outlets for residents, and preserve quintessential scenic 
landscapes. Under Han’s guidance, former timber reserves became critical facets of 
a regionwide revitalization as new state parks emerged to serve the public. As a 
close associate of Warren Manning, Hans would have been well aware of 
developments in regional planning. While the Massachusetts Plan’s vision was 
limited to the properties within the DOC’s purview, it reoriented how these 
landscapes related to the rest of the state.  The plan’s seemingly straightforward 
vision of expanded recreational access built on this varied history of regional 
planning in the United State and presented a new vision for how state forests and 
parks could preserve woodlands, create sustainable rural communities, and connect 
urbanites to nature.    
 Though new to Massachusetts’s state forests and parks, professional 
planning had become crucial to the NPS by the late 1920s. Thomas Vint, head of the 
NPS landscape architecture division, had started to draft “general development 
 
Designing Modern America: The Regional Planning Association of America (Columbus, OH: Ohio State 
University Press, 1996). Some planners took an even more ambitious and visionary approach, such 
as Boston landscape architect Warren Manning who produced a “national plan” in 1919 that 
identified the areas of the United States best suited for “recreational industrial, and other uses based 
on analysis of population and other statistics, topography, natural transportation corridors, 
concentrations of natural resources, and many other factors.” Warren Manning’s approach to 
landscape design appeared to influence his former draftsman Egbert Hans’ work in Massachusetts’s 
state forests and parks explored below. Historian Robin Karson described how Manning “designed in 
relation to each site’s topography, views, vegetation, and water features, even as he accommodated 
utilitarian concerns such as recreational needs, circulation, and transportation linkages,” which were 
key facets of Hans’ work. Robin Karson, Jane Roy Brown, and Sarah Allaback, eds., Warren H. 
Manning: Landscape Architect and Environmental Planner (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press; 





plans” for national parks that carefully arranged different uses in order to balance 
visitor needs with scenic preservation. By 1933, Vint’s division had streamlined and 
standardized park planning, a process that the NPS extended to state parks through 
the CCC. The NPS helped the DOC realize the Massachusetts Plan’s goals through a 
carefully coordinated and hierarchical bureaucracy that was replicated throughout 
the country. Conrad L. Wirth led a new NPS State Parks Division based in 
Washington, DC that separated the nation into four districts. Former director of 
Pennsylvania’s state parks, J. M. Hoffman, oversaw District I, which included the East 
Coast along with Alabama, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and West Virginia.98 
Within each district, landscape inspectors “traveled from park to park and 
transmitted design ideas from the central office and communicated the essence of 
park work and provided critiques and constructive ideas for improving and 
perfecting the work in state parks.”99 Within each camp, technical specialists 
including landscape architects, engineers, and architects supervised foremen and 
enrollees. Egbert Hans and Wayne Stiles served as inspectors who, along with DOC 
and NPS administrators and camp foremen, designed and approved projects that 
would meet design standards, accommodate land uses, and ensure that state forests 
and parks met the public’s needs. Hans and Stiles thus functioned as intermediaries 
 
98 Originally the NPS created four oversight districts but added four more by 1935 with a 
northeastern one based in Springfield, MA. McClelland, Building the National Parks, 382. 





between camp technicians and foremen, DOC officials such as Cook and York, and 
the NPS district head.100   
 
Landscape Architecture in Massachusetts’s State Forests and Parks  
 In 1938, Egbert Hans penned a treatise titled The Landscape Architect in the 
State Reservations of Massachusetts that outlined the planning and design principles 
that had guided the CCC’s work in the Commonwealth’s state forests and parks. This 
government document demonstrated how Hans synthesized ideas and practices 
from regional planning and landscape architecture to structure the development of 
multi-use public lands during the CCC era, which ended in 1942 as the nation 
entered World War Two. Hans’ plans and suggestions reveal how landscape 
architects deployed expertise to interlace ascendent recreational uses with 
longstanding silvicultural ones. In Commissioner York’s introduction to the 
handbook, he noted that it explicated the “land use principles” that governed the 
CCC and elucidated the DOC’s policy to “provide the maximum amount of recreation 
consistent with the forest area.” Nevertheless, York resolutely declared that “a state 
forest is a forest and should remain such.”101 The OSF and DOC, he maintained, had 
purchased these lands to produce timber and protect watersheds; recreation would 
not supplant these uses. Any development that would “alter the character of the 
 
100 McClelland described district inspectors as the “essential link” between the NPS, state park 
authorities, and CCC camps. McClelland, Building the National Parks, 400.   
101 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, n.p. The 





forest” was “not only unwise but probably illegal,” York noted.102 Recreational 
development had to remain consistent with the forest’s appearance and not hamper 
timber cultivation.  
 York and Hans’ emphasis on balancing uses addressed critics’ concerns about 
the CCC’s recreational developments in state forests.103 In York’s introduction, he 
addressed concerns that the CCC had transformed “certain areas of state forests into 
city parks” and made a “‘series of Coney Islands’ out of wilderness areas.”104 The 
types of “amusements” offered at places like Massachusetts’s Nantasket Beach or 
New York’s Coney Island were “entirely out of place in a forest.”105 Instead, Hans 
hoped to allow visitors to enjoy the “unspoiled beauty of Nature in a setting of 
solitude” in contrast to the “artificiality, speed and noise of our present living 
methods.”106 Commercial concessions and popular entertainment were generally 
inappropriate in a woodland setting. Instead, picnicking, camping, hiking, horseback 
riding, swimming, fishing, and hunting were acceptable. Even these recreational 
 
102 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, n.p. 
103 Environmental historian Paul Sutter showed how concerns over the proliferation of roads and 
automobiles in national parks spurred activists to form the Wilderness Society and fight for stronger 
protections of roadless areas. Though nearly all of Massachusetts’s landscape had been altered by 
humans by the 1930s, Hans and York appeared to be sensitive to critiques that the CCC had overbuilt 
many state forest and park recreational areas. Sutter, Driven Wild, 18.  
104 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, n.p.  
105 Nantasket Beach was a popular private seaside retreat in Hull, MA. In addition to the sandy 
swimming beach, the site boasted an amusement park.   
106 Hans wrote that many visitors to state forest were “untrained in the appreciation” of natural 
beauty. The belief that many users would not appreciate these areas properly reflected not only the 
longstanding biases of white male conservationists, but also the normative dimension of state forest 
recreational lands. These landscapes supported and promulgated one way of interacting with nature 
that valued passive, low impact activities and scenic appreciation.  Egbert Hans, The Landscape 





uses, especially camping and picnicking, required close regulation to prevent 
visitors from causing forest fires. Most of the forest, York argued, should remain 
inaccessible to motorists, though extensive fire roads for equipment were 
necessities. He understood the tension between the DOC’s desire to “provide a 
healthful outlet for hundreds of thousands who seek recreation” and the need to 
protect the resources sought by the masses. Visitation had to be managed closely 
but subtly. Hans’ handbook, York believed, could “solve the problem of public 
recreation in the Massachusetts’s state forests” through a clear set of planning and 
design principles.107 
 Hans came from a far different background than Akerman, Rane, and the 
other foresters who had established and stewarded Massachusetts’s state forests. As 
a landscape architect his work focused on a client’s needs as well as the natural 
setting. He shaped the environment in accordance with these strictures and his own 
aesthetic sensibilities. Foresters, meanwhile, sought to cultivate forests to generate 
sustainable profits through timber harvests. During the 1930s, however, Hans 
focused on improving users’ experience of forests. While he understood that state 
forests had been created because they were cheap lands “stripped of their timber 
crop or become incapable of producing further revenue,” Hans also believed that 
social transformations related to the “mechanization of human activities and the 
unprecedented generalization of education” had placed new demands on the state’s 
 





forest lands. Mass production, he argued, led to “mass living in inadequate, 
concentrated quarters, creating an increasing urge to escape to ‘open spaces.’”108 
Meanwhile, improved general education had generated a more “general 
appreciation of natural beauty with a growing demand for its protection.” 
Scientists—the “botanist, the ecologist, the biologist, the ornithologist”—had begun 
to realize the stunning loss of “valuable scientific data and material as forests were 
cut or otherwise cared for improperly.”109 Once valued for their economic potential, 
Massachusetts’s forests had emerged as sites of beauty and knowledge.  
 Balancing existing and new demands on state forests required both careful 
planning and adjustments for landscape architects. Hans understood “Land Use 
Planning” as the “primary object” of a landscape architect working in state 
forests.110 This work fundamentally differed from landscape architects’ usual 
projects. In private estates, suburban residential landscapes, or city parks, 
landscape architects “added” to the landscape and often reshaped the topography. 
They planted vegetation to meet a predetermined aesthetic and shaped the land to 
harmonize with architectural features. The goal in a state forest, however, was to 
“preserve, rather than to create, both vegetation and topography.”111 Designers had 
to create facilities and infrastructure that both enabled public access and minimized 
alterations to the natural environment. Accordingly, “far-sighted land use planning” 
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was critical, Hans wrote, to siting the different uses of forestry, recreation, and 
wildlife protection in the landscape. Most state forests could accommodate these 
uses through “careful selection, segregation, and protection of areas to be assigned 
to their respective uses in land use studies.”112 The handbook outlined this process 
and how to realize it.  
 When approaching work in a state forest, the landscape architect must first 
gain a comprehensive understanding of the geographical region. Hans conceived of a 
“self-contained ‘region’” as a space in which the “various function of nature may be 
controlled and coordinated by man.”113 A natural boundary or “divide line” 
contained this “region,” which was a discrete unit of land such as a watershed. This 
understanding revealed how both landscape architects and foresters believed that 
knowledge enabled professionals to control nature and maximize its benefits. 
Landscape architects working in Massachusetts’s state forests faced a problem, 
though. The areas where they worked were typically composed of assemblages of 
small, sometimes disconnected tracts of land that often occupied different “regions.” 
Hans illustrated this issue with a map of Windsor and Savoy SFs (fig. 4.4). In this 
map, Hans marked the contours of the Westfield River watershed, noting that the 
 
112 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 1.  
113 This attention to the region and conviction that a survey must precede any planning were central 
tenets of regional planners and reflected the influence of Scottish thinker Patrick Geddes on the 
movement. This also harkened to Charles Eliot’s approach to planning the Metropolitan 
Reservations’ development, a process which Warren Manning, Hans’ former employer, had 
participated in. See Sutter, 162. Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of 





area enclosed constituted “that within which man can control the coordinating 
functions of Nature,” which he argued was the “basis of conservation.”114 Windsor 
SF, created to preserve the scenic Windsor Jambs gorge, only protected a small part 
of the center, while Savoy SF covered minimal areas of the northern section. These 
state properties thus failed to enclose the natural region of the watershed. The CCC 
landscape architects working in these state forests must therefore understand how 
their plans for the state forest fit within the larger watershed.  
 The map of the Westfield River watershed revealed the myriad issues that 
arose from the State Forest Commission and DOC’s approach to land acquisition and 
the lack of planning. The eagerness to snatch up any parcel of cheaper land had 
resulted in what Hans described as an “assemblage of odd properties” with 
“arbitrary boundaries of many deeds rather than the logical boundaries established 
by topography.”115 Haphazard purchasing resulted in haphazard properties. 
Streams entered, exited, and reentered state forests; state lands only covered part of 
a watershed; in some cases, the state forest encompassed the “picture” but not the 
viewpoints, others the reverse. While foresters had been motivated to show that 
forestry worked on any degraded parcel of land, the new breed of NPS landscape 
architects and planners preferred cohesive, scenic landscapes. Despite the 
difficulties, Hans believed that regional planning practices could help the DOC 
identify and purchase “missing links” in the system. Before that happened, Hans 
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urged landscape architects to coordinate with adjacent landowners on conservation 
projects whenever possible and to recommend properties to the state for 
acquisition. While they had to work with the whole region in mind, they could only 
affect a small portion of it. They had to “provide for the needs of today in 
conjunction with the possibilities of tomorrow.”116  
 After describing the need for and limitations of planning, Hans described the 
process by which landscape architects forged plans for state forests. These 
documents outlined how institutional priorities and environmental realities shaped 
the redevelopment of state forests. The land use plan formed the “skeleton” of the 
master plan by allocating different uses to different areas. These uses, as defined by 
Commissioner York, were “Forestry, Recreation, and Wildlife Preservation and 
Management.” They were, Hans argued, “so closely interwoven by a dovetailing, 
rather than over lapping, function, that there is no need to establish a priority 
rule.”117 Forestry was now one among equals. Hans understood the master plan as a 
mechanism to institute “conditions and activities” that would ensure the 
“uninterrupted coordination of Nature’s forces and functions.”118 The master plan 
made nature’s “benefits and enjoyment” available in “the most efficient manner.”119 
 
116 Hans’ lines here echoed the Committee on the Needs and Uses of Open Spaces’ belief that they 
planned the needs of tomorrow, today. Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations 
of Massachusetts, 3.  
117 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 4.  
118 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 4. 
119 This emphasis on efficiency echoed Gifford Pinchot’s Progressive Era ideals. Rather than 
maximizing timber production, landscape architects maximized a multiple-use landscape’s benefits. 





The land use plan consisted of two primary parts. First, landscape architects divided 
a state forest into different “uses” or “ends” based on a landscape’s different 
attributes. Some areas within a state forest, for instance lent themselves to timber 
cultivation while others offered excellent recreational opportunities. Next, 
landscape architects determined what “means” would ensure “the accessibility, the 
uses, the treatment, the exploitation, the administration, and the enjoyment of these 
lands by the public.”120 The master plan recalled both Eliot’s Report on the 
Vegetation and Scenery of the Metropolitan Reservations of Boston and the OSF’s 
forest working plans. All these documents displayed professionals’ confidence that a 
careful and thorough landscape survey combined with expert knowledge and 
practices could make forests better serve human society.   
 Making a comprehensive land use study of a property constituted the 
landscape architect’s first step in crafting a master plan. Hans urged readers than an 
area had to be “thoroughly cruised with the aid of a map showing topographical 
features.”121 Gaining a deep understanding of a landscape’s contours—its 
“topographical skeleton”—helped planners divide the property into different 
units.122 For instance, if a stream valley widened and offered a site for a dam that 
would create a large body of water, the location could serve as a swimming area. If, 
however, the stream was good for fishing, it could be preserved, and the 
 
120 Hans used the terms “means” and “ends” to emphasize how the means should never “destroy” the 
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surrounding forests used for timber production. Overall, Hans noted that the 
absence or presence of requirements for certain uses dictated what could be 
planned for a given location. Thus, a scenic waterfall warranted a hiking trail and 
viewing area; a steep, inaccessible ravine might be left for wildlife preservation; and 
a remote, cut-over area called for timber cultivation. These areas could be adjacent. 
While an “uninteresting” mountain slope might host timber plantations, its summit, 
if it had an “outstanding view,” could be developed as a picnic area. The landscape 
architect working in Massachusetts’s state forests was thus a “coordinator” who 
balanced the agency’s goals with the realities on the ground.123  
 The planning and development of October Mountain SF exemplified how 
landscape architectural and planning practices implemented the Massachusetts 
Plan. The DOC had purchased this former estate owned by the wealthy financier, 
former Secretary of Navy, and founding Massachusetts Forestry Association 
member William C. Whitney in 1922. Whitney had developed his property located in 
the Western Massachusetts towns of Washington and Cheshire into a massive estate 
and game reserve complete with an impressive mansion and exotic animals. 124 
Whitney also had an interest in forestry and had coordinated with the 
Massachusetts Forestry Association on developing the site’s timber resources. 
 
123 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 5.  
124 The state demolished the large mansion on the property, while fire claimed another large house. 
The DOC disassembled smaller outbuildings and utilized the lumber for other construction projects. 
“Proposed State Reservation a Wild Region of Wonders,” The Sunday Boston Herald, March 6, 1921; 





Following Whitney’s death, his heirs did not care to contribute to the estate’s 
upkeep and coordinated a sale to the state, which set about implementing 
silviculture and building some recreational facilities. When Hans approached the 
property in the 1930s, he divided it into six topographic divisions (fig. 4.5). These 
included: (A) an “intensive” recreational area with two lakes; (B) a  “less intensive” 
recreational zone with a good stream for fishing; (C) a stream not suitable for 
fishing but good for wildlife; (D) a mountain top recreational area; (E) lakes that 
provided municipal water and thus prohibited swimming; and (F) slopes that were 
“suitable only for forestry or wildlife.”125 Only two small sections were determined 
suitable for recreation, while most of the landscape was set aside for forestry or 
wildlife protection. This topographic survey and division formed the “skeleton” for 
the land use study. The latter used these divisions to mark areas where recreation 
could and should be focused. In the upper left, the shaded area marked “A” included 
a steep ravine, stream, and two small ponds, while section “B” had a good fishing 
stream. A smaller area “C” offered mountaintop views, while the large central area 
“E” was reserved for municipal water supply. Forestry and wildlife protection 
occupied the remaining area, by far the majority.  
 Comparing Hans’s land use study with a 1936 visitor map (fig. 4.6) of 
October Mountain SF reveals how this process structured the CCC’s development of 
the state forest. Under Hans’s guidance, the CCC enrollees built up section “A” as a 
 





recreational area. Halfway Pond and Felton Lake emptied into the scenic 
Schermerhorn Gorge. Hiking and bridle trails coursed through the area, while 
restrooms, shelters, and picnic areas dotted the landscape. Recreation was 
concentrated in the narrow gorge and adjacent ponds, though a bridle trail 
traversed the area to the north that was reserved for forestry. The Appalachian 
Trail, regional planner Benton MacKaye’s brainchild, wound its way through the 
eastern section of the forest, hitting the summit views, while the Roaring Brook, in 
the north, offered an accessible fishing area. This map demonstrated how landscape 
architects planned and realized the ethos of multiple-use land management. A 
careful appraisal of landscape conditions led to a clearly defined multi-use state 
forest property that met the public’s various needs.  
 This planning process revealed key aspects of the new bureaucratic 
hierarchies and epistemologies influencing forestry conservation in Massachusetts 
and beyond. First, this procedure revealed the hierarchical planning systems 
instituted to coordinate CCC work throughout the nation. Just as October Mountain 
SF fit within a plan for the state, Massachusetts and New England fit within regional 
and national plans to augment the nation’s recreational opportunities. In 1924, 
Coolidge convened the first National Conference on Outdoor Recreation to craft a 
national recreational policy. By the early 1930s, promoting recreation and park 
visitation was a vital part of the nation’s economic recovery.126 The states, though 
 





had varying levels of state park development. Only around half had a state park 
system by the beginning of the 1930s. The CCC and the NPS were critical in 
strengthening existing and building new parks. For instance, South Carolina had no 
state parks in 1930, but by 1942, the state had created and the CCC built sixteen new 
state parks.127 The NPS required states with both well-developed and rudimentary 
park systems to create plans like Hans’ to structure development. Thousands of 
plans similar to October Mountain SF’s helped individual sites fulfill statewide plans 
akin to Massachusetts, which together promoted national goals. Achieving this 
coordination required a chain of command, which the NPS created and refined 
during the CCC’s existence. Hans and Stiles thus connected federal prerogatives to 
individual sites.  
 On another level, this planning process revealed significant facets of 
Massachusetts and American society in the moment. As environmental historian 
Richard White argued, spatial arrangements such as October Mountain SF’s plan 
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“reveal the social arrangements that help produce them.”128 The land use study and 
master plan promised order, stability, and progress, things that were sorely missing 
in the state during the early 1930s. The methodical procedure reflected how 
planners sought order as the United States’ economy foundered and social life 
frayed. Amid labor unrest, massive unemployment, environmental degradation, 
racial strife, and shifting gender roles, professionals such as Hans and Stiles sought 
to demonstrate their expertise and ability to reshape the natural world to meet 
society’s needs. If spatial order materialized social arrangements, then October 
Mountain SF represented the continued dominance of an approach to the natural 
world that sought to bring it under control and wring benefit from it. The benefits 
forests could provide, though, now encompassed more than just timber.  
 After the planning process, weaving recreational infrastructure into the 
landscape while retaining its natural character presented further challenges. Hans 
and his peers across the country turned to naturalistic landscape design in order to 
mitigate the visual impact of roads, trails, bridges, campgrounds, and buildings 
while ensuring that locations had sufficient facilities to meet the public’s needs.129 
Those working in this style strove to preserve existing vegetation as much as 
 
128 Richard White, The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River (New York, NY: Hill & 
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possible, develop vistas and viewpoints, and interpolate rustic shelters in the 
landscape.130 During the early 1900s, NPS landscape architects had developed a set 
of guidelines to enhance visitors’ access to and enjoyment of national parks’ scenery 
while safeguarding nature. Hans adapted this design ethic to provide detailed 
suggestions for how and where to situate roads, dams, picnic areas, campgrounds, 
and parking areas in Massachusetts’s state forests. These guidelines demonstrated 
how Hans and the CCC sought to create seemingly natural forest “playgrounds” 
within working woodlots.  
 Massachusetts’s state forests did not present designers with blank slates; 
nearly all these landscapes bore traces of their past lives. Abandoned roads, house 
foundations, mill dams, and miles of stone walls still stood in state forests. Hans 
cautioned designers not to let these vernacular elements guide development. Rather 
than make use of existing infrastructure, landscape architects should carefully plan 
all areas and their respective uses and then determine where roads were needed. 
“Let us find out where we want to go,” said Hans, “and then decide how to get 
there.”131 The new, planned landscape of conservation took precedence over the 
vernacular built environment. For instance, Hans included a sketch of a road 
 
130 This approach was part of a much longer tradition in United States, as both McClelland and Carr 
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Yellowstone and Yosemite National Parks to the naturalistic NPS landscape designs of the CCC era. 
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crossing a valley with a stream coursing down its center (fig. 4.7). Plans for the 
hypothetical recreational area called for a new dam to form a swimming area. Hans 
acknowledged that some designers might opt to build the dam on the existing 
roadway. Hans warned against this inclination and suggested damming the river 
further downstream which would provide more space for swimming (fig. 4.8). The 
planner should thus discard the old road and reroute traffic so as to create a better 
view for motorists and swimmers alike. This met the DOC’s “ends” more 
“efficiently,” argued Hans.   
  Roads constituted a key piece of infrastructure that enabled the type of 
recreation Hans and the CCC promoted but that could also mar the landscape when 
improperly designed. When positioned and designed correctly, Hans believed that 
roads had the potential to subtly influence visitors’ enjoyment of the site. Roads 
structured how people (especially those travelling in an automobile) approached, 
entered, and moved through a landscape. At the same time, Hans admitted that 
automobiles were part of the “highly mechanized, artificial, and speeded-up aspect 
of our present living conditions” and should therefore be “severely” restricted in 
state forests and parks.132 Before building a road, Hans recommended that 
landscape architects carefully consider the underlying rationale “for inviting the 
 
132 Hans feared that roads might mar a landscape’s flowing lines or rugged forms,” disrupt an 
“atmosphere of solitude and quiet” with car horns and engine noise or ruin a “pictorial composition” 
with a road’s “arbitrary lines and levels.” Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State 





auto-traveling public therein.”133 Siting roads so they did not harm their very 
destinations required landscape architects’ expertise. While Hans created no 
absolute rules, he advised laying out roads around recreational areas rather than 
through them. Scenic landscapes should be kept clear of roads, which should instead 
form a boundary around the site.134 This technique not only protected scenic 
integrity, but also established fire breaks around intensively used areas and created 
safer conditions for pedestrians. Hans explained this principle of road siting with a 
simple pair of illustrations. In one rendering (fig. 4.9) a road arcs vertically through 
the center of the image and separates a lake on the right from a stand of trees on the 
left. In contrast, another illustration (fig. 4.10) presented an alternative plan that 
routes the road around the lakeside trees, creating a more expansive recreational 
area. Though Hans admitted that from an “engineering standpoint” both were 
equally good, from a “land use standpoint” they differed.135 Scheme B eliminated any 
road crossing for pedestrians accessing the lakeshore and created a firebreak. This 
option kept the trees and lakeshore connected, creating a more pleasant 
recreational area. A map (fig. 4.11) demonstrated a similar principle from an aerial 
view and further showed how “expediency does not justify a violation of planning 
principles.”136 In the recreational landscape of Massachusetts’s state forests and 
parks, the straightest route was not always best.  
 
133 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 9.  
134 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 9. 
135 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, n.p.  





Hans also covered how to arrange larger recreational areas. Using an 
example of a lake with a range of amenities, he demonstrated how careful siting 
decisions could provide a more peaceful setting for picnickers and overnight 
campers alike. (See fig. 4.8 above) The choice of a lake allowed Hans to highlight a 
range of features. In planning a lakeside recreational area, designers should be 
aware of the site’s proximity to population centers, the nearby major thoroughfares, 
and the topography of the lake’s shores. Together, these factors helped determine 
how to arrange three types of recreational features around the shore: day picnicking 
areas, tent campgrounds, and cabin areas. The first should be easily accessible from 
an automobile, situated on level areas which had “shallow beaches and shady 
groves.” The tent campground could be located on a more remote, secluded area, 
while cabins should be placed on the “roughest, most picturesque and secluded 
shorelands” so that they could “conform to the popular conception of the ‘cabin in 
the woods,’” an aesthetic explored below.137 Not all lakes could support all three, as 
in the illustration, but landscape architects should keep each area separate using 
topographic divides if possible. Another illustration depicted an idealized version of 
the recreational landscape of Massachusetts state forests (fig. 4.12). A more stylized 
version of figure 8, this scene shows a wooded lake with undulating hills in the 
background. A public highway entered from the mid-right and wrapped around the 
lower portion of the lake. In the foreground, the road leads to a “level and wooded” 
 





area for day use. Though wooded, the area is clear of underbrush and filled with 
picnic tables, and an open sandy beach is on the mid-left. Importantly, Hans noted 
that the parking lot was situated between the highway and the picnic grove so that 
visitors did not have to cross traffic. On the opposite shore, the tenting area is on the 
right “rougher area” and the cabins on the left “steeper slopes.” These 
accommodations had a dedicated access road that ran behind the cabins and tents 
so that these enjoyed unobstructed lake access. These sketches showed how an 
extensive set of recreational amenities could be woven into the natural landscape 
while still providing ample space for forestry. 138 
Hans’ attention to foot trails and vegetation showed how he treated the 
natural world as a picture that landscape architects artfully arranged. If successful, 
visitors would not notice the art behind the composition. Trails—the “corridor in 
the outdoor picture gallery”—allowed visitors to stroll through forests to scenic 
spots, while also serving as fire breaks and access routes for fire fighters and 
foresters.139 Hans advised first establishing which viewpoints or scenes the trail 
should lead to and then determine the most scenic way there. 140 In keeping with the 
ethos of separation of uses, foot trails should not intrude upon picnic areas, while 
the “pictorial units” to which a trail led should be free of “picnic parties, service 
 
138 This image also seemed to respond to critiques that the CCC had created too parklike a landscape. 
The hidden cabins and tents, sinuous road, and low-impact picnic area blend into the surrounding 
forest. 
139 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 11 






buildings, or anything else alien to their natural character.”141 Foot trails should lead 
through seemingly pristine forests to unmarred views. While state forest and park 
work generally restrained landscape architects’ typical aesthetic expression, a few 
opportunities for planting existed. For instance, vegetation could be employed to 
“heal” scars left over from construction projects, to screen or make buildings 
inconspicuous, or to reintroduce native species.142 Only in very few cases and “with 
great trepidation” should a landscape architect attempt to improve a “pictorial 
composition.” Once again, designers should closely follow the existing conditions 
when planting. In the case of buildings, the “decorative effect of the typical 
foundation planting” was “entirely out of place in the woods.”143 Instead Hans 
recommended placing native plants around structures to create a transition to 
existing natural areas.144 Any evidence of the landscape architect’s influence should 
be at worst minimal and at best imperceptible.145  
 
141 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 11.  
142 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 13.  
143 Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 13,  
144 Though Hans was primarily concerned with planning and laying out recreational areas, he offered 
advice on architecture as well. First of all, if a building were sited and constructed properly, no 
artificial planting would be necessary since naturally occurring trees and undergrowth would “soon 
give the building a far more natural setting than any additional planting” which would likely be 
“spotty and conspicuous.” Hans therefore felt “justified” in suggesting that buildings not “intrude too 
unduly into the landscape.” As in planting, he advised that construction draw on native, local 
materials whenever possible and keep a low profile. Designs should be adapted for specific sites. 
Standardized plans for cabins, shelters, and service areas were not “conducive to happy results” in 
Hans’ opinion. Though it would cost far more to fit each building to its site, the result was “well worth 
the extra cost.” Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts, 13-
14.  
145 This differed greatly from foresters’ highly visible work in the state forests that demonstrated 





Egbert Hans’ handbook The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of 
Massachusetts provided a detailed framework for the CCC’s transformation of the 
Commonwealth’s system of public lands and revealed how contemporary ideas from 
landscape architecture and regional planning helped the DOC realize its goals to 
create a multiple use public land system. Hans showed how a careful study of a 
property’s topography, location, and features combined with a thoughtful 
arrangement of roads, trails, picnic areas, and campgrounds could generate 
recreational zones that fit seamlessly into the natural landscape. While this work 
aspired to look natural, the master planning process embodied an analytical, 
instrumental approach to nature that valued professional expertise and technical 
skill, much like scientific forestry. Creating these seemingly effortless recreational 
landscapes required massive amounts of labor and material and reconfigured 
extensive areas. The CCC’s improvement of Mohawk Trail SF’s recreational 
amenities revealed how Hans’ instructions transformed the built environment while 
also communicating dominant cultural ideals.  
 
Playing Pioneer: Rustic Architecture, Mohawk Trail State Forest, and the Tourist 
Landscape 
 In 1938, the same year Hans released his treatise on design in 
Massachusetts’s state forests and parks, NPS architect Albert Good published a 





architecture in national and state parks and forests. Good’s Park and Recreation 
Structures included photographs, written descriptions, and architectural plans for 
nearly every facet of a national or state park’s built environment.146 The rustic style 
stood at the heart of Good’s compilation—and the CCC’s transformation of state 
lands. Since the park service’s 1916 creation, the agency had embraced rustic 
architecture as the most appropriate aesthetic for buildings and structures located 
in national parks. Good defined NPS Rustic as a style that “through the use of native 
materials in proper scale, and through the avoidance of severely straight lines and 
over-sophistication, gives the feeling of having been executed by pioneer craftsmen 
with limited hand tools.”147 CCC workers constructed the buildings in Parks and 
Recreation Structures using simple methods and tools. By employing this style, Good 
argued, buildings in state and national parks could achieve “sympathy with the 
natural surroundings and with the past.”148 Just as Hans drew on naturalistic 
landscape architectural practices to weave recreational infrastructure into state 
forests, the CCC used the NPS Rustic style to harmonize structures with the 
environment and the past. This architectural approach, however, did not innocently 
conform to environmental or historical realities. Many of the “rustic” buildings and 
structures that arose in Massachusetts’s state forests and parks propagated 
 
146 Albert H. Good, Park and Recreation Structures, 3 Vols. (Washington D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1938). 
147 Albert H. Good, Park and Recreation Structures, Volume 1-Administration and Basic Service 
Facilities (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1938), 5.  





dominant Euroamerican historical narratives and cultural relationships to nature. 
The introduction of NPS Rustic design into existing tourist landscapes perpetuated 
the ongoing commercialization of the region’s Native American cultures and created 
an idealized wilderness setting that cast visitors as valiant pioneers. Examining in 
detail the buildings that arose in Mohawk Trail SF reveals how NPS Rustic 
buttressed the ideological underpinnings of state forest and park CCC work in 
Massachusetts.  
 Beginning in 1933, Mohawk Trail SF’s rudimentary picnic area and 
campground received an extensive expansion that transformed it into a multifaceted 
cultural landscape that combined working timber plantations with elaborate 
recreational areas (fig. 4.13). The resulting built environment exemplified how the 
Massachusetts Plan and Hans’ guidelines materialized and institutionalized the 
multi-use land management approach that combined forestry and recreation to 
revitalize the state’s economy, landscape, and culture. Beyond providing additional 
facilities for camping, hiking, and swimming, a new log construction administration 
building, rental cabins, a bridge, and dams revealed how the CCC inscribed a 
dominant cultural narrative into the landscape. The rustic aesthetic helped allay 
fears over the decline of Anglo-American cultural identity during the Great 
Depression by creating a romanticized western frontier in Massachusetts. By 
interacting with this cultural landscape, visitors, many of whom would have been 





and return to “civilization” mentally and physically refreshed.149 Economically, 
Mohawk Trail SF epitomized how state forest and parks supported regional tourist 
industries during a time in which many of the state’s communities were 
deindustrializing. Just as the state’s woodlands were called upon to strengthen 
ailing rural areas at the century’s onset, now these landscapes’ recreative potential 
offered hope for struggling areas. These trends were not isolated nor confined to 
Mohawk Trail SF. At other state forests and parks around Massachusetts, equivalent 
amenities displayed similar though less explicit references to pioneer mythology 
while still perpetuating a dominant understanding of and relationship to nature. By 
1941, recreation was deeply embedded in Massachusetts’s state forests and parks to 
an extent that might have surprised Akerman and Rane.150 To understand the 
evolution and meaning of Mohawk Trail SF’s built environment, this section first 
outlines the CCC’s work on the property, then looks at how its log administration 
building, rental cabins, dam, and bridge recast Western Massachusetts as a historic 
pioneer region and epitomized NPS Rustic design.  
 Camp SP-6 worked at Mohawk Trail SF from October 1, 1933 to October 1, 
1937. This camp’s enrollees consisted of World War I veterans who President 
 
149 For Anglo-Americans, the log cabin reminded them of their ancestors’ victorious past. For more 
recent immigrants, these landscapes sought to build a dominant American cultural identity based 
around the colonial mythology. Mohawk Trail SF’s log cabins were essential to this process. As 
architectural historian Alison K. Hoagland found in her study of log cabins, these buildings served as 
flexible yet powerful symbols. Alison K. Hoagland, The Log Cabin: An American Icon (Charlottesville, 
VA: University of Virginia Press, 2018). 
150 Though Akerman believed that timber reserves could offer recreation and Rane oversaw the 
construction of small campgrounds, both focused intently on timber production. Any recreational 





Roosevelt had included in the CCC.151 Veterans, many in their late thirties and early 
forties, from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut found themselves 
assigned to Mohawk Trail SF’s recreational areas, while another, non-veteran camp 
conducted silvicultural operations.152 As in the 1920s, Mohawk Trail SF received 
special attention from the DOC. Cook wrote that it was “easily the most attractive 
state owned area in Massachusetts” and as such “received attention of a different 
sort from the other camps.”153 While Hans generated land use plans and circulation 
patterns for state forests, Camp SP-6’s superintendent Guy Harden led the workers 
and designed the log buildings and structures. Born in 1873 in Providence, Rhode 
Island, Harden was an itinerant engineer and builder, a seeming jack-of-all-
trades.154 In 1905, Harden lived in Salem, Massachusetts and worked as a salesman. 
Five years later he lived in New Hampshire and worked in manufacturing.155 Over 
the next twenty years he lived in Northfield, Minnesota working for the City Light 
and Power Company; in Bellingham, Washington for the engineering firm Groot & 
 
151 Though the CCC overwhelmingly enrolled single men between the ages of eighteen and twenty-
five, Roosevelt admitted smaller numbers of World War I veterans and Native Americans after these 
groups pressured the federal government for assistance. Maher, Nature’s New Deal, 82.  
152 The veterans worked in separate camps from the younger enrollees. Massachusetts, though, had 
racially integrated camps, which was not the case for other states. For a study of African Americans’ 
roles and experiences Massachusetts’s CCC camps see Caitlin E. Pinkham, “The Integration of African 
Americans in the Civilian Conservation Corps Program in Massachusetts” (master’s thesis, University 
of Massachusetts Boston, 2015). For a national perspective, see Cole Olen, The African-American 
Experience in the Civilian Conservation Corps (Gainesville, FL: University of Florida Press, 1999). 
153 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1933, 14. 
154 His father hailed from Vermont and mother from Maine. 1900 United States Federal Census, 
Malden Ward 5, Middlesex, Massachusetts, Page 1, Enumeration District: 0844.  
155 1910 United States Federal Census, Newfield, Rockingham, New Hampshire, Page 5A, Enumeration 





Harden; and in Miami, Florida as an electrical engineer.156 Along the way, he 
appeared to have picked up knowledge about log construction techniques. Harden 
not only designed these structures but also oversaw work closely.157  
 Like all camps, SP-6’s first job involved building its living quarters and 
operational plant (fig. 4.14). The veterans built a new area of barracks and support 
buildings at the base of Todd Mountain, across the Cold River from the DOC’s tree 
nursery. In 1933, the veterans dove into their work with alacrity, constructing a 
“rustic foot-bridge,” 1.5 miles of foot and bridle trails, and 1.8 miles of truck 
roads.158 Cook noted that the bridge’s construction was “surely unique” since “all 
timbers,” he claimed, “were cut and shaved on the forest.” The company’s 
blacksmith forged drift pins used to secure the logs, and the enrollees squared the 
road deck’s timbers by ax. Cook expressed satisfaction that “the rustic and pioneer 
effect is being carried out to the last detail.”159 By the end of 1934, Camp SP-6 had 
completed 50 acres of campground development, including two campsite areas 
outfitted with latrines and fireplaces. In addition to more roadbuilding, the veterans 
built a small wayside stand, three parking lots for 180 cars, two rental cabins, forty-
eight fireplaces, twenty picnic tables, three vehicle bridges, a dam and swimming 
area, and nine trailside vistas.160 The next year, the veterans finished construction 
 
156 1920 United States Federal Census, Northfield, Rice, Minnesota, Page 1B, Enumeration District: 
126; Bellingham, Washington City Directory 1924, 99; Miami, Florida City Directory 1929, 612.   
157 Harden can be seen working alongside enrollees in numerous photographs. 
158 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1933, 14. 
159 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation, 1933, 14. 





on two additional rental cabins, two more latrines, and two log dams for swimming 
areas.161 At the auto campground, new stone incinerators, a cesspool, and disposal 
tanks aided with waste management while enrollees covered two springs and piped 
their water to the campgrounds and built 32 new fireplaces. The veterans laid out 
new roads to the campgrounds and cabin areas, improved the highway-side picnic 
grove and developed a ski slalom on a short hill. In 1936, Camp SP-6 began working 
on a new log administration building and conducted extensive stream bank 
improvement to reduce erosion, eradicated gypsy moths, and engaged in more road 
work.162 The veterans also created a small skiing area on a hillside just north of the 
new entrance.163 During Camp SP-6’s final year, the crew finished the log 
administration building, extended the road from the cabins to the entrance, 
improved the existing dams, and conducted gypsy moth control on 20,000 acres in 
the adjacent towns of Monroe and Charlemont.164 The 1938 map of the property 
reveals how this group of veterans led by Guy Harden and guided by Egbert Hans, 
built an extensive recreational landscape with a sophisticated infrastructure (fig. 
4.13 above). 
 
161 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1935 (Department of Conservation, 1936), 19. 
162 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 
Forester for the Year Ending November 30, 1936 (Department of Conservation, 1937), 29. 
163 The CCC also developed ski areas in Eastern Mountain SF and Beartown SF.  
164 Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Conservation and State 





 Following Camp SP-6’s massive upgrade of Mohawk Trail SF’s recreational 
amenities, one of the first structures visitors would see upon entering the property 
was the Administration Building (fig. 4.15). After crossing a log bridge, the entrance 
road curved and led to the one-story symmetrical structure that consisted of two 
gabled log units connected by a central set back section. Its rough-hewn log 
construction, native stone foundation and porch floor, handmade roof shakes, and 
unimposing massing rendered the “altogether amiable” building a “ten strike,” 
referencing bowling, according to Albert Good.165 To the chronicler of NPS rustic 
designs, the structure’s “proportions of design and workmanship” were beyond 
reproach. The skilled construction demonstrated to Good that traditional technical 
knowledge had not gone “westward with the course of empire.” 166 Good’s choice of 
words reflected how the Administration Building and other log structures 
communicated American pioneer mythology through both their outward form and 
construction practices. Guy Harden and the veterans working under him crafted the 
Administration Building using rudimentary techniques and hand tools. CCC projects 
throughout the nation utilized such construction methods for a host of reasons 
including educating the largely urban, working-class youths in traditional building 
methods, preserving historic traditions, and celebrating the Euroamerican conquest 
of the continent. For many NPS designers, using local materials went beyond 
expediency and bore “associations of a romanticized past” and invoked “pioneers 
 
165 Good, Park and Recreation Structures-Volume 1, 67. 





bravely confronting primitive conditions,” as architectural historian Alison 
Hoagland argued in her study of the log cabin in the United States.167  
In Mohawk Trail SF, Guy Harden taught his older and more experienced 
veterans how to fabricate sturdy, long-lasting structures out of local forests’ bounty 
and described the process in a report to his superiors titled “How We Build Log 
Cabins at Mohawk Trail Camp SP-6.”168 For the most part eschewing prefabricated 
materials and power tools, the crew opted instead to immerse themselves in a 
labor-intensive process that brought together wood and stone from within the 
confines of the forest. Harden related how enrollees prepared spruce logs culled 
from improvement thinnings by removing the limbs and stripping the bark using a 
tool known as a spud iron. Enrollees then left the stripped logs to dry. The 
Administration Building’s foundation consisted of log and stone pilings built into the 
ground. Next, Harden and team laid a single layer of logs atop the pilings and filled 
this with stone to form a solid base. After placing this first layer, the men carefully 
fitted subsequent layers of logs atop one another by carving out concave grooves 
along the bottom of the upper logs; each was measured with a woodworking 
compass and carved to fit the one beneath. This time-consuming process involved 
tremendous physical effort and precision. To carve out the grooves, for instance, 
Harden described how “our men take an axe and cut a 45-degree angle down both 
 
167 Hoagland, The Log Cabin, 202.  
168 Guy Harden, “How We Build Log Cabins at Mohawk Trail Camp SP-6,” unpublished report. 
Department of Conservation and Recreation Archives, Massachusetts Civilian Conservation Corps 





sides of the log between scribed lines and clear out dead wood between with 2 inch 
chisels and 2 inch gouges.”169 They continued to clear out wood until a 1.5 inch 
concave groove ran down the log’s length. Saddle notches joined the building’s 
corners. The veterans used axes to cut the protruding ends into rough wedges. 
Window and door openings were cut out after the logs were in place. The windows 
and door jambs were some of the few materials brought in from outside the forest. 
The roofing material consisted of a layer of tarpaper covered in handmade hemlock 
shakes.  
 While Camp SP-6’s enrollees used these seemingly traditional techniques, the 
Administration Building’s program exemplified a modern way of understanding, 
managing, and interacting with the natural world (fig. 4.16).170 The rustic log 
structure housed administrative, recreational, and commercial functions that served 
visitors living in an urban-industrial society marked by consumerism. Though 
clothed in the garb of the past, the building embodied the hierarchical bureaucracy 
that had come to control Massachusetts’s state forests and parks. To enter the 
building, visitors crossed a patio—composed of stones from the adjacent river—
beneath an overhanging roof supported by large timbers. Once through these 
vestiges of the forest a massive stone hearth flanked by log benches would have 
greeted them. Log trusses supported the low roof. These rustic flourishes concealed 
 
169 Harden, “How We Build Log Cabins at Mohawk Trail Camp SP-6,” n.p.  
170 McClelland described how the NPS developed “efficient design solutions” for structures’ “floor 
plans and functional layout,” while the exteriors always called for “durability and above all harmony 





the complex assemblage of functions, none of which were rustic, traditional, or 
pioneer related. The large central room served as a lounge and orientation space for 
people arriving in automobiles. A concessionaire selling sundries to picnickers and 
campers occupied the room to the left of the lounge, with public restrooms 
accessible from the outside. The building was thus enmeshed in the consumer 
economy and culture and linked to the surrounding tourist landscape. State 
employees coordinated forestry and recreational operations from the space beside 
the concessionaire, highlighting the bureaucratic apparatus necessary to make 
Mohawk Trail SF run in conjunction with dozens of other state forests and parks. A 
comfortable private apartment with modern amenities—indoor plumbing, full 
kitchen, separate sleeping and living areas—to the right housed a full-time 
superintendent, which illustrated the level of management required for Mohawk 
Trail’s operations. Good described the building as the “headquarters for directing 
the business management of the park area.”171 This hand-built log cabin garnered 
materials from the surrounding environment to create an atmosphere of simplicity 
that belied the complex functions it served.  
 The Administration Building demonstrated how the NPS used the rustic style 
to mitigate the visual impact of the new level of recreational development and 
bureaucratic complexity in state forests and parks. As examined above, Guy Harden 
and the veterans working under him were at the bottom of a chain that extended to 
 





the NPS headquarters in Washington DC and the DOC main office in Boston. The 
Administration Building translated state power and design guidelines into 
landscape management practices and visitor control. The building sorted visitors 
into different sections of the forest while giving space for the superintendent to 
determine which sections of the forest required different silvicultural treatments. 
The concessionaire, meanwhile, underlined the economic prerogatives at the heart 
of the Massachusetts Plan. Visitors not only found refreshment in state forests but 
also brought their money. The region surrounding Mohawk Trail SF had come to 
rely on tourism by the 1930s as rural towns like Charlemont saw their population 
decline and industrial centers like North Adams witnessed steep decay in 
manufacturing. The steady stream of tourists traveling along the Mohawk Trail 
spent money at restaurants, gas stations, shops, inns, and hotels. The state forest’s 
new recreational infrastructure created another destination that retained tourists in 
the area for longer.  
 Visitors to the new and improved Mohawk Trail SF would have encountered 
more log cabins than just the Administration Building. Camp SP-6’s enrollees also 
constructed four smaller log cabins which visitors could rent (fig. 4.17).172 Located 
just a half mile north of the Administration Building and up a winding road that 
brought travelers through a pine plantation to a mixed hardwood forest, the cabin 
 
172 Visitors could rent the smaller cabins for forty eight hours for five dollars and for fifteen dollars a 
week. The larger cabins were six dollars for forty eight hours or twenty dollars for a week. “State 
Forests and Parks of Massachusetts: A Recreation Guide,” Massachusetts’s WPA Writers’ Project 





complex further showed how NPS Rustic design perpetuated a hegemonic narrative 
of pioneer valor and frontier hardships. The four buildings demonstrated how 
planners engendered a cultural landscape that naturalized and celebrated 
Euroamerican colonization of indigenous lands in an effort to rejuvenate and 
Americanize a weary, struggling, and diverse populace. As historian David Nye 
proposed, European settlers in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries used 
certain narratives to redefine themselves as Americans and justify their claim to the 
continent.173 In one of these “technological foundation stories,” interaction with the 
“primeval landscape strips European culture away, creating Americans in the 
process.”174 To sustain this narrative, those in control had to “preserve wilderness 
so that men and women could always be able to relive confrontation with a 
powerful ‘other.’”175 Mohawk Trail SF’s cabins repurposed this narrative process in 
the twentieth century by providing spaces in which visitors from a range of 
backgrounds could reenact the pioneer myth in a violence-free setting devoid of the 
physical presence of the “other,” yet replaced with their fantastical presence 
conjured by names, statues, and tourist shops. Aside from the Mohawk Trail itself, 
park planners evoked the Native presence through naming trails, such as the “Totem 
Trail,” that led south from the central area to an overlook and the “Indian Trail” that 
ascended Todd Mountain. Business and civic leaders saturated the area with Native 
 
173 David Nye, America as Second Creation: Technology and Narratives of New Beginnings (Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press, 2003), 1-7. 
174 Nye, American as Second Creation, 297.  





American iconography to create a fantasy frontier landscape intended to revitalize 
Euroamerican visitors. Looking at these cabins’ physicality and their context within 
the tourist cultural landscape of the Mohawk Trail elucidates how state forests and 
parks were enmeshed within these greater tourist industries.   
 The cabin complex consisted of four units—two larger and two smaller. The 
smaller ones consisted of a single room with a bunk bed, table, counter, and 
fireplace (figs. 4.18 & 4.19). The larger had one room that a partition divided into a 
kitchen, bedroom, and main room with bunks, table, and fireplace (figs. 4.20 & 4.21). 
The larger Cabin No. 1 exemplified these buildings’ construction and use. The 
rectilinear dark brown edifice measures eighteen feet ten inches by twenty-two feet 
ten inches with a gabled roof. The building displays visually striking horizontal lines 
formed by courses of six-to-eight-inch-wide logs. These logs meet and overlap at the 
corners and are connected using a saddle notch as in the Administration Building. 
The north elevation has three casement windows that are two feet wide, and two 
and a half feet tall, spaced equidistantly apart and three feet off the ground. The east 
elevation, beneath the gable, has an entryway with a wooden door with a much 
smaller casement window, only one foot wide, to its left. A large, covered porch 
extends out from the south elevation and rises three feet from the ground on a stone 
foundation (fig. 4.22). Wide, flat stones compose the porch floor (fig. 4.23). On the 
south elevation’s face, two windows sit on either side of another door. The west 





from the ground and projects past the roof (fig. 4.24). Altogether the building 
thoroughly announces its natural materials through the relatively unfinished nature 
of its logs and stones. Guy Harden also oversaw the cabin’s construction, which 
followed a nearly identical process as the Administration Building. Unlike the latter, 
however, the cabins clearly articulated their domesticity – they appeared to be 
homes.  
 Cabin No. 1 demonstrated the complex and varied meanings of rustic design 
in CCC state forest and park work. This building appeared to sympathize with nature 
and the past. On one level, the cabin was inherently linked with its natural 
surroundings as enrollees harvested the logs from the nearby forests. These 
buildings were materially of their environment. This also emphasized the DOC’s 
effort to show that recreation and forestry could not only coexist but were mutually 
beneficial uses. The logs that formed these cabins had come from silvicultural 
operations producing high quality timber. Thus, these buildings corroborated 
foresters’ longstanding refrain that improvement thinnings could yield valuable 
timber and wood products. The cabins testified to scientific forestry’s ability to 
render even scenic reservations like Mohawk Trail SF productive.176 Cabin No. 1 
physically embodied the DOC’s full embrace of recreation as well as its new 
commitment to establishing multiple use public lands. 
 
176 At the same time, Cabin No. 1’s presence in a state forest might have confused Akerman and Rane, 





 Cabin No. 1 further contributed to the characterization of the Mohawk Trail 
as a historic frontier region. Pioneer mythology and frontier landscapes grew in 
appeal during the 1920s and 1930s as the nation grew more urban and industrial.177 
The Great Depression created a new sense of urgency to remind Euroamericans of 
their predecessors’ courageous efforts while educating recent immigrants or 
second-generation Americans about the nation’s past. President Roosevelt 
characterized the New Deal as a new “pioneering” moment in the nation’s history 
and inscribed this vision into the CCC’s work. As scholar William Moore has noted, 
Roosevelt wrapped his dramatic reorientation of federal power in forms “that he 
hoped would make his innovations appear to be part of a longstanding American 
tradition.”178 Cabin No. 1’s recognizable design placed it firmly within an established 
lexicon of historic symbols. The NPS wielded pioneer mythology and iconography to 
motivate and inspire citizens to both surmount and escape the travails of the Great 
Depression just as heroic pioneers had overcome numerous obstacles to settle the 
continent. This narrative, however, perpetuated a “view of the past that cast a rosy 
glow on a complex story of conquest and settlement,” as Alison Hoagland argued.179 
The English colonization of Western Massachusetts during the late seventeenth and 
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early eighteenth centuries involved violence and oppression. It was hardly a tale of 
valiant, pure efforts.180  
The choice of a log cabin clarified these buildings’ ideological dimensions. 
Colonists had never built log cabin homes in Western Massachusetts or the rest of 
the state. While the building type loomed large in the public imaginary, architectural 
historians had begun to unravel the myth not long after Camp SP-6 had completed 
its work. Harold Shurtleff’s 1939 The Log Cabin Myth: A Study of the Early Dwellings 
of the English Colonists in North America sought to upend common misperceptions 
regarding the building’s ubiquity in the northeast during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries.181 Exasperated by the lack of historical accuracy, Shurtleff 
wrote that “the first impulse of any committee, patriotic society, or Federal worker’s 
group entrusted with building a replica of an early colonial settlement is to put up a 
village of log cabins.”182 Log cabins, he argued, were a regional form brought over by 
German and Scandinavian immigrants. English colonists in the Northeast 
predominantly constructed timber frame dwellings. Though Shurtleff spent the rest 
of this work exploring English colonial houses, he recognized the log cabins’ 
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symbolic value, claiming that the building endowed Americans with “that sense of 
the dramatic which we seek in history.”183 The building, he argued, had emerged as 
a symbol of simplicity and democratic values after William Henry Harrison and 
Abraham Lincoln in 1840 and 1860 respectively used the log cabin in their 
presidential campaigns. Moreover, the simple structure represented the “the 
common man and his dream of the good life,” and Americans associated the cabin 
with “the greatest of all accomplishments, the winning of the West.”184 Shurtleff thus 
presented the log cabin as a legible architectural trope just four years after Camp 
SP-6’s veterans had built Mohawk Trail SF’s cabins.185 The CCC and DOC therefore 
based these buildings on a misinterpretation of regional history.186 These efforts, 
though, were not necessarily meant to recreate the past in historic detail but create 
something new in the present that referred to the past. As Albert Good claimed, 
“frontier cabins” like Mohawk Trail’s appeared to be “almost indigenous to a natural 
setting” and echoed “the pioneer theme in their outward appearance.”187 The echoes 
resounded through Mohawk Trail SF’s woods, offering an escape to an edited past 
far distant from the fraught present.  
 
183 Shurtleff, The Log Cabin Myth, 6.  
184 Shurtleff, The Log Cabin Myth, 6. 
185 In an essay on designer Gustav Stickley’s Club House, which drew on log cabin iconography, 
author Mark Alan Hewitt recounted how the log cabin symbolized “one of the central myths of 
frontier self-determination in American culture” and communicated the “democratic spirit of hard 
work and self-determination.” Mark Alan Hewitt, “Words, Deeds, and Artifice: Gustav Stickley’s Club 
House at Craftsman Farms,” Winterthur Portfolio vol. 31, no. 1 (1996), 38. 
186 At the same time, the CCC was working on constructing a national history that knit the United 
States together during the troubled times. As a widely-recognized trope, log cabins provided a 
material way to establish a unified national historical narrative.  





 Mohawk Trail SF’s cabin group operated functionally and symbolically within 
the greater Mohawk Trail tourist landscape. Since the early 1920s, a host of local 
businesses and civic leaders had drawn on the area’s past to lure tourists. Stores 
such as the Indian Plaza in Charlemont, established in the early 1930s, sold Native-
American themed trinkets and presented visitors with a recreated Native American 
dwelling (fig. 4.25).188 To the west of Mohawk Trail SF, the Wigwam cabin rentals 
provided another set of frontier-themed accommodations, while numerous 
promotional materials depicted Native Americans framing the highway and its 
attractions (fig. 4.26). One of the most prominent instances of this characterization 
stood just under a mile from the new state cabin complex. A bronze statue of a 
nearly naked Native American man raising his arms to the sky stood along Route 2, 
welcoming visitors (fig. 4.27). The International Order of Red Men, a fraternal 
organization that appropriated a pastiche of Native American rituals and imagery, 
financed this statute titled “Hail to the Sunrise.”189 This work embodied the 
 
188 For an investigation into the appropriation and commercialization of Native American culture by 
Non-Native Americans, see Carter Jones Meyer and Diana Royer, eds., Selling the Indian: 
Commercializing and Appropriating American Indian Cultures (Tucson, AZ: The University of Arizona 
Press, 2001).   
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appropriation of Native American history and culture in the Mohawk Trail. Claiming 
that the Mohawk Indians were “friendly” to white settlers, the statue perpetuated 
the falsehood that Native Americans had vanished from their ancestral land and 
now existed only in memory. This conjured and contorted Native American past 
offered another psychological salve for Euroamericans. Scholar Shari Huhndorf 
noted that during this period a romanticized understanding of Native Americans 
help Euroamericans navigate “the vast changes sweeping a rapidly modernizing 
America” which had spurred a “nostalgia for origins.”190 She illustrated how 
“idealizing and emulating the primitive, modernity’s other, comprised in part a form 
of escapism from the tumultuous modern world.”191 While Hail to the Sunrise placed 
the Native American body on display for auto-tourists, Mohawk Trail SF’s cabins 
enabled these visitors to dive deeper into the escapist fantasy by allowing tourists to 
play pioneer for a weekend or longer. The cabin landscape provided a comforting 
experience of nature and the past during uncomfortable times. Building these 
cabins, however, inscribed a dominant narrative into the landscape that valued 
settlers’ stories over the real history of Native American oppression. Log cabins and 
other historic sites “reified American history as the history of white settlers,” 
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William Moore contended.192 The Mohawk Trail’s tourist landscape presented 
Native Americans as existing only in the past—they were statues, stories, and 
commodities.193 
 Though the CCC cabins further inscribed a dominant cultural narrative into 
the landscape, Egbert Hans hoped that the cabins would set the tone for the 
Mohawk Trail tourist corridor. Just as the OSF’s reforestation lots sought to 
demonstrate proper timber management practices, the DOC’s recreational 
landscape provided a material example of best design practices. Hans publicly 
criticized the commercial architecture and tourist facilities lining the Mohawk Trail. 
He wrote in the North Adams Transcript that he failed to see “how there can be any 
attraction of advertising value in a gigantic scale model of a frankfurter, 60 time the 
size of the original painted a vivid red…whence it intrudes most offensively into the 
view of a sunlit valley.”194 Hans disdained such unabashedly commercial structures 
in the scenic and historic area.195 The cabins provided a counterpoint. Though 
technically anachronistic, they appeared to fit with the area’s history and were 
composed of local materials. Cabin No. 1 and its neighbors served as aesthetic 
 
192 Moore, “‘United We Commemorate,’” 69.  
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models for the proper development of the tourist region. They showed how proper 
design could obscure capitalist motives beneath a façade of history and naturalness. 
 The NPS Rustic design elements also extended to the often major 
infrastructural developments that characterized CCC work in state forests and 
parks. The rock crib dams that Egbert Hans designed for Mohawk Trail SF 
demonstrated further how the Massachusetts Plan reshaped the state’s 
conservation lands. In particular, the CCC built dozens of small-scale dams that 
served multiple purposes: they impounded water for swimming, reduced stream 
erosion, endowed firefighters with more reliable water sources, and allowed for 
more fish stocking by the state’s Department of Fish and Game. As a landscape 
intervention that foresters, wildlife specialists, and landscape architects alike 
supported, the dams at Mohawk Trail SF recapitulated how a multiple use ethos had 
taken hold in Massachusetts. Furthermore, examining Hans’ designs and Harden’s 
work in Mohawk Trail SF’s bridge and dam demonstrates how NPS Rustic design 
ethos concealed this new way of managing forests.  
 Hans’ guidelines for dam construction in the Berkshires reflected his training 
in naturalistic landscape architecture and his pictorial approach to the natural 
landscape. In an article “Rock-Crib Construction on Berkshire Streams,” he 
described how Commissioner York “made it very clear that the word ‘conservation’ 
implied esthetic as well as material values.”196 This posed a design challenge: how to 
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interpose infrastructure without destroying scenery. Hans saw an opportunity in 
this challenge. While installing waterholes, fire lines, and roads for fire protection 
was essential, York believed that all these practical improvements could serve 
recreational purposes as well. Hans sought to apply this belief in dam construction 
at Mohawk Trail SF. The Berkshires posed an ideal landscape for conservation and 
recreation. On the one hand, the region boasted the most forests in the state. At the 
same time, those very forests and the region’s mountains had attracted tourists 
since the nineteenth century. The numerous streams and rivers that cascaded 
through steep ravines also provided power for the region’s mills. Mountain streams, 
such as Mohawk Trail SF’s Cold River, flooded during the spring, often causing 
serious erosion along the banks and damaging farmlands further downstream. 
During the popular summer months for tourists, these same streams were often 
nearly dry. Hans wrote that in the region “water conservation means primarily 
storage, since many streams unable to hold within their steep narrow banks the 
water abundance of spring floods and occasional cloudbursts, are practically dry in 
summer when water is sorely needed.”197 Hans thus worked with CCC camps to 
locate suitable sites for damming streams.  
 Once a CCC camp had determined where to site a dam, Hans’ next question 
was “What type of dam?” Though concrete presented the cheapest and easiest 
option, Hans hoped to “avoid artificiality within the woods.”198 Additionally, Hans 
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operated according to a belief that “man labor holds precedence over machinery and 
purchased materials except when avoidable.”199 This preference for manual labor 
underscored the CCC’s mission to strengthen enrollees’ bodies and the NPS’ desire 
to preserve traditional building methods amid an urbanizing and industrializing 
society. Like the site’s log buildings, Camp SP-6 constructed dams by hand and out of 
local materials. For the Berkshires, Hans preferred an “old fashioned ‘crib dam’” (fig. 
4.28). These structures, he wrote, emerged in an unspecified era when “labor was 
cheaper than money, when town appropriations were small and when ingenuity 
inspired by thrift found a way to use the products of forest and field as construction 
materials.”200 Building a crib dam utilized “logs from the countryside, stones out of 
the fields or stream bed, [and] long spokes forged in the blacksmith shop,” which the 
CCC emulated. These simple, modest dams epitomized Yankee ingenuity and 
determination in the face of hardships, values which the DOC and CCC promoted in 
order to revitalize the state’s people.201 
 Hans described the crib—the dam’s key structural element—as a “structure 
of logs laid crosswise over each other with notches at the joints.” This three-
dimensional grid was secured to the stream bank and bed. Workers them filled this 
structure with rocks and clay or earth. The upstream side was slanted from top to 
bottom and covered in planking that extended from a spillway that spanned the two 
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cribs (figs. 4.29 & 4.30). Hans’ article included a drawing of the dam on the Cold 
River in Mohawk Trail SF (fig. 4.31). The sylvan scene accentuated the dam’s 
naturalness and how neatly it fit into the landscape. The log construction altered the 
stream’s flow, but in the image, it appears not so different than had stream-side 
trees simply fallen into the water. While the crib on the left was uncovered to 
demonstrate its construction, stones and boulders covered the crib on the right. 
Hans recommended using rocks to face the visible portions of dams to conceal their 
artificiality (fig. 4.32). Sketches he made showed how these dams provided a 
“[s]imulation of natural forms” and melded seamlessly into the sylvan landscape. 
The log structure could also be utilized in bridge construction. Hans demonstrated 
how cribs on opposing shores could support a span. These simple but effective 
design solutions emphasized how naturalistic landscape architecture “created the 
illusion in the minds of visitors that the landscape had never been disturbed,” as 
Linda Flint McClelland argued.202  
 Rock-crib dams and bridges transformed the Cold River’s passages through 
Mohawk Trail SF and helped create both an illusion of wilderness and new 
recreational amenities in the heavily upgraded state forest. Guy Harden oversaw the 
construction of at least one rock-crib dam and a similar automobile bridge, though 
Hans was closely involved with their design and construction. The Cold River 
presented challenges. Known for its “periodic rampages” the steep river’s “rocky 
 





character” required more than the usual landscape construction.203 While Hans 
favored a series of smaller dams for most Berkshire streams, the Cold River’s 
topography necessitated a “cascade-like” dam (fig. 4.33). This entailed building up 
the downstream side of the dam by constructing a concrete core faced with native 
stones “in an attempt to simulate the surrounding rock and ledge formation.”204 The 
rock crib dam structure stood upstream of the “cascade.” This dam involved 
significant upheaval of the natural landscape. The veterans built forms for the 
concrete and hauled stones and logs into place (fig. 4.34). Mohawk Trail SF’s rock 
crib bridge also followed Hans’ guidelines (fig. 4.35). A study for the bridge further 
emphasized how Hans envisioned infrastructure harmonizing with the landscape 
(fig. 4.36). Supported by multiple rock cribs, the span’s log construction projected a 
sense of its naturalness. It was of the surroundings, not an outside imposition. Like 
the cabins and Administration Building, though, these structures required immense 
labor and consumed significant amounts of timber. 
Altogether these naturalistic landscape features, though, corresponded with 
Hans’ visual approach to the landscape. In 1933, Commissioner York and Hans met 
with Berkshire residents to outline plans for the CCC in the area. Hans explained 
how he hoped to improve the area’s outstanding natural beauty and engender a 
greater appreciation of it amongst the populace. To make the scenery “more 
impressive,” Hans expressed his intention to “create pictorial effects using nature’s 
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own pigments, by shaping the potential pictures of the countryside.”205 Mohawk 
Trail SF’s landscape and buildings most emphatically embodied Hans’ attempts to 
“create pictorial effects” in state forests. Following Camp SP-6’s work, the area 
presented visitors with log bridges and cabins, a seemingly-natural dam that 
created a swimming area, stone fireplaces, and trails to carefully curated views. 
Campers could inhabit cabins that accorded with popular imagery of pioneer life 
and then traverse trails where once “marauding” bands of Native Americans 
travelled, according to the state’s 1941 guidebook.206  
By naturalizing dams and bridges while constructing log cabins in a tourist 
corridor that appropriated and commercialized Native American history and 
culture, the DOC subtly built a hegemonic narrative into the landscape that 
celebrated English settlers’ dominion while placing Native Americans firmly in the 
past. Naturalistic landscape architecture perpetuated a sense that the landscape was 
unchanged and unchanging since colonial times. The state forest’s seemingly 
historical and natural landscape provided a powerful escape for visitors coming 
from urban centers or industrial towns but propagated a false understanding of the 
region’s history and Native American culture. Cabins allowed families, Boy Scout 
troops, and others to reenact the pioneer mythology without the hardship and 
violence. Mohawk Trail SF gave visitors a place to engage with a “manufactured 
wilderness,” to borrow architectural historian Abigail Van Slyck’s term, and the 
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Native American other while in fact ensconced in a carefully coordinated leisure 
landscape.207 The multipurpose built environment, which hosted forestry 
operations beyond the tourist section, offered visitors a means to access an 
imagined past that emphasized Anglo-American triumph over Native Americans and 
nature. Swimming in the cold stream refreshed the body, contemplating the scenery 
relaxed the mind, and ruminating on settlers’ intrepid and persevering spirit 
provided inspiration for Euroamerican visitors.208 Like Akerman and Rane, York and 
Hans understood these forest landscapes as a means to revitalize the state’s 
landscape, economy, and culture. How that revitalization was enacted and who 
exactly was being revitalized had changed.  
 
Balancing Forestry and Recreation  
 The CCC’s arrival and the Massachusetts Plan solidified recreation as a DOC 
priority. This change, however, did not necessarily come at forestry’s expense. As 
Camp SP-6’s veterans transformed Mohawk Trail SF’s trees into cabins, numerous 
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other CCC camps planted pine seedlings, cut fire breaks, and battled pests. Cook and 
his team of foresters continued to pursue their goal of making Massachusetts’s 
forests profitable, a process that the thousands of new workers aided. Looking at 
how the CCC advanced silviculture in the state while further expanding the 
recreational opportunities reveals how Massachusetts’s conservation agencies had 
created a flexible system of public lands that met the populace’s myriad needs and 
sought to revitalize the state’s landscape, economy, and culture. Though the 
mechanism and locus of revitalization had shifted since the OSF’s 1904 founding, 
restoring productivity to the Commonwealth’s forests was still central to the state’s 
cultural identity and economic vitality. Examining a series of existing and new state 
properties suggests how forestry persisted within a rapidly changing institution 
whose mission emerged as an increasingly complicated balancing act between land 
uses that did not always complement one another. These cases further show how 
conservation constituted a discourse among people, land, and nature. The natural 
world constantly shaped the parameters of government policy and planners’ visions 
in unpredictable ways. Despite these challenges, by the end of the decade the DOC 
had emerged as a complex bureaucracy that stewarded a diverse set of public lands.  
 Returning to Otter River SF, the first state forest, illustrates how forestry 
remained central to DOC operations even as recreation blossomed. Between 1930 
and 1937 the state’s operations at Otter River SF reaffirmed forestry’s importance 





varying needs of different locations. As the Great Depression set in, Otter River SF 
provided both employment opportunities and material sustenance for local 
residents. The state hired five men under the 1930 unemployment relief act who 
assisted the regular crew with springtime release cutting. Additionally, nearby 
residents could harvest “small blocks of weed trees” for cordwood, provided they 
cut and piled the brush and prepared the land for replanting.209 Cook noted that the 
“unemployment situation” in this part of the state had led to “a great demand for 
this free fuel.”210 Locals prepared more land than the DOC could replant. Over the 
next two years, the crew kept up its regular forestry operations including brushing 
roads, releasing plantations, planting a mix of pine species, and coordinating fire 
prevention and suppression.  
 In 1933, CCC Camp S-63 moved into Otter River SF. The crew began, in 
typical CCC fashion, by building and upgrading roads. During the year, the enrollees 
improved seven miles of forest roads by digging culverts and reapplying gravel to 
the surface. The corpsmen also cut, piled, and burned roadside brush and weeded 
the tree nursery. Throughout the forest, new waterholes provided resources for 
forest fires. As seen in plans for waterholes, even these utilitarian structures 
blended into the landscape (fig. 4.37). White pine blister rust, introduced by the OSF 
decades earlier, continued to afflict the area’s trees. Camp S-63’s young men scoured 
190 acres of the forest for and destroyed a total of 62,026 bushes that harbored the 
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fungal pathogen. Alongside this forestry work, the camp began to establish a small 
recreation area by damming the Otter River. The crew constructed a smaller, less 
expensive concrete dam in 1933 that created a “medium-sized pond which will be 
utilized as a fishpond and also as a nucleus for an entirely new recreational area.”211 
The same year, however, the crew conducted improvement thinnings on one 
hundred and five acres. Forestry and recreational development occurred in lockstep 
at Otter River SF, reflecting the general importance of forestry to the CCC’s mission. 
Over the course of the program’s run, the CCC planted trees on two million acres 
and cleared undergrowth on four million acres nationally. In national forests alone, 
the CCC planted five hundred million seedlings.212 This work accelerated the 
adoption of forestry practices immensely, and in Massachusetts the program 
injected new energy into existing silvicultural operations. The CCC provided the 
labor and financing that Akerman and Rane could only have imagined. 
 The small dam established a centerpiece for Otter River SF’s new picnic and 
camping area that planners interpolated into the fifteen-year-old timber reserve. 
Enrollees built a new parking lot, twenty-five tent sites with fireplaces, five 
fireplaces for picnickers, two picnic groves, and two bathing beaches in 1934. 213 
The next year, Camp S-63 installed twenty-seven additional fireplaces, a new latrine, 
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and a log bathhouse.214 Most work, however, consisted of building truck trails, 
digging waterholes, spraying over 2000 acres of forest with creosote to control 
gypsy moths, and removing wild currant and gooseberry bushes to halt the spread 
of white pine blister rust.215 The camp based at Otter River SF engaged in similar 
silvicultural work in nearby Ashburnham and Templeton SFs. While Camp S-63 shut 
down in 1936, a camp based in the nearby town of Townsend took up work at Otter 
River SF. By 1937, Massachusetts’s first state forest supplied visitors with twenty 
acres of camping areas, three picnic areas, thirty tables, eighteen fireplaces, twelve 
tent sites, and clean drinking water.216 A 1936 map (fig. 4.38) of Otter River SF 
reveals how the DOC wove recreational uses into the original state forest. Three 
areas provided a variety of option for visitors. In the lower right, Beaman’s Pond 
provided camping, picnicking, and swimming facilities, while the King Phillip’s Rock 
and Priest Brook Picnic Grounds only offered day use options.217 The Beaman’s 
Pond and Priest Brook areas were near Route 32 while the King Phillip’s Rock 
grounds were a bit further off the road. Altogether, these areas occupied relatively 
little physical space. Planners had confined recreation to swimming areas, fishing 
spots, and natural features like the glacial erratic named King Phillip’s Rock, while 
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leaving the majority of the state forest open to silvicultural operations. Tensions 
arose at times among the regular state crews once CCC camps departed. Though the 
CCC constructed solid, lasting buildings and landscape features, the program made 
no plans to assist the state with maintenance. The Townsend crew repaired and 
upgraded the dam on Beaman Pond, after which, the superintendent described how 
“the popularity of the spot became so great that much of the crew’s time was 
occupied in caring for the picnic grounds.”218 This statement began to show the 
issues arising from recreation’s ascendency in state forests. Following Camp S-63’s 
departure, the small regular crew bore responsibility for multiple recreational areas 
in addition to a tree nursery and hundreds of acres of reforestation plots. Otter 
River SF’s landscape embodied the DOC’s balancing act between forestry and 
recreation. While Mohawk Trail SF represented a cornerstone of the Massachusetts 
Plan’s ambitious goals to expand public access, the more modest developments like 
those at Otter River SF comprised most new facilities.  
 Though the Massachusetts Plan and CCC improvements dominated state 
forest development, the DOC had never relinquished its hopes of convincing private 
landowners to institute sustained yield forestry. Many OSF educational programs 
continued into the 1930s, but, like state forests, adapted to the era’s changing 
conditions. The DOC continued to offer woodlot examinations, which Cook viewed 
 





as the most effective and pragmatic way to reach private owners.219 Through these 
one-on-one meetings, foresters could identify to the owner “the problems involved 
and the plan of management which should be pursued to meet them.”220 The DOC, 
though, had limited personnel, typically one employee, who could conduct these 
examinations. The 1925 establishment of the role of Extension Forester constituted 
the most consequential development in promoting forestry on private lands. The 
1924 Clarke-McNary Act had provided federal funding to states that created “farm 
forestry extension” programs that coordinated the “education of the farmer and 
small woodlot owner in the management of his wood and waste lands.”221 The 
Agricultural Extension Service based in Amherst coordinated this funding, which 
encompassed all educational work and woodlot examination. Chief Forester Harold 
O. Cook and longtime forester Robert B. Parmenter acted as the extension specialists 
in forestry and continued their examinations, lectures, exhibits, and field work 
demonstrations on private land. By 1927 Cook optimistically reported that 
extension forestry “had been carried on with gratifying results.”222 Numerous “small 
woodland owners who formerly knew nothing of the value of their property” were 
beginning to view “it as a crop woodlot instead of a mine woodlot.”223 The next year, 
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Cook and Parmenter began encouraging landowners to grow Christmas trees. 
Parmenter set a goal in 1928 of having “at least 100,000 trees planted, to influence 
80 farmers to liberate young pines and to have 60 woodlot owners cutting their 
woodlots with an eye to the future.”224  
 The Great Depression’s onset rendered extension forestry both more 
important and more difficult. Parmenter lamented in 1930 that timber “market 
conditions are not very encouraging” and that outlets for farm woodlot products 
had vanished.225 Farmers who met with Parmenter complained that even if they 
produced higher quality timber, there were no available markets. This reflected the 
overall downturn in timber production and lumber markets during the first years of 
the Depression. Despite these difficulties, Cook and Parmenter fell back on 
Progressive Era mantras. For instance, Parmenter instituted a “visual education” 
program in 1930 that created seven plots on well-traveled roadsides to demonstrate 
the benefits of proper weeding and thinning. Just as the CCC’s arrival spurred state 
forest and park development, so too did it boost extension forestry.226 Parmenter 
described 1934 as “gratifying” and claimed that his work had been “very 
satisfactory.” He reported that “new forest plantations have been established; older 
stands have been added to, and considerable attention given to these areas,” while 
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farm woodlands were “being thinned properly instead of clear cut; young growth is 
being released or weeded; the undesirable species are being cut back, and many 
stands of young pine are being pruned to produce clear lumber.”227 Through 
“correspondence, lectures, farm visits, new articles, and office visits,” Parmenter felt 
he was reaching a larger audience than any year previously. Additionally, he had 
begun to sow forestry’s seeds among the next generation. Youth programs in 
Granges and 4-H clubs had invited Parmenter to speak about and demonstrate 
forestry. By 1937, Parmenter had fallen into a steady routine of public engagements 
and private consultations geared to getting the word out on how farmers and 
landowners could realize a greater profit from their land through forestry. He 
perpetuated the core tenets of Progressive Era forestry into the 1930s. Even as 
Egbert Hans and Wayne Stiles reshaped state forests to embody new ideals, 
Parmenter kept alive the dream of profitable woodlands in Massachusetts. His tools, 
like those of Akerman and Rane before him, were limited to education and seedling 
distribution. Overall, the DOC directed more resources towards developing new 
recreational opportunities for residents. While Parmenter worked hard to show 
how forestry could generate profit, these returns were too distant for Depression-
hardened residents. Recreation offered more immediate and tangible returns.  
The growth of Massachusetts’s recreational industry led the DOC to establish 
new state parks exclusively for outdoor activities and leisure. The travel writer Ray 
 





Connors noted the rise in New England’s recreational industry in 1937. That year, 
he outlined a motor tour through New England in the Berkshire Gleaner in which he 
discovered that the “resort business” was strong in New England, which he felt was 
“intrinsically bound up in recreation.”228 That same year, the new Commissioner of 
Conservation Ernest J. Dean, a former state representative from Martha’s Vineyard, 
acknowledged that recreation constituted the “second largest industry in New 
England,” after manufacturing.229 Massachusetts, though, was missing out. While 
many of the regions “finest roads” were in the Commonwealth, the most visited 
“recreational spots have been centered in neighboring states.”230 Massachusetts 
only had one “state-owned recreational beach at Salisbury,” but there were plans to 
“make this reservation an outstanding recreational development on the Atlantic 
Coast.”231 Salisbury Beach State Reservation indicated how Massachusetts’s 
conservation policy had begun to view recreation as a source of income. In addition 
to Salisbury Beach, the new state parks and developments in state forests presented 
a way for the DOC to generate revenue in the present while simultaneously 
providing the public with new opportunities to find relief from the era’s stresses. 
Unlike forestry, whose dividends remained in the future, recreation promised to 
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benefit current residents through the development of public lands. Not all state 
forests, however, were well-suited to recreation.232 Thus, the Massachusetts Plan 
entailed the creation of new parks and beaches that were solely dedicated to 
providing the public with swimming, picnicking, camping, and other opportunities. 
These new landscapes of recreation signaled how the meaning of revitalization 
through conservation had shifted during the 1930s. 
During this period, the DOC created two new state parks: Robinson State 
Park (SP) in Springfield and Nickerson SP in Brewster.233 The latter property vividly 
highlighted the changes in institutional policy from the OSF to the DOC.234 Alfred 
Akerman had completed a working plan for the Nickerson property in 1905 that laid 
out a path towards establishing profitable timber plantations in the pitch pine and 
scrub oak forest. In 1934, Addie Nickerson and her daughter Helen donated this 
1,800-acre private estate to DOC as a memorial to their husband and father Roland 
C. Nickerson, who had thirty years earlier sought Akerman’s advice on forest 
management.235 By the 1930s, descriptions revealed that forests had returned to the 
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site. A Daily Boston Globe announcement of the gift remarked that the landscape was 
“typical of the finest rolling back country, heavily wooded, pond-studded, [and] full 
of fish and game.”236 Cook later noted that the “entire area is well-wooded” with “the 
chief growth being pitch pine and oak with scatterings of white pine.”237 The rolling 
topography included hills from which visitors could view Cape Cod Bay as well as 
four large ponds. In the summer of 1935, the crew from the only other state 
property on Cape Cod, Shawme State Forest, surveyed the boundaries and forest 
conditions at the newly acquired property. CCC Camp SP-19 moved to the site in 
1935 and began transforming the former estate into what would become one of the 
most enduringly popular state parks in Massachusetts.238 
The DOC focused on developing Nickerson SP’s recreational offerings since 
the site had “wonderful opportunities for recreational development,” was easily 
accessible from several population centers, and presented an affordable vacation 
option. Still, Cook believed that the site also had opportunities for “a forestry 
program and wildlife.”239 To realize this multifaceted vision, Wayne Stiles generated 
an ambitious plan to turn the former estate into a major recreational site. Stiles’ plan 
involved creating a main entrance on Route 6A that led to a counterclockwise loop 
road that brought visitors to different ponds and campgrounds dispersed 
throughout the park (fig. 4.39). This helped to mitigate the high traffic Stiles and 
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Cook believed the site would receive, which the inclusion of mileage to different 
cities on the map underscored. The circulation road again demonstrated how the 
revival of nineteenth century design practices influenced facets of CCC state park 
work.240 In 1935, Camp SP-16 constructed the first part of this route from the 
highway to the eastern side of Flax Pond, the second largest of Nickerson SP’s 
several ponds. Around the shores, Stiles planned a 200 acre recreational area that 
would include “picnic and campground grounds, cottage sites, and [a] bath 
house.”241 Additionally, the CCC crew built a firebreak along the route of the New 
York, New Haven, & Hartford Railroad that traversed the property, built truck trails 
for fire control, eradicated gypsy moth, and started a forest inventory.  
Over the next two years, the enrollees continued expanding Nickerson SP’s 
road system and recreational amenities. As the 1936 maps shows, the primary loop 
road was still under construction, while a series of shorter gravel and dirt roads 
snaked throughout the property. At the picnic grove on the eastern side of Flax 
Pond, Camp SP-19 built a new parking lot that could accommodate fifteen cars, 
while another parking area closer to a new bath house could hold eighty-five cars.242 
Enrollees ran a power line to the campground on the other side of Flax Pond and 
dug wells for drinking water at both the campground and picnic grove. In the picnic 
groves, new pavilions provided day users with covered areas for gathering (fig. 
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4.40). Of the several original pavilions, one remains on Cliff Pond. With a twenty-by-
thirty-six-foot footprint, the structure consisted of a concrete floor with low 
fieldstone walls topped by a granite capstone. Heavy timbers support a trussed roof 
with gabled ends. Overall, the pavilion displays roughly finished, native materials 
and an unimposing massing that blends it into the landscape. Along with pavilions, 
the corpsmen constructed additional parking areas for 160 cars, a new camping 
area with twenty-five fireplaces and seventy-eight tent sites, two latrines, and a 
beach area on Flax Pond.243 A new lodge housed the superintendent and 
administrative offices. Cook noted that at Nickerson SP, recreation was the 
“priority,” though some minimal forestry work took place. Aside from extensive fire 
reduction and spraying for gypsy moths, the enrollees planted a limited amount of 
white pine, hemlock, and spruce.244 Thus over the course of just three years, an 
elaborate recreational built environment emerged on a landscape that had once 
been seen as a prime location to demonstrate reforestation’s benefits. Though trees 
had returned to the land, their value had become largely aesthetic. Nickerson SP’s 
new landscape vividly demonstrated how far the DOC had strayed from the OSF’s 
goal of simply “promoting and perpetuating” the state’s woodlands. By the end of 
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the decade, the DOC celebrated Nickerson as an exemplar of “the results attainable 
by the systematic advanced planning by the National Park Service.”245 
 One of the most vivid illustrations of the DOC’s new directions was Salisbury 
Beach State Reservation (SR), the first DOC purchase that had no forest lands or 
potential for timber production.246 It was dedicated solely to pleasure. The 
Committee on the Needs and Uses of Open Space had identified Salisbury Beach as a 
potential state reservation, and the state considered acquiring it in 1930. In 1933, 
the state purchased this coastal property located in Massachusetts’s far northeast 
corner on the northern bank of the Merrimack River’s outlet for $33,000.247 The 
area surrounding the shoreline had grown into a popular tourist location, with 
numerous amusements, restaurants, and other attractions lining the streets leading 
to the beach (fig. 4.41). The new state beach consisted of “an unbroken 4-mile beach 
frontage of clean sand without a stone and nearly 2 square miles of recreational 
area that has been cleared of buildings.”248 Following the 1933 purchase, the newly 
appointed Director of Parks Daniel F. McGrath hired a superintendent and four 
lifeguards, while state police assisted with crowd control. During the first summer of 
operation, the state did little more than maintain “order and safety” as “a noticeable 
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interest in the beach became apparent.”249 The Boston Chapter of the American 
Society of Landscape Architects volunteered to prepare plans for Salisbury Beach 
SR’s circulation patterns, further solidifying landscape architects’ role in the 
development of DOC recreational areas. These plans outlined the entrance roads, 
parking lots, and paths that facilitated visitor access.250 The 1941 map of the site 
(fig. 4.42) reveals ambitions for an elaborate recreational landscape that connected 
the multifaceted beach area with the state highway. In addition to the bathing beach, 
the reservation as planned would have offered visitors ample parking, trailer and 
tent campgrounds, tennis courts, pools, playgrounds, and dressing rooms.251 The 
proposed plans included a hydro-plane slip and dock for excursion boats. Though 
many of these attractions were scrapped as the prospect of war loomed, Salisbury 
Beach SR was a profitable operation for the state. The DOC began charging twenty-
five cents, later reduced to fifteen cents, in 1935 and 5,600 cars parked there over 
the season.252 The popular beach, which had a dangerous undertow, required 
vigilant supervision. Superintendent Carl Lydiard oversaw a staff that by 1937 
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included a head lifeguard, seven additional lifeguards, seven beach patrol members, 
and an ambulance with crew.253 
Salisbury Beach SR proved successful, maybe even too popular. By 1937 
Commissioner Dean lamented that the reservation’s facilities were “inadequate to 
care for the thousands who desire to use this beach.”254 The department had begun 
work on two additional parking areas, built temporary bath houses, bathrooms, and 
trailers to accommodate the “constantly increasing number of visitors.” The beach 
was “continually under construction” during the year as trucks brought in fill and 
gravel for parking areas and a trailer campground.255 Crews of carpenters, 
plumbers, and painters hurriedly constructed and finished a new comfort station.256 
Amid these struggles, the reservation generated $2,280.30 in parking fees. The same 
year, the state forests in total generated $2,266.78 in revenue from the sale of 
lumber, posts, and other wood products. Salisbury Beach SR’s popularity led Dean to 
consider acquiring “other beaches to provide an outlet for our congested urban 
population” and attract tourists from the “Middle West states.”257 Dean thought it 
was “advisable that we realize the potentialities at our doorstep.”258 Akerman had 
used similar language thirty years earlier when speaking about the need to realize 
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the possibilities present in the state’s underutilized forest lands. Now, the successor 
institution still saw unfulfilled recreational “potentialities.” Both Akerman and Dean 
looked across Massachusetts and saw opportunities to revitalize the state’s 
economy and people through improved land management. Dean, however, strove to 
relieve urban residents’ lives while Akerman hoped to bring prosperity to farmers 
and manufacturers.  
 Just as the gypsy moth and chestnut blight upended foresters’ plans earlier in 
the century, nature interrupted the Massachusetts Plan’s carefully laid schemes. On 
September 21, 1938, a powerful hurricane tore through New England and hit 
Massachusetts exceptionally hard.259 Exacerbated by wet weather beforehand, the 
storm downed approximately 2.6 billion board feet of timber in the region, equal to 
roughly five years’ worth of timber harvests for Connecticut, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, and Vermont combined.260 Additionally, new recreational facilities at 
Mohawk Trail SF, Otter River SF, and others suffered significant damage. The DOC 
and CCC’s response demonstrated how sophisticated the state’s conservation 
agency had become at the decade’s end. Removing fallen trees and limbs that posed 
a fire risk was the agency’s first priority, followed closely by figuring out how to 
handle the vast quantities of usable timber that would rot if not dealt with quickly. 
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Commissioner Ernest Dean reported that the “fire hazard reduction and timber 
salvage work in the state forests east of the Connecticut River” constituted the 
Division of Forestry’s major undertaking for the year following the hurricane.261 
Even though the state still accommodated a dozen CCC camps, the DOC hired five 
hundred temporary workers to assist with cleanup and the reconstruction of the 
several fire towers the storm toppled. Nine out of the twelve remaining CCC camps 
focused entirely on fire hazard reduction. Enrollees cleared 165 miles of road, 
removed fire hazards on 8,000 acres, dug thirty-one new water holes for fire 
suppression, and helped to erect four firetowers.262 Longtime state fire warden 
Maxwell Hutchins coordinated an intensive training program in firefighting for the 
CCC enrollees and reassigned equipment to the especially hard-hit areas just east of 
the Connecticut River. To avoid both wasting the immense amount of fallen wood 
and flooding markets with timber, the federal government created the New England 
Timber Salvage Administration, which purchased logs from private landowners and 
the state and stored them for later use or sale.263 The DOC sold approximately 
2,750,000 board feet of timber to this new administration. Harold Cook built a 
temporary sawmill at Mount Grace SF to cut lumber the DOC and CCC use for 
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construction projects.264 This lumber proved useful, as the DOC faced an immense 
amount of repair work. Many of the recent improvements at Otter River SF, Mohawk 
Trail SF, and many others lay in ruins. Though the hurricane did not hit Western 
Massachusetts as hard as the area east of the Connecticut River, the rainfall flooded 
mountain streams, and swept away much of Mohawk Trail SF’s riverside picnic area, 
its rock crib dams, and the bridge that the veterans had painstakingly built. Otter 
River SF experienced some of the hurricane’s most fierce winds and highest 
rainfalls. Not only did it lose acres of trees, but also the new dam at Beaman Pond 
breached. Repairing the damaged infrastructure at Otter River SF, Mohawk Trail SF, 
and numerous other site proved more than the DOC could handle in house, and 
Dean contracted the work out to the Benjamin Foster Company of Philadelphia after 
a bidding process.265 The company rebuilt the Otter River SF’s dam and constructed 
a new stream-fed swimming pool at Mohawk Trail SF instead of rebuilding the 
dams.266 By May 1939, seven months after the hurricane struck, all the recreational 
areas in state forests and parks opened.267 Though the hurricane wrought havoc 
across the state, the DOC and CCC’s quick and effective mobilization, aided by the 
federal government, demonstrated how far the state’s conservation agency had 
come in thirty-four years. It had progressed from Akerman’s days traversing 
Massachusetts on rail and horse to teach farmers about scientific forestry to a 
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complex department that coordinated with partners from multiple federal agencies 
to clear millions of board feet of downed timber. 
 
Conclusion: Massachusetts’s State Forests and Parks on the Eve of World War II 
 By 1941, the Massachusetts Plan proved successful. That year marked the 
“greatest use” of the DOC public recreational areas in the agency’s history with 
1,656,374 people from Massachusetts and beyond enjoying the campgrounds, picnic 
areas, and beaches the DOC controlled, an increase of 10% over the previous 
year.268 The new developments at Nickerson SP, especially the tenting areas, were 
“taxed to capacity” during the summer while Myles Standish SF’s campgrounds had 
a waiting list and people filled Otter River SF’s recently repaired Beaman Pond 
campground.269 Mohawk Trail SF’s repaired facilities attracted families to the picnic 
grove now outfitted with a wading pool, while the rustic cabins were in constant 
use. More ambitious recreationists could find opportunities to ski at Bear Mountain 
SF and adjacent East Mountain SF, which boasted trails, ski-tows, and lodges.270 
Whether for escape, exposure to nature, or just a change of scenery, state forests 
and parks fulfilled a real public desire to visit and enjoy Massachusetts’s natural 
spaces. At the same time, Harold O. Cook and his team steadily tended to the state-
owned timber plantations that grew alongside recreational areas. The state forests 
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continued to produce a small but steady stream of wood products. At October 
Mountain SF, for instance, one of the few remaining CCC camps cut 45,000 feet of 
primarily spruce logs from the forest for lumber and cordwood.271 At Mohawk Trail 
SF, foresters pruned five acres of a young red pine plantation, garnering thirty cords 
of hardwood. The image of productive, state-owned woodlands that the SFC set out 
to create in the 1910s had been realized, though in a somewhat different fashion 
than the commissioners originally envisioned. The state garnered $9,414.26 in 1941 
from the sale of lumber, cordwood, and other forest products. Recreation fees from 
parking and camping, however, generated $16,463.01. Outdoor recreation proved 
more profitable than scientific forestry.  
 Despite these achievements, nature and geopolitics intervened. The same 
year that the DOC celebrated its highest visitor numbers, changes were underway 
that would halt progress. In 1941 the United States’ imminent entry into World War 
II began to reshape the DOC’s ability to conduct work on state forests and parks as 
one of the century’s worst droughts led to a singularly destructive fire season. The 
new commissioner Raymond Kenney noted a growing shortage of labor due to men 
joining the armed forces or finding employment in the defense industry combined 
with the severe drought meant that the DOC had to curtail necessary maintenance 
and forestry work. Anticipating difficult times ahead, Cook ordered that his foresters 
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only plant half the number of new seedlings in the state nurseries.272 The state 
legislature, meanwhile, leased 1,700 acres of Shawme SF on Cape Cod to the federal 
government to establish an army base. Troops practiced maneuvers at Myles 
Standish and trained in skiing in Western Massachusetts. Three Public Service 
Camps for conscientious objectors were established in Petersham, Royalston, and 
Ashburnham in summer and fall 1941. Forty to fifty men from these camps helped 
remaining regular crews to cut fire lines, build water holes, and reduce fire hazards 
in state forests. Nevertheless, fire warden Maxwell Hutchins, who had been working 
with the state since 1911, reported that 1941 constituted one of the state’s worst. 
That year 3,624 fires burned 28,966 acres, cost the DOC $73,441 to extinguish, and 
caused $122,369 in damage, nearly double the previous years’ figures.273 Hutchins 
also warned that 100,000 to 150,000 acres damaged by the 1938 hurricane still 
presented a “real menace.”274 Looking ahead to the coming labor shortage, Hutchins 
began training high school and college students and Boy Scouts in forest fire 
prevention. As the DOC prepared for the coming changes and the rapid 
developments of the past three decades ground to a halt, the accomplishments 
became clear. Between 1930 and 1941, outdoor recreation achieved equal footing 
with improved timber management as one of the DOC’s primary goals. Providing a 
diverse range of recreational options emerged as another means to bring relief to 
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the state’s residents, improve the natural landscape, and stimulate the state’s 
economy. This shift in institutional priorities reshaped nearly all state forests and 
spurred the creation of the first state parks. Massachusetts now had an extensive 
network of public land that included 172,223.58 acres of state forests and 3,825 





Chapter Four Figures 
 
  
Figure 4.1: The dedication ceremony for the Federation of Women’s Clubs State Forest in 
Petersham in 1930. [Courtesy DCR Archives.] 
Figure 4.2: The camp of the “Sandisfield Beavers,” the Civilian Conservation Corp company 
stationed at this state forest. Enrollees around the state and nation first constructed their living 
quarters like this before engaging in silvicultural work and recreational developments. This 
camp’s nickname mostly like referred to the numerous small lakes the company built to create 







Figure 4.3: The Committee on the Needs and Uses of Open Spaces released this “Map of Existing 
and Proposed Open Spaces in Massachusetts” in 1929 to demonstrate the possibilities for 
expanding the state’s recreational lands. The areas marked in red indicate existing state forests, 
while the yellow swaths show areas that should be targeted for public lands acquisition. This 
showed how planners hoped to build on the established framework of state forests. [Courtesy of 







Figure 4.4: This map of Windsor State Forest and environs in the Berkshires exemplified Hans’ 
approach to state forest planning. This showed the “relation of the State Reservation to its 
surrounding watershed.” Since the state only controlled small portions of this watershed, Hans 
recommended purchasing any adjacent lands and advised landscape architects to be aware of 
how properties under their aegis fit within larger natural systems. Egbert Hans, The Landscape 







Figure 4.5: This land use study shows how Hans first divided a landscape into different 
“topographic” sections (indicated by letters) and then determined which uses fit each section 
best. Templates like this guided state forest development during the 1930s. Egbert Hans, The 






Figure 4.6: This visitors’ guide map of October Mountain SF from 1936 reveals how Hans’ 







Figure 4.7: Hans noted that the road in the upper half of this sketch was the most “efficient” 
method of crossing the valley but did not necessarily present the best location for a new dam. 
Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State Reservations of Massachusetts. 
Figure 4.8:  Instead, Hans recommended rerouting the road and siting the new dam further down 
the valley. This achieved the DOC’s recreational goals more efficiently and created a more 
pleasant visitor experience. This image also consolidated Hans’ recommendations for laying out 
different recreational and forestry uses. Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State 







Figure 4.9: In this arrangement, the road’s proximity to the lake on the right disrupts the 
potential shoreline recreational area. Egbert Hans, The Landscape Architect in the State 
Reservations of Massachusetts.  
Figure 4.10: This improved arrangement placed the road further from the lakeside and 
incorporated the tree stand into an expanded beach area. This was Hans’ preferred placement. 






Figure 4.11: In a different but related hypothetical situation, Hans showed how that the most 
expedient option for a parking lot—the gravel pit in the upper left—did not necessarily make it 
the best one. Hans preferred siting the parking lot such that pedestrians did not have to cross 









Figure 4.12; This illustration depicts an ideal state forest recreational area. Picnic areas, tent 
campgrounds, and cabins are arrayed around the lake. The circulation loop road does not intrude 
into any of the recreational zones, and most of the land area is reserved for silviculture. Egbert 







Figure 4.13: The Department of Conservation published this visitor’s guide map of Mohawk Trail 
SF in 1938. The new recreational facilities are located in the middle right. The Mohawk Trail 
(Route 2) followed the course of the Cold River horizontally though the center. This map reveals 







Figure 4.14: Guy Harden and his crew of World War I veterans fitting logs for a new rock-crib 
bridge. Behind the men stand their CCC barracks. This photograph reveals the quotidian working 
landscapes in which CCC enrollees labored to create a naturalistic experience for visitors. 
[Courtesy DCR Archives.]  
Figure 4.15: The Administration Building as pictured in Albert Good’s compendium of NPS 
buildings and structures. This building, eventually located just behind the men in the picture 










Figure 4.16: The program for Mohawk Trail SF’s Administration Building shows how its rustic 
exterior concealed a fairly modern set of facilities for visitors who typically arrived by 
automobile. Albert Good, Park and Recreation Structures.  
Figure 4.17: A close up of the 
1938 visitor map. This depicts 
the location of the cabins, 
campground, and forest 
headquarters (or 
Administration Building). 








Figure 4.18: (above) One 
of two smaller cabins the 
CCC built in Mohawk Trail 
SF. [Photograph by 
Author.] 
Figure 4.19:(left) The 
layout of the smaller cabins. 
Albert Good, Park and 







Figure 4.20: Cabin No. 1, Mohawk Trail SF. This depicts the North (right) and east (left) elevations 
of Cabin No. 1, one of four similar rental cabins built by the CCC. The World War I veterans 
working at Mohawk Trail SF built this cabin by hand out of locally sourced spruce. [Photograph 










Figure 4.21: This depicts the layout for Cabin No. 2 at Mohawk Trail SF, the inverse of the one 
pictured above but in all other respects identical. These larger cabins provided a living area, 
kitchen, and bedroom. Thus, visitors could enjoy domestic amenities while “roughing” it in the 

















Figure 4.22: Cabin No. 1’s south elevation included a covered porch with a stone base. The bench, 
picnic table and grill are later additions, though the DOC included similar amenities originally.  
[Photograph by Author.]  
Figure 4.23: Detail of the porch stairs and 
flooring. CCC enrollees acquired these from 
nearby woodlands and streams. 







Figure 4.24: Cabin No. 1’s west elevation featured a stone chimney. Evident here are the roughly 
finished logs protruding from the cabin’s corners. Camp SP-6’s superintendent Guy Harden 
instructed his men to carve these logs ends with axes. [Photograph by Auhor.] 
Figure 4.25; The Indian Plaza in Charlemont, MA (picture here circa 1930) was located just a few 
miles east of Mohawk Trail SF’s entrance. Visitors coming from Boston would therefore have 
passed this shop that sold Native American-themed souvenirs on their way to Mohawk Trail SF. 









Figure 4.26: The “Wigwam” on the western summit of the Hoosac Mountains further 
appropriated Native American culture to create an appealing, frontier-themed tourist corridor 
along the Mohawk Trail. [Boston Public Library, Tichnor Brothers Collection.]  
Figure 4.27: Titled “Hail to the 
Sunrise,” this bronze statute 
was erected in 1932. The 
sculptor Joseph Pollia designed 
this work, which the 
International Order of Red Men 
financed. The plaque on the 
base memorialized the Mohawk 
Indians who traversed the area 
and were “friendly to the white 







Figure 4.28: A sketch by Egbert Hans outlining the essential facets of cribwork dam construction. 
Egbert Hans, “Rock Crib Construction on Berkshire Streams.”  
Figure 4.29: Guy Harden constructed this model of Mohawk Trail’s rock-crib dam to educate 
other CCC camps in the somewhat esoteric construction technique. The log “cribs” on either side 







Figure 4.30: The same dam model looking downstream. [Courtesy 
DCR Archives.]  
Figure 4.31: This illustration depicts the rock-crib dam at Mohawk Trail SF. Despite the peaceful 
sylvan scene, this dam significantly altered the natural landscape to provide a recreational 






Figure 4.32: When a rock-crib dam was impracticable, Hans recommended facing concrete and 
other types of dams with local stones. Egbert Hans, “Rock Crib Construction on Berkshire 
Streams.” 
Figure 4.33: The completed rock crib dam at Mohawk Trail SF, here depicted as ice floes move 








Figure 4.34: The crib for a bridge under construction at Mohawk Trail SF. The caption noted that 
the cribs were “built up, fitted, marked and then set up in excavations,” a laborious process. 
[Courtesy DCR Archives.]  
Figure 4.35: The rock-crib bridge at Mohawk Trail nearly completed. This structure conveyed 
visitors from the highway, across the river, and into the carefully coordinated recreational 









Figure 4.36: This sketch of Mohawk Trail SF’s rock crib bridge by Egbert Hans showed how he 
sought to harmonize infrastructure with the natural surroundings. Egbert Hans, “Rock Crib 






Figure 4.37; Water holes like this one designed by the DOC for Myles Standish SF became 
ubiquitous features of Massachusetts state forests and parks. Though first built in the early 
1920s, they proliferated during the 1930s as CCC enrollees built them throughout Massachusetts 
state forests and parks. These simple, shallow wells provided water for firefighting in remote 






Figure 4.38: This visitor’s guide map of Otter River SF from 1936 demonstrates how the DOC 







Figure 4.39: Massachusetts’s first state park, Nickerson SP, provided a range of recreational 
opportunities on Cape Cod. Years earlier, the first state forester, Alfred Akerman, had created plan 
to produce timber on this former estate. The circulation loop road was still under construction in 






Figure 4.40: A CCC-built picnic pavilion at Nickerson SP. Massachusetts Cultural Resources 
Inventory System, Massachusetts Historical Commission.    
Figure 4.41: Salisbury Beach circa 1930s. The first DOC-managed beach provided a guarded 
swimming area just outside of the heavily commercialized entertainment district. [Boston Public 


















Figure 4.42: The Boston Society of Landscape Architects worked with Egbert Hans to create this 
elaborate plan for Salisbury Beach Reservation. This was the first beach reservation that the DOC 
owned and managed, though the Metropolitan District Commission operated Revere Beach. Along 
with Nickerson and Robinson State Parks, Salisbury Beach demonstrated the DOC’s new 
commitment to providing recreational opportunities. This plan included a wide range of 
amenities including bathing, camping, sports, boating, and even hydro-planes. Most of this plan 
was never realized as the United States entered World War Two as this plan was being 






“A Grand Heritage for Future Generations” 
 
A visitor planning a trip to one of Massachusetts’s state forests and parks in 
1941 could peruse descriptions of the six state parks and twenty-four state forests 
with recreational areas listed in the thorough guide that the Works Progress 
Administration Writers’ Project prepared.1 The state’s public lands offered a wealth 
of landscapes and experiences. Visitors could swim in the ocean at Salisbury Beach, 
climb Mount Grace’s summit and look out across four states, fish on a quiet pond in 
Myles Standish State Forest (SF), encounter history at the Standish Monument 
Reservation, or hike through the woods to a dramatic waterfall at Savoy Mountain 
SF. At Beartown SF, the Department of Conservation (DOC) had set aside 1,000 acres 
as a bird and game refuge and planted berry bushes to attract wild turkeys, making 
for good hunting in season. In winter, people could ski down Beartown SF’s newly-
cut slopes and warm up in the new lodge. In addition to natural beauty and outdoor 
recreation, these state forests and parks offered thrilling encounters with 
Massachusetts’s history. At Mohawk Trail SF, the guide described how easy it was to 
“lose the sense of time and imagine oneself back in the days when this was 
dangerous Indian country.”2 In Otter River SF, one could picnic beside King Phillip’s 
Rock, a glacial erratic where the Native chieftain once might have camped. If visitors 
 
1 Massachusetts’s WPA Writers’ Project, “State Forests and Parks of Massachusetts: A Recreation 
Guide” (Boston, MA: Department of Conservation and Recreation, 1941). 





strayed beyond these recreational areas the guide advertised, they might find 
themselves within straight rows of pines surrounded by and cut through with roads. 
They might see recently-cut stumps and neatly-arranged piles of harvested timber. 
This juxtaposition of working timber plantations and recreation areas revealed that 
by 1941 Massachusetts had created a multiple use public land system that wove 
together timber production, outdoor recreation, scenic preservation, and wildlife 
protection in order to serve a diverse society’s variety of needs. This multilayered 
conservation system not only provided visitors with enjoyment but constituted, as 
the guide stated, a “grand heritage for future generations.”3  
 As this dissertation has shown, a range of people including concerned 
conservationists and professional foresters forged this composite state forest and 
park system whose landscapes embodied changing understandings of how forests 
could and should best serve Massachusetts’s society over the course of fifty years. 
The Trustees of Public Reservations’ (Trustees) 1891 establishment set in motion a 
movement to protect the Commonwealth’s forests through private and public 
institutional ownership and management of threatened lands. While the Trustees 
valued forests as emblems of New England’s rural landscape, the Massachusetts 
Forestry Association (MFA) emerged in 1898 to promote another way of 
appreciating and managing forests. In the face of environmental change, the MFA 
sought to encourage the adoption of scientific forestry, which members believed 
 





could bring prosperity to rural areas struggling with farm abandonment and 
depopulation. In the early twentieth century, Massachusetts’s powerful network of 
conservation organizations successfully lobbied the state government to establish 
the Office of State Forester (OSF) to coordinate the protection of existing forests and 
reforestation of underproductive lands. When Alfred Akerman became the first state 
forester in 1904, he focused on educating residents about scientific forestry’s 
practices and benefits. Akerman and his few employees lectured, wrote articles, and 
inspected woodlands across Massachusetts. His successor, Franklin Rane expanded 
upon these efforts and spearheaded fire and pest prevention efforts while 
establishing small demonstration forests to showcase silvicultural methods. The 
State Forest Commission’s (SFC) 1914 creation ushered in a new era in which the 
state actively sought, purchased, and managed undervalued lands for timber 
production. Following the 1919 reorganization of the OSF into the DOC, 
commissioner William Bazeley and chief forester Harold O. Cook oversaw a major 
expansion in the size and meaning of the state forest system in response to further 
lobbying efforts and changing cultural needs. While instituting scientific forest 
management still guided the DOC’s work, the growing popularity of outdoor 
recreation and auto-tourism prompted the department to build new recreational 
facilities in state forests. This early trend towards a multi-use conservation system 
accelerated rapidly following the Great Depression and the CCC’s arrival in the state. 





laborers, the DOC set out to realize the Massachusetts Plan’s ambitious goals to 
increase state forest’s recreational offerings and to establish the first state parks 
wholly dedicated to recreation. This massive investment in the public lands also 
boosted forestry efforts. CCC enrollees across the state battled pests, cut fire lines, 
and planted trees to nurture the growth of valuable timber. Thus, by 1941, when 
World War II’s onset halted developments, a multiple use management regime 
controlled Massachusetts’s state forests and parks.   
 A range of forces initiated and structured these sweeping changes. First, 
throughout this period, the belief that sylvan landscapes played a significant role in 
the state’s cultural identity informed efforts to safeguard existing forests and 
reforest underproductive lands. The Trustees of Public Reservations, for instance, 
believed the remaining vestiges of Massachusetts’s characteristic natural landscapes 
and needed protection against expanding urban and suburban development. 
Foresters, on the other hand, hoped that their orderly timber plantations could 
restore vitality to the emblematic rural towns and villages that suffered amid a 
changing economic order. The Standish Monument and the construction of log 
cabins at Mohawk Trail SF romanticized colonial history and frontier culture during 
periods of transformation and hardship. Though seemingly unassuming and 
straightforward, state forests and parks embody complex cultural formations. Next, 
these landscapes demonstrated an abiding conviction that professional and rational 





divergent needs. While the Trustees was a private corporation created in 1891, 
Charles Eliot organized the impetus behind the formation in 1893 of the 
Metropolitan Park Commission’s public reservations, and his 1898 Report on the 
Vegetation and Scenery in the Metropolitan Reservations of Boston demonstrated 
how methodical surveys and expert guidance could improve forest landscapes. In 
the twentieth century, professional foresters strove to prove how their expertise 
and science-based practices could bring wealth and beauty to the state’s landscapes. 
Beginning in the 1930s, landscape architects and regional planners added their 
specialized knowledge to elaborate upon existing and build new recreational 
facilities. By 1941, Massachusetts’s public conservation landscapes manifested the 
intimate relationship between professional expertise and state power. Finally, state 
forests and parks attested to nature’s overarching power to complicate humans’ 
attempts at control. The unpredictable and perplexing regeneration of 
Massachusetts’s forests in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century led 
conservationists to seek reform. While Massachusetts’s climate and soil favored tree 
growth, a host of obstacles, natural and introduced, confounded foresters’ carefully-
laid plans. Gypsy moths brought to the state on a whim defoliated thousands of 
acres, a mysterious fungal blight eradicated the cherished chestnut tree, foresters 
introduced white pine blister rust accidently, fires burned through young and old 
forests alike, and the massive 1938 hurricane felled an astounding number of trees. 





people who found peace and joy while hiking through quiet forests, appreciating 
views from preserved summits, swimming in pristine ponds, and camping beneath 
the swaying treetops and shining stars. This history of state forests and parks show 
how their landscapes testify to the give and take between humanity and nature.  
 This dissertation contends that the period between 1891 and 1941 
constituted a distinct era in which the state developed a multiple use public land 
system. During this period, however, conservation advocates, government officials, 
and foresters established the fundamental framework that structured future growth 
of and work on Massachusetts’s state forests and parks. World War II suspended 
recreational development, reduced visitation significantly, and stalled silvicultural 
operations as workers, materials, and funding were redirected to support the war. 
Following these disruptions, foresters returned to their timber stands and visitors 
once again flocked to state forests and parks. Remarkable change and continuity 
characterize postwar development. In the past several decades, the state has added 
over one hundred properties covering roughly 120,000 acres, constructed new 
facilities, harvested mature and planted new timber plantations, and reorganized its 
environmental agencies multiple times. The environmental movement of the 1960s, 
advancements in ecology, the advent of ecosystem management practices, 
continued urban and suburban expansion, the growing awareness of global climate 
change, and other factors have modified how society understands, values, manages, 





Otter River SF or Mohawk Trail SF to the current day would encounter generally 
recognizable landscapes. There have been changes, of course. New cinder block 
bathrooms have replaced earlier ones at Beaman Pond, and two modern, 
prefabricated log cabins have joined Mohawk Trail SF’s three remaining CCC-built 
cabins. The trees along Mohawk Trail SF’s entrance now tower over cars while Otter 
River SF’s early tree plantations have been cut. This time-traveler, though, would be 
able to identify these places and see them as the multi-use forests they have been for 
many decades. Furthermore, institutional prerogatives have endured through the 
years. In 2012, the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), which now 
oversees the former county-managed state reservations and Metropolitan District 
Commission reservations and parkways, released the results of its Forest Futures 
Visioning Process, a community-driven initiative that “sought to balance forest 
management practices with other uses and activities so that these lands may 
continue to provide a range of public benefits to future generations.”4 This plan 
created three landscape management designations: Reserves protected “high-value 
ecosystems,” “Parklands” served as recreational areas, and “Woodlands” functioned 
as areas that sustained both recreation and silvicultural operations.5 In the twenty-
first century, therefore, Massachusetts’s state forests and parks continued to 
 
4 Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation, “Landscape Designations for DCR Parks 
& Forests: Selection Criteria and Management Guidelines, March 2012,” (Boston MA: Department of 
Conservation and Recreation, 2012), 1.  





provide a similar range of social services and public benefits as they did in 1941.6 
The original ambitions for productive timber reserves generating sustainable profits 
did not entirely come to fruition. The focus on recreation following World War II, 
the underfunding of forestry programs, and misperceptions and 
miscommunications about timber harvesting on public lands has hampered the 
DCR’s ability to effectively manage its woodlands. Many timber stands have grown 
excessively overstocked and mature due to a lack of regular thinning. 
Massachusetts’s businesses and individuals, meanwhile, continue to consume 
significant amounts of forest products, but imports over 95% of these products from 
other states or countries.7 Alfred Akerman had lamented a similar situation in 1904. 
Nevertheless, the DCR continues to actively reforest state lands, cultivate new and 
existing tree plantations, and harvest mature timbers stands. 
Massachusetts’s state forests and parks underscore the Commonwealth’s 
significant contributions to our understanding of the ideas, people, and institutions 
that shaped forest protection in the United States. Though larger and earlier state 
forest and park systems, such as New York’s, have garnered more attention, 
 
6 This combination of uses, however, has not achieved an easy balance and has generated contentious 
debates. For example, the DCR’s recent decision to harvest a 110-year-old stand of locally-cherished 
oaks in Wendell State Forest garnered severe criticism from the community and prompted a review 
of DCR practices. In August 2019, ten protesters were arrested while attempting to block logging 
trucks from accessing the forest. The DCR claimed that the harvest would increase the forest’s 
resilience. Sarah Wu, “10 Arrested in Wendell State Forest Logging Protest,” Boston Globe, August 23, 
2019.  
7 “Northern Berkshire District Draft Forest Resource Management Plan” (Boston, MA: Department of 






Massachusetts deserves recognition for developing a flexible and complex system 
that demonstrated how multiple use forest management originated in state-level 
conservation programs. Furthermore, the emergence and evolution of the public 
land system examined in this dissertation further demonstrate how state forests 
and parks reinforced cultural identity, communicated history, sustained 
professional practices, and benefited from non-governmental organizations’ 
vigorous support. Massachusetts, though, provides more than just an effective case 
study. The Commonwealth’s particular matrix of intellectual traditions, cultural 
practices, political formations, dedicated advocates, and environment 
transformations vividly demonstrated how state land protection sought to revitalize 
forests so that forests could in turn revitalize the state’s urban and rural landscape, 
economy, and people. These revitalizing forests’ story forms an essential part of the 
wider narrative about Americans’ often fraught, continuously changing, always 
complicated, sometimes exasperating, and frequently inspiring relationship with 
nature, power, and each other.  
Massachusetts exemplified how state forests and parks supported cultural 
identity and communicated history. From the Trustees onward, conservationists 
and foresters framed the state’s woodlands as quintessential cultural landscapes 
whose dilapidation evinced failure and restoration showed vitality. The state’s 
storied history resided in forests. The 1941 Recreation Guide described how caves 





eighteenth century, how Nathaniel Hawthorne had written his House of Seven Gables 
near October Mountain SF, and how “many Indian relics” had been discovered in 
Myles Standish SF.8 This concatenation of natural spaces and historical tales 
reinforced the interconnections between forested landscapes and cultural identity 
in the Commonwealth. Though sites like Mohawk Trail SF and the Standish 
Monument Reservation upheld dominant ideals and distorted colonial history, later 
generations have been able to reclaim and reconfigure how such sites present and 
narrate history and culture.9 State forests and parks in Massachusetts and beyond 
continue to powerfully connect people to nature and to the past. 
These spaces also testified to and supported the professionalization of 
forestry, landscape architecture, and planning during the early twentieth century. 
Charles Eliot’s vision for a regional park system and the practices he set forth in his 
report on metropolitan reservations endured in the elaborate network of scenic 
preserves, timber reserves, and recreational lands whose management was guided 
by extensive surveys, silvicultural plans, and land use assessments. This period 
displayed the evolving beliefs and practices of the first cohort of American-trained 
foresters. Alfred Akerman graduated in the Yale Forest School’s first class, while 
 
8 “State Forests and Parks of Massachusetts: A Recreation Guide,” 14-19.  
9 For instance, in 1996, Chief Jake Swamp, the Mohawk Nation’s officially recognized “Peace Tree 
Chief,” planted white pines in Mohawk Trail SF as part of a peace ceremony. Robert T. Leverett and 
Gary Beluzo, “Friends of the Mohawk Trail State Forest: Report on Forest Research at Mohawk Trail 
State Forest” (Boston, MA: Prepared for the Department of Conservation and Recreation by the 






Harold O. Cook, who worked for state for fifty years, was among the earliest 
graduates from Harvard University’s forestry program. When state foresters first set 
out to bring “wealth and beauty” to Massachusetts’s trees, they used a new set of 
tools to improve a sometimes perplexing natural world that stymied their best 
efforts. The professional practices wielded to revitalize the state’s forests reveal the 
epistemological networks that shaped environmental management throughout the 
United States. The MFA brought together landscape architects, politicians, 
landowners, and businesspeople to forge a new vision for the Commonwealth’s 
woodlands, while later conferences, professional associations, and educational 
institutions connected the nation’s stewards of state forest systems and nurtured 
the expansion of scientific forestry and outdoor recreation throughout the United 
States. Today, the remaining timber stands, stone fireplaces, and overgrown fire 
lines persevere as material emblems of a period of experimentation and exploration 
in which different professionals applied and developed their expertise in new 
contexts. 
This dissertation further shows how a distinctive community of private 
conservation organizations provided a strong foundation and continued support for 
state forest and park creation and stewardship. Members of the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, MFA, and Trustees led the charge to establish Massachusetts’s state 
forestry program and ensured that the government upheld its commitments. All 





invaluable natural resources and public lands.10 This particularly robust network 
demonstrates how an engaged population leads to stronger environmental 
protection. Though white, middle- and upper-class men largely directed these early-
twentieth-century conservation efforts, a commitment to equal access and 
democratic ideals certainly shaped these landscapes. State forests and parks were, 
ultimately, the people’s land, and the changing motivations and goals guiding their 
use and development reflect the state’s recognition of and adjustment to the public’s 
needs. Cultivating these private-public partnerships remains vital, though 
contemporary environmental organizations must engage with a broader cross-
section of the state’s population to ensure a more equitable approach to 
conservation.11 Altogether, Massachusetts’s state forests and parks are a system of 
landscapes connected by ideas, laws, people, practices, and the environment itself. 
Looking closely at these threads leads to a fuller appreciation of the rich and varied 
tapestry of forest protection in the United States.  
This historical analysis of Massachusetts’s state forests and parks matters 
because it uncovers the power structures, cultural beliefs, and natural forces that 
originated and shaped the Commonwealth’s public lands in lasting ways. Though 
 
10 The MFA became the Environmental League of Massachusetts in 1993 and is the leading 
environmental lobby in the state. William A. King, “The Private Forestry Movement in 
Massachusetts,” in Stepping Back to Look Forward: A History of the Massachusetts Forest, Charles H. 
W. Foster, ed. (Petersham, MA: Distributed by the Harvard University Press for the Harvard Forest, 
1998), 108. 
11 Carolyn Finney addressed the dire need to include more people of color and confront systemic 
racism in environmental organizations in her Black Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining the Relationship 






focused on just one state’s conservation system, this study yields insights that can 
shed light on equivalent systems throughout the United States. State forests and 
parks safeguard millions of acres of land across the country, and millions of people 
visit these places. To establish more equitable access to and representation in public 
lands requires a greater awareness of the ethical and ideological frameworks that 
guide management. This study should prompt forest managers to question 
assumptions regarding their practices and to critically examine the underlying 
power structures that steer decision making. Furthermore, by recounting how a 
range of private organizations, public institutions, and concerned individuals 
advocated for and achieved this multifaceted forest protection, this study can help 
chart the path to future, stronger conservation regimes. The efforts considered in 
the preceding chapters were not an unalloyed success. Massachusetts does not grow 
all its own timber, access to open space is not everywhere equitable, and a range of 
natural and human-made threats continue to plague the state’s woodlands. Though 
Massachusetts’s forests returned with vigor in the late twentieth century, they 
remain vulnerable. In 2021, the importance of New England’s public lands and the 
need for improved forest stewardship have grown as a host of issues threaten to 
erode the legacy of the groups and people who fought for and toiled in 
Massachusetts’s state forests and parks. The Harvard Forest’s Wildlands and 
Woodlands Initiative has shown that residential and commercial development, 





have left the region’s forests susceptible to a host of dangers.12 Solutions exist. For 
example, just as foresters over a century ago turned to sustainable forest 
management as a means to revitalize the state, so too can well-informed and clearly 
communicated silvicultural practices with community buy-in strengthen 
Massachusetts’s efforts to mitigate atmospheric carbon dioxide and adapt to a 
changing climate. As Brian Donahue, David Foster, and Frank Lowenstein argued in 
a 2019 opinion piece in The New York Times, dealing with climate change requires 
thoughtfully protecting and utilizing New England’s forests. In language reminiscent 
of Akerman’s 1906 interview in which he expressed an intention to bring “wealth 
and beauty in trees” to Massachusetts, these authors suggested a set of policies that 
would sequester carbon dioxide “in living, beautiful, and productive forests.13 Thus a 
revitalized understanding of wealth and beauty in trees is needed to meet the 
twenty-first century’s challenges.  
 Grappling with the complicated legacy and uncertain future of 
Massachusetts’s public lands brings me back to the site and question that sparked 
my curiosity in this project. Were the dubious Green Team members discussed in 
the Introduction to ask me now why we were at Harold Parker SF, I would have a 
better, though maybe not very concise, answer. I would explain that we were there 
 
12 David Foster, Kathleen Fallon Lambert, David Kittredge, Brian Donahue, Clarisse Hart, et al., 
Wildlands and Woodlands, Farmlands and Communities: Broadening the Vision for New England 
(Petersham, MA: Harvard Forest, Harvard University, 2017), 3-4. 
13 Frank Lowenstein, Brian Donahue, and David Foster, “Opinion—Let’s Fill Our Cities with Taller, 





because people over a century ago protected this place and many more like it to 
help improve people’s lives and livelihoods. Since Harold Parker SF’s 1916 
establishment, people found that visiting it and similar sites brought peace, joy, and 
excitement to their lives while the forest brought natural resources and additional 
income to the Commonwealth. We were there to have fun, relax, challenge 
ourselves, and to learn about the world and our role within it. Our activities were 
part of a long and evolving tradition of engagement with and stewardship of nature. 
The 1941 Massachusetts recreation guide noted that Harold Parker SF offered a 
“convenient refuge for city dwellers seeking an opportunity to enjoy out-door 
pleasures at not too great a distance from their homes.”14 The Green Team and I 
continued to find refuge and outdoor pleasures in Harold Parker SF. I am not sure 
that such a long-winded answer would have satisfied the skeptical teens, but I find 
comfort knowing that I have unraveled part of the mystery of Harold Parker SF’s 
larger role in the state and nation. Recalling now how this group of Boston youths 
and I ravenously consumed spaghetti and meatballs in a campsite built by and 
beneath trees planted by CCC enrollees in one of Massachusetts’s oldest state forests 
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